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1 . 0 SU~1MARY 
A program was conducted to develop an optimization procedure for the 
Structural Tailoring of Engine Blades (STAEBL) and to demonstrate the 
proce~ure by using it to design two fan blades of composite materials. 
The fan stage of the Energy Efficient Engine which was designed under NASA 
Contract NAS3-20646, was sel ected as the aerodynamic confi gurati on upon \'Ihi ch 
to base the tailoring demonstration. 
Three major computerized capabilities were needed to complete the procedure: 
approximate analysis with the established input variables and trial values of 
design variables, optimization of an objective function, and refined analysis 
for design verification. To perform approximate analyses, an existing 
procedure was modified to evaluate 1m'/ cycle fatigue, vibratory fatigue and 
forei gn obj ect damage for composite blade desi gns. To incorporate the effects 
of Direct Operating Cost plus Interest (the objective function) into t: e 
desi gn, the COPES/CONMIN optimi zati on program was used. NASTRAN was used to 
verify that the approximate analysis and optimization procedure had designed a 
blade that met all design criteria. 
To demonstrate the STAEBL procedure in real design situations, it was \1aS used 
to structurally tailor two engine fan blades constructed of composite 
materials without midspan shrouds. The first \vas a solid blade made from 
superhybri d composites, and the second was a hollow b1 ade wi th meta1-matri x 
composite inlays. 
Mathematical optimization applied to shroudless fan blade structural tailoring 
has been demonstrated to be a very powerful automated desi gn procedure. It 
provides the capacity to simultaneously evaluate many design variables to 
optimize a comprehensive objective function while satisfying numerous design 
constrai nts. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Fan and compressor blades are designed to provide aerodynamic performance and 
structural durability at minimum cost to the aircraft/engine operator through 
alternating aerodynamic and structural design iterations. The current 
structural design procedure requires that specified criteria be satisfied. 
These cri teri a have been deri ved by correl at ing parti cul ar anal yses with 
extensive empirical experience. The designer is provided with an interactive 
computer system that conducts vibration, steady state stress, and ingestion 
analyses of proposed designs, modifies designs for reanalysis, compares 
resul ts of analysi s with cri teri a and assembl es input for non-i nteracti ve 
flight cycle life analysis. The structural designer uses his personal 
experience to establish the path to follm'l to improve the design and decide 
when to terminate the search for the best design within the limits of the 
proposed aerodynamic configuration. 
Thus, the current design procedures for turbine engine blades are partly 
engineering and partly art. The quality of the design is often the result of 
the judgment and experience of the engineer or engineering team that performed 
the task. The penalties for less than optimum designs are weight and cost. The 
cost pE!nalty may appear as low efficiency or the wasted time of a long 
development cycle, fixing failures and improving performance. This usually 
results in less than optimum designs because the constraints of correcting a 
problem are always more severe than an original design, i.e., the space for 
the stage is fi xed, the performance of other components interacts or is 
dependent on the part under development, etc. Once the design has been 
corrected, it is usually at the expense of cost or weight and degradation of 
the overall engine performance must be accepted. 
It is apparent that current blade design procedures are 1 imited by the need 
for the design engineer to incorporate his experience in trading design 
variables against each other. This problem is not peculiar to structural blade 
design; it arises to substantially the same degree in the design of other 
components. For these reasons, it is appropri ate to i ni ti ate development of 
automated procedures to penni t the optimi zed trade-off of vari ab 1 es aga i nst 
each other to improve the blade design and establish a foundation for 
appl i cation to other components. Such formal i zed optimum desi gn procedures 
have been developed and used with considerable success for optimum structural 
design of linear static structures, and are now being developed and used with 
some success for the aeroelastic tailoring of fixed aircraft wings. The 
objective of the Structural Tailoring of Engine Blades Program, hereinafter 
referred to as STAEBL, was to develop a formal i zed optimum desi gn procedure 
for engine blades which will meet all the aerothermomechanical design 
requirements in an aircraft engine environment. The STAEBL procedure will 
reduce human error in the blade design process by automating with mathematical 
precision what was formerly user judgement on an interactive system. 
To meet the objective of the STAEBL program, six technical tasks were 
established as part of NASA Contract NAS3-22525: 
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Task I: STAEBL Procedure - Design of the general STAEBL procedure. 
Task II: Input - Definition of STAEBL procedure input parameters including 
initial blade geometry, material properties, loads, weight and cost 
models, and design constraints. 
Task III: Approximate Analyses - Modification of existing beam analyses to 
perform vibration, stress and foreign object damage evaluations of 
composite blades. 
Task IV: Optimization Procedure - Identify a procedure \'1hich optimizes the 
objecti ve function, di rect operati ng cost pl us interest, withi n 
limits of specified constraints. 
Task V: Refi ned Analyses - Establ ish a procedure for usi ng NASTRAN to 
validate optimized blade designs. 
Task VI: Demonstration and Documentation - Demonstrate and document the 
STAEBL procedure by using it to tailor two alternate designs of the 
shroudless Energy Efficient Engine fan blade: one a solid blade 
made from superhybrid composites; and the second, a hollow blade 
with metal-matrix composite inlays. 
The facil ity used for the STAEBL program was an IBM System 370 computing 
system. Most engineering problems were currently progral11T1ed for solution on 
three existing IBM 370 computers. Using IBM's latest virtual storage 
technology, these computers coul d accol11T1odate fully computeri zed i nteracti ve 
design systems, general time-sharing, teleprocessing, real time 
management/information systems, and management and scientific batch processing. 
Secti on 3.0 of thi s report presents a descri pti on of the STAEBL program 
design. Section 4.0 describes the results of the demonstration of the 
procedure and Secti on 5.0 presents Concl usi ons and Recommendati ons emanati ng 
from thi s program. 
Appendix A presents the STAEBL procedure organization, identifying the various 
subroutines used in the overall system. Appendix B presents a complete FORTRAN 
listing of the STAEBL procedure for the hollow blade. The revisions to this 
FORTRAN listing for the superhybrid blade are provided in Appendix C. 
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3.0 STAEBL PROCEDURE 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
Airfoil structural design is a critical part of the aircraft turbine engine 
development process. The limitations imposed by durability requirements for 
the a i rfoi 1 s have a direct beari ng on the aerodynami c perfonnance that can be 
achieved. In addition, a significant portion of engine weight and engine cost 
is a simple multiple of airfoil weight. The airfoil design problem is complex. 
Chord, thicknesses at several locations, and internal constructions are 
selected to simultaneously satisfy vibration, ingestion and flight cycle 
durabi 1 ity requi rements. Mathemati ca 1 optimi zation techni ques have been 
developed to expedite solution of this kind of tailoring problem which 
involves many design variables and many requirements. The airfoil application 
is particularly appropriate because the complex shapes defined by optimization 
do not increase manufacturing cost. The basic airfoil aerodynamic shapes are 
fabricated in accordance "lith three-dimensional numerical definitions which 
are readily modified to accept the results of structural tailoring. 
Problems associated with structural tailoring of engine blades include: 1} 
engine blades are designed to operate in a dynamic environment by application 
of constraints which differ substantially from those applied to linear static 
structures; 2} analysts and/or desi gners have hesi tated to develop 
optimi zati on procedures for blades made from homogeneous materi al s because 
acceptable designs can be derived from past experience; and 3} finite element 
analyses, which are too time consuming to be used effectively in an 
optimi zation procedure, have been used in desi gni ng bl ades havi ng advanced 
constructions such as those to be designed in this program. 
The approach taken to assembl e a procedure whi ch sol ves these probl ems is 
described in Section 3.2. Inputs to the procedure are defined in 3.3. The 
approximate analyses and controlling method used in automated optimization are 
described in Sections 3.4 and 3.S. The substantiative refined analyses are 
described in Section 3.6. 
3.2 GENERAL APPROACH TO STAEBL PROCEDURE DESIGN 
Figure 3.2-1 summarizes the a procedure for the Structural Tailoring of Engine 
Blades. Design variables are initialized by input to the procedure and varied 
during optimization. Approximate analyses for low cycle fatigue, flutter, 
resonance, and foreign object damage are applied to evaluate position relative 
to constrai nts. 
The objective function optimized in the STAEBL procedure is derived from the 
relationships illustrated in Figure 3.2-2. The complexity encountered in 
finding the design which optimizes this function can be illustrated by 
examining its relationship to blade chord {Figure 3.2-3}. It appears to be 
simpl e, but becomes compl i cated when structural constraints are introduced 
{Figure 3.2-4}. The design that the procedure selects must optimize user 
economics without violating the imposed constraints. 
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Figure 3.2-1 The Structural Tailoring of Engine Blades Procedure 
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Figure 3.2-2 The Objective Function Relates Airline Economics to Blade Design 
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Figure 3.2-4 Design Problem Complexity is Introduced by Structural Constraints 
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The most effective technique available for solving nonlinear optimization 
problems was selected from those available. The COPES/CONltJIN (COntrol Program 
for Engi neeri ng Synthesi s/CONstrai ned MINimi zatio n) optimi zatlon program, a 
general purpose routi ne based on themetllod of feasi bl e di rect ions and 
developed by G. N. Vanderpl aats of the Naval Postgraduate School, was chosen 
for the optimization procedure. 
The above efforts in the STAEBL procedure identify a fine tuned optimum blade 
design that is validated by NASTRAN refined analysis. The procedure was 
demonstrated by the desi gn of two composi te materi al shroudl ess fan blades. 
This procedure will reduce human error in the blade design process by 
automating with mathematical precision what was formerly user judgement in an 
interactive system. 
3.3 INPUT TO FAN BLADE STRUCTURAL TAILURING PROCEDURE 
3.3.1 Aerodynamic Stage 
The starting point for structural tailoring of an engine blade is a candidate 
aerodynamic stage design which will deliver the required airflow and pressure 
ratio. The geometry of this candidate design is input to the structural 
tailoring procedure in the following form: 
o coordinate definitions of a series of airfoil sections (define 
stagger, camber, edge radi i, chord and thickness, all functions of 
radius); 
o flowpath boundaries (root and tip radii and convergence angles); 
o number of blades. 
3.3.2 Support Structure 
The dominant variables which control structural tailoring are frequency 
dependent and sensitive to blade attachment flexibility. Since the space 
available for the attachment varies with the airfoil design parameters, 
attachment flexibility is recognized by increasing the effective length of the 
candidate aerodynamic blade design. The additional input is: 
o effective inner radius, 
o dimensions of a rectangular section in the extended region. 
3.3.3 Operating Conditions 
Airfoil peak steady stress is calculated at maximum normal speed to determine 
life. Fatigue is prevented by tuning to avoid critical resonances at any speed 
above minimum cruise. Flutter stability and response to injestion of a 
standard bird are calculated at maximum takeoff rotor speed. The inputs 
required to make these calculations are: 
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o rotor speeds, 
o relative flow velocity, Mach number, incidence and density. 
3.3.4 Materials 
Bl ade centri fugal stresses and vi bratory characteri sti cs resul t from body 
loads and are, therefore, fully dependent upon the properties of the blade 
:nateri al s. Bl ade 1 i fe is dependent on the strength of the materi al subjected 
to a particular stress condition. Composites materials, such as those to be 
used in the blades tailored in this program, are composed of a fixed 
proportion of fiber and matrix elements and can be considered to be 
homogeneous materials \'Iith directional properties. Similarly, adhesively 
bonded pl ies of metal matrix composite can be considered to be a single 
material. The net criticality of a local stress state is determined by 
evaluating a parameter which is a function of the relative criticality of each 
individual stress component. The inputs \,/hich define the required properties 
for each material are: 
o density, 
o directional moduli and Poisson's ratios, 
o directional cyclic strengths. 
3.3.5 Objective Function 
The STAEBL procedure optimizes a single benefit which can be related to the 
final design. The benefit may be as simple as airfoil weight or it may be 
total val ue to the engi ne operator whi ch consi ders trades between wei ght, 
i niti a 1 cost, mai ntenance cost and even aerodynami c performance. The benefi t 
expression is kept in generalized form by introducing a FORTRAN definition of: 
o an objective function of design variables or quantities which are 
defined by the design variables (constant terms are not required). 
3.3.6 Constraints 
The durability objectives of a blade design are accomplished by imposing 
limits on the quantities that are calculated in the structural analyses. 
Margins are established relative to idealized limits to recognize the effects 
of geometric, material, and operational tolerances and to compensate for 
approximations in the analyses or underlying assumptions. Inputs to the STAEBL 
p rocedu re are: 
o mi nimum a 11 owab 1 e predi cted aerodynami c dampi n9, 
o mi nimum all o\'iabl e difference between predi cted frequencies and 
critical multiples of rotor speed, 
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o maximum allowable local and root bird injestion stress parameters, 
o limits on design variables (for consistency \'1ith various assumptions). 
3.3.7 Design Variables 
Scaling techniques are provided within the STAEBL procedure to vary the 
coordinates that define any airfoil section in proportion with changes in 
chord or maximum thickness (fairinOg to constant edge radii). Logic is also 
included to identify the particular material at any point in a composite blade 
by references to quantities which define the relative position of the limits 
of that material. A fiber orientation angle is associated with each composite 
material. Relevant inputs are coded identification of design variables and 
initial values for starting the iteration and include: 
o root chord (constant scale for all stations), 
o thickness/chord (independent stations), 
o composite material location limits (including the cavity as a zero 
properties composite), 
o composite material fiber orientation angles. 
3.4 APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft computerized system for designing conventional 
blade structures consists of a set of analysis programs which are linked to a 
common data library. Computational efficiency is an important consideration in 
the se1 ecti on of these programs because the system is used so frequently. 
Approximate analyses are used wherever they have been successfully corre1 ated 
with extensive durability experience. This system provides a proven base for 
selection of approximate analyses for the STAEBL system. 
3.4.1 Stress and Vibration Analysis 
3.4.1.1 Approach 
The bladed disk vibration analysis program in the existing Pratt & Whitney 
Ai rcraft system eva1 uates a bl ade with coup1 ed bendi ng and torsi ona1 degrees 
of freedom mounted on a flexible disk and restrained by offset shrouds. The 
program can operate on b1 ades wi th two or 1 ess shrouds and b1 ade alone 
analyses can be performed. Resonance diagrams, mode shape plots and input data 
to the supersonic flutter prediction program are generated. 
Thi s beam-type ana1ysi s \-/as fonnu1 ated for app1 icati on to ai rfoi1 s with cross 
section shapes which are highly variable in the spanwise direction. It 
simulates increments of blade between independently defined airfoil sections. 
The ana1ysi s recognizes the effects of unequal deviation-from-radia1 of the 
directions of principal stiffness of the airfoi1's leading and trailing edges. 
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Careful attention to edge stiffness inclination is given because the edge 
material is located at the greatest distance from the section shear center. 
In this system, dynamic influence equations for a section of blade are derived 
by \'!riting the six degree of freedom compatibility equations and six dynamic 
equilibrium equations of a rotating vibrating beam blade increment in finite 
difference form. These increments are then joined by a stacking matrix which 
rotates the variable vector into the local coordinate system of each 
successive blade increment, as defined by the line passing through the shear 
centers of the secti ons descri bi ng the ends of the increment. The shear 
centers are found by integration of the strength of materials thin section 
beam formula. 
This analysis system was adapted to advanced blade constructions, including 
composite materials and hollow regions, by introducing new beam blade 
increment equilibrium and compatibility relationships. With these 
modifications, a spanwise blade increment is visualized as consisting of a 
stack of slices, Figure 3.4-1, where the stiffness properties of each slice 
are derived from lamination theory. Slice load resultants are determined by 
displacing one end of the beam relative to the other, evaluating slice strain 
levels, and multiplying by the local slice stiffness. Area integration of the 
load resultants provides the overall beam stiffness relationship. 
The stack of sl ices analysi s concept was verified with a NASTRAN analysi s of 
an assembly of isotropic cantilevered beams of rectangular cross-section as 
shown in Figure 3.4-2. Figures 3.4-3 through 3.4-5 show the results of several 
comparisons with a NASTRAN baseline using a plate breakup. When the beam 
assembly was first analyzed, nodes at each cross-section were constrained 
using rigid body elements, forcing each plane to deform rigidly as shown in 
Figure 3.4-3. The results of this analysis were: 
1. flapwise bending modes gave good agreement, 
2. torsion mode frequencies were too high due to excessive section 
warping constraints, 
3. stiffwise bending modes were too low due to shear flexibilities 
introduced by the guided cantilevered effect of the parallel beam 
components. 
As shown in Figures 3.4-4 and 3.4-5, the torsion mode problem was alleviated 
by relaxing the warping rotation constraints along the cross-section. 
Stiffwise frequencies were improved by refining the spanwise sectional 
breakup. Figure 3.4-4 shows a no warping constraint condition and individual 










Figure 3.4-2 Beam r~ode1 Verification with tJASTRAN Vibration Analysis of 
Assembly of Rectangular, Isotropic, Cantilevered Beams 
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1ST F 90.1 87.6 
1ST T 524.1 938.0 
2ND F 558.3 535.1 
1ST S 821.7 749.4 




Figure 3.4-3 Torsional Frequencies Obtained with Planes Remain Plane Section 
Constraint 
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Figure 3.4-4 Low Torsional Frequencies Produced by the Free Warping Condition 
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Figure 3.4-5 Constrained Warping Condition and Thin Section Torsional 
Sti ffness Correl ated Well Usi ng an Approximate Secti on Warpi ng 
Function 
r.,e low torsional stiffnesses were resolved by introducing thin section 
torsional stiffness coefficients and an approximate warping function. The 
warping function was evaluated using: 
(l) 
This warping function corresponds to the first term of the elasticity solution 
for the torsion of a rectangular section. The effect on natural frequencies of 
imposi ng the warping function on the NASTRAN solution is shown on Figure 
3.4-5. As a result of the warping function prescription, each cross-section is 
now reduced to six degrees of freedom, which is consistent with the existing 
beam analysis procedure. Since the warping function that was prescribed 
corresponds rather well wi th the el asticity sol ution, 1 itt1 e system stiffness 
was added, and the torsion mode frequency was increased by only 2.5 percent. 
The beam assembly procedure was then tested on a plate with a 30 degree 
pretwi st between root and ti p. Resu1 ts of thi s test case are shown on Tabl e 
3.4-1 and Figure 3.4-6. All frequencies from the combined beam analysis 
procedure were found to be within 10 percent of the NASTRAN plate solution. 
These test cases verify the concept that a beam section may be assembled from 




NASTRAN TEST CASE FOR PANEL WITH 30 DEGREE PRETWIST 
(Cycles per Second) 
NASTRAN Connected 
P1 ate Beams, 
Connected 
beams, Ana1ysi s Free Wa rpi ng Waq~i ng ImEosed 
1 st F1 ap 90.1 
2nd F1 ap 480.1 
1 st Torsi on 535.1 
CYCLES PER SECOND 
FREE if> PLATE WARPING 
1ST F 90.1 87.6 87.6 
1 ST T 535.1 567.9 585.5 
2NDF 480.1 438.8 438.8 
1ST S 941.3 722.8 722.8 
• WARPING PRESCRIBED, <p = -yz 9, x 





62 RADIANS I 
(30 DEGREES) 1 
ROOT 
/' 







3.4.1.2 Solution Procedure 
The approximate modelling technique for the design of a composite fan blade 
uses a laminated composite beam theory. In this theory, the airfoil is divided 
into radi al segments \,/ith each rad; al segment be; ng further d; v; ded into a 
chordwise array of beams as shown in Figure 3.4-7. Each beam has a rectangular 
cross-secti on to s imp1 ify the composite materi al cha racteri zati on. The 
laminated beam derivation parallels classical laminated plate equations. 
Differences in stress components and the definition of the stress and moment 
resultants occur between beam and plate equations. 
THIS ANALYSIS CONSIDERS: 
• ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS 
• THIN-PLATE TORSIONAL 
STIFFNESS 
• SECTION STIFFNESS EQUALS 

















Fi gure 3.4-7 Radially Stacked Beam El ernent as Represented by the Lam; nated 
Composite Beam Theory 
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The laminated beam fonnulation employs a direct stiffness finite element 
approach. Slice stiffnesses are summed to give the section stiffness. The 
secti on sti ffness matri xis then transformed into transfer matri x fonn, so 
that it may now replace the influence coefficients of the original analysis 
system. 
The laminated beam fonnulation begins \'iith the assumption of cubic lateral 
displacement functions and linear membrane and twist displacement functions, 
as shown in Figure 3.4-8. The 0 subscripts in Figure 3.4-8 refer to neutral 
axis displacements. 
Vo = a1 + a2X + a3X2 + a4X3 
Wo = a5 + asX + a7X2 + aax3 
Uo = ag + a10X 
80 =a11 + a12X 
rv 
;/ /.l~ .. ~L.-______ I) X,U 
z,w 
Figure 3.4-8 Shape Functions for the Element Displacement Response 
The coefficients of the displacement functions, a, are solved for in tenns of 
nodal point displacements, giving: 
(2 ) 
The element shape functions, [N], may, therefore, be readily evaluated. 
Strains may be evaluated from shape function derivatives: second derivatives 
in bending, first derivatives in membrane and twist. Thus, the neutral axis 
strains and curvatures may be related to the shape coefficients, as 
(3) 
Away from the neutral axis, with the assumption that planes remain plane in 
bending, displacements become: 
u(x,y,z) = uo(x) - y vo,x(x) - z wo,x(x) + C yz e ,x 
v(x,y,z) = vo(x) - cly Uo,x(x) xz e ,x 
w(x,y,z) = wo(x) - c2z uo,x(x) - xy e ,x 
(4) 
where c is a warping function coefficient, and cl and c2 are Poisson 
rati os. Differenti ati on of these di spl acements gi yes the necessa ry strai n 
relationships, which may now be related to nodal point displacements. 
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Integration of the stresses over the laminate gives the beam stress resultants, 
Nx N ax 
Nxy = I: dAK axy 
Nxz K=l axz 
AK K 
(6 ) 
Mx N y. XZ - z.xyj 
My = I: -ya X dAK 
M
z K=l -Za x 
A K 
where N is the total number of lamina in the laminate. 
Substi tuti ng the 1 ami na stress-strain 1 aw and the strai n-di sp1 acement 
re1 ati ons into the above, and i ntegrati ng over the rectangul ar cross-section 
gives: 
NX All B13 -B11 a 1 Uo,x Mx B13 °33 -°13 a (},X = (7) 
My -B11 -°13 °11 a Ky 




= °33 + E...- A22 
6 
N 
A .. = a L Q •• (YK - YK-1) lJ K=l lJ K 
(8 ) 
N 2 2 





DiJo = a/3 L 
K=l 
with the rectangle dimensions and layup as illustrated in Figure 3.4-9. 
y 
I .. a 
Figure 3.4-9 Rectangular Seam Ply Layup 
The element force resultants at the beam ends may now be expressed in terms of 
the neutral axis strains as: 
(9 ) 
The beam forces may be transferred into the finite element coordinate system, 
using an equilibrium matrix, giving: 
{F} = [A] { fr . (l 0) 
The previ ous rel ati ons may now be combi ned to yi el d the el ement sti ffness 
relation: 
IF} = [A] [E] [X] [N] {~} = [KS] {~} (11) 
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The section stiffness may be generated as the sUlTlllation of the individual 
stacked beam stiffnesses, when offsets and cross-section warping are accounted 
for through a rigid-body linkage: 
(12 ) 
where there are t~ stacked beams on the section. At the blade root, the warping 
function is set to zero, to impose warping restraint effects on the blade 
model. 
Once the section stiffness has been generated, to make the new element 
compatible in form with the existing beam blade analysis, the section 
stiffness must be transformed to transfer matrix form. Partitioning the 
element equilibrium equation for ends 1 and 2 gives: 
1 
F1 1 = [~K~l_l __ s~l~l 
F2 J SK12 I SK22 
(13 ) 
Reordered to transfer matrix fonn, the element equation becomes: 
The secti on masses a re treated as 1 umped mass poi nts at the b/o end node 
1 ocati ons. In bl ade vibration, equil ibri urn across a concentrated mass poi nt, 
gives: 
.. 
F21 = F2 + mU2 = F2 - w2m U2. (15 ) 
In matrix form, the mass effect may be expressed as: 
{ ~ I [ 1 ~l {~ I !:l = = [m] (16 ) -w2m 21 2 2 
Hence, in traversing from the beginning of a beam segment to its end, with 
inertia effects included, it is found: 
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(17) 
The (iii") (i<) product above is the final step in making the present theory 
compatible with the existing beam analysis. Notably, only the (m) array has 
tey,-,lS whi ch are frequency dependent. Hence, thi s procedure can be made very 
efficient for frequency extraction. 
For a rotating blade, centrifugal accelerations tend to stiffen the blade, and 
must be included in the calculation for vibration frequencies. In the present 
analysi s, centri fugal effects are i ncl uded through a secti on differenti a1 
stiffness matrix. The section differential stiffness matrix employed, found in 
Reference 1, utilizes the element load resultants and geometry to calculate 
the stiffness increment. 
To determine the static load resultants, and also for the calculation of 
static stresses, a static analysis is performed. 
A lumped mass representation is employed in the static analysis as done 
previously for vibration analysis. At station i+l, a static load, Pi+l, 
results from the centrifugal accelerations of the point mass. Thus, with mass 
effects included: 
+ 
For the full blade, from station 1 to station n, 
= [Kll K12] 
K12 K22 
At station 1, the blade root boundary condition, 
Ul = C F 1 ' 
allows the root to be spring supported or cantilevered. The final equation 
system thus becomes: 
= [: ::~ : :::] {F1} + 
At station n, the blade tip boundary condition: 







The root load can then be determined, 
{Fl} = -[C K21 + K22rl {PT2} (23) 
Now, knowing the root loads and deflections, section loads and deflections are 
calculated according to the recursion relationship of (18). 
The components of the centrifugal force acting on a vibrating blade contain 
tenns \,/hi ch are proport i ona 1 to the d i sp 1 acement. These d i sp 1 acement dependent 
tenns form the "centri fugal mass matri x" of Reference 2. The "centrifugal mass 
matrix" for the present analysis has been generated at the individual beam 
level. The application of appropriate planar constraints enables the reduction 
of the centrifugal mass to the six degree-of-freedom section level. This 
capability has also been included in the analysis. 
3.4.1.3 Verification 
Due to intentional similarities between the present stacked beam analysis and 
the NASTRAN Bar element, analysis verification was greatly simplified. 
The approximate stati c analysi s procedure was veri fi ed through compari sons 
wi th NASTRAN test cases for a fl at p1 ate and for a pl ate wi th a 30 degree 
twist. The model consisted of 8 cross-sections, with 11 beams per section. 
Table 3.4-11 summarizes the results of the two test cases, showing nearly 
exact agreement with NASTRAN for both defl ecti ons and reaction loads. 
The differential stiffness and centrifugal mass capabil ities of the 
approximate analysi s were demonstrated by compari ng the resul ts of two test 
cases with the results of NASTRAN analyses. In the tailoring operation, these 
restoration effects would only be applied to the vibration dnalysis but the 
verification was obtained from iterated static analyses. 
The first case, shown in Figure 3.4-10, consisted of a rotating, tilted, flat 
plate. Table 3.4-111 shows almost exact comparisons between the present 
analysis and a corresponding NASTRAN beam analysis for the local tip 
deflections. 
The second test case, shO\'m on Figure 3.4-11, consisted of a twisted flat 
plate stacked along a radial line, with a 30 degree twist from root to tip. As 
shown on Table 3.4-IV, almost exact agreement exists beb/een the present 
analysis and a corresponding NASTRAN beam analysis. 
The vibration analysis capability of the stacked beam solution was verified by 
compari ng predi cted natural frequencies wi th NASTRAN predicted natural 
frequenci es. Tabl e 3.4-V shows excell ent agreement between the approximate 
analysi s procedure and a NASTRAN plate model for analysi s of a flat plate 
30.Scm x 10.2cm x 1.02cm (12in x 4in x 0.4in). 
As shown in Table 3.4-VI, when the plate was given a 30 degree twist between 
root and tip, bending frequency agreement remained good between the 
approximate ana1ysi s and NASTRAN~ The first torsion mode frequencies differed 
by less than 5 percent. 
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To examine a cross-section more representative of an airfoil, a doubly wedged 
pl ate was analyzed. For tllis model, the edge thicknesses were taken as one 
quarter of the mid-chord thickness. Good agreement with NASTRAN was obtained, 
as seen on Table 3.4-VII. 
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TABLE 3.4-II 
COMPARISON OF STATIC ANALYSIS PROCEDURE WITH NASTRAN TEST CASES 
Ti P Defl ecti ons 
Restrai nt Forces 
Ti P Defl ections 
Restrai nt Forces 
NASTRAN Static Analysis 
Flat Plate (11 Beams/Section-8 Sections) 
Radial, cm 0.4171-3 
(in) (0.1642-3) 
Twi st, 0 
(radians) 
Radial, n -2327. 
(lb) (-0.5232+3) 








T ... listed Plate (llx8 Breakup, 30° twist) 
Radial, cm 0.4244-3 
(in) (0.1671-3) 
T\'list, 0.3828-4 (radians) 
Radial, n -2330. 
(lb) (-0.5239+3) 
Twist, n-m 3.11 










33.02 em (13 INCHES) 
30.48 cmx 10.16 Cen,X 1.01 crem 
(12 INCHES X 4 INCHES X 0.4 INCH) 
--------~-------+~----------------~y 
ROTATION 
Figure 3.4-10 Tilted Flat Plate Used in Approximate Analysis Test Case 
TABLE 3.4-III 
TILTED FLAT PLATE TIP DEFLECTIONS 
(10,000 rpm, 30.5cm x 10.2cm x 1.02cm) 
(l 2i n x 4i n x O. 4i n) 
Local Tip Deflections 
Stati c Analysi s 
NASTRAN 0.04881 1 .9461 
(0.019217) (0.76617) 0.08524 
STAEBL 0.0~890 1.9463 0.08526 (0.019251) (0.76627) 
Iterated Static Analysis 
NASTRAN 0.04870 0.88321 0.03474 ( O. 01 91 7 5 ) ( O. 3477 2 ) 
STAEBL 0.04875 0.88326 0.34474 ( O. 01 91 92) ( 0.3477 4 ) 
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(30.48 CM X 10.16 CM X 1.01 CM) 






Figure 3.4-11 Twisted Flat Plate Used in Approximate Analysis Test Case 
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TABLE 3.4-IV 
TWISTED (30 Degrees) FLAT PLATE TIP DEFLECTIONS 
(1 ,000 rpm, 30.5cm x 10. 2cm x 1.02cm) 
(12i n x 4i n x 0.4i n) 
Local Tip Deflections 
T1, em (i n) R1 (radi an s) 
Xl 0-3 X10-4 
Stati c Ana1ysi s 
NASTRAN 0.4246 0.38276 
(0.16715) 
STAEBL 0.4245 0.38272 
(0. 16711 ) 
Iterated Static Analysis 
NASTRAN 0.4246 0.38261 
(0. 16715) 
STAEBL 0.4245 0.38264 
(0.1 6711 ) 
TABLE 3.4-V 
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS NATURAL FREQUENCIES COMPARED iHTH NASTRAN (Flat Plate) 
Cycles ~er second Percent 
Mode NASTRAN STAEBL Difference 
First flap 90 88.5 
Fi rst torsi on 524 529.7 
Second flap 558 552.3 
First stiff 822 822.5 
TABLE 3.4-VI 
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS NATURAL FREQUENCIES COMPARED WITH NASTRAN 





Cycles per second Percent 
Mode NASTRAN STAEBL Di fference 
First flap 90 88.5 
Second fl ap 480 474.0 
First torsion 536 561.5 
First stiff 941 945.0 
TABLE 3. 4-VI I 






Cycles per second Percent 
Mode NASTRAN STAEBL Difference 
Fi rst fl ap 65.6 65.0 +0.9 
Second fl ap 404.8 405.5 +0.2 
First torsion 442.5 460.0 +4.0 
Fi rst stiff 706.4 705.5 +0.1 
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Further cal ibrati on of the analysi s system was obtai ned by compari ng the 
approximate analysi s procedure \,/ith NASTRAN for frequency predi cti ons of a 
rotating fan blade. The comparison, shown in Table 3.4-VIII, gave agreement 
consistent with the anticipated accuracy of dn approximate analysis. 
Mode 
First flap 
Fi rst torsion 
Second flap 
Fi rst sti ff 
TABLE 3.4-VIII 
APPROXIMATE PROCEDURE ANALYSIS OF FAN BLADE NATURAL 
FREQUENCY COMPARED WITH NASTRAN 












~~hen stress di stri buti on predi cti ons were compared between the approximate 
analysis and previous beam analysis, poor correlations were noted. The problem 
\'Ias i denti fi ed to be an assumpti on that warpi ng fai red uni form1y from zero at 
the airfoil root to free-beam, as defined by the equations presented in Figure 
3.4-12, at the end of the first increment. This assumption failed to recognize 
the fact that high root stress is a local result of restrained warping. A 
modification changed the torsional stiffness to recognize that: 
twist gradient a: 1 _ e-x/A 
twi s t morne nt 
x = distance from root 
A = characteristic length associated with warping restraint 
(24) 
The resulting root centrifugal stress distribution is shown in Figure 3.4-13. 
Agreement with NASTRAN plate element blade analysis is as good as can be 
expected of a beam analysis. 
An additional processing step was added to the approximate static and 
vibratory stress calculations in anticipation of the use of composite material 
in some layers of a tailored blade. A single quantity incorporating all stress 
components is eva1 uated. It is F1 0' 1 + F2 0' 2 + F6 0' 6 + Fll 0' 12 + 
F22 0'22 + F660'6 2 + 2 F12 0'10'2 where 0' 1 and 0' 2 are the principal tensiTe (or compressive) stresses and 0'6 is the shear stress. Fi and Fij 
are input directional materials properties which are defined to yield an 
evaluation of the Tsai-Wu failure criteria for a composite material (or 
octahedral shear stress to strength ratio squared in metal). 
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The accuracy of the natural frequency predi cti on in the STAEBL procedure \'ias 
subjected to an additional check by applying it to the analysis of a hollO\'1 
blade. The same blade geometry, shown in Figure 3.4-14, was analyzed using 
NASTRAN plate elements with properties defined by lamination theory. Bending 
frequencies were in agreement but the error in the torsional frequency 
predi cti on was excessi ve. A s imil ar result was obtai ned from ana1ysi s of a 
hollow rectangular section beam. It was found that the torsional stiffness 
equati on caul d be redefi ned to be in agreement with the fonnu1 a for a holl 0\'/ 
rectangular section beam wi thout chang; ng the successful results that had 
previously been obtained for a solid airfoil. 
The revised stiffness expression, for the thin walled airfoil pictured in 
Figure 3.4-15 and 3.4-16, is: 
b -t/2+& b t/2 
K = 4G! ! y 2dydz + 4G J J y2dydz (25) 
o -t/2 o t/2- & 
\'ihich agrees with the hollow beam stiffness when thickness, t, approaches a 
constant. The revi sed stiffness expressi on a1 so sol ved the ai rfoi 1 prob1 em as 
is illustrated by the good agreement presented in Table 3.4-IX. 
• RADIAL DEFLECTION, U 
1 JS W=-- tWds 
5 AREA 5 
o 
e = TWIST GRADIENT 
• ROTATIONS, R2, R3 
R2 = -RN e 
Figure 3.4-12 Airfoil Warping Defined by Spanwise Twist Gradient 
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Fi gure 3.4-13 Approximate Root Centrifugal Stress in the Energy Effi cient 
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Figure 3.4-14 NASTRAN Hollow Blade Model 
b 
Figure 3.4-15 Hollow Airfoil Beam 
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z-1 
Figure 3.4-16 Laminated Airfoil Beam 
TABLE 3.4-IX 
HOLLOW BLADE FREQUENCY COMPARISON 
Percent 
NASTRAN (cEs) Approximate Analysis (cEs) Difference 
First Frequency 110.7 113.5 +2.5 
Second Frequency 267.4 278.8 +4.3 
First Torsion 289.8 295.8 +2.1 
A final check of the approximate analyses was accomp1 i shed by conducti ng 
comparative NASTRAN and approximate airfoil frequency analyses with composite 
material layers added. The results are presented in Tables 3.4-X and 3.4-XI. 
The trends are correct and the agreement is within the limits that can be 
expected of approximate analysis. 
Mode 
First Bending 




COMPOSITE REINFORCED BLADE FREQUENCY COMPARISON 
(0° Fiber Orientation) 
Approximate 
NASTRAN (cEs) Ana1ysi s (cEs) 
10B.4 l11.B 










Fi rst Torsi on 
3.4.2 Forei gn 
TABLE 3.4-XI 
COMPOSITE REINFORCED BLADE FREQUENCY COr~PARISON 
(35 0 Fiber Orientation) 
ApprOXimate 










Bird ingestion is a nonlinear transient structural dynamics problem with fluid 
structure interaction. The blade can fail in the impacted region when local 
strain exceeds material ductility, or away from the impacted region, when a 
few cycles of post-impact strain oscillation substantially exceed material 
strength. Analyses which simulate this behavior have been developed, but high 
computation time prohibits incorporation in the current design system. Simple 
chordwise and spanwise bending stress parameters are included in the current 
Pratt & Whitney Ai rcraft desi gn system. They represent the effects of moment 
distributions resulting from a bird slice ingestion at the blade tip. They 
have been correlated with titanium blade ingestion experience. 
3.4.2.1 Spanwise Bending Damage 
A more refined 1 inear analysis of spanwise bending response was derived by 
examination of an impact event where the differential equation of motion on 
the bl ade is: 
[m] fx} + [k] {x} = {F(t)} (26 ) 
Consideri ng the response to be a superposition of n natural modes of the 
blade, the equilibrium equation may be decoupled into n modal equations of the 
fonn: 
(27) 
where rk(t) is the modal amplification factor of the kith mode'r W k is 
the natural frequency, mk is the modal generalized mass, and Pk = Ak 
{F{t)} is the modal forcing function. 
Assuming that the time of load application is short relative to the time when 
the root stress is most critical, (27) may be solved, giving: 
Ik 
rk(t) = sin(w k t) mk w k 
(28) 
where Ik is the modal impulse. 
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Equation (28) pravi des the means for eval uati ng the bl ade root stresses as a 
function of time. Experience has shown that the highest root stresses occur at 
the quarter cycle of the first bending time point. 
3.4.2.2 Local Damage Analysis 
The current design system local impact damage looks at chordwise bending 
stress at the radius of the center of impact. 
The analytical model consists of a blade cross section of incremental span. 
The loading is distributed over a distance determined by blade to gap and the 
velocity of the bird relative to the blade. The applied load is assumed to be 
taken out by the transverse shea r and torsi onal restrai nt provi ded by the 
blade cross sections directly above and below the impacted region. Based on 
these considerations, the bending moment variation along the chord can be 
calculated and, since bending stress is inversely proportional to the square 
of the thickness, the stress parameter is moment/thickness2• It peaks at a 
part chord location. 
Scaling to detennine an allowable for composite structures has been 
accompl i shed based upon the pl asti c hi nge moment capabi 1 ity of the ai rfoi 1 
secti on. 
For a titanium cross-section of thickness, h, the plastic hinge moment is: 
Mmax = 1/4 a YTI h
2 (29) 
For a cross-section of a superhybrid blade, the moment carrying capability of 
the graphite/epoxy has been neglected, because the low ductility of this 
materi al waul d cause it to fracture well before the other bl ade components 
reach thei r maximum loads. In the boron/al umi num, sufficient al umi num 
ducti 1 i ty exi sts in the transverse di recti on for i ncl usi on in the parameter 




The allowable composite local ingestion parameter then becomes the allowable 
metallic parameter multiplied by the scale factor: 
n 
l: (j -
i=l Yi ~i 6~i 4 (31) 
3.4.3 Flutter Analysis 
Flutter is "a self-excited oscillation of an aerodynamic lifting surface". 
During flutter, the aerodynamic forces couple with the blade elastic and 
inertia forces and increase the kinetic energy of the blade (negative 
dampi ng). \~hen thi s aeradynami c energy exceeds the posi ti ve mechani cal dampi ng 
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energy, the blade oscillations grow to destructive amplitudes. Thus, it is 
i mperati ve that fl utter conditi ons must be avoi ded to prevent hi gh frequency 
fatigue failure of blades. 
Supersonic flutter of fan stages ;s evaluated by means of an existing analysis 
program. Individual modes of vibration and steady state aerodynamic conditions 
are input to the analysis. Unsteady aerodynamic loads resulting from vibratory 
motion are calcul ated by the appropri ate aerodynamic analysi s. Work done on 
both the forward and the backward travel i ng wave ; mpl ementati on of each mode 
is determi ned by spanwi se i ntegrati on of the product of resul tant unsteady 
load and input vibratory velocity. Work done is non-dimensionalized by 
dividing kinetic energy by input vibratory mode and expressed as a logrithmic 
decrement. The absol ute val ue of the lowest decrement for any mode travel i ng 
in either direction represents stage stability limit. 
In the analysis of supersonic unstalled flutter, the method of superposition 
of the basic wave solutions of the linearized flow equation is used to 
simul ate the unsteady aerodynamics of a fl at pl ate cascade oscill ati ng in 
compressible flow. The method is generalized to cover supersonic relative flow 
with either subsonic or supersonic axial component (Ml x 1), and thus provide 
a wide range of application. 
The basic assumptions of the analysis are the follO\'/ing: 
o Flow is two-dimensional, unsteady, compressible, invi sci d, 
irrotational and isentropic; 
o Cascade is infinite, flat plate, at zero incidence and unstalled; 
o Vibratory motion is small, constant i nterblade phase angl e, 2 degree 
of freedom (twist and flap) at a blade/disk system natural frequency. 
This existing design system analysis was used with evaluation of coefficients 
at six representative airfoil strips to provide the STAEBL system approximate 
fl utter analysi s. 
3.4.4 Approximate Analysis System 
A comprehensive approximate analysis system has been developed using the 
approximate stress and vibration analysi s, the root and local forei gn object 
damage analysis, and an existing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft aerodynamic damping 
analysi s. The fl utter and root damage analyses depend on outputs from the 
blade vibration analysis; specifically, the natural frequencies and the mode 
shapes. The i ntermedi ate and constrai nt outputs of the component modul es of 
the approximate analyses are listed on Table 3.4-XII. 
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TABLE 3.4-XII 
APPROX mATE ANALYSIS SYSTEM MODULE OUTPUTS 
Analysi s 
Stati c Analysi s 
Vibration Analysis 
Flutter 
Local Forei gn 
Obj ect Damage 
Root Forei gn 
Obj ect Damage 
3.5 OPTIMIZATION METHOD 
Intermediate Outputs 
Differential Stiffness 
Frequencies, Mode Shapes, 
Speed Sensitivity 
Constraints Calculated 





Local Foreign Object 
Damage Pa rameter 
Root Foreign Object 
Damage Parameter 
A common engineering design problem is the determination of values for design 
variables which minimize design quantity such as weight, drag, or cost, while 
sati sfyi ng a set of auxi 1 i ary condi ti ons. In the STAEBL program, the 
structural desi gn of a composite or hollow fan bl ade is accompl i shed by 
varying airfoil section thicknesses, chord, titanium skin thickness, etc. to 
minimize a combination of weight and cost subject to constraints on resonance, 
flutter, stress, and foreign object damage. 
3.5.1 General Optimization Theory and Background 
The engi neeri ng desi gn process can be model ed as a mathemati cal programmi ng 
problem in optimization theory. In theoretical terms, this constrained 
minimization problem can be expressed as follows: 
minimize f(~), (32 ) 
subject to the auxiliary conditions, 
9i(~) ~ 0, i=l, ..• , m. (33) 
The quantity x = (xl' ••. , x) is the vector of n design variables. The 
scalar function to be minimizea, f(~), is the objective function; and gi(~) 
~O, i=l, ••• , m, are the m inequality constraints. Upper and lower bounds on 
the design variables, e.g., 
L · < X· < U· 1· =1 1 - 1 - l' , ... , n, (34) 
are referred to as side constraints. The n-dimensional space spanned by the 
design variables is design space. If f(x) and gi(x), i=l, ••• , m, are all 
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linear functions of x, then the optimization problem is a linear programming 
problem (LP) I:Ihich can be solved by we11-kno\'Jn techniques such as Oantzigls 
simplex method. If f(x) or any of the 9i(x) IS are nonlinear, then itis a 
nonlinear programming 1NP) problem for which a number of solution techniques 
are also available. If the objective function, f(x), is to be maximized, then 
the equivalent problem of minimizing -f(~} is consTdered. 
Any choice of variables, x, in design space that satisfies all the 
constraints, (33) and (34), is-a feasible point. As shown in Figure 3.5-1, the 
union of all feasible points comprises the feasible region. The locus of 
points which satisfy 9i(X} = 0, for some i, fonns a constraint surface. On 
one side of the surface,-g·(x} < 0 and the constraint is satisfied; on the 
other side, gi(~'> > 0 and the-constraint is violated. Points in the interior 
of the feasi b1 e regi on a re free poi nts; poi nts on the boundary a re bound 
poi nts. If it is compo·sed of two or more di sti nct sets, the feasi b 1 e regi on is 
disjoint. A design point in the feasible region that minimizes the objective 
function is an optimal feasible point and is a solution of the problem posed 
in (32) through (34). As in any nonlinear minimization problem, there can be 
multiple local minima. In this case, the global minimum is the optimal 
feasible point. If a design point is on a constraint surface (i.e., gi(x) = 
o for some ;}, then that particular constraint is active. A solution to a 
structural optimization problem is almost always on the boundary of the 
feasible region, and is usually at the intersection of t\~o or more constraint 











REGION BOUND POINT 
LEVEL CURVES FOR OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION (f(~) = CONSTANT) 
~ OPT = OPTIMAL FEASIBLE POINT 
Figure 3.5-1 Feasible Region Is Union of All Points that Satisfy All 
Constraints 
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There are two basic approaches to solving the constrained optimization problem 
posed in (32) through (34): direct methods (e.g., methods of feasible 
directions) and indirect methods (e.g., penalty function methods). 
In a di rect method, the objective functi on and constrai nts are eval uated 
independently, and the constraints are treated as limiting surfaces. 
Zoutendijk I s method of feasibl e di recti ons is an exampl e of a di rect method 
and will be discussed further in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. 
In an indirect r.1ethod, the problem is reformulated so that (32) through (34) 
are replaced by a single unconstrained minimization problem. For example, in 
an exterior penalty function method, violations of the constraints are added 
onto the objective function to form an augmented objective function, 
where: 
m 
= f( x) + Rk ~ 
i=l 
2 [gi(~)J ' 
+ 
if 




Thus, if a particular constraint is satisfied, then it contributes nothing to 
the sUl11T1ation in (35). If a constraint is violated, however, then a penalty 
term is added onto the objective function, which increases as the square of 
the violation. The design points, x, must all satisfy the side constraints 
(34). -
The augmented objective function _ (x; Rk) is minimized for successively 
increasing values of the penalty parameter Rk , i.e., 
(37) 
Under rather mild conditions, the sequence of minima {Xl, ~, x3, •.• } 
corresponding to (37), converge to a local optimum of- the constrained 
optimization problem identified in (32) through (34). One advantage of this 
approach is that each of the mi nimi zation probl ems can be sol ved usi ng a 
standard unconstrai ned functi on mi nimi zati on techni que, such as a conjugate 
gradient or quasi-Newton method. 
Several programs are generally available in software libraries (e.g., IMSL = 
International Mathematical and Stati stical Libraries, Inc., and HARWELL) that 
can solve the constrained minimlzation problem using either direct or indirect 
techniques. Because of its versatility in solving structural optimization 
problems at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, NASA/Langley, General Motors, and Ford 
Motor Co., the COPES/CONMIN computer program was sel ected for the STAEBL 
contract. This program was developed by G. N. Vanderplaats of the Naval 
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Postgraduate School and has the added capability of solving both constrained 
minimization problems (32) through (34) and unconstrained minimization 
problems (32). COPES (COntrol Program for Engineering Synthesis) is a 
user-ori ented FORTRAN program tnat prepares an input data set for the 
optimi zation program CONI~IN (CONstrai ned MINimi zation). Two sol ution 
techniques are available for the constrained minimization problem. 
1. Exact analysis - utilizes the method of feasible directions applied to the 
actual objective function and constraints. This approach is discussed in 
Section 3.5.2. 
2. Approximate analysis - utilizes the method of feasible directions applied 
to Taylor series approximations and to the objective function and 
constraints. This approach is discussed in ~ection 3.5.3. 
3.5.2 COPES/CONMIN Exact Analysis: Method of Feasible Directions 
In thi s method, a sequence of desi gns (xO' xl, ••• ) is produced whi ch 
converges to a local optimum design, xopt, -Provided a feasible region 
exi sts. The successi ve desi gns are generated i terati vely as a sequence of 
one-dimensional line searches, i.e., 
~i+ 1 = ~i + ex ~i, (38) 
for i = 0, 1, 2, ..• , where si is the search di recti on and are chosen so 
that once the feasible region nas been entered, all subsequent iterates remain 
feasible and the magnitude of the objective function is reduced at each step. 
If the initial design, xC' is infeasible, then gradients of the violated 
constraints are calcu1atea so that search directions can be established which 
lead to the feasible region, provided one exists. 
Once the feasible region has been entered, a particular direction is pursued 
until either: a) a local minimum of the objective function, f(x), has been 
determined or, b) a constraint boundary has been reached. The value of ex in 
(38) at the tennination point of this one-dimensional line search in the si 
direction is determined by interpolating polynomial fits of several trial 
values of the objective function and constraints. A schematic of a typical 
case is shown in Figure 3.5-2. The initial design, ~O' is infeasible. The 
design point, Xi' is a relative minimum of the obJective function. The 
remaining searcn directions tenninate at constant boundaries until ~pt is 
reached. 
If a local minimum of the objective function has been reached, then the 
gradient of the objective function is calculated, and the procedure continues 
in the direction oPPosite to this (i.e., the IIpath of steepest descent ll ). If a 
constraint boundary has been reached first, however, then a new search 
direction can be determined using Zoutendijk's method of feasible directions 
as follows. A direction, ~i' is usable if the objective function initially 
does not increase along this path, i.e., 













LEVEL CURVES OF 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
Figure 3.5-2 line Search Terminates Either at Minimum of Objective Function 
or at a Constant Boundary. Sequence of line searches converge to 
~Pt· 
In addition, ~i is feasible if no active constraints are initially violated 
along this path, i.e., 
S· • ii9J· (_xl· ) ~ 0 J. - 1 NAC _1 , - ,. • • , (40) 
where a subscript, j, is chosen for each of the constraints that are active at 
~i· As shown schematically in Figure 3.5-2, allowable paths that emanate 
from ~i comprise the usable feasible sector. 
3.5.2.1 Choice of Search Parameters for COPES/CONMIN 
In Zontendijk's method, the search direction, ~i' is determined by solving a 
sub-optimization problem, i.e., 
subject to: maximi ze J3 , 
~i • vf(~i) + J3 ~ 0, 
(41) 
I ~i I bounded. 
The parameter () j, the push-off factor, determi nes the ori entati on of the neVi 
search direction vector, ~i' in the usable feasible sector by pushing the 
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search away from the constraints into the feasible region. As shown in Figure 
3.5-3, si approaches the constraint surface, gj(x), tangentially as 
° j-O, and si approaches a level curve to the- objective function 
tangent; ally as 0 j _ co. For ali near constrai nt, OJ can be set to zero 
and the search can proceed along that particular constraint surface. If () j 
is too small, then for nonlinear constraints with convex curvature, the same 
constrai nt \'/i 11 be i mmedi ately re-encountered. In thi s case, the search wi 11 
"skid" along the same constraint boundary with little change in the objective 
function. If OJ is too large, then the search will "zigzag" back and forth 
between two or more constraints, and the objective function will again not be 
reduced rapidly enough. A compromise value of OJ = 1 is the default value 
used by COPES/CONMIN for the initial iteration. Since many of the constraints 
(e.g., flutter, resonance, etc.) in the STAEBL optimization problems were 
nearly linear (at least locally), the value OJ = 0.3 was used for the 












Figure 3.5-3 New Search Direction, si' Lies in the Usable Feasible Sector. 
The val ue of the push-off factor, () j' determi nes the 
orientation of the new search direction. 
The rate of convergence is also affected by the value of CT, the constraint 
thickness parameter in COPES/CONMIN. For theoretical purposes, the ith 
constraint is satisfied if 9i(X)~0 and is active if 9i(X) = o. For 
computational purposes (as shown 1n Figure 3.5-4), COPES/CONMINconsiders the 
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ith constraint to be satisfied if 9i(X)~CT and to be active if 
Igi(x)I~-CT, \'ihere CT is a negative number.-If leTI is too small, then one 
or more constraints can be active on one iteration and inactive on the next, 
only to become active again on a subsequent iteration - another instance of 
IIzi gzaggi ngll. A proper choi ce of CT ensures that b/o or more constrai nts "Ii 11 
often be simultaneously active when a new search direction is chosen. In this 
case, as shown in Figure 3.5-5, the search will proceed down the II vall ey" 
formed by the constraint surfaces. The default value in COPES/CONMIN is 
CT = -0.1 (i .e., a constraint is considered active if it is within 10 percent 
of its specified value). For many STAEBL applications, a value CT = -0.1 was 
too large since too many constraints were simultaneously active during the 
early iterations, and new search directions could not be established. 
Consequently, the value CT = -0.05 was used. 
During the COPES/CONMIN optimization procedure, the values of CT and OJ are 
updated as follows. After the first few iterations, the value of CT is 
decreased monotonically so that fewer constraints will be active when new 
search directions are established. A minimum value of ICTI is given by CTMIN; 
the default value in COPES/CONMIN is CTMIN = 0.004. In addition, the value of 
the push-off factor, OJ, is also readjusted at each iteration according to 
the value of the active constraint to which it applies and to the current 
value of CT. Thus, OJ is a quadratic function of these parameters, i.e., 
O· = J 9 0 (9\~.!i) -1) 2 (42) 
where {}o is the initial value of OJ (for STAEBL \ve have chosen (}o = 
0.3). A maximum value of {}j = 50 is also imposed. 
The iteration is terminated under three conditions in COPES/CONMIN: 
1. If the objective functions for three successive iterates are all within a 
prescri bed error to1 erance, then the procedure has converged to a local 
optimum. COPES/CONMI N uses defau1 t values of DELFUN = 0.0001 for the 
relative change in objective function and (DABFUN = 0.0001) x initial 
objective value for absolute change in the objective function as its 
convergence criteria. For STAEBL application, 1 percent differences in the 
objective function were adequate for convergence so that DELFUN = DABFUN = 
0.01. These increased values also reduced the number of function calls 
required for convergence. 
2. If convergence has not been obtained after a certain number of iterations 
inside the feasible region, the procedure is terminated. Either this 
design can be accepted or else the optimization procedure can be restarted 
if progress toward an optimum is obviously being made. COPES/CONMIN uses a 
default value of 20 for the total number of iterations. 
3. If the feasible region cannot be located after a certain number of 
iterations (the COPES/CONMIN default value is 10), then the process is 
terminated. At this time, either a new starting guess should be chosen, or 
else the objective function and constraints should be examined to 












9j (~) = 0 
X1 
Figure 3.5-4 Constraint Thickness Parameter, CT, Determines when a Constraint 











Figure 3.5-5 For Proper Choice of CT, Two Constraints Become Simultaneously 
Active so that Search Proceeds do\'1n the "Valley" Formed by the 
Constrai nts 
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3.5.2.2 Scaling of Design Variables in COPES/CONMIN 
Perfonnance of the method of feasibl e di recti ons can be greatly affected by 
the scaling of the design variables. At the beginning of each iteration in 
COPES/CONMIN, a new search direction is established according to Zoutendijk1s 
method (41). This procedure is based upon the gradient of the objective 
function and each constraint with respect to each of the design variables. The 
choice of the search direction is very sensitive to the components of these 
gradients. For example, in a two design variable problem, suppose that a 1 
percent change in xi leads to a 10 percent change in the objective function, 
f(!); whereas a 1 percent change in x2 leads to only a 0.1 percent change in 
f(x). To reduce the objective function most rapidly, the search direction will 
be- primarily in the xl direction. The IIweakll variable, x2' will be 
virtually unchanged, at least for several iterations. To obtain the optimal 
design, a relatively large change in x2 must be made to affect the objective 
function and constraints. 
In a well-formulated problem, the components of the gradient of the objective 
function with respect to the design variables should all be roughly the same 
order of magnitude. The scaling option in COPES/CONMIN can be used to 
equilibrate the gradient components as follows. The ith design variable, 
xi' is scaled by dividing it by its initial value xi
o
, i.e.; 
~.= x./x. o (43) 
1 1 1 
provided x. o is nonzero. Using (43) in the chain rule, the ith component 
of the scaied gradient with respect to the nondimensional variable, ~i' 
is given by: 
Thus, the ratio of the ith components in the scaled gradients is given by: 
af jaf = x. o 
a ~i a xi 1 
(44) 
(45) 
The effect of scal ing was exhibited by the optimal design of a hollow fan 
blade with a titanium outer skin. The four design variables were: Xl and 
x2 (blade thicknesses, traot and tti ' at root and tip, respectively); 
x3 (distance, d~oot, from cottom of lioflow section to the blade root); and 
x4 (titanium skin thickness, t_TiL The objective function, f(!), was blade 
weight. As shown in Table 3.5-1, the components of the gradient of the 
objective function varied by two orders of magnitude since a f/ax3 = 0.027 
and af/ax4 = 2.7. Consequently, without scaling, the minimization proceeded 
by varying the titanium skin thickness, x4' and leaving x3 virtually 
unchanged - an optimum desi gn was not achi eved. When scal i ng was introduced 
according to (43), the gradient components in Table 3.5-1 were all of the same 
order of magnitude. In this case, the search direction varied all four design 
variables (including the hollow section location) simultaneously so that an 
optimal design was obtained. 
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TABLE 3.5-1 
UNSCALED AND SCALED VALUES OF GRADIENT OF OBJECTIVE 
FUIICTION RELATIVE TO THE DESIGN VARIABLES FOR 
HOLLOW FAN BLADE 
Design Variable, X. 
1 
Xl = troot 
X2 = ttip 
x3 = droot 
x4 = tTi 
. Ini ti a1 val ue 
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The scaling options in COPES/CON~HN are controlled by the input parameter 
NSCAL and are given as follows: 
>0 Rescale design variables by dividing by current values 
every NSCAL iteration, 
NACAL = 0 No scaling (default value), (46) 
<0 Scale design vari ab1 es by dividing by user-input scaling 
variables 
For STAEBL demonstration, scaling was always used. The value NSCAL = n+1 
(where n = number of design variables) was recommended by G. Vanderp1aats 
since this strategy worked well for unconstrained minimization problems using 
the conjugate gradient method. 
3.5.2.3 Number of Function Calls for COPES/CONMIN 
Engineering design problems are considered small or large according to the 




n ~ 10 
10< n ~ 50 , 
n > 50. 
(47) 
The number, N, of function call s required for convergence of the method of 
feasible directions for COPES/CONMIN can be approximated as follows. As 
indicated in Figure 3.5-2, each iteration consists of a gradient evaluation of 
the objective function and constraints to determine the search direction, 
followed by a one-dimensional line search in that direction. When the 
gradients are not known analytically (as is the case for the STAEBL 
app1 i cati on), a backwa rd difference gradi ent approximati on is used. For n 
design variables, n function calls are required for the finite difference 
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gradient calculation. The one-dimensional line search usually requires 3 
additional function evaluations to update the objective function and 
constraints and to detennine where the search should terminate. Thus, for m 
iterations, with n+3 function calls per iteration, we have: 
N = m (n + 3). (48 ) 
Typi cally, convergence is attai ned in approximately 10 iterdti ons so that 
N-~lOn + 30. Note that N increases roughly linearly as a function of the 
number, n, of design variables. 
The 1 imi ti ng feature in these analyses is the computer time requi red per 
function call to evaluate the objective function and constraints. For example, 
calclJlation of three natural frequencies, mode shapes, resonance function, 
flutter parameters, stresses, weight, and bird ingestion parameters for a gas 
turbi ne engi ne fan blade requi res approximately 25 seconds on an IBM 3033 
computer. In this case, 10 iterations for a 12 design-variable optimization 
problem would require approximately 150 function calls and 1 hour of computer 
time. Sometimes the number of functi on call s can be reduced by usi ng the 
approximate analysis version of COPES/CONMIN, discussed in Section 3.5.3. 
3.5.3 COPES/CONMIN Approximate Analysis: Taylor Series Expansions 
In the exact analysi s versi on of COPES/CONMI N for the method of feasi bl e 
directions, the actual vibration, flutter and stress computer programs are 
implemented for every function call to calculate the objective function and 
constraints. In the approximate analysis version of COPES/CONMIN, the 
objective functi on and constrai nts are all represented numeri cally by second 
order Taylor seri es expansi ons about some nomi nal desi gn poi nt. After the 
objective function and constrai nts have been eval uated for several di stinct 
design points, linear and quadratic polynomial surfaces can be curve-fit 
through these points. Then, instead of implementing the actudl vibration, 
flutter, and stress programs, the objective function and constraints can be 
closely approximated by evaluating the Taylor series expansions. As higher 
order tenns in the series are determined, the approximate analyses become 
increasingly accurate. 
In general, the Taylor series expansion through quadratic terms for an 
arbitrary function, f, (representing either the objective function or 
constraints) is given by: 
(49) 
where x = (xl, ~, ..• , ~)T is a vector of n design variables, ~O 
is the-nominci1 deslgn (center of expansion), and· denotes dot product, 
i.e., u'v = uTv, where T denotes transpose. The gradient vector, iif(xO), 
and Hessian matrTx, !i(~)' are given by: -
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'Vf = , H = (50 ) 
The coefficients in the Taylor series expansion (i.e., f(xO), and all the 
tenns in the gradient vector and Hessian matrix} in (49) are unknown. Since 
the Hessian matrix is symmetric, the total number, NQ, of unkno\'ms in (49) 
is gi ven by: 
NQ = 1 + n + n(n+l}/2. (51) 
After NQ linearly independent function evaluations have been made, all 
unknown coefficients in (49) are determined, and the quadratic Taylor series 
approximations are available. Thus, the method of feasible directions can then 
be applied to the quadratic approximations themselves instead of calling the 
actual vibration and stress programs. By evaluating the weight, natural 
frequencies, aerodynamic damping parameters, etc. using the Taylor series 
approximati ons, CQPES/CQNMIN can reduce the number of expensi ve call s to the 
vi brati on programs and thereby reduce the total computer time of the 
optimization program. In addition, since the objective function and 
constrai nts are expressed in terms of quadratic polynomi al s, the gradi ent 
calculations required by the method of feasible directions can be performed 
analytically rather than by finite differences. 
The approximate optimization technique is performed sequentially. The first 
design, xQ, (the nominal design) is used to determine the constant term, 
f(~), in the Taylor series approximation. Another nearby design is selected 
so that one tenn in the gradient vector in (49) can be determined. As more 
designs are evaluated, more tenns in the Taylor series can be evaluated. After 
each new approximation is made, the method of feasible directions is applied 
to the current approximation to obtain a new local optimum. This new 
approximate optimum desi gn is then eval uated usi ng the actual vi brati on and 
stress programs. Thi s new desi gn po; nt is then appended to the sequence of 
previous designs so that the next term in the quadratic Taylor series can be 
determined. After n + 1 linearly independent designs have been determined, 
then all the first order (gradient) tenns in the Taylor series (49) are known. 
The next n(n+1)/2 design evaluations are used to determine the Hessian matrix. 
A sequence of local optimulil designs determined by applying the method of 
feasible directions to a sequence of local Taylor series approximations is 
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illustrated schematically in Figure 3.5-6. In Figure 3.5-6(A), only linear 
approximati ons to the objecti ve functi on and constrai nts can be made. In 
Figure 3.5-6(8), more than n+l design points are known so that some curvature 
in the objective function and constraint surfaces can be modeled. Eventually, 
in Figure 3.5-6(C), more than NQ design points have been evaluated so that a 
































(C) QUADRATIC TERMS 
Fi gure 3.5-6 Sequence of Approximate Analyses Usi ng the Method of Feasibl e 
Di recti ons Becomes Increasi ngly More Accurate as More Tenns in 
the Taylor Series Are Determined. 
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Since some of the initial approximations to the problem can have unbounded 
solutions, upper and lower bounds are placed on the design variables to limit 
the excursion between successive iterates. Once all NQ tenns in (49) have 
been determi ned, successi ve iterates shoul d be close together and converge to 
a local optimum desi gn. Convergence is obtai ned when the local optima of tv/o 
successive approximate problems agree within a certain tolerance. If more than 
NQ linearly independent designs are determined, then a weighted least 
squares fit of the redundant data is used to determi ne the Taylor seri es 
coeffi cients in (49). A defaul t val ue for the upper 1 imi tin the number of 
function calls is approximately 3NQ in COPES/CONMIN. 
Assuming that m = 10 iterations are required for convergence for the exact 
analysi s, the number of function call sis given approximately by (48) as N = 
10n + 30. For the quadrati c Taylor seri es approxi mati on, there are NO = 1 + 
n + n(n+1 )/2 unkno\'Ins. Equati ng Nand NQ, we find that the break even poi nt is approximately n = 20 desi gn vari aB1 es. Further, si nce the number of 
function calls for the quadratic Taylor series approximation and exact 
analysis are proportional to n2 and n, respectively, the quadratic Taylor 
seri es method rapi d1y becomes noncompetiti ve for n > 2. 
In some cases, certai n reduced approximati ons can be made whi ch can 1 ead to 
further reductions in the number of functi on call s requi red for convergence. 
Two options are available in COPES/CONMIN in which not all 1~0 unknowns in 
(49) need to be determined. First, if the off-diagonal terms in the Hessian 
matrix are neglected, then there are only n diagonal terms to be determined. 
In this model, the total number of unknowns in equation (49) is reduced to: 
NO = 1 + n + n, (52) 
so that NO is now a 1 inear function of n. Before using the diagonal Hessian 
matrix option, it is sometimes instructive to analyze the problem using the 
full Hessian matrix option to determine how large the off-diagonal terms are 
compared to the diagonal terms. If there are several large off-diagonal terms 
in critical functions (i.e., objective function or active constraints), then 
the full quadratic approximation may converge more rapidly than the diagonal 
Hessian option. 
A second reduced approximation is available in COPES/CONMIN by neglecting all 
the quadratic terms in the Taylor series. The approximating model is now 
strictly linear and the total number of unknowns in (49) is given by: 
NL = 1 + n. (53) 
Since a sequence of constrained linear optimization problems is solved until 
convergence is obtained, this approach is known as "sequentia1 linear 
programming". Each linear subproblem can be solved using either the method of 
feasible directions or the Simplex method. 
In summary, the linear and diagonal Hessian Taylor series approximations 
require the fewest function evaluations and should be used whenever possible. 
The success of the approximate· techni ques depends upon how accurately the 
Taylor seri es approximate the objecti ve function and act; ve constrai nts ina 
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neighborhood of a local optimum. If the actual functions are relatively smooth 
(e.g., differentiable with no rapid fluctuations) then the Taylor series fits 
shoul d be very accurate. On the other hand, if the objecti ve function or 
constraints are nonsmooth (e.g., discontinuous or rapidly varying), then the 
approximate techniques may not provide accurate representations of these 
surfaces near a local optimum. (It shoul d he poi nted out that the fi ni te 
difference gradi ent cal cul ati ons for the exact ana1ysi s may a1 so experience 
difficulty in these cases.) Plots of level curves in two-variable function 
space (i.e., plotting objective function and constraint values as functions of 
only two design variables while holding the other design variables constant) 
demonstrate that airfoil weight, resonance margin, and aerodynamic damping 
exhibit nearly linear variation (at least locally) with blade thickness 
throughout a large portion of design space. Thus, in many STAEBL applications, 
quadratic, diagonal Hessian, and sequential linear Taylor series 
approximations have provided rapid and accurate results. 
Convergence diffi cul ti es for the approximate optimi zati on methods can occur 
due to 1 i nea r dependence among the desi gn s. The unknown coeffi ci ents in the 
Taylor series approximation are determined by solving systems of simultaneous 
equations. For example, if (49) were evaluated at NQ designs, then there 
woul d be NQ simul taneous 1 i near equations to be sol ved for the NO unknown 
coefficients for the objective function and each of the constraints. If two of 
the NQ designs were identical or numerically very IIclose" however, then the 
coefficient matrices for the linear systems of equations would be singular or 
numerically singular, respectively (i.e., the designs \'1ould be linearly 
dependent or numerically dependent, respectively). This situation can arise, 
for example if an initial design either coincides with, or was very close to, 
a local optima. In this case, it is very possible that this local optimum 
design point \'1ould be generated several times during the first NQ 
iterations. Whenever a previously generated design is appended to the sequence 
of designs, the resulting system of equations would be linearly dependent and 
could not be solved. By taking several new starting points, COPES/CONMIN 
attempts to determine a new linearly independent design. There is also an 
option for the user to supply a priori hi s own set of 1 i nearly independent 
design vectors. In this case, COPES/CONHIN evaluates the objective function 
and constraints at these user-supplied pOints and then determines the surface 
fits through these points. 
The approximate analysis option in COPES/CONMIN is especially useful if only a 
limited amount of data for the objective function and constraints are 
available. For example, some finite element programs (such as NASTRAN or MARC) 
for structural analyses are so time consuming that only a few function call s 
can be afforded for an optimization program. In other cases, data may be 
obtainabl e only through experiments so that only a 1 imited number may be 
available. In the approximate analysis option, the available data can be 
entered a priori and the method of feasible directions can be applied to the 
Taylor series approximations. 
3.5.4 COPES/COr~IN Interfaces to Vibration, Flutter, and Stress Programs 
The COPES/CONMIN program is 1 imited vi a subrouti ne ANALIZ to the approximate 
vibration, flutter, stress, and foreign object damage programs used for the 
structura 1 analysi s of bl ades at Pratt & Whitney Ai rcraft/Coll1l1erci al Products 
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Division via subroutine analyse as shown in Figure 3.5-7. Once an optimal 
feasible design has been obtained by COPES/CON~lIN, this blade design must be 
evaluated by the refined analysis (finite element program) for further 
tailoring and possible re-optimization. 
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Figure 3.5-7 COPES/CONMIN Is linked Via Subroutine ANALYSE to Approach 
analyses 
Subroutine ANAlIZ is called by COPES/CONMIN in order to evaluate the objective 
function and constrai nts. There are 3 opti ons, desi gnated by different val ues 
of the parameter ICAlC, utilized by COPES/CONMIN when calling subroutine 
ANALIZ: 
ICAlC = 1: Read data, set the parameters that are used throughout the 
analysis, an analyze the initial design. 
ICAlC = 2: Analyze the current design. 
ICAlC = 3: Write output data and parameters and resul ts of analysi s on 
final design. 
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In order to accomplish these tasks, subroutine ANALIZ call s the vibration, 
flutter, stress, and FOD programs whenever necessary. The transfer of 
i nfonnation between COPES/CONf'tlUJ and these approximate analyses is 
accomplished by accessing the data in common block GLOBCM. In Table 3.5-II, 
the global locations in GLOBCM and the FORTRAN names are given for the design 
variables, objective function, and constraint information used in the STAEBL 
procedure included in Appendix B. 
TABLE 3.5-II 
FORTRAN NAMES AND GLOBAL LOCATIONS IN BLOBCN FOR DESIGN VARIABLES, 




































































Defi niti on 
Airfoil weight 
Frequencies (Root 1 - Root 5) 
Aerodynamic damping parameter (Root 1 - Root 5) 
Airfoil thicknesses (max. of 21 stations) 
Resonance margin for 1st order (Root 1 - Root 5) 
Resonance margin for 2nd order (Root 1 - Root 5) 
Resonance margin for 3rd order (Root 1 - Root 5) 
Resonance margin for 4th order (Root 1 - Root 5) 
Root Chord 
LSBIP = Local stress bird ingestion parameter 
Distance to hole from leading edge 
Distance to hole from trailing edge 
Distance to hole from root edge 
Distance to hole from tip edge 
Thickness of titanium 
Thickness of borsic titanium 
Objective function 
Root Tsai-Wu (layer 1-8) 
Hal e Tsa i -Wu (1 ayer 1-8) 
Spanwi se bendi n9 i ngesti on Tsai -l~u (1 ayer 1-8) 
Leadi ng edge Tsa i -Wu (1 ayer 1 -8) 
Trailing edge Tsai-Wu (layer 1-8) 
Fiber direction (7 layers) 
Hole to length ratio 
Edge to chord ratioi 
t/b I s 
Max LSBIP 
Titanium skin thickness 
Titanium center thickness 
% boron aluminum 
2/TIS + TIC)/THKVAL(l ) 
3.5.5 Test Cases for STAEBL Optimization Procedure 
Several test cases were used to demonstrate certain features of the STAEBL 
optimi zation procedure. Si nce the fi rst three exampl es i nvol ved two desi gn 
variables, the two-variable function space option of COPES/CONfI'lIN \'las used. 
With this feature, the objective function and constraints were evaluated over 
a rectangular grid of points so that the constraint curves and level curves 
for the objective function could be presented. 
Case 1: Local optimum design for disjoint feasible region 
Determine (tr , ttl that minimize blade weight: 
Subject to: 
0.25 < tr<O.5 
O. 1 < tt < O. 3, 
l30<Wl<173 
272< w 2 < 320 
390< w 3 < 504. 
For this problem, (tr , ttl are the maximum blade thicknesses (in inches) 
at the root and tip, respectively, and wi, i = 1, 2, 3, are the first three 
blade frequencies (in Hertz). The level curves for the blade weight were 
equally spaced lines. Due to the strongly nonlinear behavior of w3, the 
feasible region was composed of two distinct components. As shown in Figure 
3.5-8, the initial design was infeasible, and the STAEBL optimization 














130 < wI < 173 
272 < W 2 < 320 
390 < w3 < 504 
Figure 3.5-8 STAEBL Optimization Procedure May Not Converge to Global Optimum 
if Feasible Region is Disjoint 
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Case 2: Global optimum design for disjoint feasible region with three flutter 
constraints 
This example had the same objective function and constraints as Case 1 except 
that the following constraints on the first three aerodynamic damping 
parameters were imposed: 6 i < 0.015, i = 1, 2, 3. As shown in Figure 3.5-9, 
these fl utter constrai nts forced the search into a rel ati vely small feasi bl e 
region containing the global optimum, so that convergence was achieved rather 
quickly. 
W1 = 173 01 = .015 
0.36 
0.34 













Fi gure 3.5-9 ST P.EBl Optimi zati on Procedure wi th Three Fl utter Constraints 
Converges to Gl oba 1 Optimum 
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Case 3: Exact and approximate optimi zati on procedures converge to the same 
local optimum 
Again, this example had the same objective function and constraints as Case 1. 
In thi s case, a comparison was made between the exact method of feasible 
directions, and the quadratic Taylor series approximate optimization method. 
Starting from the same infeasible initial design shown in Figure 3.5-10, both 
methods converged to the same local optimum design. The exact method required 
19 function call s. The quadrati c Taylor series had NQ = 6 unknowns and 






















Figure 3.5-10 Exact and Approximate Analyses for STAEBL Procedure Converge to 
Same Local Optimum 
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Case 4: Hollow fan blade with titanium skin 
Determine (tr , tt, dr' tTi) that minimizes blade weight + manufacturing 
cost + maintenance cost: 
Subject to: 
o·z 0 




Root stress ~ max. 
Hole stress ~ max. (55) 
Leading edge stress ~ max. 
Trai 1 i n9 edge s tress ~ max. 
For this problem, dr is the distance between blade root and the bottom of 
the hole, tTi is the thickness of the titanium skin, b is the blade chord, 
LSBIP = Local Stress Bird Ingestion Parameter, and BBIP = Bending Bird 
Ingestion -Parameter. After beginning with a feasible initial design, up to 
five constrai nts were acti ve for some iterates. As shm'm in Tabl e 3.5-1 II, 
convergence was achieved after seven i terati ons and three constrai nts were 
active at the final design. 
TABLE 3.5-III 
HOLLOW FAN BLADE HAS 3 ACTIVE 
CONSTRAINTS FOR FINAL DESIGN 
tr tt dr tTi 
Objecti ve Acti ve 
Iteration Function Constraints* 
--
0 0.8750 0.3340 9.65 0.1200 1.464 32,33 
1 0.A744 0.3388 9.07 0.0974 1.379 1 ,32,33 
2 0.8742 0.3396 9.02 0.0920 1.360 1,7,8,32,33 
3 0.8741 0.3397 8.01 0.0922 1.328 1 , 7 , 8, 32, 33 
4 0.8988 0.3318 7.04 0.0930 1.304 1,7,8,32,33 
5 0.8974 0.3362 5.06 0.0931 1.229 1 ,7,8,32,33 
6 0.9000 0.3358 5.04 0.0920 1.224 1 ,7,8 
7 0.9078 0.3318 4.88 0.0922 1.221 1,8,33 
*Actlve Constraints Notes 
1 : 01 (initially violated) 
7 : LSBIP (next to last relevant station) 
8: LSBIP (last relevant station) 
32: tr/b = 0.1 
33: tt/b = 0.025 
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3.6 REFINED ANALYSIS 
NASTRAN \tas sel ected for use as the refined analysi s method for the STAEBL 
procedure. It is used regularly to determine steady stresses in solid titanium 
fan blades for flight cycle life evaluation. A plate element blade model is 
analyzed in this application. NASTRAN is also used to calculate the vibratory 
characteristics of composite material fan blades. Equivalent anisotropic 
material properties are calculated for each finite element using thin 
laminated plate theory. 
Engineering effort in setting up and analyzing solid titanium and composite 
materi al bl ades is mi nimi zed through the use of pre-and post-processors. 
Available processing capabilities include: 
o an airfoil pre-processor which generates a NASTRAN plate model of a 
blade from the airfoil coordinate descriptions, 
o a laminate pre-processor which calculates the laminate effective 
stiffness matrices for each finite element and outputs them in a form 
acceptable to NASTRAN as input data, 
o a NASTRAN module to calculate laminate strains from element stresses, 
o a post-processor to calculate ply stresses from NASTRAN element 
stresses. 
The flight cycle life and vibratory characteristics of the hollow titanium 
Energy Efficient Engine fan blade were also evaluated using NASTRAN analysis. 
But separate models of the concave and convex airfoil walls were employed to 
verify that a sufficient number of ribs were provided. This made the analysis 
cumbersome and impractical for use in the STAEBL procedure. 
It was proposed that hollow bl ades coul d be analyzed usi ng a 1 ami nated pl ate 
model with the central lamina having zero stiffness and density. The Energy 
Effi ci ent Engi ne was re-analyzed to substanti ate thi s approach. The ai rfoi 1 
breakup was chosen so that internal ribs are coincident with loci of nodal 
points. The rib properties are represented by beam elements connecting these 
nodes. Vi brati on analysi s of the 1 ami nati on model agrees very well with the 
more cumbersome original analysis as shown in Figure 3.6-1. The breakup in the 
region of the airfoil root and solid-to-hollow transition was refined and the 
centrifugal stresses presented in Figures 3.6-2 and 3.6-3 were obtained. These 
stresses are consistent with those predicted by the original design analysis. 
The procedure for predicting supersonic flutter of fan stages can evaluate the 
stability of structural modes \'1hich are defined by finite plate element 
analysis. This ability combines the chordwise bending degree of freedom with 
the flap and twist degrees of freedom included in approximate beam blade 
analysis. The use of the lamination model for blade modal analysis makes it 
practical to use the expanded flutter prediction procedure for refined 
analysis. Results of flutter analyses of the Energy Efficient Engine blade are 
compared in Figure 3.6-4. The original design flutter analysis reduced the 
plate element blade mode shapes to equivalent beam blade modes and concluded 
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that the b1 ade wou1 d not f1 utter. The ref; ned ana1ys; s supports th; s 
conclusion and provides a more accurate technique to evaluate thinner airfoils 
which are likely to result from structural tailoring. 
NASTRAN PLATE ANALYSIS 
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Figure 3.6-2 Energy Efficient Engine Hollow Fan Blade Airfoil Root Stress 
Predicted by Refined Analysis 
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Figure 3.6-4 Refined Analysis of the Energy Efficient Engine Hollow Fan 




Structural Tailoring of Engine Blades (STAEBL) was del.lonstrated by tailoring 
two shroudless fan blades: 1) a hollow titanium blade with metal matrix 
composite inlays, and 2) a solid blade made from superhybrid composites. These 
blades were alternate constructions of the Energy Efficient Engine shroud1ess 
fan blade designed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft as part of NASA Contract 
NAS3-20646. As a consequence of demonstration blade selection, several 
features of the Energy Efficient Engine were taken into account in the STAEBL 
demon strati on. 1110se features and other desi gn consi derati ons will be 
presented in Secti on 4.2 whi 1 e a descri pti on of the actual tailored blades 
will be presented in Section 4.3. 
4.2 DEMONSTRATION CONSIDERATIONS 
4.2.1 Aerodynamic Design 
Engi ne confi gurati on-dependent parameters of the Energy Effi ci ent Eng; ne fan 
component desi gn were hel d constant whi1 e others were all owed to vary. Those 
parameters that were held constant include: the airflow through the fan 
component of the Energy Efficient Engine, which is 622.7 kg/sec (1372.8 
1bm/sec); the tip speed of 456 m/sec (1496 ft/sec); and the average pressure 
ratio of 1.7. The hub/tip radius ratio of 0.34, the tip/root chordal taper of 
.1.46, and associated airfoil stagger and camber angles were also held constant 
during structural tailoring. 
The basic blade chord was allowed to vary and the number of blades was changed 
inversely with chord to maintain constant aerodynamic gap/chord ratio at any 
radial location. The spanwise distribution of airfoil section maximum 
thickness was allowed to vary but the ratio of thicknesses at any two fraction 
of chord posi ti ons was he1 d approximately constant. Maximum. thickness \,/as 
never allowed to exceed ten percent of local chord. 
4.2.2 Objective Function 
The procedure used to establish an objective function for the STAEBL 
demonstrati on was model ed after the economi c assessment procedure used to 
guide the design of the Energy Efficient Engine. The Energy Efficient Engine 
desi gn process was gui ded by an economi c performance assessment of a study 
airplane defined in the Component Development and Integration Program phase of 
the contract. The overall airplane characteristics are shown in Table 4.2-I. 
The aircraft is designed for the full specified payload and range, but the 
economic analysis is conducted for the typical mission payload and range. 
The economi c analysi s eval uates the effect of changes in engi ne wei ght, 
mai ntenance cost and fi rst cost agai nst the changes in the ai rcraft takeoff 
gross weight and fuel burned to assess the econoiilic effect on the airl ine. The 
basi s for thi s analysi sis a well developed trade factor techni que deri ved 
from consideration of airplane aerodynamics, flight mechanisms, propulsion 
system integration, and weight estimation. The changes in airplane takeoff 
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gross wei ght refl ect a IIrubberll ai rpl ane analysi s, i. e. improvements to the 
engine configuration will result in further improvements to the airplane 
configuration. For example, a concept which reduces engine weight will result 
in a fuel savings v/hich, in turn, further reduces aircraft weight and aircraft 
structural component weight, permitting reductions in wing size and engine 
thrust requirements. Consequently, the initial engine weight benefit 
IIsnowball Sll in its impact on the ai rcraft benefit. 
TABLE 4.2-1 
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE STUDY AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS 
Number of Engines 









Design mission 4UO 
Typical mission 55% load factor 
Design takeoff gross weight - kilograms (pounds) 231,000 (510,000) 
Cruise Mach number 0.80 
Initial Cruise Altitude - meters (feet) 10,700 (35,000) 
Takeoff field length - meters (feet) 2440 (8,000) 
The 1 He cycle o\'1nership costs determined in this analysis are expressed as 
di rect operati ng costs pl us interest (DOC + 1). A trade factor techni que 
derived from considerations of total airline economics provides the basis for 
this analysis, and includes crew cost, fuel cost, airframe and engine 
depreciation, airframe and engine maintenance cost, insurance cost, and 
overhead cost. These trade factors are appl ied to the specific engine and 
airplane for which each engine change has been determined. Trade factors for 
changes in engine weight, maintenance cost, and first cost are applied 
independently to determine the effect of each engine change on a given 
economic parameter. Individual effects are then combined to evaluate the total 
effect of the advanced concept on that parameter. DOC + I is an extension of 
DOC in that it includes the IIcost of moneyll. In other \'lords, it includes an 
expected return to the a i rl i ne for thei r investment in the a i rcra ft/engi ne 
system. DOC + lis an appropri ate substi tuti on for ROI (return on investment) 
and includes all of the engine related terms in ROI, and is, therefore, an 
appropriate parameter for evaluating the effect of engine changes on an 
airline's economics. 
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The ground rules for the airline economic model are shown in Table 4.2-II for 
the Energy Efficient Engine. The 15 percent cost of capital sho\'m is the 
IIi nterest ll in the parameter IIDOC + Interest" (DOC + I). 
TABLE 4.2-II 
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE AIRLINE ECONOMIC MODEL 
o 1977 0011 ars 
o $0.105/Liter (SO.40/Ga110n) Domestic Fuel Cost 
o 0.5% Per Year Insurance 
o Spares - 5% Airframe, 30% Engine 
o Maintenance - Labor Rate = $9.70/Hr, Burden = 200% 
a Airplane Price - P&WA Equation 
a Depreciation - 15 Year Straight Line to 10% Residual 
a Non-Reve~ue Flying - 2% Factor on Fuel and t·1aintenance 
a Ground Time - 15 minutes (Domestic) 
- 20 Qinutes (International) 
a Cost of Capital = 15% 
The resulting function is: 
d(% DOC + I) = 1.14 X (~ engine wt (kg)) 1000 
+ 0.54 X (~ engine cost ($)) $100,000 
+ 0.80 X ( ~ engi ne mai nt. cost $10 ($/EFH)) 
This function was redefined in terms of blade design variables 
objective function for the STAEBL procedure demonstration. 
4.2.2.1 Engine Weight 
to provi de the 
Individual airfoil weight is an output of the subroutine which was assembled 
to modify exi sti ng approximate analyses for app1 i cation to composite bl ades 
and it is a function of all design variables. Total airfoil weight is the 
product of individual airfoil weight and number of blades, which is inversely 
dependent upon the blade chord design variable. Disk and containment case 
design requirements relate to individual and/or total airfoil weight. 
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A study was conducted to evaluate these relationships using preliminary design 
procedures which are regul arly appl i ed in estimati ng engi ne wei ght. Three 
different bl ade constructions \'Iere assumed and bl ade chord was varied over a 
range of relevant aspect ratios. Individual foil weights and fan system weight 
were calculated. Cross-plotting the results generated the unexpected 
conclusion that, within engineering accuracy, fan system weight is a simple 
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4.2.2.2 Engine Cost 
Infomation from reference 3 \'las used as a basis for estimating costs of 
individual fan blades. The hollow blade is made from laminations of titanium 
and borsic-titanium sheet with hollo\'1 cavities produced using leachable iron 
cores. The stacked laminates are canned, hipped and isothermally forged to 
shape. The superhybrid blade is made from plies of graphite-epoxy, boron-
aluminum, and titanium with adhesi ; .. ~. I :~'I f'Jl" !I\etal ply bonding. Stacked 
plies are vacuum debulked and molded. Materials cost depends on amount of each 
component material which is related to the design variables by the composite 
blade approximate analysis subroutine. Labor cost depends on blade size as 
indicated by the design variables root chord and root thickness. Total blade 
cost is the product of individual blade cost and the number of blades which is 
inversely proportional to the blade chord design variable. The change in 
engine cost for changes in design variables is the change in total blade cost 
pl us an experi ence-based assessment of costs of rel ated structures whi ch 
reduces to cost per unit engine length multiplied by change in blade chord. 
4.2.2.3 Maintenance Cost 
Engine maintenance histories show that the dominant factor in fan maintenance 
cost is the number of blades which must be discarded after an ingestion event 
because they are damaged beyond repair. Service experience provides a 
definition of the frequency of major ingestion events, the percentage of 
blades damaged by an event and the solid titanium blade repair/scrap ratio. A 
hollow blade is expected to have a lower ratio because damage in or near the 
cavity is not repairable. The controlling parameter is expected to be the 
design variable distance from the airfoil leading edge to the forward boundary 
of the cavity. Experience and judgement have been applied to generate the 
definition, shown in Figure 4.2-2, of hollow blade scrap life from known end 
poi nts. Li fe is increased in proporti on wi th swept flowpath a rea when the 
cavity inner bound is outboard of the airfoil root. Superhybrid blades are 
assumed to be unrepairable. Total maintenance cost per flight hour is equal to 
blade set fabrication cost divided by scrap life. 
4.2.3 Constraints on Behavior Variables 
Constraints were imposed during tailoring to ensure that the optimized designs 
would not be prone to failure from high frequency fatigue, would endure 
repeated cycl i c accel eration to takeoff power, and coul d i njest seagull s 
without experiencing damage which \"ould cause engine shutdown. These 
constraints were consistent with criteria observed during the Energy Efficient 
Engine fan component design. 
4.2.3.1 High Freguency Fatigue 
Hi gh frequency fati gue in resonant vi brati on was avoi ded by tun; ng natural 
frequencies so they did not coincide with the frequencies of strong 
excitations. In the Energy Efficient Engine fan component design, the critical 
excitation frequencies were recognized to be the first through fourth integer 
order multiples of rotor speed when the engine is operating at any power 
between minimum cruise and maximum takeoff. High frequency fatigue in flutter 
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is avoided by deriving a design which has positive predicted aerodynamic 
damping in any natural mode of vibration at airflovi conditions corresponding 
to maximum takeoff power. In the Energy Efficient Engine fan component design, 
minimum stability for any feasible interblade phase angle was evaluated for 
vibration in each of the first three modes of individual blade vibration. 
50.000 - SOLID TITANIUM EXPERIENCE 
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Figure 4.2-2 Full Span Hollow Fan Blade Life Is Derived from Solid Blade 
Experience Limits 
4.2.3.2 Flight Cycle Fatigue 
Flight cycle fatigue is evaluated by assuming that operating stresses cycle 
bet\o/een zero at shutdown and maximum at standard day takeoff power. In the 
Energy Efficient Engine fan component design, the operating stress was assumed 
to be that imposed by centrifugal force on a radially stacked blade because 
bending caused by tilt is equal and opposite to bending caused by air load at 
the critical root section. 
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4.2.3.3 Bird Injestion 
THO types of damage are recognized in designing d fan blade to tolerate bird 
ingestion: 1) loss of an excessive quantity of local leading edge material, or 
2) fracture of the airfoil root. Both of these types of failures of the Energy 
Efficient Engine fan blade were evaluated using an ingestion stress parameter 
based on linear elastic analysis calibrated by application to many ingestion 
experi ences. 
4.3 STAEBL PROCEDURE DEMONSTRATION 
4.3.1 Reference Blade 
The Energy Efficient Engine shroudless fan blade design provides a logical 
baseline for evaluating the blade designs defined by the tailoring 
demonstration. It is an all titanium blade which is hollow over the outer 
two-thirds of the airfoil span. The cavity wall thickness is tapered in the 
spanwise and chordwise directions. A dynamically equivalent constant wall 
thickness hollow titanium blade with the same external shape and cavity 
planform location was derived. It provided a reference design consistent with 
the composite material blade designs which could be defined by the parameters 
that were varied in the demonstration. 
The reference blade dynamic characteristics are equivalent to those of the 
Energy Efficient Engine shroudless fan blade design. Therefore, the dynamic 
resonance and flutter constraints observed in designing that blade were 
directly applicable to tailoring demonstration blades. 
The reference blade stress levels are similar to, but not identical with, 
those in the Energy Efficient Engi ne bl ade. The demonstration was made most 
meaningful by setting limits equals to reference blade levels multiplied by 
Energy Effcient Engine blade allowable-to-actual ratios. Realistic stress 
concentrations and local material conditions are automatically covered by this 
approach. 
The local bird ingestion stress parameter was limited to the Energy Efficient 
Engine blade design allowable level. The root dynamic stress response to bird 
ingestion was a new uncalibrated analysis. The limit was set to be in 
proportion with the Energy Efficient Engine blade root stress parameter margin 
of safety. This limit is much higher than material static strength. 
The Tsai-Wu parameter for each material is calculated from ratios of 
directional stress to directional strength. Therefore, a search for the 
maximum value found in any material yields a single critical level which is 
compared with a material independent limit level. The local bird ingestion 
stress parameter is evaluated in a consistent fashion by ratioing each layer1s 
contribution in proportion with chordwise directional strength. 
Prel imi na ry studies had shown that resonance constrai nts, \'/hi ch create 
disjoint feasible regions, could lead to tailoring a locally optimum blade 
design which is not globally optimum. Therefore, the initial optimization of 
each of the two types of blades was conducted vlithout resonance constrai nts 
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and then, starting with the partially tailored design, was finalized with 
resonance constraints added. Both of the resultant tailored blades had the 
same basi c resonance characteri sti cs as the reference holl ow titanium b1 ade 
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Figure 4.3-1 Reference Blade Resonance Diagram 
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4.3.2 Tai 1 ored B1 ades 
Each tailoring demonstration started with a configuration that was similar to 
the reference blade (2.5 aspect ratio based on root chord and average length). 
Each demonstration consi sted of two passes through automated exact 
optimi zati on and subsequent sepa rate refi ned analyses. Dur; ng the automated 
optimi zati on, seventy-four percent of the central processi ng unit time was 
spent in approximate structural ana1ysi sand twenty-si x percent of the time 
\'1as spent in unsteady aerodynamic (flutter) analysis. The time spent on 
optimization calculations was negligible. The four optimization efforts 
successfully identified feasible designs as evaluated by approximate analyses. 
The first refined analyses generated correction factors which were applied to 
the approximate analyses for reoptimization. The particular demonstrations are 
described in the following paragraphs. 
4.3.2.1 Hollow Blade with Composite Inlay 
In Table 4.3-1, data describing the tailoring of a hollm'l titanium blade \/ith 
a borsic titanium inlay in the area of the cavity are compared with the 
reference blade. Thirteen geometric quantities were varied in this 
demonstrati on. Chord at every stati on was changed in proportion wi th root 
chord. The properties which were assumed for borsic-titanium are compared with 
titanium in Table 4.3-11. 
TABLE 4.3-1 
HOLLOW BLADE WITH COMPOSITE INLAY 
Reference Fir$t Second 
Blade Limits Tailori ng Tai 1 ori ng 
Design Variables 
Root Chord - cm (i nches) 23.2 16.9 19.0 
(9.12 ) (6.64) (7.46) 
Thickness/Chord 0.02t5~ Root 0.096 0.077 0.084 25% 0.075 0.089 0.092 




Ti P 0.025 0.033 0.028 
Cavity Boundaries - cm (inches) 
From Leading Edge 2.20 21.27 3.12 1.37 
(1. 00) (0.5) (1 .23) (0.54) 
From Trailing Edge 2.20 21.27 2.48 3.48 (1. 00) (0.5) (0.98) (1.37) 
From Root 25.2 ~5.46 12.97 7.52 
( 9.90) (2. 15) ( 5. 1 0) (2.96) 
From Tip 0.635 ~O. 635 0.635 0.635 (0.25) (0.25) (0.25) (0.25) 
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Conti nued) 
Reference First Second Blade Limi ts Tai 1 ori ng Tai 1 ori n9 
Cavity Wall 
- cm (inches) 
Titanium Skin 0.305 ~ 0.076 0.076 0.076 (0.120) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) Composite 0.OB6 0.160 (0.034) (0.063 ) 




- kilograms (pounds) 
B.7 3.32 4.23 (19.2) (7.3) (9.3) 
Objective Function - Ll (%DOC+I) 
Engi ne Wei ght 
-0.42 
-0.33 Engi ne Cost 
-0.14 
-0.15 Maintenance Cost 




Resonance Margin - Ll fn/fn 
Fi rst i~ode 2E O.OB ~0.05 0.34 0.2B Second Mode 3E 0.05 ~0.05 
-0.02 
-0.03 Second Mode 4E O.OB ~0.05 0.16 0.19 lhi rd Mode 4E 0.05 ~ 0.05 0.01 0.06 
Flutter - Log Decrement 
Fi rst r~ode 0.006 > 0 0.004 0.005 Second Mode 0.001 ~ 0 0.011 0.001 Thi rd r~odp. 0.007 ~ 0 0.001 0.002 
Bird Ingestion 
Local Stress Parameter 52.0 ~BO.O 66.0 4B.0 Root Tsa i -Wu 0.9 ~ 1 O. 0 n.g. 2.5 
Steady Stress - Tsai-Wu 
Root Edge 0.20 So 0.22 0.32 O.OB Root Local 0.25 So 0.29 0.32 0.21 Ca vi ty Local 0.26 So 0.31 0.32 O.OB 
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TABLE 4.3-1 I 
r~TER1ALS PROPERTIES 
(Divided by Titanium Value) 
Adhesively Laminated 
Borsi c-Ti tani urn Boron-A1 umi num GraEhite Epoxy 
Elastic Modulus 
Fi ber Di recti on 2.06 1. 73 1.15 
Nonnal Di rection 1.80 1.11 0.10 
Shear 3.70 1. 41 o. 14 
Densi ty 0.81 0.55 0.35 
Strength 
Fiber Tension 
Di recti on 1. 54 1.14 1.45 
Fiber Compression 
Di recti on 1. 54 1. 64 1.45 
Nonna 1 Tensi on 
Di rection 0.45 0.12 0.07 
Nonna1 Compression 
Di recti on 0.45 0.26 0.23 
Shear 0.47 0.20 0.16 
Thickness/chord distribution was defined by straight 1 ines connecting 
independent levels at five stations. A lower limit was im?osed to prevent 
chordwise bending flutter and an upper limit to avoid aerodynamic performance 
penalties. The cavity quadrilateral planform boundaries were parallel to 
adjacent airfoil p1anfonn extremities and the cavity \'ialls were laminates of 
titanium and borsic-titanium. The titanium was of uniform thickness and was 
located at the airfoil surface. The borsic-titanium was also of unifonn 
thickness and it was located between the titanium surface and the internal 
cavity. Design variables were the distances from the cavity boundaries to the 
airfoil extremities and the thickness of the individual materials which 
compri sed the cavi ty wall. Limi ts were imposed based on antici pated 
maintenance penalties in excess of those recognized by the objective function 
(the root limit ensured that the supporting attachment would be solid 
titanium). Borsic fiber angle was the final variable. 
The first tailoring converged in thirteen iterations. The root Tsai-Wu due to 
bird ingestion was observed to have varied in an illogical manner which was 
traced to an error in the attachment section scaling with root chord and 
thickness. No other parameters were seriously effected. Refined analysis 
results, which were presented in Table 4.3-1, showed that approximate analysis 
error had pennitted violation of resonance limits, that the second mode 
frequency be at least five percent higher than three times rotor speed and 
that the third mode frequency be at least five percent higher than four times 
rotor speed, both at maximum speed. Root steady stress 1 imits were also 
violated at the edge and away from the edge. 
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The attachment seal i ng 1 ogi c was corrected and correction factors from the 
refined analysis of the first tailored blade were applied to the approximate 
analyses predicted frequencies and steady stresses. A second tailoring, 
starting with the configuration defined by the first tailoring, converged in 
ten iterations. Refined analysis showed that the use of correction factors had 
eliminated all but one limit violation. Comparison of dpproximate and refined 
analysi s predicted frequenci es, Tabl e 4.3-II I, showed that the approximate 
analysis error in the second mode frequency prediction was erratic. Tailoring 
vias terminated since there was no reason to expect that continued iteration 
woul d 1 ead to convergence of corrected approximate and refi ned frequency 
analyses or to a more real i sti c desi gn. Central processi ng uni t time averaged 
5.9 minutes per iteration. 
TABLE 4.3-II I 
HOLLOW COMPOSITE BLADE WITH COMPOSITE INLAY NATURAL FREQUENCY 
( Hertz) 
First Tailoring Second Tailoring 
Approximate Refined Approximate Refi ned 
Mode Analysi s Anal,lsi s Analysi s* Analysis 
1 100 88 106 94 
2 187 208 205 208 
3 300 287 312 295 
*Without correction 
The weight of the individual tailored blade is less than half the reference 
blade weight and the optimized objective function indicates that total weight 
and cost are both reduced even though more blades are required to hold 
aerodynamic gap/chord. Maintenance cost penalty is minimal. These benefits 
were achieved by the use of composite material, chord reduction and extension 
of the cavity toward the airfoil root. The limiting constraints appear to be 
resonance and flutter fine tuned by the location of the transition from the 
thick root to the thin tip and by the chordwise location of the cavity. 
4.3.2.2 Superhybrid Composite Blade 
Table 4.3-IV presents data describing the tailoring of a solid blade made of 
superhybri d composi te materi al. Eleven quantities were varied in thi s 
demonstrati on. Chord and thi ckness were defi ned as they were in the hollow 
blade optimization. The blade was sheathed with a uniform thickness titanium 
skin. The internal construction consisted of a uniform thickness central 
titanium ply with the balance being composite material, boron-aluminum 
external to graphite epoxy. The titanium thicknesses and the constant fraction 
of composite which was boron-aluminum were design variables. A limit was 
imposed on the titanium skin thickness to avoid a maintenance penalty in 
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excess of that recognized by the objective function. Boron and graphite fiber 
angles Vlere also varied. The properties which were assumed for the composite 
materials were compared with titanium in Table 4.3-11. 
TABLE 4.3-IV 
SUPERHYBRID COMPOSITE BLADE 
Desi gn Vari abl es 
Root Chord - cm (inches) 










Boron Fiber Angle - radians 
Graphite Fiber Angle - radians 
Blade Weight - kilograms (pounds) 
Objective Function - ~(%DOC+I) 




Constrai nts - ~ fn/fn 
Resonance Ma rgi n 
First Mode 2E 
Second Mode 3E 
Second i~ode 4E 
































































TABLE 4.3-IV (Continued) 
Fi rst Second 
Limits Tailori ng Tai 1 ori ng 
Fl utter - Log Decrement 
Fi rst rvlode > 0 -0.006 0 
Second Mode ~ 0 0.004 0.001 
Third Mode ~ 0 0.003 0.009 
Bird Ingestion 
Local Stress Parameter ~ 80.0 77.0 80.0 
Root Tsa i -\~u ~ 10.0 2.6 1.7 
Steady Stress - Tasi -Wu 
Root Edge ~ 0.22 0.16 0.12 
Root Local < 0.29 0.22 0.24 
The rectangular section attachment used to simulate hollow blade support 
structure flexibility did not have a logical material composition when applied 
to the superhybrid blade so the airfoil root was extended inward an equivalent 
distance. This simulated the transition to a curved attachment which has been 
used in hybrid construction to avoid composite ply inner ends in highly 
stressed regions. 
A revie\,1 of tailoring progress after five iterations exposed undue influence 
of the leading edge stress limit applied to the forward extremity of the 
composite core material. Since this limit is based on the particular 
characteristics of titanium material, it was subsequently applied only to the 
titanium skin. The local limit was applied to the composite material at any 
location. 
T'1e first tailoring converged after ten additional iterations. The refined 
analysis results, which were presented in Table 4.3-IV, showed that 
approximate analysis error had permitted violation of the third mode resonance 
limit and the first mode flutter stability. A second tailoring with correction 
factors converged in thi rteen i terati ons. The differences between the 
approximate and refined analysis predicted frequencies, Table 4.3-V, were less 
than they were in the hollow blade demonstration and the refined analysis 
showed all limits to be satisfied. Central processing unit time averaged 5.1 
minutes per iteration. 
The tailored superhybrid composite blade weight and optimized objective 
function are not as beneficial as those provided by the tailored hollow blade 
'Nith composite inlays, but they represent considerable improvement over the 
reference blade. Chord reduction and the boron aluminum portion of the 
composite material core appear to have provided the benefits achieved. Flutter 
stability appears to be the dominant constraint. Local bird ingestion capacity 








SUPERHYBRID cOr~POSITE BLADE NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
(Hertz) 
First Tailoring Second Tail ori n9 
Approximate Refined Approximate Refi ned 
Ana1xsi s Ana1xsi s Ana1ysi s* Ana1ysi s 
106 104 113 108 
229 218 247 230 
302 289 338 314 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Mathematical optimization applied to shroudless fan blade structural tailoring 
has been demonstrated to be a very powerful automated des; gn procedure. It 
provi des tile capaci ty to s imul taneously eval uate many desi gn vari abl es to 
optimi ze a comprehensi ve objecti ve function whil e observi ng numerous desi gn 
constraints. The fan blade application of this study is relatively novel 
because dynamic design constraints preponderate and, since critical 
excitations can be avoided by making structural frequencies higher or lower, 
disjoint feasible regions are a practical possibility. This did not introduce 
limiting problems. 
The composite blade tailoring application demonstrated the capacity of the 
STAEBL procedure to sel ect val ues for a 1 arge number of desi gn vari abl es 
because the fabri cated internal constructi ons coul d be changed in many ways 
without affecting aerodynamic performance. But checkout studies also 
demonstrated that the procedure is a useful tool for homogeneous material 
blade tailoring. The various natural modes of vibration are sensitive to 
spanwise distribution of airfoil thickness to a level of refinement that can 
only be defined by several variables. Even the most experienced design analyst 
would only be able to find an approximation of the best distribution and, in 
some instances, he might not find any acceptable distribution when the 
feasible region is small. 
Unresol ved di screpancies between the final corrected approximate analysi s of 
one of the demonstration blades and the subsequent refined analysis exposed an 
apparent limitation of the STAEBL procedure. It is suspected that the 
approximati ons whi ch are inherent in simpl e beam theory 1 imi t accuracy when 
the procedure is applied to a composite material blade and, to a lesser 
degree, when it is applied to a shroudless fan blade of any material. But the 
fact that a fi ni te beam el ement approach was used to deri ve a practi cal 
composite material blade analysis indicates that a special purpose plate 
element blade analysis could also be used in a tailoring procedure. It would 
el imi nate the probl em by improvi ng consi stency between the approximate and 
refined analyses. 
Spanwise thickness distribution has been shown to be an important 
characteristic of an airfoil dynamic design. Chordwise distribution within 
aerodynamically allowable limits may also be significant but it can not be 
pursued effectively because of the inexact nature of the stress parameter used 
to evaluate local edge damage caused by bird ingestion. An existing nonlinear 
finite element analysis has the desired technical capability but it is too 
cumbersome for inclusion in a tailoring procedure. It is feasible that the 
critical features of the local response simulation could be incorporated in a 
fast 1 inear analysi s. It is recommended that the STAEBL procedure be revi sed 
to include a special purpose plate element for airfoil stress and vibration 
analyses. It is also recommended that the STAEBL procedure be revised to 
include another special purpose plate element for analysis of linearized large 
deflection local edge response to foreign object damage impact. 
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APPEtJDIX A 
BLADE OPTIMIZATION PROGRM~ ORGANIZATION 
T!le COPES/ CONl·1I N program fonns the basi s for the blade optimi zati on program. 
COPES/COW·1IN, through subrouti ne ANALIZ, call s the bl ade vibration, fl utter, 
and foreign object damage analyses for evaluation of the constraints and the 
objective function of the d~sign vector. 
Table A-I shows a tabulation of the 74 subroutines developed or acquired under 
this contract, along with a list of other routines called by each routine, and 
a brief statement of the function of each subroutine. Table A-I, then, serves 
as an effective flow chart, detailing the precise program organization. On 
Table A-II are listed the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft proprietary routines and/or 
analysis systems which were used but not developed in the current program. The 
curve fit and matri x i nversi on routi nes may be repl aced by standard routi nes 
from mathematical packages. MNW137 does the frequency and mode shape 
determination for the STAEBL generated beam stiffness, using a detenninant 
search technique. MNT983 is the driving routine for a proprietary supersonic 
flutter analysis. 
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TABLE A- I 
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE LIST 
Routine External References Function 










BBIP TSAIWV MATPRN Multi-Mode Root Bird Ingestion Stress 
BCOORD Beam Local Coordinate Systems 
BEAM r~ATPRN MA TIv1P Y Beam Stiffness Calculation 
BIRDF MATPRN Bird Impulse Calculation 
CALCTH Input Blade Thickness Calculation 
CNMNOl Gradient Information 
CNMN02 Descent Vector 
CNMN03 CNM04 One-Dimensional Search 
CNI~N04 One-Dimensional Function Minimum 
CNMNOS CNMN08 Search Direction 
CNMN06 CtJt~N07 CNMN04 One-Dimensional Search 
CNMN07 Zero of 1-0 Function 
CNMtJ08 SpeCial Linear Optimization 
CONMIN CNMNOl CNMN03 Constrained or Unconstrained Function 



























T ABL E A - I ( Co n tid. ) 






















Control Input for COPES 
Control Optimization 
Buffer Betwen CONMIN and COPES 
Sensitivity Information 
Print Sensitivity Information 
Two Variable Function Space 
Print Two Variable Function Space 
Convert Data Input 
Approximate Optimization 
Set-Up Taylor Expansion 
Nominal Design for Approx. Optimization 
Least Squares Fit 
Least Squares Fit Evaluation 
Print Approximate Optimization Results 
Function Evaluation, Approx. Optimization 
Approximate Function Evaluation 
Gradient Evaluation, Approx. Optimization 
Print Optimization Results 
Blade Coordinate Systems 
Beam Material Stiffness Matrix 
Rectangular Extended Airfoil Neck 
Local Ingestion Parameter 

























TABLE A-I (Cont'd.) 




























Hollow Blade Lamination 
Holzer Transform Generation 
Material and Geometry Input 
Flutter Nodal Diameter Iteration 
Differential Stiffness Calculation 
Lamina Stress-Strain Relation 
Composite Blade Layup 
Loads for Holzer Solution 
Perform Matrix Addition 
Perform Matri x t~ul tipl ication 
Matrix Print 
~~oda 1 Mass determi nati 0 n 
Modal Stress Driver 
Flutter Nodal Diameter Selection 
Objective Function Calculation 
Matrix Partition Routine 
Matrix Reordering 
Rigid Body Coupling Matrices 
Optimization Input Information 
Flutter Input 
Blade Model Input 
TABLE A-I (Cont I d. ) 
Rout; ne External References Function 
RSFUNC Resonance Function 
SECTN BCCORD r,lA lMPY Section Stiffness Matrix 
MATPRN RBEZ 
EST IFF FRPM 
BEAM 
SHAPE PPI MAn~py Eigenvector Transformation 
SMULT MATr~py MATPRN Holzer String Multiplication 
STABEL INPUT FOD Stacked Beam Analysis Driver (Versions 
CORDZR ZSTRES Differ for Hollow and Superhybrid blades) 




STAEBL PBMFIT HOLLo\~ Blade Interpolation for Approximate 
CUBIC LAMIIH Analysi s (Versi ons Di ffer for Holl ow and 
Superhybrid Blades) 
STATIC MATPRN MATADD Blade Static Solution 
PARTN MINV 
MATr~py 
THICK Layer Thickness Evaluation 
TMAX Section Maximum Thickness 
TSAIWU MATPRN Tsai-Wu Failure Criterion 
WARP MATPRN Thin Section Warping 
WTT983 Flutter Output Routine 
WTW137 Bl ade Analysi s Output 















Function Evaluation for Parametric Beam 
Fi t 
Matrix Inversion by Gaussion Elimination 
Pratt & Whitney Ai rcraft Fl utter 
Analysi s System 
Pratt & Whi tney Ai rcraft Beam Analysi s 
System, t40di fi ed Through STABEL Analysi s 
Package for Hollow and Composite Blades 
Clock Times, Used to Bookkeep Analysis 
Time Consumption 
Parametric Beam Fit Coefficient Evluation 
APPENDIX B 
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REQ'JESTEO OPTIOtIS: AUTODBU DBl4), SOURCE 
OPTIONS III EFFECT: NAI':E( tIAIN) OPTUlIZE( 3) lIt:ECCUNT( 60) SrZEUlAX) AUiODBU DBl4) 













































DATA SET U498DSTAEB AT lEVEL 019 AS OF 03/15/82 
DATA SET U49CDST.l.EB AT lEVEL 018 AS OF 01/20/82 00001 
DATA SET U49CSTAEBl AT lEVEL 015 AS OF 10/06/81 00002 
DATA SET U49SSTAE3l AT lEVEL 013 AS OF 08/24/81 00003 
DATA S~T U49&STAEBl AT lEVEL 01Z AS Or 00/14/81 00004 
SUBROUTINE STAE8l OOOOS 
cm.t:otl /BlKCII/ Xfl(3,S3,21l , NP(211 , lllO(Z1) , ItIP 0000:' 
COI!:lm~ /BlK 2/ NOACR , 110ACRI , NSTA , NSTAI , POISSN,NST2,MST3 00C07 
CO:';iiON IOlK 4/ RPtl , XI·lOACR , BR , PI , TER:I , t;3S 00003 
CO:l~:~N /BlK 7/ AREA(211 , CF!211 , AA(211 , AKG(211 ,IT(7,211 00009 
COI:JmN IBlKI2/ XBARX(ZI) , XItlAX(211 , XIMUH21) , YBARY!211, 00010 
1 TlTA(21) oeOll 
cct:mJII /BlKAV AlFllIN(21l , XSC(211 , YSC(Zll , XX(Z1l ,YY(21l 0001Z 
Cot:t:ctl /OlKS/ SI18(21J,IHlE(13),VARIC235),TtIAX(21),HAlP:;A(21) 00013 
CO:11;ON fOLK A/ AlPlIA(21) ,HA(Zll, ml~ln211, HAU1UH211 , 00014 
1 IntlERn 21) 0001S 
CC;-;!1otl folK 9/ DElTAC( 21l , DElTAZ( Zll , P( 21) , R( 21) , SHIH( (1) 00016 
coml0:-I/II1PUTTI XSAVE(1000), YSJ.VE(100C), l5A';E(lCGO), TSAVE(1000)000I7 
CO"::otl /SC/ XSCSV(21) , YSCSV(211 , ZSCSIJ(21) , 00018 
1 AlSAVE(21) , POlAnI(21) , ASAVE(21) 00019 
Cotl::ml /AIIAl33/ OLEO , OTED , D,WOTD , DTIPO , HID , TLTD , NCO 00020 
1 , f1CK , TSIGII , TCEIITR , PoT , F:E 00021 
DII1ENSION YI!(53,21) , XN(53,21) , nlC(53,:1) , T( 120) , ThUS3,21 )00022 
1 , Xl1F(50,211 , YI1F(SO,211 , TlllF(SC,211 , ~:CS(5:l,211 , YCG(SQ,21 )00023 
2 , XSCCG(Zl) , YSCCG(ZI) , XSCG(21) , YS:G(21) , Z3CG(21) , 00024 
3 XG(50,21) , YG(50,21) , ZG(50,21) 00025 
4 , XSCR(21) , YSCR(ZI) , ZSCP.(21) 00026 
5 , X(50,21) , Y(SO,21) , Z(50,21) 00027 
REAl*4 A(Sl),B(Sl),C(Sl),D(51),Al(SI),Bl(51),C1(51),Dl(SI), 00023 
1 A2(51),B2(51),C2(Sl),D2(51),~3(51).B!(51),C3(SI), 00029 
2 D3(SI),Sl(Sl),S2{Sl) 00030 
REAlll4 Xt:~H Sl ), YlUI( 51), TI1:1( 51) , XXflF ( 25) ,en;f( (5), TTlllF( 2S) 00031 
REAl*4 SOlIE, snlO 00032 
CALCULATE /IEAN Y VALUE AND THICKtiESS tlORt1Al TO THE CHORD 
NBR = I 
00 20 I = NBR ,tISTA 
NPS = NP(I) 
DO ION = I, lIPS 
YN(tI,I) =(XP(2,N,I) + XP(3,H,I)) / 2.0 
XIHN,I) = XP(l,N,I) 
THC(N,I) = XP(Z,H,I) - XP(3,tI,I) 
10 CONTIIIUE 
20 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE THICKNESS I~ORNAl TO I!EAtllIf!E 
DO 40 I = tlSR,tlSTA 
UPS = tlP( Il-I 
TNU1,I) =0.0 
THl(NPS+l,I) = 0.0 
CO 30 tI =Z, tIPS 
THTl =ATAN2((YIHtI,I) - ytl(tI-l,Il) ,(XtHtI,Il - XN(tI-l,Il)) 





















































































THT = ( THTl + THT2 ) 1 2.0 
ItIUN.I) = nICOI.I) it COSCTtlTl 
30 CC:ITINUE 
40 CO:ITIIlUE 
NSTNS = NSTA - N3R 
DO 45 I = tiER .tISTA. NSTNB 
tiPS = NP(I) 
~:RITE (6.900) (YlI!11.I)'N=1,NPS) 
I!RITE (6.'100) (X~HI~,I).tl=l.tlPS) 
1::tITE (6,900) !TI1C(N.I).tI=l.tlPS) 






SAVE tlEAN Y VALVES A~m X VALVES Itl AN ARRAY A"'D INTERPOLATE 
FO;{ EQUAL INCREIIE/iT X VALVES • REPEAT FOR THICKNESSES 
DO 1101 = N8R,NSTA 
NPF = 15 
NPS = tlP(I) 





K = 1.NPS 
= TtIUK,I) 
= :<11( K, I) 
= YtHI<,I) 
CALL PBNFIT FGR CURVE FIT 
CALL PBtlFITO:/:M, nIH, 1.,1. ,UPS, O.A.B.C.D .A1.Bl ,Cl ,01.51) 
CALL FatIFIT! Xliii, Tlm.l •• 1. ,t.:PS, 0 .A2 ,82 ,C2 ,02, A3, B3 .C3 ,03, S2) 
EQUAL BREAKUP ARC-LEt.:GTH 
SARC = Sl(NPS) 1 NPF 
1l0!~ SEARCH SI ARRAY FOR INTERVAL VALUE 
~:ODE = 1 
AnCl = SARC 1 2. 
N = 1 
IF(ARCI .LE. Sl(N) GO TO 220 
N = N + 1 
G!l TO 210 
DIST = (ARC1 - SUN-I)) 1 (SHN) - SUN-Ill 
SatlE = (S1IN) Sl(N-1» * DIST 
STI:O = (52(11) - S2!tl-l» .. DI!>T 
CALL CU3IC(AW-l) ,B!H-1) ,C(N-l) ,D!H-l) .sm~E,XXNF!NODE» 
CALL CU3IC( AU 11-1), Bl( N-l ) ,Cl( H-1 ), Ol! N-1 ). sm:E, YYl'IF !tIODE) ) 
CALL CU3ICU.3!tI-l), B3( N-l ) ,C3( H-l ). D3( 11-1)' sn:Q. TTIILF!t:OOE) ) 
NODE = NODE + 1 
ARC1 = ARCI + SARC 
IF(I~DE .LE. NPF) GO TO 205 
C FILL IN THE XMF. vtlF, TMLF VECTORS IHTH THE INTERPOLATED VALUES 






























































+VERSION 1.3.0 101 !'lAY 80) 
C 










CO 230 K = l,NPF 
XIIFIK,I) = XXIIFIK) 
YMFIK,I) = YYHFIK) 
llfHTEI 6,902) I ,K,XtlFI K, I), YtIFU(, I) 
FORlIAT( 5X, I I ,K,XtlF, YtIF 1.215, 2E12.5) 
TIILFIK,I) = TTtILFIK) 










































DO 130 I = NSR,NSTA 
XCHORD = SI18II) 
XSCLE = XCHORD - XSCII) 
XSCCGII) = XSCLE - IXCHORD - XBARXII)) 
YSCCGII) = YSCII) - YBARY(I) 
DO 120 N = l,NPF 
XCGW,I) = XIIFW,I) - IXCHORD - X8ARX(I)) 
yeGUl,I) = Yl'1FW,I) - YBARY(I) 
120 COIHItlUE 
130 CGtHWUE 
C SHIFT XY PLANE TO ENGItlE AXIS YZ 
C 
C 
00 150 I = NBR,NSTA 
XSCGII) = RIl) 
YSCGII) = YSCCGIl) 
ZSCGII) = XSCCG(I) 
DO 140 N = l,tlPF 
XGIN,l) = RII) 
YG(N,I) = YCGW,I) 
ZGIU,I) = XCGIN.I) 
140 COIITIt:UE 
150 COIHIIIUE 
C ROTATE THRU ALPHA CHORD - 90.0 
C 
DO 170 I = tlBR.NSTA 
C ALPHA!I) = 90. * .0174533 
ANG =-ALPHA(I) + 90.0 * .0174533 
Ell = COSI '''is) 
EN = SIll( }JIG) 
XSCRII) = XSCGII) 
YSCR(I) = YSCG(I) ,. Etl + EN * ZSCGI I) 
ZSCR(I) = HI * ZSCG(I) - EN ,. Y5CGII) 
C l~aITE 16.90()) AtlS. Ell, Ell, XSCR(I) • YSCRII) • ZSCR(I) , 
00 160 N = 1.tIPi' 
XIN.I) = XG!N.Il 
YIN.I) = YG!U.I)* EM + EN * ZGIH,I) 
ZIN.I) = E~ * ZGIN.I) - EN * YGIIl,I) 
160 COIlTIflUE 
170 CD:HltIUE 
C DO 175 I = tl5R,tlSTA.Nsnm 




































































































c I~RITE C6,900) CYCG(N,I),tI=l,NFF) 
C Ilf!ITE (6,900) O:GCU,I),II=l.IIPF) 
C 11RITE (6,900) CYG(N.I).Il=l.II~'i:) 
C InITE (6,900) (ZGCtI,I).tl=l,NPf) 
C '-llnTi: (6,900) (X(II,Il.N=I,IIFF) 
C mITt: (6,900) IY(ll,I).H=I,IlPF) 
C ~:RITE 16,900) IZltI,I),Il=l,tlPf) 
C I;RITE 16,900) (Tl1LFCU,I),I:=1.tlPF) 






IJ :: I 
IFIIJ .EQ. 1) GO TO 811 
T0390Z GEtlERATED NODES AND THICKNESSES 
DO 800 I :: HBR,NSTA 
DO 801 J :: 1, tlPF 
801 REA015,802) YIJ,I),ZCJ,I) 
80Z FORIIATC/,3ZX,ZF8.0) 
DO 805 J = l,tlPF 
REAOC5,803) Pl,P2 
803 Fom:ATCNX,F8.0,II,24X,F8.0) 
805 TIILFIJ,I):: (PI + P2) / 2. 
C I!RITEI6,810) I 
calO FOR~IATC5X, 'T039 NODES At~O TliICKNESSES FOR SECTIOtl ',15) 
C ~::UTEC6,900) CXClI,I),N=l,NPF) 
C IlHITEI6, 900) 1 YC II, I) ,N=l ,NPF) 
C ~:RITE(6,900) CZCtl,I),N=I,NFF) 





J :: 0 
K :: 0 
DO 190 I :: NBR,NSTA 
K :: K + 1 
XSCSVIK) :: XSCRII) 
YSC5VIK) :: YSCRCI) 
ZSCSVCK) = ZSCRCI) 
ALSAVECK) :: ALPHACI) 
POLARI(K) :: X1MINCI) + XIMAXII) 
ASAVE(K) :: AREACI) 
DO 180 N :: l,NPF 
J :: J +1 
XSAVEIJ) :: XIN,I) 
YSAVECJ) :: YCN,I) 
ZSAVECJ) :: ZCN,I) 
TSAVECJ) :: TNLFCN,I) 
C IIRITE C7,90ll XSAVEIJ) , YSAVECJ) , ZSAVEIJ) , TSAVECJ) 
180 CmlTIIlUE 
190 COIITItlUE 
K :: 0 
00 200 I :: N2R,NSTA 
K :: K + 1 
C ~~ITE C7,901) XSCSVCK) , YSCSVIK) , ZSCSVIK) , ALSAVECK) 

































































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) STAEBL SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.47.36 PAGE 5 
ISI~ 0144 IHlII1R = NSTA - NBR + 1 00232 
ISII 0145 IF (NCO .EQ. 1) 00233 
1CALL IlOLLO~ (OLEO , DTED , DROOTD , DTIPD , 00234 
2 TTIO , TLTD , NPF , NTMllR) 00235 
ISH 0147 IF (NCO .EQ. 2) 00236 
1 CALL LAIlIN1 (TSKIH , TCENTR , PBT , PGE , NPF , HTMNR) 00237 
1St! 0149 901 FORNAT (6EI2.5) 00238 
ISH 0150 900 FORIIAT (IX,9F8.5) 00239 
ISII 0151 RETURN 00240 
ISH 0152 END 00241 
*OPTIOllS IN EFFECT*HAtIE(HAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUDBL4) 
*OPTIGllS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT 1l0MA? NOFORNAT GOSTIIT NOXREF NOALC 1l0ANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI1ENTS = lSI, PROGRAM SIZE = 141916, SUBPROGRAM NAI1E =STAEBL 
*STATISTICSlf NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
*1Il<l<ll* EllD OF CotlPlLATICN *l<lI*** 2972K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
~ 
I-' 
+VEFISIOH 1.3.0 101 HAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.47.43 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBLIDBL4),SOURCE 
OPTIOIIS IH EFFECT: UAtlElHAIN) OPTINIZE(3) LIHECOUUT(60) SIZE01AX) AUTODBUDBL4) 

































C DATA SET U498DSTABE AT LEVEL 048 AS OF 03/31/82 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE BBIP I HC ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*3IA-H,O-Z) 













COMI-ION IFAILI VV(42),TSAIl8,25) 
COl UIOH IStlAXX/ SMAX 1 I 8 ) , SHAX2 I 8 ) ,SNAX3 I 8 ) , SMAX LE I 8 ) , SMAXTE I 8 ) 
Cmll'1ON IMODAL1/ STRESS(3, 3,8, 25) ,FACTO!H 3 )'RMASS(3) 
CONtlON /BLK15/ DIANODII00),FNH100)'FILLH300) 
DIMENSION SEFF13,8,25) 
CALCULATE TIME TO 1/4 OF FIRST BE~DING 
TIME = 0.25 I FNl(1) 
WRITEI6,200) TIME 
FORtlATI//,5X, 'BBIP CALCULATION, MODAL SUPERPOSITION METHOD' ,I, 
15X, 'QUARTER OF FIRST BEtlDIttG ISECONDS) =' ,E12.5'/1l 
EFFECTIVE STRESS CALCULATION - MODAL SUPERPOSITION 
FOR EACH LAYER, EACH BEAM - THREE C0l1PONEltTS 
ARG = FNl(1) * 2. * 3.141593 * TIME 
FS1 = FACTORI11 * DSINI ARG ) 
ARG = FNl(2) * 2. * 3.141593 * TIME 
FS2 = FACTOR(2) * OSINI ARG ) 
AFIG = FN1(3) * 2. * 3.141593 * TIME 
FS3 = FACTOR(3) * OSINl ARG ) 
DO 100 I = 1,3 
DO 100 J = 1,8 
DO 100 K = l,NC 
100 SEFFII,J,K) = STRESSll,I,J,K) * FS1 + STRESSI2,I,J,K) * FS2 + 
1 STRESSI3,I,J,K) * FS3 
C TSAI-WU FAILURE CALCULATION 
C 
CALL TSAIWU I SEFF,NC ) 
C 
C PICK OUT THE MAX TSAI-WU FOR EACH LAYER OVER ALL BEAMS 
C 
DO 110 I = 1,8 
StlAX3II) = O. 
DO 110 J = l,NC 
110 IFISIIAX3(I) .LT. TSAIII,J)) SMAX31Il = TSAIII,J) 
C 
14RITEl6, 300) 
300 FORHATIII,5X,'** MAX TSAI-WU ROOT STRESS ANALYSIS **') 
CALL HATPRIll StlAX1,8,l, 'MAXI' ) 
WRITE16,301) 
301 fORllATl/I,5X, '** MAX TSAI-WU HOLLOW SECTION ANALYSIS **') 
























































+VERSION 1.3.0 101 tlAY 80) BBIP SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED IENHAHCED) DATE 82.1';1/10.47.43 PAGE 2 
ISH 0035 302 FORMATII/,5X,'** MAX TSAI-~U BBIP ANALYSIS **') 00055*36 
1St! 0036 CALL MATPRNISMAX3,8.1.
'
MAX3') 00056*36 
\.0 ISH 0037 WRITEI6. 303) 00057*37 
N IStl 0038 303 FOIUlATI/I.5X,'** TSAI-WU AT LE AND TE **') 00058*37 
ISII 0039 CALL MATPRN ISI1AXLE.8.1.
' 
lE ') 00059*37 
ISN 0040 CALL MATPRII (SI1AXTE.8.l,' TE ') 00060*37 
C 00061*35 
ISH 0041 RETURH 00062*35 
ISI~ 0042 END 00063*35 
ltOPTIotlS m EFFECT*HAHEU1AItU OPTIMIZE ( 3) lIUECOUNT(60) SIZEIHAX) AUTODBl( DBL4) 
*QPTICNS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST HODECK OBJECT NotlAP NO FORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG ( I) 
l<STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEtiTS = 41. PROGRAM SIZE = 6244. SUBPROGRAM NAME = BBIP 
ltSTATISTICS* llO DIAGNOSTICS GEIIERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
~lAY SO) SYSTEN/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.47.48 PAGE 
AUTODBL(DBL4) ,SOURCE 
OPTICl~S IN EFFECT: NAME(NAIHI OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZE(HAX) AUTODBL(DBL4) 




































SUBROUTINE BIRDF( NR,NC,ISTA,BFORCE,SQUASH 
ItlPLICIT REAL*S (A-H,O-Z) 
C CALCULATES THE BIRO IHPACT FORCE 
C ASSUI1PTIONS 1. 2 INCHES FROI1 TIP 
C 2. 2.5 LB BIRD - 4 IHCH DIAMETER 
C 3. VBIRD = 180 KNOTS 
C 4. LOADED OVER SQUASH-UP TnlE 
C 5. SLICE FRO~I CEHTER OF SPHERE 
C 
C 
COHMON IINPUTTI XI 1000), Y( 1000) ,ZI 1000), T( 1000) 
comlON IBlK 31 FN,BlADES,BETA,THR,THT,tISTl,tlBB 
Cot1l10N IBCI C(6,6),RP~1 
COMlmtl ISCI XSC( 211, YSCI 21) ,lSCI 21) ,ALPHA( 21) ,SECIPI 21) ,SECAI 21) 
COiltlON IBlK SI 5MBI211,ITTLEI IS),VARII 235),TMAXI 21 I,HAlPHAI21l 
DIMENSION BFORCEI6,l) 
C IMPACT STATION , ISTA 
C 
ISTA = 1 
XTOP = X(NR * tlCI - 2. 
51 NODE = (1ST A-I) * tiC + 1 
IFIX(tlODEI .GT. XTOP) GO TO 50 
ISTA = ISTA + 1 




ISTA = ISTA 1 
NODE = NODE - NC 
C ~RITEI6,300) NODE,ISTA 
C300 FORHAT(II,5X,'** IN BIRO **,NODE,ISTA' ,215) 
C 






VBlADE = X( NODE) * RPII 
VBIRD = 180. * 1.688 * 12. 
VREl = DSQRTI VBlADE**2 + VBIRD**2 
ARG = VBIRD I VBlADE 
PHI = DATAtI (ARG) 
THETA = ALPHAIISTA) - PHI 
GAP = 2. * 3.141593 * XINODEJ 1 BLADES 
Sl = GAP * DTAN (PHI) 
RBIRD = 2. 
SQUASH = 2. * RBIRD 1 VREL 
RHO = 0.036 I 386.4 
BMASS = SL * 3.141593 * RBIRD**2 * RHO 
F = BMASS * VREl * DSINITHETA) 1 SQUASH 
CENTER OF IMPACT , COl 

























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) BIRDF SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTEHDED (ENHAHCED) DATE 82.141/10.47.48 PAGE 2 
C 00119*35 
C tlONEtlT ARM 00120*35 
C 00121*35 
\.0 ISt! 0034 
+=> ISH 0035 
TORQUE = SliB( ISTA) I 2. - COl 00122*35 
TORQUE = TORQUE * F 00123*35 
C 00124*35 
C FORCE VECTOR , BFORCE 00125*35 
C 00126*35 
ISH 0036 BFORCE(I,I) = O. 00127*35 
ISU 0037 BFORCE(2,1) = F 00128*35 
ISt! 0038 BFORCE(3,1) = O. 00129*35 
IStl 0039 BFORCE(4,1) = TORQUE 00130*35 
ISN 0040 BFORCE(5,1) = o. 00131*35 
ISt! 0041 BFORCE(6,1) = O. 00132*35 
C CALL MATPRH (BFORCE,6,1,'BFOR') 00133*36 
C 00134*35 
C l-liUTE(6,200) ISTA,NODE,VBLADE ,VBIRD,VREL,PHI, THETA,SL,RBIRD, 00135*36 
C 1 SQUASH ,RHO,BltASS,F ,COl, TORQUE 00136*36 
C200 FORMAT(II,5X,'BBIP AHALYSIS',/,5X,'STATIOH,NODE,VBLADE,VBIRD', 00137*36 
C 1 215,2EI2.5,/,5X,'VREL,PHI,THETA,SL,RBIRD,SQUASH',6EI2.5, 00138~36 
C 2 1,5X,'RHO,BMASS,F,COI,TORQUE',5EI2.5,/) 00139*36 
C 00140*35 
ISH 0042 RETURN 00141*35 
ISH 0043 END 00142*35 
xOPTIOHS IN EFFECT*HAME(MAIH) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUHT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBL(DBL4) 
*OPTIOtIS tu EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST HODECK OBJECT NO:1AP HOFOr/MAT GOSTNT NO:{REF NOALe NOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAGU) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 42, PROGRAI1 SIZE = 1068, SU8PROGRAI-I NAtIE = BIRDF 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
*li,.*** EUD OF COMPILATIOH u**** 3012K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
~ 
U1 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 
RE({UESTED OPTIONS: 






































HAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED I ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.02 PAGE 1 
AUTODBlIDBl4),SOURCE 
NAMEIHAIN) OPTItIIZE(3) LINECOUHT(60) SIZEIMAX) AUTODBLI DBl4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC tlOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBN FLAGI I) 
00143 
SUBROUTINE BCOORDIIP,IPP,BlOCAL) 00144 
00145 
THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE BEAM lOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEN,BlOCAl 00146 
THE SYSTEN IS lOCATED AT THE BEAM END I 00147 
00148 
111PlICIT REAU~8IA-H,0-Z) 00149 
COi1tlOlI IINPUTT 1 XI 1000) , YI 1000) , Z(1000 ), TlIOOO) 00150 
COMMON ICOOR011 ClOCAlI3,3,1000) 00151 
DIMENSION BlOCAlI3,3) 00152 
00153 
LONGITUDINAL VECTOR , X 00154 
00155 
Xl = XIIPP) - XIIP) 00156 
X2 = YIIPP) - YIIP) 00157 
X3 = ZIIPP) - ZIIP) 00158 
XMAG = DSQRTI X1**2 + X2**2 + X3**2 ) 00159 
Xl = Xl 1 XMAG 00160 
X2 = X2 1 XMAG 00161 
X3 = X3 1 XMAG 00162 
00163 
LOCAL Z UNIT VECTOR = X CROSS Y 00164 
00165 
Zl = X2 * CLOCAL(2,3,IP) - X3 * ClOCALI2,2,IP) 00166 
Z2 = X3 * CLOCALI2,I.IP) - XI * CLOCALI2.3,IP) 00167 
Z3 = Xl * CLOCAL(2.2.IP) - X2 * CLGCALI2.1.IP) 00168 
ZNAG = DSQRTI Zl**2 + Z2**2 + Z3**2 ) 00169 
Zl = ZI 1 ZNAG 00170 
Z2 = Z2 1 ZtlAG 00171 
Z3 = Z3 1 ZMAG 00172 
00173 
THE LOCAL Y UNIT VECTOR = Z CROSS X 00174 
00175 
BLOCALI2,1) = Z2 * X3 - Z3 * X2 00176 
BLOCALI2.2) = Z3 * Xl ZI * X3 00177 
BlOCALI2.3) = Zl * X2 - Z2 * Xl 00178 
00179 
ISN 0024 BlOCAll1.1) = Xl 00180 
Istl0025 BLOCAU1.2) = X2 00181 
ISII 0026 BLOCALl1,3) = X3 00182 
ISN 0027 BlOCALI3.1) = Zl 00183 
lSI! 0028 BLOCAU3,2) = Z2 00184 
IStl 0029 BLOCALl3,3) = Z3 00185 
C 00186 
ISH 0030 RETURN 00187 
ISII 0031 END 00188 
*OPTIot~s IN EFFECT*IIAMEI tlAIN) OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUIIT(60) SIZEINAX) AUTODBU DBL4) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT NatlAP HOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALe NOANSF TERM IBM FLAGI I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI1EUTS = 30, PROGRAtI SIZE = 718. SUaPROG~AM NAtiE =BCOORD 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GENERATED 
*;;*",lfl, ENil OF CmlPlLATION ***I!** 3016K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
\0 
0'1 
+VERSIO~ 1.3.0 101 
REc;UESTED OPTIONS: 



























ttAy 80) SYSTEN/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED I EHHANCED) 
AUTOD6L(OBL4),SOURCE 
IUJIEIMAIH) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUHT(60) SIZEII1AX) AUTODBLIOBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST HODECK OBJECT NOt'lAP NOFORNAT GOSTl1T NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE BEAN(NC,IBEAN,BLOCAL,BCIIGG,RFN) 
THIS ROUTINE DEFINES THE FOLLOWItlG MATRICESJ 
CH(12,12) -- COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
X( 6,12) -- STRAII1-DISPLACE/IEtiT MATRIX 
A(12,8) -- EQUILIBRIUN ItATRIX 
6/1112,12)- THE BEAN MASS (tIO ROTATIotlAL INERTIA) 
BCItGG( 12,12) - THE BEAN CENTRIFUGAL RESTORItlG tlATRIX 
THEN FIIIDS THE BEAN STIFFNESS tlATRIX , BK(l2, 12) 
INPLICIT REAL*a(A-H,O-Z) 
COMIIOII IBSTIFFI BK( 12,12) ,6N! 12,12) 
coml0H IESTIFI E(8,6) 
comlOH ILAYERI TH( 7,25) ,BMASS( 25) .6SPAN! 25) .B!lIDTH( 25) 
COIl~IOH IREORORI P(12.l2),PHI2.12) 
DUIEHSION CN( 12.12) .X( 6 .12) .A( 12.8) .BLOCAU 3.3) .BC/~GG( 12,12) 
OUIENSIOH OU 6 .12) .D2( 8.12) ,03( 12.12 l,CIl3G( 12.12) .BU 12.12) 
DIMEIlSIOH BL T( 12.12) 
FIRST ZERO ALL MATRICES TO BE USED 
DO 100 I = 1.12 
DO 100 J = 1,12 
BLU,J) = O. 
CMGGU.J) = O. 
ISN 0015 100 CH(I.J) = O. 
C 
ISII 0016 DO 101 I = 1.6 
ISH 0017 DO 101 J = 1.12 
ISH 0018 101 X(I.J) = O. 
C 
ISH (1019 DO 102 I = 1.12 
IStl 0020 DO 102 J = 1.8 
ISN 0021 102 A(I.J) = O. 
C 
C BEGIN LOOP FOR BEAN (J) 
C 
C 
C THE COEFFICIENT NATRIX • CN(12.12) 
C 
ISH 0022 S = BSPAN(IBEAN) 
ISN 0023 52 = S**2 
ISH 0024 S3 = S**3 
ISII 0025 CII(I.ll = 1. 
IStl 0026 CH(2.2) = -1. 
1St! 0027 CN(3.1) = -1. 1 S 
IS/I 0028 CN(3.3) = 1. / S 
ISH 0029 CH(4.2) = -1. 1 S 
ISH 0030 Ct!(4.4) = 1. / S 
ISN 0031 CN(5.5) = 1-
ISH 0032 CH(6.6) = 1. 
1St! 0033 CN(7.S) = -3. / S2 
ISH 0034 CN(7.6) = -2. 1 S 
ISH 0035 CN(7.7) = 3. 1 52 
DATE 82.141/10.48.06 PAGE 

























































+VER5IOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) BEAtl 5Y5TEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTEHOEO (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.06 PAGE 2 
1511 0036 CN(7,8) = -1. / 5 00244 
ISI~ 0037 CNC8,5) = 2. 1 53 00245 
ISH 0038 CNC8,6) = 1. 1 52 00246 
ISH 0039 CNC8,7) = -2. / 53 00247 
ISH OO~O CNC8,8) = I. / 52 00248 
I5!1 0041 CNC9,9) = 1. 00249 
ISH 0042 CtlC 10,10) = -1. 00250 
I5H 0043 CNCll,9) = -3. / 52 00251 
ISN 0044 CNCll,IO) = 2. / S 00252 
1511 0045 CNCll,ll) = 3. /52 00253 
1511 0046 CNCIl,12) = 1. / S 00254 
151~ 0047 CNC12,9) = 2. / 53 00255 
IStl 0048 CNCI2,10) = -1. / S2 00256 
ISN 0049 CNC12,11) = -2. / S3 00257 
ISII 0050 CNC12,12) = -1. / S2 00258 
C 00259 
C STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRIX, X(6,12) 00260 
C 00261 
15H 0051 X(l,3) = 1. 00262 
IStl 0052 XC2,4) = 1. 00263 
15~~ 0053 X(3,7) = 2. 00264 
ISN 0054 X(4,7) = 2. 00265 
IStl 0055 X(4,8) = 6. * S 00266 
IStl 0056 X(5,111 = 2. 00267 
1511 0057 X(6,1l) = 2. 00268 
1St! 0058 X(6,12) = 6. * S 00269 
C 00270 
C THE EQUILIBRIUM MATRIX, A(12,8) 00271 
C 00272 
ISH 0059 A(l,ll = -.5 00273 
ISH 0060 A(l,3) = -.5 00274 
IStl 0061 A(2,2) = -.5 00275 
ISH 0062 A(2,4) = -.5 00276 
ISH 0063 A(3,1l = .S 00277 
ISN 0064 A(3,3) = .S 00278 
ISIl 0065 A(4,2) = .S 00279 
1St! 0066 A(4,4) = .5 00280 
ISH 0067 A(S,S) = -1. / S 00281 
ISII 0068 A(5,6) = 1. / S 00282 
ISI~ 0069 A(6,5) = -1. 00283 
ISH 0070 A(7,S) = I. / S 00234 
ISI~ 0071 A(7,6) = -1. / S 00285 
1511 0072 A(8,6) = 1. 00286 
ISH 0073 A(9,7) = -1. / S 00287 
ISH 0074 AC9,8) = 1. / S 00288 
1St! 0075 ACIO,7) = 1. 00289 
IS!I 0076 A(II,7) = I. 1 5 00290 
ISH 0077 A(II,8) = -I. / S 00291 
lSi,! 0078 AC 12,8) = -I. 00292 
C CALL MATPRNCCtI,12,12,'CN ' ) 00293 
C CALL MATPRIlCX,6,12,'X ' ) 00294 
C CALL tIATPRIICA,12,8,'A ' ) 00295 
C 00296 
C BK = A(12,8)*E(8,6)*XC6,12)*CNCI2,12) 00297 
C IIITERIIEDIATE MATRICES: 01 = X * CN 00298 
~ C 02 = E .. 01 00299 
....... C 00300 
ISll 0079 CALL MATMPYCX,CN,Dl,6,12,12) 00301 
1511 0080 CALL tIATtIP,{(E,DI,D2,8,6,12) 00302 
\D 
CO 









































CAll tlATtIPYlA,02,BK,12 ,8,12) 
REORDER THE BEAM STIFFNESS, BK, TO lOOK lIKE A NASTRAN VECTOR 
BK = P * BK * P(TRANS) 
CAll MATMPY( BI<, PT ,03,12,12,12) 
CAll tIATMPY(P.03.BK,12,12,12) 
FORM THE BEAll MASS tlATRIX, BM 
DO 15 I = 1,12 
DO 15 J = 1,12 
BM(I,J) = O. 
BItH = BtIASS( IBEAM) 1 2. 
BIt( 1 , 1) = BI1:1 
BM ( 2,2) = BtlM 
BM( 3,3) = Bt:11 
BtH 7, 7) = BtlH 
BN(8,8) = BIIM 
BM( 9,9) = 61111 
THE BEAM CEtlTRIFUGAl RESTORItIG MATRIX , Bet1GG 
-- FIRST DEFINE THE TRAtISFORMATIot! tlATRIX , Bl 
IROU = 1 
DO 90 I = 1,4 
DO 90 J = 1,3 
IeOl = (I-I) * 3 + 1 
DO 91 K = 1,3 
Bl(IRO~,IeOl) = BlOCAl(J,K) 
91 IeOl = ICOl + 1 
90 IRO~ = IRO~ + 1 
C 
DO 92 I = 1,12 
DO 92 J = 1,12 
92 BlT(I,J) = Bl(J,I) 
C 
C NONZERO VALUES OF THE CENTRIFUGAL RESTORING MATRIX 
C WHEN OEFItlEO IN THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEtl 
C 
C 
CHGG(2.2) = BtIASSIIBEAM) I 2. * RPrt~B<2 
CHGG(8,8) = CHGG(2,2) 
C TRANSFORM CMGG TO THE lOCAL BEAN SYSTEI1 TO FIND BCtlGG 




CALL MATtlPY(Bl,03,BCt:GG, 12,12,12) 
C CAll MATPRN(Bl,12,12,' Bl ') 
C CALL tiATPRtHCtlGG,12,12, 'CtIGG') 
C CAll MATPRN(BCl-iGG,12,12,'BCMG') 
C 
C ~RITE(6,7) 
C7 FORI1ATU,5X,'BEAI1 STIFFNESS,BK',!) 
C CAll MATFRN(BK,12,12,'BK 'I 
C ~RITE(6.16) 
C16 FORUAH/,5X, 'BEAtl UASS , BM',11 


































































+VERSIOtI 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) BEAM SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTEllDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.06 PAGE 4 
C 00362 
ISN 0109 RETURN 00363 
ISH 0110 END 00364 
l(OPTIOHS HI EFFECT*NAME( tlAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUllTI 60) SIZE( tIAX) AUTODBU DBl4) 
*OPTIOIlS III EFFECT*SCURCE EBCDIC NOlIST HODECK OBJECT NO:1AP tlOFORI1AT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEllENTS = 109, PROGRAtl SIZE = 10198, SU8PROGRAU NAI'lE = BEAN 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSIOH 1. 3. 0 (01 NAY 80 I SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHAIlCED) 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBU DBL4 I, SOURCE 
























































SOljRCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT tlO11AP NOFORttAT GOSTHT NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE CORD2R(XP,YP,ZP,ISPAU,ICHOROI 
WPLICIT REAL*8( A-H, O-Z) 
COlll1ON ICOO(::D11 CLOCAL! 3,3,1000 I 
DII1EtlSION XP( 1 J, YP( 1 ) ,ZP( 1 I ,8LOCAU 3,3 I 
NLCNPC=ICHORD 
NLRNFR=ISPAU 
THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE CORDZR FOR THE BLADE 
IP = 1 
DO 100 I = l,ISPAN 
IP = (I-II * NLCNPC + 1 
DO 101 J = l,ICHORD 
IF(ICHORD .EQ. II GO TO ZOO 
IF!I.EQ.1.AIlO.J.EQ.ll GO TO 1 
IF( 1. EQ.l.AtlO.J .GT.l.AtlO.J. LT .NLCNPC I GO TO Z 
IF(I.EQ.1.AND.J.EQ.NLCNPC) GO TO 3 
IF!I .GT.l.ANO.I. LT .NLRNPR .AND .J. EQ.1 I GO TO 4 
IF!I.GT.1.AllD. I. LT .NLRNPR.AND.J.GT .1.AND.J. LT .NLCNPCI GO TO 5 
IF!I.GT .1.AtlD. 1. LT .NLRNPR.ANO.J.EQ.NLctlPC) GO TO 6 
IF!I. EQ.tlLRNPR .AtlD.J. EQ.ll GO TO 7 
IF!I.EQ.tlLRtlPR.AtlO.J.GT.l.ANO.J.LT.NLCIlPCI GO TO 8 
IF!I.EQ.NLRI1PR.AND.J.EQ.NLCNPC) GO TO 9 
GO TO 10 
Xl = XP(IP+tlLCNPC) - XP(11 
X2 = YP(IP+tlLCNPC) - YP(11 
X3 = ZP(IP+NLCNPCI - ZP(I) 
Zl = O. 
ZZ = YP(IPtl) - YP(11 
Z3 = ZP(IP+11 - ZP(l) 
GO TO 10 
Xl = XP(IP+NLCNPC) - XP(IPI 
X2 = YP(IP+NLCNPC) - YP(IPI 
X3 = ZP(IP+NLCNPCI - ZP(IP) 
Zl = O. 
Z2 = YP(IP+lI - YP(IP-II 
Z3 = ZP(IP+1) - ZP(IP-l) 
GO TO 10 
Xl = XP(IP+NLCNPCI - XP(IP) 
XZ = YP(IP+HLCtlPC) - YP(IP) 
X3 = ZPCIP+NLCHPC I - ZP(lP I 
Zl = O. 
ZZ = YP(IP) - YP(IP-l1 
Z3 = ZP(IPI - ZP(IP-1) 
GO TO 10 
Xl = XP( IP+NLCNPC) - XP( IP-tlLCtlPC) 
XZ = YP(IP+NLCNPCI - YP(IP-NLCNPCl 
X3 = ZP!IP+tlLCtlPC I - ZP(IP-tlLCNPC I 
Zl = O. 
ZZ = YP(IPt1) - YPIIP) 
Z3 = ZP(IP+1) - ZP(IPI 
GO TO 10 
DATE 8Z.14l/10.48.1Z PAGE 

























































+VERSIm1 1.3.0 (01 HAY 801 CORD2R SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.48.12 PAGE 2 
ISU 0061 5 Xl = XPIIP+HLCHPC I - XPIIP-HLCtlPC I 00420 
ISII 0062 X2 = YP( IP+tILCt!PC I - YP( IP-NLCt!PC I 00421 
IStl 0053 X3 = ZP(IP+HLCNPCI - ZP(IP-NLCNPCI 00422 
IStl 0064 ZI = O. 00423 
IStl 0065 Z2 = YP(IP+l1 - YP(IP-11 00424 
IStl 0066 Z3 = ZP(IP+11 - ZP(IP-l1 00425 
ISH 0067 GO TO 10 00426 
IStl 0068 6 Xl = XP(IP+HlCNPC) - XP(IP-HLCtlPCI 00427 
ISH 0069 X2 = YP( IP+HLCI~PC I - YP( IP-NLCUPC I 00428 
ISH 0070 X3 = ZP(IP+HlCNPCI - ZP(IP-HlCt!PCI 00429 
ISI1 0071 Zl = O. 00430 
ISH 0072 Z2 = YP(IPI - YP(IP-1) 00431 
ISH 0073 Z3 = ZP(IP) - ZP(IP-l) 00432 
IStl 0074 GO TO 10 00433 
ISN 0075 7 Xl = XP(IP) - XP(IP-HlCNPC) 00434 
1St-! 0076 X2 = YP( IP) - YP( IP-HlCtIPC) 00435 
ISN 0077 X3 = ZP(IP) - ZP(IP-HlCHPC) 00436 
ISH 0078 Zl = o. 00437 
ISIl 0079 Z2 = YP(IP+l) - YP(IP) 00438 
ISH 0080 Z3 = ZP(IP+1) - ZP(IP) 00439 
ISH 0081 GO TO 10 00440 
ISH 0082 8 Xl = XP(IP) - XP(IP-HlCIlPC) 00441 
ISH 0083 X2 = YP(IP) - YP(IP-HlCt!PC) 00442 
ISH 0084 X3 = ZP(IP) - ZP(IP-HlCHPC) 00443 
ISH 0085 Zl = o. 00444 
ISH 0086 Z2 = YP(IP+l) - YP(IP-l) 00445 
ISH 0087 Z3 = ZP(IP+l) - ZP(IP-1) 00446 
ISH 0088 GO TO 10 00447 
ISH 0089 9 Xl = XP( IP) - XP( IP-HlCNPC) 00448 
ISH 0090 X2 = YP(IP) - YP(IP-NlCNPC) 00449 
ISH 0091 X3 = ZPIIP) - ZP( IP-HlCtIPC) 00450 
ISH 0092 Zl = O. 00451 
, IStl 0093 Z2 = YP(IP) - YP(IP-1) 00452 
ISI1 0094 Z3 = ZP(IPI - ZP(IP-1) 00453 
ISH 0095 10 CONTINUE 00454 
C IlO~ FORM THE UNIT VECTORS , FIRST lOCAL Z TIIEH Y AND FIHALLY X 00455 
ISH 0096 ZMAG =OSQRT(Zl**2 + Z2**2 + Z3**2) 00456 
ISH 0097 Zl = Zl 1 ZI1AG OOll57 
1St! 0093 Z2 = Z2 1 ZHAG 00458 
1St! 0099 Z3 = Z3 1 ZI1AG 00459 
ISH 0100 X/1AG =DSQRTI Xl **2 + X2**2 + X3**2) 00460 
IStl 0101 Xl = Xl 1 XHAG 00461 
ISN 0102 X2 = X2 1 XHAG 00462 
ISN 0103 X3 = X3 1 XHAG 00463 
C lOCAL Y UHIT VECTOR , Z CROSS X 00464 
ISH 0104 Y1 = Z2*X3 - Z3*X2 00465 
ISH 0105 Y2 =-Zl*X3 + Z3*X1 00466 
1St! 0106 Y3 = Zl *X2 - Z2lfX1 00467 
ISIl 0107 YMAG =OSQRT(Y1**2 + Y2**2 + Y3**2) 00468 
ISH 0108 Yl = Yl 1 YMAG 00469 
ISH 0109 Y2 = Y2 1 YI1AG 00470 
ISH 0110 Y3 = Y3 1 YMAG 00471 
C LOCAL X UIUT VECTOR • Y CROSS Z 00472 
IStl 0111 Xl = Y2*Z3 - Y3*Z2 00473 
1St! 0112 X2 =-YI*Z3 + Y3*ZI 00474 
-I-' 1St! 0113 X3 = Y1*Z2 - Y2*ZI 00475 
0 ISII 0114 A1=0 00476 
I-' 1St! 011S A2=0 00477 
ISIl 0116 A3=0 00478 
I I 
( ...... o 
N 
, 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) CORD2R SYSTEI1I370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.12 PAGE 3 
ISH 0117 200 COllTItlUE 00479 
ISH 0118 IFUCHORD .EQ. 1) GO TO 201 00480 
ISH 0120 GO TO 202 00481 
151-1 0121 201 CLOCAL(2,I,IP) = O. 00482 
ISN 0122 CLOCAU2,2,IP) = 1. 00483 
ISH 0123 CLOCAU2.3.IP) = O. 00484 
C 00485 
ISH 0124 II = IP 00486 
ISN 0125 IF(I .EQ. ISPAN) II = IP - 1 00487 
ISH 0127 III = II + 1 00488 
ISN 0128 CALL BCOORDIII.III.BLOCALI 00489 
C 00490 
ISN 0129 DO 400 K = 1.3 00491 
ISH 0130 DO 400 L = 1.3 00492 
ISN 0131 400 CLOCAL(K.L.IP) = BLOCAL(K.L) 00493 
ISN 0132 GO TO 302 00494 
C 00495 
ISN 0133 202 CONTINUE 00496 
C 00497 
ISN 0134 IIP=IP+I000 00498 
ISN 0135 CLOCALII.I,IP) = XI 00499 
ISN 0136 CLOCAL(I,2,IP) = X2 00500 
ISN 0137 CLOCAL(I,3,IP) = X3 00501 
ISN 0136 CLOCAL(2.1.IP) = Yl 00502 
ISN 0139 CLOCAL(2.2.IP) = Y2 00503 
ISN Oi40 CLOCAL(2,3,IP) = Y3 00504 
ISN 0141 CLOCAL(3,I,IP) = ZI 00505 
ISN 0142 CLOCAL(3,2,IP) = Z2 00506 
ISN 0143 CLOCAL(3,3,IP) = Z3 00507 
IStt 0144 302 COHTINUE 00508 
C WRITE(6,300) IP 00509 
C300 FORHAT(5X,'CLOCAL FOR NODE',IS) 00510 
C WRITE(6,301)((CLOCAL(K,L,IP),L=I,3),K=I,3) 00511 
C301 FORMAT(5X,3EI2.5) 00512 
C 00513 
ISN 0145 101 IP = IP + 1 00514 
IStl 0146 100 CONTINUE 00515 
ISN 0147 RETURN 00516 
ISN 0148 EIID 00517 
*OPTIONS Itt EFFECT*NAtIE( MAIN) OPTItIIZE( 3) LItlECOUNT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBL4) 
*OPTIOIIS Itt EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OI3JECT N0I1AP NOFORMAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 147, PROGRAM SIZE = 2588, SUBPROGRAM NAME =CORD2R 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIatIS: 
OPTIONS HI EFFECT: 
MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.19 PAGE 
AUTOoBl(OBL4),SOURCE 
NAfIE!l1AIN) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUNn 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTOOBU OBl4) 










































C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE MATERIAL STIFFNESS MATRIX , E , 




COntlON IESTIFI E( 8,6) 
CmUION /QIJI Q(3,3,7) 
CONMON ILAYERI TH( 7,25) ,BMASS( 25) ,BSPAN( 25) ,BIIIOTH( 25) 
COII:lotl IItiPUTT I X( 1000), YY(lOOO) ,Z(lOOO), THOOO) 
CO/INOH/BlK 81 StliH21)'ITTLE(18)'VARI(235),TMAX(21)'HALPHA(211 
DIMENSION Y(8) 
C OETER/UNE THE LAYER THICKNESSES 
VII) = -(nU1,I) + TH(2,Il + TH(3,I) + TH(4,Il12.) 
DO 101 J = 2,8 
101 Y(J) = Y(J-1) + TH(J-1,I) 
C 
C Fltlo A11,A22 
C 
C 
All = O. 
A22 = O. 
DO 102 J = 1,7 
All = All + Q(I,l,J) * (Y(J+l) - Y(J» 
102 A22 = A22 + Q(2,2,J) * (Y(J+I) - Y(J» 
All = All * fWIOTH(I) 
A22 = A22 * BWIoTH(I) 
C FINO B11,B13 
C 
Bll = O. 
B13 = O. 
00 103 J = 1,7 
B11 = B11 + Q(l,I,J) * (Y(J+1)**2 - Y(J)**2) 
103 B13 = B13 + Q(l,3,J) * (Y(J+l)**2 - Y(J)**2) 
B11 = B11 * BWIOTH(I) 1 2. 
B13 = B13 * BWIOTH(I) 1 2. 
C ROUND OFF BIJ VALUES TO ZERO IF LESS THAN 10. 
CHECK = 10. 
IF(DABS(Bll) .LT. CHECK) Bll = O. 
IF(oABS(B13) .LT. CHECK) B13 = O. 
C 
C FIND 011,033,013 
C 
011 = O. 
013 = O. 
033 = O. 
00 104 J = 1,7 
011 = 011 + Q(I,I,J) * (Y(J+1)**3 - Y(J)**3) 
013 = 013 + Q(l,3,J) * (Y(J+1)**3 - Y(J)**3) 
104 033 = 033 + Q(3,3,J) * (Y(J+l)**3 - Y(J)**3) 
011 = 011 'it BllIOTHU) 1 3. 
013 = 013 * B~IOTH(I) 1 3. 

























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 MAY 801 ESTIFF SYSTEI1I370 FORTRAI~ H EXTENDED IENHANCEo) DATE 82.141/10.48.19 PAGE 2 
C ROUtlO OFF 013 TO ZERO IF lESS THt.N CHECK = 10. 00573 
ISH 0042 IFIOABSIoI3) .IT. CHECKI 013 = O. 00574 
C 00575 
~ C WRITEI6,l) I,A11,A22,Bll,B13.o11,oI3.o33 00576 ~ C1 FORNAT!5X. 'ESTIFF FOR BEAli' ,I5,5X, 'All,A22.Bll.B13.o11,o13.o33'. 00577 
C 1/.5X.7EI0.3) 00578 
C 00579 
C FORM THE E MATRIX 00580 
C 00581 
ISN 0044 DO 105 J = 1,8 00582 
ISN 0045 DO 105 JJ = 1,6 00583 
ISH 0046 105 EIJ.JJ) = O. 00584 
ISH 0047 EIl.l) = All 00585 
ISI~ 00(i8 EIl,2) = 2. * Bl3 00586 
ISH 0049 EIl.3) = -Bll 00537 
ISH 0050 E12,l) = B13 00588 
15/1 0051 TOTAL = Y(8) - YIl) 00589 
IStl 0052 EI2.2) = 4. * 033 00590*37 
C 00591*35 
ISH 0053 EI2,31 = -013 00592 
ISH 0054 E13,1) = All 00593 
ISH 0055 EI3.2) = 2. * B13 00594 
ISH 0056 E13,4) = -Bll 00595 
IStl 0057 E14,1) = B13 00596 
ISH 0058 E14,2) = EI2.2) 00597 
C 00598*35 
ISH 0059 E14,4) = -013 00599 
ISH 0060 EIS.l) = -Bl1 00600 
15/1 0061 EIS.2) = -2. * 013 00601 
ISI~ 0062 EIS.3) = 011 00602 
IStl 0063 EI6.1) = -B11 00603 
ISH 0064 EI6.2) = -2. * 013 00604 
EI6.4) = 011 00605 
E17,5) = BUIDTHIII**2112. * All 00606 \ 
EI8.6) = EI7.5) 00607 




C ROOT WARPNIG RESTRAINED 12,2) TERM tlOT CHANGED) 00609*41 
C 00610*41 
ISH 0068 IFIISEC .GT. 1) RETURN 00611*41 
1St! 0070 EU.2) = EIl.2) 1 2. 00612*41 
ISH 0071 E15,2) = EIS,2) 1 2. 00613*41 
C 00614 
C CAll MATPRIHE,8,6.' E ') 00615 
C 00616 
C 00617 
ISH 0072 RETURH 00618 
ISH 0073 END 00619 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*tlAME HIAIH) OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUUTI 60) SIZEI MAX) AUTOOBLI oBL4) 
*OPTIONS Itl EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST HOOECK OBJECT NOI'IAP NOFORMAT GOSTNT tlOXREF NOAlC NDAtlSF TERM IBM FLAGII) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATHIENTS = 72, PROGRAI1 SIZE = 1290, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =ESTIFF 
I'STATISTICS* NO oIAGIIOSTICS GENERATED 
*lI*.i>i* END OF COMPILATION *HHlt 3004K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
I 
- ....... 0 
U1 
\I ~ 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIOHS: 




trAY 80) SYSTHII370 FORTRAN H EXTEllDED (ENHANCED) 
AUTODBL(DBL4),SOURCE 
tlAtlE( MAm) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUlln 60) SIZE( IIAX) AUTODBl( DBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NonAP NOFCRMAT GGSTtiT NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE EXNECK ( B ) 
C EXTENDED NECK STIFFNESS - RECTAlIGULAR - TITANIUl1 
C 15 /. THICK HECK 
C 
DATE 82.141/10.48.24 PAGE 
HOALC NOAHSF TERM IBM FLAGII) 
ISH 0003 
1St! 0004 
CO~1l10N ISTRSI RBEE( 12,12,25,21), Foun 12,21) ,Sl( 25, 21) ,SW( 25,21) 

































































































COltrlOH IBLKAAI AA( 21) ,XSC( 21), YSC( 21) ,XXXI 42) ! 
COlUlON IBLKI21 XBARX( 21 ),XIMAX( 42), YBARY! 21)' TLTA( 21 ) 
DIMENSIOH RBEI12,12),RBET(12,12),DI112,12) 
T = 0.15 * B 
RIMIH = B * T**3 1 12. 
RIMAX = B**3 * T 1 12. 
TORS = B * T**3 1 3. 0.21 * T**4 * (1. - T**4/12./B**4) 
TORS = RUtIN + RIMAX 
TORS = 1. * TORS 
E = 16.1E6 
G = 6.05E6 
Bl = Sl( 1,1 ) 
AREA = B * T 
C ~RITE(6,10) B,T,RININ,RIMAX,TORS,E,G,BL,AREA 
CI0 FORI1An5X, 'B, T ,RUIIH,RIMAX, TORS,E,G ,BL,AREA' ,1 ,5X ,9E12 .5) 
C 
C FILL IN STIFFNESS ARRAY , SK 
C 
C 
DO 100 I = 1,12 
DO 100 J = 1,12 
100 SI«(I,J) = o. 
SK(I,I) = AREA * E 1 Bl 
SK(I,7) = -SK(I,I) 
SK(2,2) = 12. * E * RItIAX 1 Bl**3 
SK(2,6) = 6. * E * RIIIAX 1 BL**2 
SI«(2,8) = -5K(2,2) 
SK(2,12) = SK(2,6) 
SK(3,3) = 12. * E * RINIIl 1 BL**3 
5K(3,S) = -6. * E * RIllIN 1 BL**2 
SK(3,9) = -SK(3,3) 
SKI3,11) = SK13,5) 
SK(4,4) = TORS * G 1 Bl 
SK(4,10) = -51«(4,4) 
SK(S,5) = 4. * E * RIMIH / Bl 
SK15,9) = -51«(3,11) 
SK(5,11) = 2. * E * RItlIN / Bl 
51«(6,6) = 4. * E * RINAX / Bl 
5K(6,8) = -5K(2,12) 
5K(6,12) = 2. * E * RItlAX / Bl 
SI«(7,7) = SK(I,l) 
SK(8,8) = 5K(2,2) 
SK(8,12) = -5K(2,12) 
1 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 NAY 80) EXNECK SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.24 PAGE 2 
ISI~ 0042 SK(9,9) = SK(3,3) 00675*39 
1511 0043 SK(9,ll) = -SK(3,11) 00676*39 
IStl 00(.4 SK(10,10) = SK(4,4) 00677*39 
.... IS~~ 0045 0 
0'1 ISH 0046 
SK(11,11) = SK(S,S) 00678*39 
SK(12,12) = SK(6,6) 00679*39 
C 00680*39 
C SYMMETRY CONDITION 00681*39 
C 0068Z*39 
1511 0047 DO 110 I = 1,12 00683*39 
ISII 0048 00 110 J = 1,12 0068!o*39 
ISN 0049 IF( J .GE. I) GO TO 110 006Z5*39 
lSI! 0051 SKCI,J) = SK(J,I) 00686*39 
ISN 0052 110 CONTINUE 00687*39 
C 0068e*39 
C CALL MATPRN(SK,12,12,'SKRT') 00689-40 
C 00690*39 
C TRANSLATE TO CG lOCATION 00691*39 
C 00692*39 
ISN 0053 DZ = XSC(2) - XBARX(2) 00693*46 
ISH 0054 DY = YBARY(2) - YSC(Z) 00694*46 
C ~RITE(6,11) DZ,DY 00695*40 
Cll FCRIIATC5X, 'DZ,DY' ,ZE12.S) 00696*40 
C 00697*39 
ISN 0055 00 200 I = 1,12 00695*39 
lSI! 0056 DO ZOO J = 1,12 00699*39 
lSI! 00·57 RBECI,J) = O. 00700*39 
1511 0058 IF(I .EQ. J) RBECI,J) = 1. 00701*39 
ISN 0060 ZOO COIITINUE 00702*39 
C 00703*39 
ISH 0061 RBEll,S) = DZ 00704*39 
ISN 0062 ~BEll,6) = -DY 00705*39 
ISH 0063 RBE(2,4) = -DZ 00706*39 
, ISN 0064 RBE(3,4) = DY 00707*39 
ISH 0065 RBE(7,11) = DZ 00703*39 
ISH 0066 RBE(7,12) = -DY 00709*39 
lSI! 0067 RBE(8,10) = -DZ 00710*39 
ISH 0068 RBE(9,10) = DY 00711*39 
C 00712*39 
C CALL MATPRN(RBE,12,12,'RBE ') 00713*40 
C 00714*39 
C RBE TRANSFOSE , RBET 00715*39 
C 00716*39 
ISN 0069 DO 210 I = 1,12 00717*39 
1511 0070 DO 210 J = 1,12 00718*39 
ISN 0071 210 RBET(I,J) = RBE(J,I) 00719*39 
C CALL MATPRN(RBET,12,12,'RBET') 00720*40 
C 00721*39 
ISN 0072 CALL NATtlPY(SK,RBE,Dl,12,12,12) 00722*39 
ISN 0073 CAll MATNPYlRBET,D1,SK,12,12,12) 00723~,39 
C 00724*39 
C CALL MATPRtHSK,12,12, 'SKRT') 0()725!i40 
C 00726*39 
ISN 0074 RETURN 00727*39 
ISN 0075 WD 00728*39 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*NAtlEU1AIIl) OPTIHIZE(3) lINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBLCOBl4) 
"OPTIotIS HI EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST tlODECK OBJECT NotlAP NOFORHAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBH FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS!f SOURCE STATEIlEtlTS = 74, PROGRAM SIZE = 4850, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =EXNECK 
*STATISTICS,. NO DIAGrlOSTICS GEtlERATED 








+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) SYSTEIV370 FORTRAN H EXTElmED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.31 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBl(DBl4),SOURCE 
OPTIOIlS III EFFECT: NAttE!liAIIl) OPTItlIZE( 3) lINECOUl1T( 60) SIZEII1AX) AUTOD3L1 DBl4) 

















SUBROUTINE FRPIH J,IP,X, Y ,BHASS,RPI1,FBEAM,BlOCAU 
C 
C CAlCUlATIIlG THE FORCES DUE TO RPt! OH NODE IP FOR BEAM J 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION X( I), YO) ,BMASS( 1 )'RPI1, FBEAM( 6, I) ,BlOCALl3, 3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION F(3,l),FF(3,l),A(6) 
DO 100 K = 3,6 
A(K) = O. 
100 FBEAM(K,I) = O. 
C 
C NONZERO ACCELERATION COMPONENTS 
C 
C 
All) = RPtt**2 * X(IP) 



















F(I,I) = BMASS(J)/2. * A(I) 
F(2,1) = BMASS(J)/2. * A(2) 
F(3,l) = O. 
URITE(6,20) J,IP 
FORMAT! 5X, '** IN FRPM-GlOBAl RPM lOADS AT BEAi1, EttD ' ,215) 
CAll MATPRtHF.3,1.' F' I I 
TRANSFORM TO LOCAL BEAt! COOR. SYSTEN 
CALL MATHPYlBLOCAl,F,FF,3,3,1) 
INSERT INTO FBEAM 
DO 200 K = 1,3 
FBEAM(K,I) = FF(K.l) 
URITE(6,1) J,IP 
FORI1AT!5X, '** IN FRPM **,BEAM AHD NODE' ,215) 
WRITE(6,2) RPM,BNASS(JI,A(II,A(2) 
FORMAT! 5X, 'RPM,BI1ASS,Al ,A2' ,4EI0. 3) 
CALL MATPRN(FBEAH,6,I,'FBEM') 
ISH 0016 RETURN 
ISII 0017 END 












































l(OPTIONS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST tlODECK 03JECT tlOlIAP NOFOR/iAT GOSTMT tlOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEtiTS = 16, PROGRAli SIZE = 706, SUBPROGRAM NArtE = FRPI1 
~STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 






+VERSION 1.3.0 101 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.36 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIot~S: AUTODBLIDBL4).SOURCE 
OPTIotlS IN EFFECT: IIAltEI MAIN) OPTII1IZEI 3) LINECOUNn 60) SIZE WAX ) AUTODBUDBL4) 





























































THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES ALL SECTION STIFHIESSES AND MASSES 
AND THEN TRANSFORMS THESE: INTO HOLZER tlATRICES 
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA-H.0-Z) 
COllttON ISTIFFI SKI 12.12) .SKK( 12.12. 21).SMII( 6.6.21 ) 
COMMON IREORDRI PCI2.12).PTCI2.1Z) 
eOlU'lON IHSTIFFI SKP(12.12l.SKPP(12.12.21) 
CotlllON IINPUTTI Xl 1000). YC 1000) .Z( 1000). n 1000) 
DIMEIlSION SKill 6.6) .SKI2C6.6) .SK211 6.6) .SK22C 6.6) 
DntEtlSION RU 6) .RI1C 6) .SKU 6.6) ,DIC 12.12) .DDC 6.6) 
BEGIN THE SECTION STIFFNESS SOLUTION .11ATRIX SK 
NRl11 = IlR - I 
ISKIP = 1 
DO 200 I = l.tlRHI 
IF(LL .EQ. I) GO TO 99 
GO TO 98 
GENERATE THE SECTION STIFFHESS • 5K 
SECTION MASS • Si;/'I 
THE BEAN THICK1IESSES .MASSES AND LENGTHS ARE CALCULATED 
THE !JARPING FUNCTION lULL ALSO BE EVALUATED 
CALL THICKCI,tm.NC.X.Y.Z,T,ISKIP) 
IF CI .EQ. 1) CALL WARPII,HR,tlC) 
II=I+I 
CALL WAr! PC II ,IlR • tiC ) 
CALL SECTIH I ,NR .NC.RPM) 
GO TO 97 
THIS SECTION IS FOR SECOND STATIC ANALYSIS WITH PRESTRESS 
COHTINUE 
DO 100 J = 1.12 
DO 100 K = 1,12 





PARTITION THE SECTION STIFFNESS HATRIX ,SK, INTO: 



































































+VERSIOI~ 1. 3. 0 101 MAY 80) HOLZER SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED I ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.36 PAGE 2 
C 00827 
C CHANGE SIGH OH UPPER QUARTER OF SKP 00828 
C 00829 
1St! 0031 00 115 K = 1,6 00830 
ISH 0032 DO 115 L = 1,6 00831 
ISH 0033 115 SKPIK,L) = -SK1(K,L) 00332 
C 00833 
ISH 0034 DO 116 K = 1,6 00334 
ISN 0035 DO 116 l = 7,12 00835 
ISI~ 0036 Ltl = L - 6 00836 
ISII 0037 116 SKPIK,U = SKI2IK,LH) 00837 
C 00838 
C THE SIGH OH SKP21 AllO SKP22 ARE NEGATIVE FOR EQUIL. 00839 
C 00840 
ISH 0038 CALL MATMPYISK22,SKl,SK11,6,6,6) 00841 
ISH 0039 00 117 K = 7,12 00842 
ISH 0040 KK = K - 6 00843 
ISII 0041 DO 117 L = 1,6 00844 
1St! 0042 117 SKP(K,U = SKIHKK,U - SK2HKK,U 00845 
C 00846 
ISt~ 0043 CALL MATMPy(SK22,SK12,SK1,6,6,6) 00847 
C 00848 
ISH 0044 00 125 K = 7,12 00849 
ISH 0045 KK = K - 6 00850 
ISII 0046 JJ = 1 00851 
ISH Od47 DO 125 L = 7,12 00852 
ISH 0048 SKP(K,L) = -SK1(KK,JJ) 00853 
1St! 0049 125 JJ = JJ + 1 00854 
C 00855 
C fILL THE SKPP ARRAY 141TH THE SKP MATRIX, THIS SAVES SKP 00356 
C 00857 
ISN 0050 00 165 K = 1,12 00858 
ISH 0051 DO 165 L = 1,12 00859 
ISH 0052 165 SKPP(K,L,I) = SKP(K,L) 00860 
C 00861 
C ~RITE(6,101) I 00862 
CI01 FORMAT(/,5X,'SKP IS THE HOLZER STIFFHESS FOR SECTIOH',I5) 00863 
C CALL MATPRH(SKP,12,12,'SKP ') 00864 
C 00865 
ISH 0053 200 COHTINUE 00866 
C 00867 
IStl 0054 RETURH 00868 
1St! 0055 END 00869 
*OPTIOt~s IU EFFECT*NAHE( MAIN) OPTIMIZE ( 3) LItlECOUHT(60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBL4) 
*OPTIOtlS Itl EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOtlAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBH FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlEHTS = 54, PROGRAM SIZE = 2792, SUBPROGRAM HAIlE =HOlZER 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSIOH 1. 3. 0 101 HAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED I EtIHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.44 PAGE 1 
REGUESTED OPTIotlS: AUTODBLI DBL4) .SOURCE 


























































SUBROUTINE INPUT (NR.NC) 00871 
00872 
HATERIAL FROERTIES AND GEOMETRY INPUT 00873 
00874 
ItIPLICIT REAllf8(A-H.O-Z) 00875 
cmlNON IZCOEF/ EIU7),E2217)'E3317)'GI2(7)'G23(7)'GI317)' 00876 
1 V12(7).VI317).V2317) 00877 
cormOH /PLYlI PLYI21.25.7),THETA(7).RHOI7) 00878 
COIIMON /FAIl/ XIT( 7) ,X1CI 7) .X2TO) .X2CI 7) .S6PI 7) .S6HI 7). TSAII 8.25 )00879*35 
00880 
URITEI8.1 ) 00881 
FORHATI5X, 'IS THIS AN ISOTROPIC BLADE. I=YES') 00882 
READI8.*) ISO 00883 
IFIISO .NE. 1) GO TO 2 00884 
00885 
ISOTROPIC BLADE 00886 
00887 
WRITEI8.3) 00888 
FORtIATl5X. 'INPUT-EIPSI)'V AND DENSITYILB/IN3).FREE FORMAT') 00889 
READI8.*) E,V.R 00890 
E = 16100000. 00891 
V = .33 00892 
R = .16 00893 
DPLY = 1. / 7. 00894 
YIELD = 110000. 00895*35 
SHEAR = 0.577 * YIELD 00896*36 
DO 100 I = 1.7 00897 
00898*35 
XITII) = YIELD 00899*35 
XIC( I) = YIELD 00900*35 
X2T1 Il = YIELD 00901*35 
X2C( I) = YIELD 00902*35 
S6PII) = SHEAR 00903*35 
S6N( I) = SHEAR 00904*35 
ElUI) = E 00905 
E22U) = E 00906 
E33(Il = E 00907 
GI2II) = E 1 2. 1 II. + V) . 00908 
G131I) = G121I) 00909 
G231 I) = GI2U) 00910 
VI2(I) = V 00911 
V13Ul = V 00912 
V231I) = V 00913 
RHOII) = R / 386.4 00914 
RHO(3) = O. 00915*35 
Ell(3) = O. 009l6*35 
RHO(4) = O. 00917*35 
Ell(4) = O. 00918*35 
RHO(5) = O. 00919*35 
EllIS) = O. 00920*35 
00921*39 
IHPUT t~TERIAL STUFF FOR TI/BORON LAYER 00922*39 
00923*39 











+VEflSIOlI 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) INPUT SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.44 PAGE 2 
ISH 0037 EIH6) = EIH2) C0925*41 
ISH 0033 E22(2) = 29.0E6 00926*41 
ISN 0039 E22(6) = E22( 2) 00927*41 
ISH 0040 E33(2) = E22(2) 00928*41 
ISH 0041 E33( 6) = E33( 2 ) 00929*41 
ISH 0042 GI2(2) = 22.5E6 00930*41 
ISH 0043 GI2(6) = GI2(2) 00931*41 
ISH 0044 G13(2) = GI2(2) 00932*41 
IStI 0045 GI3(6) = GI3(2) 00933*41 
ISII 0046 G23(2) = GI2(2) 00934*41 
ISH 0047 G23(6) = G23(2) 00935*41 
1511 0048 VI2(2) = 0.3 00936*41 
ISH 0049 VI2(6) = 0.3 00937*41 
IStl 0050 RHO(2) = .000336 00938*41 
ISH 0051 RHO(6) = RHO(2) 00939*42 
IStl 0052 VB(2) = VI2(2) 00940*41 
ISII 0053 VI3(6) = VI3(2) 00941*41 
ISH 0054 V23(2) = VI2(2) 00942*41 
ISH 0055 V23(6) = V23(2) 00943*41 
C THETA(2) = 35./180. it 3.14159265 00944*39 
C THETA(6) = THETA(2) 00945*39 
ISH 0056 YIELDI = 170000. 00946*41 
ISH 0057 YIELD2 = 50000. 00947*41 
ISH 0058 YIELDS = 30000. 00948*41 
ISH 0059 XlT( 2) = YIELDI 00949*41 
ISH 0·060 XlT(6) = YIElDI 00950*41 
ISH 0061 XIC(2) = YIELDI 00951*41 
ISH 0062 XIC! 6) = YIELD 1 00952*41 
ISH 0063 X2T(2) = YIELD2 00953*41 
1St! 0064 X2T(61 = YIElD2 00954*41 
ISH 0065 X2C(2) = YIELD2 00955*41 
ISH 0066 X2C(6) = YIElD2 00956*41 
ISN 0067 S6P!2.) = YIELDS 00957*41 
IStI 0068 S6P! 6) = YIELDS 00958*41 
15/1 0069 S6N! 2) = YIELDS 00959*41 




ISII 0071 RETURN 00964 
ISII 0072 Elm 00965 
*OPTIOIIS IN EF F ECT*NAME WAIN) OPTIMIZE ( 3) lINECOUNT( 60) SIZE (MAX) AUTODB l( DB l4 ) 
*OPTIOIIS Itl EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NONAP NOFORNAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TER~I IBI1 flAG ( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATENENTS = 71. PROGRAM SIZE = 936. SUBPROGRAM NAME = INPUT 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIOIiS: 

































MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
AUTODBL(DBL4),SOURCE 
tlAtIEOiAIH) OPTIliIZE( 3) LItIECOUHT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU D6L4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK 08JECT Uor·IAP NOFORMAT GOSTHT NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE KDGG(ISEC,FF,FOUT1,DSKK) 
CALCULATES THE DIFFEREHTIAL STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR SECTION 
ISEC , DSKK, (SEE THE NASTRAN THEORETICAL MANUAL FOR 
EXPLANATION 7.2-8) 
ItlPLICIT REAL*8( A-H, O-Z) 
DATE 82.141/10.48.49 PAGE 
NOALC NOANSF TERti 1811 FLAG( I) 
CQtU10H ISC/XSC( 21), YSC( 21) ,ZSC( 21) ,ALPHA( 21) ,SECIP( 21) ,SECA( 21) 
DItIEtlSIOH FF( 12,1), Foun ( 12,1) ,DSK( 12,12) ,DSKK( 12,12,20) 
REAL HYA,MYB,MZA,MZB 
CALCULATE SECTION LENGTH ,SL. 
x = XSC(ISEC+l) - XSC(ISEC) 
Y = YSC(ISEC+l) - YSC(ISEC) 
Z = ZSC(ISEC+l) - ZSC(ISEC) 
SL = DSQRT( X**2 + Y**2 + Z**2 
DEFINE TERMS CONSISTANT WITH NASTRAH TERIUNOLOGY 
FX = FOUTH 7, 1) 
VY = FOUTH8,l) 





THE STIFFNESS TERMS IN THE DSKK MATRIX HAVE BEEN SET TO ZERO 
BECAUSE THE 1I0HEHT OF INERTIA TERli IS UNKtlm~}.I FOR A COiIPOSITE 
DO 100 I = 1,12 
DO 100 J = 1,12 
ISI~ 0018 
ISN 0019 












































































DSKK(2,2,ISEC) = 6./5./SL * FX 
DSKK(2,4,1SEC) = -MYB 1 SL 
DSKK(2,6,1SEC) = FX 1 10. 
DSKK(2,8,1SEC) = -DSKK(2,2,ISEC) 
DSKK(2,10,ISEC) = -MYA 1 SL 
DSKK(2,12,ISEC) = FX 1 10. 
DSKK(3,3,1SEC) = DSKK(2,2,ISEC) 
DSKK(3,4,1SEC) = -HlB 1 SL 
DSKK(3,5,1SEC) = -FX 1 10. 
DSKK(3,9,1SEC) = -DSKK(2,2,1SEC) 
DSKK(3,10,ISEC) = -MlA 1 SL 
DSKK(3,ll,1SEC) = -FX 1 10. 
DSKK(4,4,1SEC) = SECIP(1SEC) * FX 1 SECA(1SEC) 1 SL 
DSKK(4,5,1SEC) = - SL * VY 1 6. 
DSKK(4,6,ISEC) = - SL * VZ 1 6. 
DSKK(4,8,1SEC) = MYB 1 SL 
DSKI«4,9,ISEC) = Mla 1 SL 
D5KK(4,10,ISEC) = - DS!<K(4,4,ISEC) 











tVERSION 1.3.0 lOl MAY 80) KDGG SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTEtlDED lENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.49 PAGE 2 
ISt~ 0040 DSKKl4.12.ISEC) = SL l< VZ 1 6. 01021 
IStl 0041 DSKKlS.S.ISEC) = SL 1 7.5 * FX 01022 
ISH 0042 DSKKlS.9.ISEC) = FX 1 10. 01023 
ISII 0043 OSKK(5,l0.ISEC) = SL * VY 1 6. 01024 
ISH 0044 DSKKl5.11.ISEC) = - SL 1 30. * FX 01025 
ISH 0045 DSKKl6.6.15EC) = SL 1 7.5 ~ FX 01026 
1St! 0046 DSKKl6.8.ISEC) = -FX 1 10. 01027 
ISH 0047 DSKKl6.10.ISEC) = SL * VZ 1 6. 01028 
IStl 0048 DSKKl6.12.ISEC) = - SL 1 30. * FX 01029 
1St! 0049 DSKKl8.8.ISEC) = DSKK(2.2.ISEC) 01030 
ISH 0050 DSKKlS.10.ISEC) = HYA / SL 01031 
ISN 0051 DSKKlS.12.ISEC) = -FX 1 10. 01032 
IStl 0052 OSKKl9.9.ISEC) = DSKKl2.2.ISEC) 01033 
15110053 DSKKl9.10.ISEC) = HZA /SL 01034 
IStl0054 DSKK(9.11.ISEC) = FX 1 10. 01035 
ISH 0055 DSKKl10.10.ISEC) = DSKKl4.4.ISEC) 01036 
1St! 0056 DSKKl10.11.ISEC) = - SL I 6. * VY 01037 
ISN 0057 DSKK( 10,12.ISEC) = - SL / 6. * VZ 01038 
ISH 0058 DSKKlll.11.ISEC) = SL 1 7.5 * FX 01039 
ISH 0059 DSKK(12.12.ISEC) = SL 1 7.5 * FX 01040 
C 01041 
ISH 0060 DO 110 I = 1.12 01042 
ISH 0061 DO 110 J = 1.12 01043 
ISH 0062 IFl J .LE. I ) GO TO 110 01044 
ISI~ 0064 DSKKlJ.I.ISEC) = DSKKlI.J.ISEC) 01045 
ISH Oli6S 110 CONTINUE 01046 
C 01047 
Istl 0066 DO 200 I = 1.12 01048 
ISN 0067 DO 200 J = 1,12 01049 
ISN 0068 200 OSKlI,J) = OSKKlI,J,ISEC) 01050 
C CALL MATPRNlOSK,12,12,'OSKK') 010S1 
C 01052 
ISN 0069 RETURN 01053 
ISI~ 0070 EHD 01054 
lEOPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAHElHAIN) OPTII1IZEl31 LlNECOUHTl601 SIZE1l1AXl AUTCDBUDBL41 
*OPTIOtiS m EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST tlODECK OBJECT NOitAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT I-:OXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBH FLAGl I I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEltENTS = 69, PROGRA~t SIZE = 2544, SUBPROGRAM NAI'IE = KDGG 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 101 
REQUESTED OPTIot~S: 
OPTIotlS IN EFFECT: 
tlAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED I ENHAHCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.54 PAGE 
AUTODBLIDBL4),SOURCE 
tlAIIEHlAIN) OPTII1IZEI 3) LINECOUHTI 60) SIZEIMAX) AUTODBl( DBL4) 















































COt:tlON IZCOEF/ Ell( 7), E22(7), E331 7) ,G121 7 )'G2317) ,G131 7), 
I VI2(7),VI317),V2317) 
COHIION IPLYll PLYI 21,25,7), THETAI 7) ,RHOI 7) 
CotlnON IQIJI QI 3,3,7) 
N = 7 
DO 100 I = I,N 
~:UTEI6,1) I 
1 FORIIATII,5X,'LAtIINA, LAYER ',14,1) 
C CHECK FOR HOLLOW LAYER 
C 
IFIEIIII) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 200 
C DETERMINE THE POISSotl RATIOS 
V21 = VI2II) * E221I) I EIIII) 
V31 = VI3II) * E331I) I EIIII) 




DET = I. - VI2II)*V21 - VI3II)*V31 - V23II)*V32 -
1 V21*VI3II)*V32 - V31*VI2II)~V23II) 
WRITEI6,2) V21,V31,V32,DET 
2 FORHATI5X,4EI2.5,/) 
Cl1 = EIIII) * II. - V23II)*V32) /DET 
C12 = E221I) * IVI2II) + VI3II)*V32) I DET 
C13 = E331I) * IVI3II) + VI2(I)*V23(I)) 1 DET 
C22 = E22(I) * (1. - VI3II)*V31) / DET 
C23 = E22(I) * (V32 + V31*V12II)) 1 DET 
C33 = E33(I) * II. - VI2(I)*V21) /DET 
C44 = G23(I) 
C55 = G13II) 




4 FORtlATC 17X,2EI2.5) 
WRITE(6,5) C33 
5 FORMAT(29X,EI2.5,/) 
C ROTATE THRU ANGLE THETA (I) ABOUT THE 3 AXIS 
C 
C 
C =DCOS( THETA(I) 
S =D5ItH THETA( I) 
CPll = C**4*Cll + 2.*C**2*S**2*(CI2+2.*C66) + 5**4*C22 
CP12 = C**2*S**2*(C11+C22-4.*C66) + (C**4+5**4)*CI2 
CP13 = C**2*CI3 + 5**2*C23 
CP16 = -C*5*(C**2*CI1-5**2*C22) + C*5*(C**2-5**2)*(CI2+2.*C66) 






































































































































CP23 = 5**2*CI3 + C**2*C23 
CP26 = -C*5*(S**2*CI1-C**2*C22) - S*C*(C**2-5**2)*(C12+2.*C66) 
CP33 = C33 
CP36 = C*S*(C23-C13) 
CP44 = C**2*C44 + S**2*C55 
CP45 = C*S*(C44-C55) 
CPS5 = C**2*C55 + 5**2*C44 
CP66 = C**2*S**2*(C11+C22-2.*C12) + IC**2-S**2)**2*C66 
CHECK = 10. 
IF(DABS(CP16) .LT. CHECK) CP16 = O. 
IF(DABS(CP261 .• LT. CHECK) CP26 = O. 
IFIDABS(CP36) .LT. CHECK) CP36 = o. 






FO:-llIATl25X. E12 .5. 24X. EI2.5) 
~:RITE( 6.9) CP44.CP45 
FORHATI37X.2E12.5) 
W~ITE(6.10) CP55 
FORllAT( 49X. E12.5) 
"-liUTE (6.11) CP66 
FORllATl61X. E12 .5.1) 
Zl = (CP23 * CP13 - CP12 * CP33) I (CP22 * CP33 - CP23**2) 
Z2 = (CP26 IE CP33 - CP23 ,. CP36) I ICP22 IE CP33 - CP23**2) 
Z3 = (-CP13 - CP23 * ZI) 1 CP33 
Z4 = (CP30 - CP23 IE Z2) I CP33 
Q(I.1.I) = CPll + CP13 
Q!l,2.I) = o. 
Q(I.3.I) = CP13 * Z4 + 
Q(2.1.I) = O. 
Q(2.2.Il = CP55 
Q(2.3.I) = O. 
Q(3.1.I) = Q(1.3.I) 
Q(3.2.I) = O. 
Q(3.3.I) = -CP36 * Z4 
HOLLOW LAYER CDtIDITIOU 
GO TO 201 
CDtITINUE 
DO 210 K = 1.3 
DO 210 L = 1.3 




* Z3 + CP12 * Zl 
CP12 * Z2 - CP16 




































































+VERSIOU 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) lA/1INA SYSTEIV370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (EtIHAHCED) DATE 82.141/10.48.54 PAGE 3 
ISIl 0094 RETURN 01169 
ISt~ 0095 EtlD 01170 
*OPTIotIS m EFFECT*HA~lE(tIAIN) OPTItlIZE( 3) LIHECOUNTl 60) SIZEUlAX) AUTODBU DBL4) 
*OPTIOl,S HI EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST HODECK OSJECT NCl1AP NOFORtlAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALe HOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*5TATISTICS* SOURCE STATE~IENTS = 94, PROGRAI1 SIZE = 2554, SUBPROGRAM NAIIE =lAllINA 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.01 PAGE 1 
RE~UESTED OPTIOIIS: AUTODBU DBL4),SOURCE 





























SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT ImMAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FlAG(I) 
C 




C PREPROCESSOR FOR THE CotlPOSITE BLADE 01174*41 
C INPUT: TSI<IN = TITANIUM'SKIN THICKNESS IN INCHES 01175*41 
C TCENTR = TI CENTER LAYER THICKNESS IN IIlCHES 01176*41 
C POT = PERCENTAGE OF REtlAINING TIIICKNESS OF BORONITI 01177*41 
C PGE = PERCENTAGE OF REI1AINltlG THICKNESS OF GRAPHITE/EP0011781E41 





IIIPLICIT REAL*8( A-H ,O-Z) 
COt:tfOH IPLYll PLY(21,25,7),THETA(7),RHO(7) 
COMMOIl IINPUTTI X( 1000), YHOOO) ,ZI 1000), T( 1000) 
NRtIl = NR - 1 
DO 100 I = l,NRM1 
NODE = (I-I) * NC + 1 
DO 100 J = l,NC 
TAVE = (TINODE) + T(NODE+NC» 1 2. 
C CHECKON TOTAL TITANIUM LAYER THICKNESS 
C 
C 
TTl = 2. * TSKIN + TCENTR 
TCHECK = TAVE - TTl 




TS = TSKIN 
TC = TCEtlTR 
TBT = O. 
TGE = O. 
IF(TCHECK) 110,110,120 
C NO G/E OR TST LAYERS DUE TO MUUMUU THICKNESS EXCEEDED 
C 
110 TCHECK = TAVE - 2. * TSKIN 
IFITCHECK) 111,111,112 
III TS = TAVE 1 2. 
TC = O. 
GO TO 200 
112 TC = TAVE - 2. * TS 
GO TO 200 
C 
C INSERT G/E AND TBT LAYERS 
C 
120 TBT = PST * TCHECK 1 2. 
TGE = PGE * TCHECK 1 2. 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
C FILL TilE PLY ARRAY 
C 
PLYlI,J,ll = TS 




















































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) LANIHI SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.01 PAGE 2 
ISH 0030 PLY(I,J,3) = TGE 01227*41 
ISN 0031 PLY(I,J,4) = TC 01228*41 
ISH 0032 PLY.lI,J,51 = TGE 01229*41 
ISH 0033 PLYlI,J,61 = T8T 01230*41 
ISH 0034 PLY(I,J,71 = TS 01231*42 
C 01232*41 
C ~RITE(6,300) I,J,NODE,TAVE,TS,TBT,T€E,TC 01233*42 
C300 FORNAT( 5X, 'I,J,NODE7TAVE, TS. TBT. TGE. TC' ,I,5X, 01234*42 
C 1 3IS,SEI2.S1 01235*42 
C 01236*42 
C TOTAL = 2. * (TS + TBT + TGEI + TC 01237*42 
C llRITE(6,3011 TOTAL 01238*42 
C301 FOR1IAT(5X. 'TOTAL SUMNED THICKNESS =' ,El2.S1 01239*42 
C 01240*42 
C 01241*41 
ISN 0035 100 NODE = NODE + 1 01242*41 
C 01243*41 
ISH 0036 RETURN 01244*41 
IStl 0037 END 01245*41 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NANE(HAIN) OPTIHIZE(31 LINECOUNT(601 SIZE(HAXI AUTODBL(DBL41 
~OPTI0I1S IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC !lOLIST tlODECK OBJECT HOMAP NOFORtlAT GOSTNT tlOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG ( I I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEr-IE!lTS = 36, FROGRAII SIZE = 922. SU3PROGRAN NAtlE =LANItIl 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GEllERATED 









+VERSIOU 1.3.0 (01 HAY 801 SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.49.04 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIOIIS: AUTODB l( DB L4 I , SOURCE 
OPTIOIIS IN EFFECT: NAtlE(IIAINI OPTIIIIZE(3) llNECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAXI AUTODBUDBL41 






















































SUBROUTINE LOAD2ltlR, FF I 
PRODUCE A SINGLE LOAD VECTOR, FF, FROM ALL 
THE STIFFNESSES-LOAD VECTOR PRODUCTS IN THE HOLZER METHOD 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-ZI 
CorlllOU ISTATCI SH!l2,12,201,FU2,211 
DIMENSION 51(12,121 
DIIIENSIOH FF( 12,1l,FH 12,1l,F2( 12,11 
INITIALIZE FF, AND INSERT THE LOAD VECTOR AT NODE NR 
WRITE(6,101 
DO 50 I = 1,12 
FF(I,11 = F(I,NRI 
CALL MATPRN(FF,12,1,' 
NRM1 = NR - 1 
IF(NRM1 .EQ. II RETURN 
DO 100 I = 2,NRM1 
FILL IN DUtlMY ARRAYS 
DO 110 J = 1,12 
FHJ,ll = F(J,II 
DO 110 K = 1,12 
SI(J,KI = SH(J,K,NR-II 
WRITE(6,101 
FF 'I 
FORMAT(/,5X,'*** IN LOAD2 ****'1 
CALL MATPRN(Sl,12,12,' Sl 'I 
CALL MATPRH(F1,12,l,' F1 'I 
PERFORM MATRIX ~IULTIPLICATIOH 
CALL MATMPY(Sl,Fl,F2,12,12,l) 
CALL MATPRH(F2,12,l,' F2 ') 
SUM INTO THE FF ARRAY 
DO 120 J = 1,12 
FF(J,11 = FF(J,11 + F2(J,11 
CONTINUE 
CALL MATPRN(FF,12,1,' FF 'I 
ISN 0021 RETURN 
ISH 0022 EIIO 




















































i.lOr·TIO:IS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EECDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOtlAP NOFORMAT GOSTtlT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( II 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMWTS = 21, PROGRAM SIZE = 1918, SUBPROGRAM NAllE = LOAD2 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 NAY 80) 
*****l< END OF CGtI?ILA TION ****** 
SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.04 PAGE 2 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
Ri:~UESTEO OPTIOIIS: 









NAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
AUTODBL(DBL4),SOURCE 
t/ANE(MAIIlJ OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUDBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT llotlAP NOFORHAT GOSTMT NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE HATADO(A,B,C,I,J,S) 
MATRIX AODITIotl A(I,J) + S*B(I,J) = C(I,J) 
WITH, S = SIGN OF B ( ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(I,J),B(I,J),C(I,J),S 
DO 100 K = 1,1 
DO 100 L = 1,J 
IStl 0004 
ISH 0005 
ISN 0006 100 C(K,L) = A(K,L) + S * B(K,l) 
C 
ISN 0007 RETURN 
ISN 0008 Elm 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAHE(MAIN) OPTIHIZE(3) lINECOUI1T(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTOOBl(DBL4) 
DATE 82.141/10.49.09 PAGE 















"-OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NO~IAP NOFORHAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG!I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 7, PROGR.t.M SIZE = 436, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =MATADO 
"STATISTICS* NO DIAGtIOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSICH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 









MAY 80 I SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED I 
AUTODBl(DBl41,SOURCE 
NAI1EltIAItU OPTIMIZE ( 3) lINECOUNTl 60 I SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBl4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NotlAP NOFORI1AT GOSTtlT NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE MATMPY(A,B,C,I,J.K) 
THIS ROUTINE MULTIPLIES MATRICES A * B = C 
AlI.J) • B(J.K) AND C(I.K) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(I.J).B(J.K).C(I,K) 
DO 100 l = 1.1 
DO 100 N = I.K 





ISH 0008 100 
C 
DO 100 N = 1.J 
C( l.N) = C( l.Ml + A(l.N) * B(N.M) 
ISN 0009 RETURN 
ISH 0010 EIlD 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NA~lEltIAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) lINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTCDBUDBl4) 
DATE 82.141/10.49.15 PAGE 

















*OPTIGt~S IN EFFECTYiSOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORN.\T (OSTIIT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOUr.CE STATEI'IENTS = 9. PROGRAM SIZE = 562. SUt.PROGRAM NAME =MATI'IPY 
ltSTATISTICS* NO DIAGHOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141110.49.20 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIOIlS: AUTODBUDBL4) ,SOURCE 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: W-tlE(MAIN) OPTItlIZE(3) LINECOUUT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUDBL41 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBN FlAG(I) 
C 01327 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTWE 11ATPRN(A,I,J,TITLE) 01328 
ISII OC03 DOUBLE PRECISION A(I,J) 01329 
C 01330 
C IIATRIX OUTPUT 01331 
C 01332 
ISN 0004 WRITE(6,1) TITLE 01333 
IStl 0005 1 FORMAT(I,5X, 'MATRIX OUTPUT FOR ',A4'/) 01334 
ISII 0006 I~RITE(6,2) 01335 
lSI! 0007 2 FORNAT(SX,'ROW',SX,'COL',SX,'VAlUE',/1 01336 
1511 0008 DO 100 K = 1,1 01337 
IEII 0009 DO 100 L = I,J 01338 
ISN 0010 IF(A(K,l) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 100 01339 
ISII 0012 WRITE(6,3) K,L,A(K,L) 01340 
1511 0013 100 CONTINUE 01341 
lEN 0014 3 FORMAT(5X,IS.3X.IS.3X,EI2.S1 01342 
C 01343 
ISII 0015 RETURN 01344 
IS~I 0016 END 01345 
lIOPTIOIIS III EFFECTliNAtIE( tIAIN) OPTIMIZE! 3) LINECOUtIT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBl4) 
*O?rIOIIS III EFFECTliSOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OBJECT NattAP NOFORNAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG! I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI"lENTS = 15, PROGRAM SIZE = 542, SUBPROGRAII HAilE =NATPRN 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGIIOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (EHHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.22 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED O?TIOIIS: AUTODBUDBL4),SOURCE 
























































SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK 08JECT NOMAP NOFORtlAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 









INVERT A MATRIX 
USAGE 
CALL MINV(A,N,D,L,H) 











A - INPUT MATRIX, DESTROYED 
RESULTANT INVERSE. 
N - O~DER OF MATRIX A 
D - RESULTAIH DETERtlINANT 
L - IlORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N 
II - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N 








MATRIX A tlUST BE A GENERAL H,l.TRIX 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIotl SUBPROGR,l.HS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD 
TIlE STANDARD GAUSS-JORDAN METHOD IS USED. THE DETERMINANT 
IS ALSO CALCULATED. A OETERtlINANT OF ZEIW ItlOICATES THAT 


















IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE 
C IN COLUtlN 1 SHOULD BE REMOVED FR0l1 THE DOUBLE PRECISION 
STATEttENT WHICH FOLlOlIS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,D,BIGA,HOLD 
THE C MUST ALSO BE REt10VED FRatl DOUBLE PRECISION STATEMENTS 













THE DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE MUST ALSO 01395 
COIHAItl DOUBLE PRECISION FORTRAN FUHCTIOIIS. DABS IN STATEIIENT 01396 










































































00 20 J=K,N 
IZ=tI*(J-l) 
DO 20 I=K,N 
IJ=IZtI 
10 IF( OABS(BIGA)- DABS(A(IJ))) 15,20,20 
15 BIGA=A(IJ) 
UK)=I 















38 JP=tI*!I-l I 
DO 40 J=I.N 
JK=NKtJ 
JI=JPtJ 
HOLD=-A( JK I 
A( JIO=A( JI I 
40 A(JII =HOLD 
DIVIDE COLUI,ltl BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT IS 
COtlTAIIIED IN BIGA I 
45 IF(BIGA) 48.46.48 
46 0=0.0 
RETURN 






C REDUCE HATRIX 
C 






























































+VERSIOlI 1.3.0 lOI HH 80) mNV SYSTEtll370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED lENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.22 PAGE 3 
ISH 0049 IK=IlK+I 01460 
ISN 0050 HOLD=AlIK) 01461 
....... 1511 0051 IJ=I-H 01462 
~ ISH 0052 00 65 J=I,H 01463 
ISII 0053 IJ=IJ+H 01464 
1511 0054 IFlI-K) 60,65,60 01465 
ISH 0055 60 IFlJ-K) 62,65,62 01466 
ISH 0056 62 KJ=IJ-I+K 01467 
ISf~ 0057 AlIJ)=HOLOllAlKJ)+AlIJ) 01463 
ISH 0053 65 CONTINUE 01469 
C 01470 
C DIVIDE ROW BY PIVOT 01471 
C 01472 
ISH 0059 KJ=K-N 01473 
ISH 0060 DO 75 J=I,H 01474 
ISH 0061 KJ=KJ+N 01475 
ISt~ 0062 IFlJ-K) 70,75,70 01476 
ISN 0063 70 A(KJ)=A(KJ)/BIGA 01477 
ISH 0064 75 CotHINUE 01478 
C 01479 
C PRODUCT OF PIVOTS 01480 
C 01481 
ISH 0065 D=D*BIGA 01482 
C 01483 
C REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL 01484 
C 01485 
ISH 0066 A(KK)=1.0/BIGA 01486 
ISII 0067 80 CONTINUE 01487 
C 01488 
C FIHAL ROW AND COLUMN IHTERCHANGE 01489 
C 01490 
ISH 0068 K=N 01491 
ISN 0069 100 K=(K-l) 01492 
ISH 0070 IF(K) 150,150,105 01493 
lSI! 0071 105 I=UK) 01494 
ISH 0072 IF(I-K) 120,120,108 01495 
ISH 0073 108 JQ=HlIlK-l) 01496 
1St! 0074 JR=HlI(I-l) 01497 
ISH 0075 DO 110 J=l,N 01498 
ISH 0076 JK=JQ+J 01499 
ISH 0077 HOLD=A(JK) 01500 
ISH 0078 JI=JR+J 01501 
ISH 0079 A(JK)=-A(JI) 01502 
ISN 0080 110 A(JI) =HOlD 01f03 
ISH 0031 120 J=M(K) 01504 
ISN 0082 IF(J-K) 100.100,125 01505 
ISN 0083 125 KI=K-H 01506 
ISH 0084 DO 130 I=l.N 01507 
ISH 0085 KI=KI+H 01508 
IStl 0086 HOLD=A(KI) 01509 
ISN 0087 JI=KI-K+J 01510 
ISII 0088 A( KI )=-A( JIl 01511 
IStl 0089 130 Al JI) =HOLD 01512 
1St! 0090 GO TO 100 01513 
ISH 0091 150 RETURN 01514 
ISN 0092 END 01515 
lIOPTIO:~S III EFFECT*NAME( MAIN) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUHTl 60) SIZElMAX) AUTODBU DBl4) 
*OPTIotIS HI EFFECT*SCURCE EBCDIC NO LIST HODECK OBJECT 1I0MAP NOFORMAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOALe NOANSF TERH IBM FLAG( I) 







+VERSIotl 1.3.0 (01 NAY 80) Mntv 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GEtlERATED 
+i:fli*lO. END OF COHPILATlot~ ****** 
SYSTEIV370 FORTRAN H EXTEtlDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.22 PAGE 4 
3004K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
...... 
N 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHAHCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.29 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIotIS: AUTODBUDBl4),SOURCE 
OPTIotlS IN EFFECT: NAtIE(MAItU OPTItIIZE(3) LINECOUHT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUDBl4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NONAP NOFORtlAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBN FLAGCI) 
CX> C 01516*35 
ISH 0002 SUBROUTINE MODt1AS(I,EX,NR,RMASS) 01517*35 
ISH 0003 I1IPLICIT REAl*8( A-H ,O-Z) 01518*35 
C 01519*35 
C MODAL MASS FOR THE I MODE 01520*35 
C 01521*35 
ISN 0004 CONNON /STIFFI SKU2,12),SKK(l2,12,21l,SMHC6,6,2U 01522*35 
ISH 0005 DIMENSION EX(12,21.2),RNASS(3),OISP(6,l),Stlm(6,6),DISPT(I,6) 01523*35 
ISH 0006 DIMEHSION OlC 6,1) 01524*35 
C 01525*35 
ISH 0007 RNASS(I) = O. 01526*35 
ISH 0008 DO 100 J = I,HR 01527*35 
C 01528*35 
C CONVERT THE W137 EIGENVECTOR, EX, TO STABEL FORtlAT 01529*35 
C 01530*35 
ISN 0009 CALL SHAPE(J,EX,DISP) 01531*35 
C 01532*35 
C NOW MULTIPLY - DISPT * SMMM * DISP 01533*35 
C 01534*35 
1St! 0010 DO 110 K = 1,6 01535*35 
ISH 0011 DO 110 l = 1,6 01536*35 
ISH 0012 110 StmM(K.l) = SMM(K,l,J) 01537*35 
C 01538*35 
ISH 0013 DO 120 K = 1,6 01539*35 
ISH 0014 120 DISPT(I,K) = DISP(K.l) 01540*35 
C 01541*35 
ISH 0015 CAll MATtIPy( SHtIM,OISP,Dl,6,6,1) 01542*35 
C 01543*35 
IStl 0016 CAll MATMPY(DISPT,Dl,D2,I,6,1) 01544*35 
C 01545*35 
ISN 0017 100 RHASS(I) = RMASS(I) + D2 01546*35 
C 01547*35 
1St! 0018 RETURN 01548*35 
ISH 0019 END 01549*35 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*HAHE( HAItH OPTItIIZE( 3) lINECOUNTC 60) SIZECt1AX) AUTODBU DBl4) 
*OPTImIS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST tlODECK OBJECT NOt1AP NOFORHAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
-STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEHTS = 18, PROGRAM SIZE = 1034, SUBPROGRAM NAME =MODtIAS 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGIIOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 NAY 80) SYSTEt1/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDEO (ENHAHCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.33 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTIct IS: AUTODBU DB l4 ) , SOURCE 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: tlAtIEUIAIN) OPTItIIZE( 3) lINECOUNTC 60) SIZE WAX ) AUTODBU DBl4) 




























SUaROUTItiE MODSTR (I,NC,NR) 
ItIPlICIT REAl*8( A-H ,O-Z) 
C THIS ROUTItlE IS THE DRIVER FOR THE tlODAl STRESS CALCULATION 
C 
C 
CetlMOH ICAlCAI FILU 1468) ,MS( 2), FIll2( 588) ,EX( 12,21,2 )'SS( 12,2) 
CONMON ISTRSI RBE(12,12,25,21),FOUT(12,21),Sl(25,21),SW(25,21) 
COtI~IOH II10DAli SIGMA(3.8,25) 
CmlttoH II10DALlI STRESS( 3. 3.8,25) .FACTOR( 3) .RMASS( 3) 
C0I1MeN IBLK151 DIAtlOO(100),FNHI00)'FIllH300) 
DII1EtlSIotl DISP( 6 ,1) ,BFORCE( 6.1) .DISPT( 1.6), PlOAD( 1.1 ) 
DIMENSION StIAX( 8) 
C CONVERT W137 EIGENVECTOR TO STABEl FORNAT FOR STATIONS 1 AHD 2 
C 
CAll SHAPE(2.EX.DISP) 
C CAll 11ATPRNCDISP.6.1, 'DISP') 
DO 100 J = 1.6 
100 FOUT(J,2) = DISP(J,I) 
C 
CAll SHAPE(3,EX.DISP) 
C CALL MATPRtHDISP,6.1. 'DISP') 
DO 110 J = 1,6 
110 FOUT(J.3) = DISP(J,l) 
C 




C STORE THE STRESS VALUES FOR NODE I IN STRESS(3,3.8,25) 
C 
DO 120 JJ = 1,NC 
DO 120 J = 1,8 
DO 120 K = 1.3 
120 STRESS(I,K,J.JJ) = SIGHA(K,J,JJ) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE NODAL NASS FOR MODE I 
C 
CAll MODNAS (I.EX.NR.RMASS) 
C 




C FIND THE STABEl MODE SHAPE AT STATIOH ISTA 
C 
CAll SHAPE ( ISTA,EX,DISP ) 
C CALL NATPRN(DISP,6,1,'OISP') 
C 
DO 130 J = 1,6 
130 OISPT(I,J) = DISP(J,l) 
C 





























































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 ~IAY 80) 110DSTR SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141110.49.33 PAGE 2 
1511 0027 CALL I1ATl1PY ( DISPT,BFORCE,PLDAD,1,6,1l 01605*35 




C PARTICIPATION FACTOR , FACTOR 01608*35 
C 01609*35 
ISN 0028 PI = PlOAD(l,l) 01610*35 
ISil 0029 TO = SQUASH 01611*35 
ISN 0030 FREQ = FN1(I) * 2. * 3.141593 01612*35 
C 01613*35 
ISH 0031 FACTOR(I) = PI * TO / RMASS(IJ 1 FREQ 01614*35 




C CAll IIATPRIH FACTOR, 3,1, I FACT' ) 01617*36 
C 01618*35 
ISN 0032 RETURN 01619*35 
ISH 0033 END 01620*35 
lEOPTIOtlS IU EFFECT*NAHE( MAIN) OPTIHIZE( 3) LINECOUHTC 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBl4) 
"OPTIONS IU EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC tlOlIST NODECK OBJECT HOIIAP NQFORMAT GOSntT NOXREF NOAlC HOANSF TERM IBM FLAG ( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 32, PROGRAM SIZE = 1218, SUSPROGRAH NAHE =MODSTR 
*STATISTICSo.< NO DIAGIIOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSIOU 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.43 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIotlS: AUTODBU DBL4) ,SOURCE 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(l1AII~) OPTIIUZE(3) LINECOUUT(60) SIZElHAX) AUTODBUOBL4) 








































1St! 0024 104 








THIS ROUTINE PARTITIONS THE SK MATRIX INTO SKU ,SK12, 
SK21 AND SK22 
UIPLICIT REAL*8( A-H ,O-Z) 
DII1WSION SKI II ,JJ) ,SK1U KK, LL) ,SK12( KK, LL) ,SKZl( KK, LL) 
DII1ENSION SK22(KK,LU 
SKU 
DO 100 I = 1,6 
DO 100 J = 1,6 
SK11(I,J) = SK(I,J) 
SK12 
DO 101 I = 1,6 
L = 1 
DO 101 J = 7,12 
SK12(I,L) = SK(I,J) 
L = L + 1 
SK21 
DO 102 I = 7,12 
K = I - 6 
DO 102 J = 1,6 
SK21(K,J) = SK(I,J) 
COHTINUE 
SK22 
DO 103 I = 7,12 
K = 1-6 
L = 1 
DO 104 J = 7,12 
SK22(K,L) = SK(I,J) 
L = L + 1 
COtlTIllUE 
CALL tlATPRIH SKU ,6 ,6, 'SKU' ) 
CALL MATPRH(SK12,6,6,'SK12') 
CALL HATPRH(SK21,6,6,'SK21') 
CALL ~IATPRtHSK22,6,6, 'SK22' ) 
1St! 0026 RETURH 
lSI! 0027 END 


















































"OHIOIIS IN EFFECT*SCURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT tlotlAP NOFORI1AT GOSTMT NOXREF NDALe NDANSF TERM IBH FLAG( I) 
liSTATISTICS* SOURCE STATEIIENTS = 26, PROGRAH SIZE = 890, SUBPROGRAtl NAlIE = Pt.RTU 
*STATISTICS1, NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
'A***** END OF COMPILATION ****** 3016K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 101 HAY 80) SYSTEIV370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.51 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIor~S: AUTODBLI DBL4), SOURCE 
OPTIOI~S IN EfFECT: NAtlEIHAItU OPTUIIZE(3) LIIlECOUtlTl601 SIZEIHAX) AUTODBLlDBL4) 
SCUnCE EBCDIC tlOlIST HODECK OBJECT HotlAP tlOFORHAT GOSTtlT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERN IBN FLAGI I) 
I-' 
W C 01670 N 1St! 0002 SUBROUTINE PPl(II) 01671 
C 01672 
C THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE REOnDER IIATRICES 01673 
C P AND PI ARE CONSTANT AND DO NOT CHANGE 01674 
C 01675 
1St! 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8IA-H,O-Z) 0167Q 
ISN OOOtt COM110N IREORDRI PIl2,12),PTlI2,12) 01677 
C 01678 
C INITIALIZE 01679 
C 01680 
ISft 0005 DO 100 I = 1,12 01681 
ISt~ 0006 DO 100 J = 1,12 01682 
IStl 0007 100 PII,J) = O. 01683 
C 01684 
ISH 0008 IFIll .GT. 1) GO TO 50 01685 
C 01686 
C SET NON-ZERO VALUES OF P 01687 
C 01688 
ISH 0010 Pll,lI = 1. 01689 
ISIl 0011 P12,5) = l. 01690 
ISH 0012 P13,9) = l. 01691 
1511 0013 P14,2) = l. 01692 
1St! 0014 PCS,10) = 1. 01693 
1511 0015 P(6,61 :: 1. 01694 
ISH 0016 P(7,31 = l. 0169S 
ISH 0017 PC8,7) = l. 01696 
ISI~ 0018 PI9,lli = 1. 01697 
ISH 0019 P( 10,4) = 1. 01698 
IStl 0020 PCll,12) = 1. 01699 
ISH 0021 P1l2,8) :: 1. 01700 
ISH 0022 GO TO 51 01701 
ISH 0023 50 PIl,7) = 1- 01702 
ISt~ 0024 PC2,8) = l. 01703 
ISN 0025 PC3,12) =-1. 01704 
ISH 0026 P(4,9) =-1. 01705 
IS~I 0027 P(S,Il) = 1. 01706 
ISH 0028 PC6,101 :: 1. 01707 
ISH 0029 P(7,l1 = 1. 01708 
ISH 0030 PC8,6) =-1. 01709 
ISN 0031 PC9,2) = 1. 01710 
IS!I 0032 PIlO,5) = 1. 01711 
Istl 0033 PCIl,3) ::-1. 01712 
ISH 0034 P1l2,4) = l. 01713 
ISN 0035 51 COIHINUE 01714 
C 01715 
C NO~ DETERtlINE THE TRANSPOSE HATRIX,PT 01716 
C 01717 
ISH 0036 DO 200 I = 1,12 01718 
ISH 0037 DO 200 J = 1,12 01719 
IStl 0038 PTlI,J) = PIJ,I1 01720 
ISH 0039 200 CONTINUE 01721 
C CALL NATPRNCP,12,12,' P . ) 01722 





+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 NAY 80) PPI SYSTW/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.51 PAGE 2 
IStl OOl.O RETURN 01725 
ISH 0041 EIID 01726 
iiOPTIOI1S HI EFFECT*NAIIEIIIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) lItIECOUtH( 60) SIZEIMAX) AUTOOBU DBl4) 
+(OPTIO:~S III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECI{ OBJECT tlONAP NOFORMAT GOSTIIT NOXREF NOAlC NOAHSF TERN IBH FLAG! I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI'IENTS = 40. PROGRAI1 SIZE = 534. SUBPROGRAM HAI1E = PPI 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGI~OSTICS GEtlERATED . 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 

















































tlA Y 80) SYSTEIV370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
AUTODBL(DBL4) ,SOURCE 
NAME II1Ann OPTItlIZE ( 3) LItIECOUNT( 60 I SIZE H1AX) AUTODBLI DBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC I:OLlST NODECK OBJECT tJO:IAP HOFORltAT GOSTtlT NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE RBE2(X,Y,Z,ISEC,IBEAH,NC,BLOCALI 
THIS ROUTIUE CALCULATES THE RIGID BODY TRANSFORIIATION 
MATRICES RBL12 AND RBL1 
RBll2 IS WRITIEN IN THE LOCAL BEAtl COORD. SYSTEI1 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
COII110N IRBEI RBll2(12,12)'RBll(12,12) 
CO:,1t:OU IUARPPI ~S( 26 ,21 I ,RtH 25, 211 ,RTC 25,21) 
DATE 82.141/10.49.55 PAGE 
NOAlC tlOMlSF TERM Iml FlAG( I) 
CONti ON ISCI XSC( 21), YSC( 21 I ,ZSC( 21 I ,ALPHA( 21 I ,SECIP( 21) ,SECA( 21) 
DIMENSION RBU 6 ,6 )'RLl6) ,RIH 6 I 




TRAt~SFORtl GLOBAL COORD. FOINTS TO SECTION SYSTEtl 
LAYER I-BEAM COORD IS XAl,SECTIOtl COORD IS XBl 
IP = (ISEC-l) * NC + IBEAM 
POSITION VECTORS FOR LAYERS 1 AND 2 , VI AND V2 
V1(1) = X(IP) - XSC(ISEC) 
V1(21 = Y(IPI - YSC(ISECI 
V1131 = ZIIPI - ZSC(ISEC) 
V2(11 = X(IPtNCI - XSC(ISEC+1) 
V2( 2) = YIIP+tlC) - YSCIISEC+1) 
V2(3) = ZIIP+NCI - ZSC(ISEC+11 
ROTATE FRON GLOBAL SYSTEM TO BEAM LOCAL 
CALL MATMPYIBLOCAL,V1,VL1,3,3,11 
CALL MATMPY(BLOCAL,V2,VL2.3,3.11 
Xl = VLlC 1 ) 
Y1 = VLl(2) 
Zl = VLH 3) 
X2 = VL2(1) 
Y2 = VL2(2) 
Z2 = VL2(31 
XL = XSC(ISEC+11 - XSC(ISEC) 
DO 102 I = 1.12 
DO 102 J = 1.12 































































DO 103 I = 1.12 






+VERSIOU 1.3.0 101 ~lAY 80) RBE2 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTEtlDm I EEIlAHCED I 


























































RBLI211.4) = -WSIIBEAH,ISEC) I XL 
RBLl211.5) = ZI 
RBLl211.61 = -Yl 
RBLI211.10) = -RBLI211.4) 
RBL1212,41 = -Zl 
RBLl212.6) = Xl 
RBLl2(3,41 = Y1 
RBLl213,51 = -Xl 
RBL1215,41 = RTIIBEAM,ISECI I XL 
RBL1215.10) = -RBL12IS,41 
RBL1216.4) = RNIIBEAM.ISECI I XL 
RBL1216,101 = -RBL1216,41 
RBLl217.41 = -WSIIBEAtl.ISEC+ll 1 XL 
RBL1217.101 = -RBL1217,41 
RBL1217,111 = Z2 
RBL1217,121 = -Y2 
RBL1218,101 = -Z2 
RBL1218,121 = X2 
RBLl219,101 = Y2 
RBL1219,111 = -X2 
RBL12111,41 = RTIIBEAM,ISEC+I) 1 Xl 
RBL12111,101 = -RBL12111,41 
RBl12112.41 = Rt!IIBEAM,ISEC+1) I Xl 
RBLI2(12,10) = -RBLI2(12,4) 
CALL tlATPRUlRBLl2, 12.12, 'RB12') 
RBLlB.S) = RBL12Cl.51 
RBLll1.6) = RBL12(1,6) 
RBLl(2,4) = RBL1212,4) 
RBLl(2,61 = RBL1212.6) 
RBLl(3,4) = RBL1213,4) 
RBLl(3.5) = RBL12(3,S) 
RBLl(7,111 = RBl1217,111 
RBL117,121 = RBL1217,121 
RGLI(S,10) = RBL1218,101 
RBL118,121 = RBL1218.121 
RBL119,101 = RBL1219,101 
RBLI19,11) = RBLI2(9,11) 
CALL HATPRNIRBLl,12.12,'RBLl') 
IFI ISEC .EQ. 2 GO TO 300 
IFI ISEC .GT. 1 RETURN 
RESET RBL12 FOR EXTENED NECK REGION - HO WARPING 
DO 200 I = 
00 200 J = 
RBL12II,J) 
CONTI HUE 
DO 305 I = 








ISII 0031 RETURN 
ISH 0082 Ell:) 
































































+VERSIOU 1.3.0 (01 IIAY 80) RBE2 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.49.55 
*ST.l.TISTICS;! SOURCE STATEIIENTS = 81, PROGRAtl SIZE = 1496, SUBFROGRAM NAME = RBE2 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GEUERATED 








+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 

























































MAY 80) SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.02 PAGE 1 
AUTODBL(DBL4),SOURCE 
IlAIIEltIAItH OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUIIT(60) SIZEHIAX) AUTODBLlDBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC HOLIST HODECK OBJECT NOtlAP 1I0FORMAT GOSTtlT HOXREF NOALC NOAtiSF TERtI IBI1 FLAG( 1) 
SUBROUTIIIE SECTN(I,NR,NC,RPMl 
THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE SECTION STIFFNESS MATRIX,SKK AND SK 
THE SECTION STIFFtlESSES ARE SUli;'IED FROM THE LOCAL BEAMS 
THE SECTION HASS IS ALSO DETERIIWED FROM THE BEAN tlASSES 
ALSO THE SECTION CEtlTRIFUGAL RESTORING MATRIC , CtlGG, IS FOUND. 
ItIPLICIT REAL*8( A-H, O-Z) 
CotlMON ISC/XSCI 21), YSCI 21) ,ZSCI 21) ,ALPHAI 21 I ,SECIP( 21 I ,SECAI 21) 
COIltlOH IRBEI RBLl2112,lZ1,RBLlIIZ,1Z1 
Cot1l10N ISTRSI RBEI 12,12,25,21 I, FOUTl1Z, ZI I ,Sl( 25,21 I ,SIH Z5, 21 I 
COnllON ICOORD11 CLOCALl3,3,10001 
COMIIOlI IBSTIFFI BKIl2,IZ),BMI12,IZ1 
COIIMON ISTATCI SH(12,IZ,201,F(12,211 
CO:-:MON ILAYERI TH17, 25 I ,BMASS( Z5 I , BSPAtII Z51,B1UDTH( 25) 
DIMENSION TBSS(12,12),R(IZ,IZ),Rl(12,121 
COiIMON ISTIFFI SK( 1Z ,IZ )'SKK( 12,12,21) ,SliMI 6,6,211 
COl"u'10N IOSTIFFI crlGG( 12,12,20 I ,OS:<KI 12,12,20) 
CotitlON IINPUTTI XI 1000), YlI000 I,Z( 1000 I, TI 1000) 
COt/I'IOlI IBLK 81 5MBI211,ITTLEIl8I,VARI(235),TMAX(Zll,HALPHA(211 
COIltlorl IANAL331 DUM6( 6 )'NCD,NCK,DUI'14( 41 
DIMENSION BLOCALl3, 3 I ,SMI (6,6), S~12( 6,6) ,S1120LD( 6 ,6) 
DIMEHSIOU SIH 1Z,12) ,FBEAr1l16,1) ,FOEA112(6,1 I,FOLDI6,l) 
CotlllON ITRANSI TS13,3,211 
DIMEltSIOti DlI 12,121 ,DZI lZ, 12) ,SKOLD( lZ, 1Z), TSI (3, 3)' TS2( 3.3) 
DItIENSION FF( 12,1), FSEC( lZ, 1), HOTH 6,1)' HOTZ( 6,1 ) 
DIMEt!SICN BCtlGG(12,IZ),CMG(12,121,TBSl(3,31,TBSZ(3,31 
DINEtlSION RFIl2,12) 
BEGIN THE SECTION STIFFNESS SOLUTION FOR SECTION I 
FORM THE SECTION COORDItlATE SYSTEM .TS 
TSI FOR LAYER ONE 
T52 FOR LAYER T~O 
IP = (I-I) * NC + 1 
IP = IP + NC I 2 
IPP = IP + tlC 
tlRHl = NR - 1 
LOCAL X UNIT VECTOR 
II=I+1 
IF(I .EQ. II II = 1 
IF(I .EQ. tlRMll II = NRm 
XSX = XSC(II+l1 - XSC(IIl 
XSY = YSC(II+l1 - YSC(II) 
XSZ = ZSC(II+l) - ZSC(II) 
WRITE(6.6) XSC(II1.YSC(II1.ZSC(II1,XSC(II+l1,YSC(II+l1,ZSC(II+l) 
FO~MAT(5X,6EI2.5) 
XSIIAG = OSQRTC XSX**2 + XSY**Z + XSZ**Z 
~RITE( 6.4) XStIAG,I, II 
FOfU1AT( 5X. 'MAGIUTUDE' ,E12.5,215) 



























































+VEnSIOH 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) SECTH SYSTEII/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
ISH 0038 XSY = XSY I XSNAG 














































LOCAL Z UNIT VECTOR (INITIALLY) 
ZSX = o. 
ZSY = DCOS (ALPHA(II)) 
ZSZ = DSIH (ALPHA(II)) 
LOCAL Y UNIT VECTOR YS = ZS CROSS XS 
YSX = ZSY * XSZ - ZSZ * XSY 
YSY = ZSZ * XSX - ZSX * XSZ 
YSZ = ZSX * XSY - ZSY * XSX 
YSI'IAG = DSQRT ( YSX**2 + YSY**2 + YSZ**2 ) 
WRITE( 6,4) YSI1AG, I,ll 
YSX = YSX 1 YSNAG 
YSY = YSY 1 YSIIAG 
YSZ = YSZ 1 YStlAG 
REDEFINE THE LOCAL ZS VECTOR , ZS = XS CROSS Y5 
IF(I .EQ. URNI .AND. NRNI .NE. 1) II = II + 1 
TS(3,I,II) = XSY * YSZ - XSZ * YSY 
TS(3,2,II) = X5Z * YSX XSX * YSZ 
TS(3,3.11) = X5X * YSY - X5Y * Y5X 
FILL THE T5 ARRAY 
TS(I.I.11) = XSX 
T511.2,11) = XSY 
T5(1.3.II) = X5Z 
TS(2.1,11) = YSX 
TS(2.2.11) = YSY 
T5(2.3.11) = Y5Z 
DO 300 L = 1,3 
DO 300 H = 1,3 














IF( I • EQ. 1 ) II = II + 1 
IF(NRNI .EQ. 1 .AND. II.EQ. 2) GO TO 98 
IF(I.EQ.l.AND.II.EQ.2) GO TO 99 
Il!UTE(6,2) I 
FORtlAT(/,5XI'TS MATRIX FOR SECTIOH' .IS,f) 
II = 1+1 
DO 161 L = I.II 
~mITE(6.162) L 
FORtlAT(5X.'SECTIOH NODE' .15) 
WRITE(6,1) «TS(J.K.L),K=I.3),J=I,3) 
FORHAT( IX, 3( E12 .5, 2X),f) 
IHITIALIZE THE SK AND SN MATRIX AND LOAD VECTORS, FTOTl,FTOT2 
DO 100 J = 1,12 
DO 100 K = 1,12 
CtIGeJ,K) = O. 




























































































101 MAY 80) SEcm SYSTHI/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
C 
100 SKIJ,K) = O. 
DO 180 J = 1,6 
FTOT l( J , 1) = O. 
180 FTOT2IJ,1) = O. 




































DO 200 J = 1,NC 
CALCULATE THE BEAM COORDINATE SYSTEM ,BLOCAL(3,3) 
IP = (I-I) * NC + J 
IPP = IP + NC 
CALL BCOORDIIP,IPP,BLOCAL) 
CALL ~IATPRN(BLOCAL,3,3, 'BLOC') 
CALCULATE THE BEAM MATERIAL STIFFNESS MATRIX , E 
CALL ESTIFF(l,NC,tlR,J) 
DETERMINE THE BEAM STIFFNESS MATRIX , BK 
THE BEA~I CENTRIFUGAL RESTORING MATRIX, BC~!GG 
CALL BEAUlNC,J,BLOCAL,BCI'lGG,RPtD 
THE BEAHlJ) STIFFNESS MATRIX IS Nm~ BUILT AHD MUST 
BE sunnED INTO THE SECTION III STIFFNESS MATRIX ,SK 
FORM THE Tes TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
TBS = BLOCAL * TSITRANSPOSE) 
DO 103 K = 1,3 
DO 103 L = 1,3 
TS1(K,L) = TSIL,K,I) 
TS2IK,L) = TSIL,K,I+1) 
CALL MATMPYI6LOCAL,TSl,TBSl,3,3,3) 
CALL 11ATtlPYI 6LOCAL, TS2, TBS2, 3, 3, 3) 
lIRITEI6,3) I 
FORI1ATII,5X, 'T6S1,TBS2 MATRIX FOR SECTION' ,15,/) 
WRITEI6,1) IITBSIIK,L),L=I,3),K=1,3) 
WRITEI6,1) IITBS2IK,L),L=1,3),K=I,3) 
THE RIGID BODY TRANSFORMATION MATRIX, RBLl2 
ALSO CALCULATE THE RIGID BODY MATRIX FOR STATIC LOADS WHICH 
DOES NOT INCLUDE llARPItIG- ONLY EQUILI6RIU~1 , RBLl 
CALL RBE2IX,Y,Z,I,J,NC,BLOCAL) 
RESTRAINED WARPING AT THE ROOT 
IFII .EQ. 1) GO TO 190 
GO TO 191 
HIARP = 1 
IFI WARP .GT. 1) GO TO 191 
WaTE(6,77) 
FOR~IATII,5X, '*** PLAtiES RHIAIN PLANE ROOT CONDITION ***',f) 
RBLl2(l,4) = O. 
































































































(01 MAY 80) SECTH SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
RBLl2(5.4) = O. 
RBLl2(5.10) = O. 
RBLl2(6.41 = o. 
RBL12(6.101 = O. 
191 CONTItlUE 
C 
C DEFINE THE TBSS MATRIX 
C 
DO 105 K = 1,12 
DO 105 L = 1.12 
105 TBSS(K,ll = O. 
mow = 1 
DO 106 K = 1.4 
00 106 l = 1.3 
ICOl = (K-l1 * 3 + 1 
00 108 M = 1.3 
TBSS(IROW.ICOlI = TBS1(l.MI 
IF(K .GT. 2) TBSS(IROW.ICOlI = TBS2(l,MI 
108 ICOL = ICOL + 1 
106 IROW = IROW + 1 
C WRITE(6.51 I 
C5 FOR1IAT(/ .5X. 'TBSS HATRIX FOR SECTION' .15) 
C CALL HATPRNCTBSS.12.12. 'TBSS' I 
C 
C CALCULATE THE R MATRIX, R= RBL12 * TBSS 
C CALCULATE THE RF MATRIX, RF = RBLI * TBSS 
C 
CALL MATt1P¥(RBLl2. TBSS.R .12 .12.12 I 
C CALL MATPRN(R,12.12.' R 'I 
CALL MATMPY(RBL1.TBSS,RF.12.12,121 
C CALL MATPRN(RF.12.12.' RF ') 
C 
C FILL THE RBE ARRAY FOR LATER USE IN THE STATIC AtiALYSIS 
C ALSO STORE THE INFO FOR BEAH OII1EIISIOHS 
C 
C 
00 80 K = 1,12 
DO 80 L = 1.12 
80 RBE(K.L.J,II = R(K,L) 
SL(J.II = BSPAN(JI 
S~I( J • I I = BUIDTIH J I 
C CALCULATE Rl = TSS * RBLI * TBB 
C IT HAS ALSO BEEN SHOWN THAT Rl = RITRANSPOSEI 
C - ALSO TRAtiSPOSE RF AIlD STORE IN RBLl 
C 
DO 201 K = 1.12 
DO 201 L = 1.12 
RBLHK,L1 = RFfL.KI 
201 Rl(K.L) = R(L.KI 
C CALL MATPRH(Rl.12.12,' Rl 'I 
C CALL MATPRN(RBLl.12.12,'RFT ') 
C 
C BE~.H(J) CONTRIBUTION TO SECTION (I) STIFFNESS IS: 
C SK(K.L) = R1(K.H) * BK(H.N) * R(N.L) 
C 
C 
CALL HATI1PY( BI(.R .01.12 .12 .12 I 
CALL HATtIP¥( Rl.0l.SKOLD .12 .12 .12) 


































































































































CALL tlATNPYI Btl,R ,01.12,12,12) 
CALL tlATtlPY( Rl ,01 ,02,12,12,12 I 
BEAMIJ) COHTRIBUTION TO SECTIONII) CENTRIFUGAL RESTORING 
STIFFNESS NATRIC , CNGG 
CALL MATMPY(BCMGG,R,Dl,12,12,121 
CALL MATtlPY( Rl ,01 , BCI'IGG,12 .12,12) 
CALL MATPRHIBCtIGG, 12, 12, 'BCNG' ) 
BEANIJ) CONTRIBUTION TO SECTION(I) - RPN LOAD 
END 1 
IP = II-I) * NC + J 
CALL FRPM(J,IP,X,Y,BMASS,RPM,FBEANl,BLOCALI 
CALL 1'1ATPRNI FBEANI ,6.1 , 'FBNl ' ) 
EIlD 2 
IP = IP + NC 
CALL FRPIHJ ,IP,X, Y ,BMASS,RPM,FBEAtI2,BLOCALl 
CALL MATPRNI FBEAtI2, 6,1,' FBI12 , ) 
TRANSFER TO SECTION COORDINATE SYSTEI1 
DO 170 K = 1.6 
FSEC(K,I) = FBEAMIIK,I) 
fSEC(K+6,1) = fBEAM2(K,I) 
CALL tlATMPYIRBLl ,fSEC,FF, 12.12, 1) 
DO 175 K = 1.6 
FTOTIIK,I) = FTOTl(K,l) + FF(K,l) 
FTOT2(K,1) = FTOT2(K,11 + FF(K+6.1) 
CALL t1ATPRN(FF,12,1.' FF ') 
SU~I UP CONTRIBUTIotl OF BEAN( J) FOR SECTION( I) 
DO 101 K = 1,12 
DO 101 L = 1.12 
CtlG( K. Ll = CtlG( K. Ll + BCtIGG( K, Ll 
SIHK.Ll = SIHK.Ll + D2(K.Ll 
SK(K,L) = SK(K,L) + SKOLO(K.L) 
!.lRITE(6.13) I,J 
FORIIATl/,5X, 'THE SECTION STIFFNESS AND MASS FOR SECTION' ,15,/. 
15X. 'FOR BEAtlS ONE nmu '.15) 
CALL tlATPRIHSK,12,12,' SK ') 
I>lRITE(6,21 ) 
FORllAT(I,5X, 'SECTION 11ASS ,S/1',1) 
CALL tlATPRtH Stl, 12, 12. ' SM ') 
CONTINUE 
CALL MATPRN(CHG,12.12,' CMG') 
CALL HATPRN(FTOT1.6,1,'FTI ') 













































































































( 01 MAY 80 I SECTH SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTEllOED (EHHANCEO I 
C 
C 
A = 0.5 If SltS( 2 I 
XOIST = XSC(I) - XSC(2) 
ARG = - XOIST 1 A 
WARPI = 1. - OEXP( ARG ) 
IF(I .lE. 2) WARP1 = 1. 
XOIST = XSC(I+l) - X5C(2) 
ARG = - XOIST 1 A 
WARP2 = 1. - OEXP( ARG ) 
IF(I .EQ. 1) WARP2 = 1. 
SK(4,4) = 5K(4,4) 1 WARPI 
SK(4,10) = SK(4,10) 1 WARPI 
SK(10,4) = SK(10,4) 1 WARP2 
SK(10,10) = SK(10,10) 1 WARP2 
C REPLACE EXTENDED NECK STIFFtlESS WITH RECTANGULAR SECTIOH NECK 
C 
IF(I .EQ. 1 .AtlO. NCO .EQ. 1) CALL EXNECK( StIB(2) ) 
C 
C ItISERT SK INTO SKK FOR STORAGE 
C 
DO 110 J = 1,12 
DO 110 K = 1,12 
CNGG(J,K,I) = CMG(J,K) 
110 SKK(J,K,I) = SK(J.K) 
C 
C FIll IH THE MASS MATRIX • SMf1, AND THE lOAD VECTOR • F. 
C 
DO 115 J = 1,6 
FBEAMl(J,I) = FTOTl(J.l) 
FBEAM2(J,I) = FTOT2(J,11 
IR01~ = J + 6 
IeOl = 7 
00 115 K = 1,6 
SMl(J,K) = SM(J,K) 
Stl2(J,K) = SIHIROW,ICOLl 
115 ICOl = ICOl + 1 
C NRITE(6,30) 
C30 FORMAT(/,5X,'PUTTIHG MASS IHTO SM') 
C CAll MATPRN(SNl,6,6,'SNI ') 
C CAll tlATFRtI( 5M2,6,6, '5M2 ') 
C 
C 
tlRtIl = NR - 1 
IF(I .NE. 1) GO TO 125 
00 116 J = 1,6 
FlJ,I) = o. 
FIJ+6.II = FBEAMl(J.l) 
FOLO( J, 11 = FBEAt121 J, 1) 
DO 116 K = 1,6 
SmllJ,K,I) = StIHJ,K) 
116 SI120LOIJ,K) = SI12IJ,K) 
GO TO 126 
125 co:nruuE 
DO 118 J = 1,6 
F(J.II = o. 
FIJ+6.II = FOlO(J.l) + F6EAMl(J.l1 
FOLOIJ,11 = FBEAlt2(J,11 

































































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 ~IAY 80) SEcm SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.02 PAGE 7 
IS:~ 0201 SIlM(J,K,I) = SI,t20lD(J,K) + SMl!J,K) 02189 
ISH 0202 118 StI20lD(J,K) = SN2(J,IO 02190 
ISI~ 0203 126 IF( I .NE. NRtIl) RETURU 02191 
ISH 0205 DO 119 J = 1,6 02192 
ISU 0206 DO 119 K = 1,6 02193 
ISN 0207 F(J.I+l) = O. 02194*38 
ISH 0208 F(J+6,I+l) = FBEAM2(J.l) 02195 
ISN 0209 119 SMM(J,K,I+l) = SM2(J,K) 02196 
C 02197 
C ADD A TIP ~tOMEUT 02198 
C 02199 
C F(10,I+l) = 1000. 02200 
C 02201 
ISH 0210 RETURN 02202 
1St! 0211 END 02203 
*oPTIm.s III EFFECT*HAlIE01AIN) OPTUIIZE( 3) LINECOUtlTI 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU OBL4) 
*OPTIot.S IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORNAT GOSTNT NO)(REF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
><5TATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 210, PROGRAM SIZE = 17296, SUBPROGRAM NAttE = SECTN 
*STATISTICSlt NO DIAGtIOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.15 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIOIIS: AUTODBU DBl4), SOURCE 
OPTIONS Itl EFFECT: NAI1EHtAIH) OPTItlIZE( 3) LINECOUHT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBl4) 






























SUBROUTINE SHAPE (tIODE,EX,DISP) 
IMPLICIT REAl*8(A-H,O-Z) 
GIVEN THE 14137 EIGEtiVECTO~ CALCULATE THE STABEl SYSTEM EIGEN-
VECTOR , FOR A GIVEN NODE 
COMltON /REORDR/ P(12,12),PT(12,12) 
DIMENSION EX( 12,21,2) ,DISP( 6 ,I h1U37( 6 ,1) ,PPT( 6 ,6) 
EXTRACT THE W137 EIGENVECTOR COMPONENT FOR TIiE HODE 
00 100 I = 1,6 
WI37(I,I) = EX(I+6,HODE,I) 
CAll MATPRH(1Il37,6,l, '14137') 
TRANSFORttATION ARRAY , PPT 
CAll PPH2) 
DO 110 I = 1,6 
DO 110 J = 1,6 
PPT(I,J) = PT(I,J+6) 
CAll MATPRH(PPT,6,6,' PPT' ) 
CAll MATMPY(PPT,WI37,DISP,6,6,l) 
1511 0013 RETURN 
ISH 0014 END 






























*OPTIOIIS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORNAT G05THT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 13, PROGRAM SIZE = 832, SUBPROGRAtl NAME = SHAPE 
*STATISTICS* tlO DIAGHOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
RECiUESTEO OPTIOllS: 
MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTEtmED (EtIHANCEO) 
AUTOOuL(OBL41,SOURCE 
OPTIOllS IN EFFECT: NAIIE( tlAIN I OPTItIIZE( 3 I LINECOUUTl 60 I SIZE( MAX I AUTOOBLI DBL4 I 































SUBROUTINE StlUL Tl NR ) 
A SLAVE ROUTINE TO PERFORM THE HOLZER STIFFNESS 
tlATRIX STRING IIULTIPLICATION FOR THE STATIC ANALYSIS 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-ZI 
CGHIICN /STATC/ SH(12,12,201,F(12,211 
COl'ltlOll /IISTIFF/ SKP(12,121,SKPP(12,12,211 
OIMENSIOtl 01(12,12),02(12,12),03(12,12) 
INITIALIZE SH tlATRIX 
NRlll = NR - 1 
DO 100 I = 1,12 
DO 100 J = 1,12 













IF(NRMI .EQ. 1) RETURN 
DO 200 I = 2,NRMI 
IP = NRMl - I + 1 
DO 110 J = 1,12 
DO 110 K = 1,12 
Ol(J,KI = SHIJ,K,I-l1 
02(J,K) = SKPP(J,K,IPI 
CALL MATtlPY(01,02,03,12,12,121 
DO 120 J = 1,12 
DO 120 K = 1,12 
SH(J,K,I) = 03(J,KI 
11RITE(6,101 
FORtIATl/,5X, 'IN StlULT FOR STRING OPERATION') 
CALLMATPRtH03,12,12,' 03 'I 
CONTINUE 
ISN 0024 RETURN 
ISN 0025 Elm 
*O?TIotIS IN EFFECT*NAME( tIAIN) OPTIMIZE ( 3) LINECOUNTl 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBLI DBL4) 
DATE 82.141/10.50.20 PAGE 










































*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC UOLIST tlOOECK OBJECT tlOMAP NOFORtlAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOAUSF TER11 IBM FLAG ( I I 
*STATISTICSII SOURCE STATEtlEIHS = 24, PROGRAM SIZE = 4110, SUBPROGRAM NAME = SIIULT 
*STATISTICSk NO OIAGtlOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSIO~ 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTE~1/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.24 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBL(OBL4).SOURCE 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: IlAtlEUlAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUtIT(60) SIZEItIAX) AUTODBUDBL4) 






























SUBROUTINE STABEUNR.NC.RPMl.RPtl2,RPM3,FREQ, ILOOP.ISERCH) 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS THE DRIVER FOR A STACKED BEAM ANALYSIS 
C A STATIC ANALYSIS IS PERFORMED ~IITH THE HOLZER METHOD 





COMl101I /INPUTT/ XC 1000)' YHOOO) .ZC 1000)' T( 1000) 
cmUION /SC/ CC6,6),RPM 
COMnON ISTIFF/ SKI 12,12) ,SKK( 12.12,21 )'SMtIC 6,6.211 
COtl/'lotl IOSTIFF/ CtlGGC 12.12.20) ,DSl<K( 12.12,20) 
COtIMON ISCI XSC( 21). YSC( 21) ,ZSC( 21) ,ALPHAC 21) ,SECIP( 21) .SECAC 21) 
COMlmN IHSTIFF/ SKP( 12,12),SKPP( 12.12,21) 
CQtU10H IBLKAC/ AA( 12,12,20 )'SBC 12,12,20) .CCH2 .12.20), 
I STMIATlI2,12,20) 
COMtlON /REORDRI PC12,12)'PTlI2.12) 
CO~lMOH /STATC/ SHCI2,12,20).FH2.211 
COMI:ot~ IHOLEI IHOLE 
COIU1ON IS~IAXXI SMAXI C 8) .SMAX2( 8) ,SMAX3( 8) .SI1AXLE( 8) .SIIAXTE( 8) 
CO~IIION IMODAL/ SIGMA( 3,8,25) 
CotlllOlI IFAIL/ XXX(42)'TSAI(8.25) 
DItlEHSION SKPPI(12,12,20),SKPP2CI2,12.20) 
DIMENSION DSC 12.12).cm 12,12),SKKOLD( 12.12.20),FOLOC 12.21) 
OItlEHSIOH 051(12,12) 
IF( ILOOP .GT. I ) GO TO 999 
LOOP = 0 
RPM = RFtll 
C FOR CHECK OUT RUNS IN 14137 THIS CALL TO INPUT IS lIADE, REMOVE 
















C SET UP THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR A FIXED ROOT CONDITION 
C 
c 
DO 50 I = 1.6 
DO 50 J = 1,6 
50 C(I.J) = 0.0 
C FIND EACH SECTIOH STIFFNESS AND CORRESPONDING HOLZER STIFFNESS 




























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) 
C 




































































CAL,L HOLZER( I,NR ,NC,RPMll 
PERFORM THE STATIC ANALYSIS 
WRITE(6,100) RPM1 
FORM,UU/,5X, 'STATIC AN.~LYSIS. RPM =' ,EI2.5.11) 
CALL STATIC(NR,NC,l) 
SET THE INITIAL VALUE OF SKKOLD - THE ORIGINAL STIFFNESSES 
NRMI = NR - 1 
00 201 I = I,NRM1 
00 201 J = 1,12 
DO 201 K = 1,12 
SKKOLD(J.K,I) = SKK(J.K,II 
DO 203 I = 1.NR 
00 203 J = 1,12 
FOLO(J.I) = F(J,I) 
LOCAL BIRD INGESTIOH PARAMETER CALCULATIOH 
CALL FOD( NR,NC,RPH1,ALPHA I 
IF(ISERCH .GT. II GO TO 998 
UPDATE THE STIFFNESS MATRICES FOR DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS 
AND CENTRIFUGAL RESTORATION - ALSO UPDATE THE LOAD VECTOR, F 
LOOP = LOOP + 1 
RATIO = 1. 
IF( LOOP .EQ. 2) RATIO = (RP112 I RPm 1**2 
WRITE(6,500) ISERCH,LOOP,RATIO 
FORI'1ATCII,5X, '**',215,E12.5,' **' ,II) 
DO 200 I = l,NRMI 
DO 200 J = 1,12 
DO 200 K = 1,12 
SKK( J ,K, II = SKKOLD( J ,K, I I + RATIO * (DSKK( J ,K, II - CMGG( J ,K,I)) 
DO 202 I = I,NR 
DO 202 J = 1,12 
F(I,JI = FOLD(I,J) 
NO~ REFORMULATE THE HOLZER STIFFNESSES FOR EACH SECTION 
CALL HOLZER(2,NR,NC,RPMl1 
FOR RPM1 - HOLZER STIFFNESS MATRIX IS SKPPH12,12,201 
RP~12 - HOLZER STIFFNESS MATRIX IS SKPP2(l2,12,20) 
DO 400 I = l,NRM1 
DO 400 J = 1,12 
DO 400 K = 1,12 
IF(LOOP .EQ. II SKPPl(J,K,I) = 
IF(LOOP .EQ. 2) SKPP2(J,K,I) = 
CONTINUE 
































































































101 MAY 80) STABEL SYSTEU/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) 





FORMATIII,5X,'** RESET SKPP MATRIX **',11) 
DO 410 I = 1,IIRU1 
DO 410 J = 1,12 
DO 410 K = 1,12 
410 
C 






STATIC ANALYSIS ~ITH PRESTRESS INCLUDED 
~!RITEI6,1011 RPM1,RPM2 
101 FOR~IATlII,5X, 'STATIC AHALYSIS WITH PRESTRESS,' ,1,5X, 
l'RPM1 =',E12.5,5X,'RFN2 =',E12.5,11) 
CALL STATICltm,NC,2) 
C PERFORM THE STRESS AHALYSIS 
C 
CALL ZSTRES I 2,NC,SMAX1 
C 
C CALCULATE TSAI-WU FOR LE AND TE ROOT STRESS - SMAXLE,SMAXTE 
C 
C 
CALL TSAIWU ISIGMA,HC) 
DO 330 I = 1,8 
SHAXLE(I) = TSAIII,l) 
330 SI1AXTEII) = TSAI(I,NC) 
C 




IFIIHOLE .NE. 0) CALL ZSTRES IIHOLE,NC,SI1AX2) 
IHOLE1 = IHOLE + 1 
IF(IHOLE .NE. 0) CALL ZSTRES(IHOLE1,NC,SMAX3) 
IFIIHOLE .EQ. 0) GO TO Sal 
DO sao I = 1,8 
IFISI1AX3II) .GT. SI'IAX2II)) SMAX2(I) = SMAX3II) 
500 CONTINUE 
501 CONTINUE 
C FORM MASS * STIFFNESS PRODUCTS TO BE SENT TO W137 SOLVER 
C -MUST CHANGE SIGH 01'1 21 AHD 22 QUADRANTS OF SKPP FIRST 
C SKPP = HOLZER STIFFNESS MATRICES FOR EACH SECTION 
C 
998 FREQ2 = FREQ * FREQ 
IFIFREQ .LT. 0.) RETURN 
~RITEI6,1) RPM1,RP~3,FREQ 
1 FORHAT(/,5X,'FREQUENCY SEARCH',5X,'RPH1=',E12.5,I, 
1 21X, 'RPm=' ,E12.5,1,21X, 'STARTING FREQ.=' ,E12.5,1) 
DO 300 ISEC = l,NRNI 
DO 301 I = 1,12 
DO 301 J = 1,12 
SKPII,J) = SKPP1II,J,ISEC) 
IFIRPH3 .NE. RPM1) SKPII,J) = SKPP2II,J,ISEC) 
































































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) STASEL SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.24 PAGE 4 
C FORlt MASS MATRIX Aim STORE IT IN SK ARRAY 02447 
C 02448 
ISH 0106 DO 305 I = 1.12 02449 
ISH 0107 DO 305 J = 1.12 02450 
ISU 0108 305 SK(I.J) = o. 02451 
ISH 0109 DO 306 I = 1.6 02452 
Ist~ 0110 SK(1,I) = 1. 02453 
ISH 0111 306 51«(1+6.1+6) = -1. 02454 
C 02455 
C NO:~ INSERT SMI1 INTO THE 21 QUADRANT OF THE MASS MATRIX SK 02456 
C ACTUALLY THE PRODUCT FREQ**2 * SMM IS INSERTED 02457 
C 02458 
ISH 0112 DO 310 I = 1.6 02459 
ISII 0113 DO 310 J = 1,6 02460 
ISH 0114 310 SK(I+6,J) = SK(1+6.J) + FREQ2 * SMtHI.J.ISEC+ll 02461 
C 02462 
ISH 0115 CALL MATMPY(SK.SKP,DS1.12.12,12) 02463 
C CALL HATPRN(DS1,12,12.' DS1') 02464 
C 02465 
C REORDER THE MASS STIFFNESS PRODUCT MATRIX TO AGREE WITH 02466 
C THE 14137 ORDER 02467 
C 02468 
ISH 0116 CALL PP1(2) 02469 
ISN 0117 CALL MATtlPY(OSI,PT.CI1,12,12,12) 02470 
1511 0118 CALL MATMPY(P.CH,DS,12,12,12) 02471 
C CALL tlATFRN(DS.12.12. 'OSCP') 02472 
C 02473 
C FILL IN THE SttK MATRIX 02474 
C 02475 
ISH 0119 DO 320 I = 1.12 02476 
ISH 0120 DO 320 J = 1.12 02477 
ISII 0121 320 STAMAT(1.J.ISEC) = OS(I.J) 02478 
C 02479 
ISN 0122 300 COHTINUE 02480 
C 02481 
1511 0123 RETURN 02482 
ISII 0124 mo 02483 
*OPTIOlIS IN EFFECT*NAI1E (MAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUNT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU OBL4) 
liOPTIOl~S IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC ImLlST NODECK OBJECT NotlAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT HOXREF NOALC 1I0ANSF TERN IBN FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlEHTS = 123. PROGRAM SIZE = 77400. SUBFR03RAtt NAIIE =STABEL 
lfSTATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 
RE~UESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTImlS IU EFFECT: 
MAY 801 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED I ENHANCED I DATE 82.141/10.50.28 PAGE 
AUTODBLIDBL4).SOURCE 
NANEUIAIN I OPTIMIZE I 3 I LIUECOUlIT( 60 I SIZE I MAX I AUTODBLI DBL4 I 



























































THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE STATIC SOLUTION WITH THE 
HOLZER METHOD 
IMPLICIT REAL*8IA-H.0-Z) 
COmtoH ISTIFFI SKI 12.12) .SKKI 12.12.21) .SMI1I6.6. 21) 
COMMON IDSTIFFI CNGGI12.12.201.DSKKI12.12,20) 
COIillON IHSTIFFI SKPI 12.12 I ,SKPPI 12,12, 2ll 
connON ISTATCI SHI 12,12,20 I ,FI 12,21 I 
COi'Il-ION 16CI C(6,6I,RPlt 
COMMOII ISTRSI RBEI 12,12,25,21 I, Foun 12,21) ,Sl( 25,21 ) ,SI~( 25,21) 
DII1EtlSIOI~ SHII (6,6) ,SI1l21 6 ,6) ,SH21 (6,6 I ,SH221 6 ,6) 
DII1EHSIOII SHHI 12,12 I ,DH 6 ,61,RLl6 I ,RIH 6), FOUTH 12,1 I 
DIMEtlSIOU FF( 12,1 I,F1I6,lI,U(6.II,FF1I6,1 ),FF2(6,1) 
DIMEtlSION SDISPL(12,II.SFORCE(12,II,BDISPL(12,1),6FORCE(12.1) 
DIIIEHSION RB(12,l21 
FORM THE HOLZER STIFFNESS MATRIX STRIIIG tlULTIPLICATIOH 
CALL SMULTlNR I 
CotlBINE LOAD VECTORS AND HOLZER STIFFNESS ItURIX 
PRODUCTS INTO ONE PSUEDO LOAD VECTOR, FF. 
CALL LOAD2 INR,FF) 
PARTITION THE SH(12,12,NR-I) MATRIX FOR SOLUTION 
THE SHH IS A DUIII1Y MATRIX 
DO 50 I = 1.12 
00 50 J = 1.12 
SHU( I ,J I = SH( I ,J ,NR-ll 
CALL MATPRIHSHH,lC~,12,'SIIH ') 
CALL PARTN(SHH.12,12,SHII,SHI2,SH21.SH22,6,61 
SOLVE FOR THE FORCE VECTOR AT NODE I 
Fl = ISH21*C + SH22)I * - FF17-121 
WITH -1- MEANING THE INVERSE 
DO 100 I = 1,6 
FF21I,II =-FFII+6,1) 
CALL MATPRN(FF2,6,1,'FF2 'I 
CALL MATMPYISH21.C.DI,6,6,6) 
CALL MATADDIDI,SH22,SH2I,6,6,1.) 
CALL MATPRN(SH21,6.6.'SH2I' I 
CALL NINVISH2I,6,D,RL,RI11 
CALL tlATPRNISH21,6,6,'SH21'1 
CALL NATMPy( SII21 , FF2, Fl,6 ,6 ,I) 
CALL MATPRN(FI,6,1.' FI ') 




























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 eOl NAY 80) 
C 






























DO 110 I = 1,6 
110 FF1eI,1) = FFII,l) 
C 
CALL HATHPYISHl1,C,SH21,6,6,6) 
CALL tIATADD( SH21 ,SH12 ,SHll,6 ,6 ,I. ) 
CALL tlATtIPY( SHll, Fl ,FF2 ,6,6,1 ) 
CALL HATADD(FF2,FFl,U,6,l,l.) 
C CALL 11ATPRN(U,6,1,' U ') 
C 
C THE VECTOR OF DISPL. AND FORCES AT EACH NODE WILL BE STORED 
C IN , FOUT(12,21) - DISPL. IN 1-6 AND FORCES IN 7-12. 
C FIRST SOLVE FOR DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES AT NCDE 2 
C 
C THIS SECTION ALSO GENERATES THE DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C AND THE CEtlTRIFUGAL RESTORING STIFFNESS t1ATRIX 
C 
DO 120 I = 1,6 
FOUTeI,NR) = U(I,I) 
FOUTlI+6,NR) = FCI+6,NR) 
FOUTlI,l) = O. 
FOUTII+6,1) = F1CI,I) 
FFCI,l) = O. 
120 FFCI+6,1) = F1eI,1) 
C 
C GET THE HOLZER STIFFNESS FOR SECTIOl~ 1 
C 
DO 130 I = 1,6 
DO 130 J = 1,6 
SKP(I,J) = SKPPCI,J,l) 
SKPCI,J+6) = SKPPCI,J+6,1) 
SKPCI+6,J) = - SKPPCI+6,J,I) 
130 SKP(I+6,J+6) = - SKPPCI+6,J+6,1) 
C 
CALL MATNPYCSKP,FF,FOUT1,12,12,1) 
C CALL MATPRNIFF,12,1,' FF ') 
C CALL MATFRtICFOUTl,12,1,'FOUI') 
C 
C THE DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS FOR SECTION 1 
C 
IFCISKIP .LE. 1) CALL KDGGll,FF,FOUT1,DSKK) 
C 
DO 135 I = 1,12 
135 FOUTII,2) = FOUTleI,l) 
C 
C BEGIN LOOP TO SOLVE FOR THE REMAINING NODES 3 - U-IR-l I 
C 
C 
URNI = NR - 1 
IFeNRNl .EQ. 1) GO TO 201 
DO 200 I = 3,NRI1l 
C FILL IN THE DUt1l1Y DISPL. AND FORCE VECTOR AT NODE e I-I ) 
C THE EQIULIBRIUI1 Ell WILL BE USED 
C 
DO 210 J = 1,6 
FFeJ,I) = FOUTeJ,I-l) 
210 FFCJ+6,1) = -FOUTeJ+6,I-11 + FeJ+6,I-l) 
C 

































































+VERSIOtl 1.3.0 COl NAY 80) 
C 


































DO 220 J : 1,6 
DO 220 K : 1,6 
SKPCJ,K) : SKPPCJ,K,I-I) 
SKPCJ,K+6) : SKPPCJ,K+6,I-l) 
SKPCJ+6,K) : -SKPPCJ+6,K,I-l) 
220 SKPCJ+6,K+6): - SKPPCJ+6,K+6,I-l) 
C 
CALL HATI1PYCSKP,FF,FOUTl,12,I2,U 
C CALL MATPRNCFF,12,I,' FF ') 
C CALL MATPRN(FOUTI,12,l,'FOUl') 
C 
C TIlE DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS FOR SECTION , I-I 
C 
ISEC': I-I 
IFCISKIP .LE. I) CALL KDGGCISEC,FF,FOUTI,DSKK) 
C 
DO 225 J : 1,12 




C THE DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS FOR SECTIOI! tlR-I 
C 
ISEC : NR - I 
00 140 I : 1,6 
FOUTl(I,I) : FOUTCI,NR) 
FOUTICI+6,l) : FOUTCI+6,NR) 
FF(I,I) = FOUT(I,ISEC) 
140 FFCI+6,1) :-FOUTCI+6,ISEC) + FCI+6,ISEC) 
C 
C CALLMATPRtHFF,12,1,' FF ') 
C CALL ~tATPRtH FOUTld2, I, 'FOUl' ) 
IF(ISKIP .LE. 1) CALL KDGG(ISEC,FF,FOUTl,DSKK) 
C 
201 CONTINUE 
IFCISKIP .EQ. I) RETURN 
C 
C FINO THE LOCAL BEAM DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES FOR EACH SECTION 
C 
DO 300 I : I,NRHI 
IP : CI-I) * NC + I 
IlRITEC 6,305) I 
305 FORMAT(/,5X,'DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES FOR SECTION' ,I5,/) 
C 
C DEFINE SECTION ARRAYS FOR DISPL. AND FORCES 
C 
DO 301 J : 1,6 
SDISPL(J,I) : FOUT(J,II 
SDISPL(J+6,1) : FOUTCJ,I+l) 
SFORCE(J,l) : FOUT(J+6,I) 
301 SFORCE(J+6,l): FOUT(J+6,I+l) 
C 
C DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES FOR EACH BEAM 
C 
C 
DO 400 J : l,NC 
DO 401 K : 1,12 


































































+VERSION 1.3.0 101 HAY 80) STATIC SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.28 PAGE 4 
ISN 0094 401 RBIK~L) = RBEIK,L,J,I) 02657 
C 02658 
ISH 0095 CALL HAnlPYIRB,SDISPL,BDISPL,12,12,l) 02659 
ISH 0096 CALL HATMPYIRB,SFORCE,BFORCE,12,12,l) 02660 
C 02661 
ISN 0097 IPNC = IP + NC 02662 
IS~1 0098 WRITE16,404) J,IP,IPNC 02663 
ISN 0099 404 FORtlATl5X, 'BEAM' ,15,' DEFLECTIOIlS, EIID 1=' ,IS,' END 2=' ,IS) 02664 
ISH 0100 WRITEI6,402) IBDISPLIK,l),K=l,6) 02665 
ISN 0101 402 FORtlATI2X,'END l',6E12.5): 02666 
ISH 0102 WRITEI6,403) IBDISPLIK,l),K=7,12) 02667 
1St! 0103 403 FORMATl2X, 'END 2',6E12.5) 02668 
1St! 0104 WRITEI6,405) 02669 
1511 0105 405 FORMATl14X, 'FORCES') 02670 
ISH 0106 llRITE16,402) IBFORCEIK,l)'K=l,6) 02671 
1St! 0107 ~RITEI6,403) IBFORCEIK,l),K=7,12) 02672 
C 02673 
ISH 0108 400 IP = IP + 1 02674 
ISH 0109 300 CONTINUE 02675 
C 02676 
ISN 0110 WRITEI6,240) 02677 
ISH 0111 240 FORMATI/,5X,' THE STATIC SOLUTION',I,5X,'DISPL. AND ROTATIONS' ,I, 02678 
15X, 'U' ,lOX, 'V' ,lOX, ''-I' ,lOX, 'RX' ,lOX, 'RY' ,lOX, 'RZ' ,I) 02679 
ISN 0112 DO 250 I = l,HR 02680 
1St! 0113 250 WRITEI6,2601 IFOUTlJ,Il,J=I,6) 02681 
1St! 0114 260 FORMATl6EI2.5) 02682 
ISII 0115 lo<RITEI6,270) 02683 
ISH 0116 270 FORMATII,5X, 'FORCES AND M0I1EIHS',/,5X,'FX',10X,'FY',10X,'FZ', 02684 
110X,'MX',10X,'MY',10X,'HZ',/) 02685 
ISH 0117 DO 280 I = l,NR 02686 
ISH 0118 280 WRITEI6,260) IFOUTIJ,I),J=7,12) 02687 
C 02688 
C 02689 
1St! 0119 RETURH 02690 
ISH 0120 EIlD 02691 
*OPTIONS Itl EFFECT*NAtIEI HAlH) OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZEHlAX) AUTODBLI DBL4) 
*OPTIOIlS Itl EFFECT*SOW1CE EBCDIC !lOLIST HODECK OBJECT NOIiAP !lOFOR/1AT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC !lOANSF TERM IBM FLAG I I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEttEHTS = 119, PROGRAM SIZE = 7468, SUBPROGRAM NAME =STATIC 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GE!lERATED 
***;;l<* EllD OF CmtPILATION ****** 2988K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY SOl SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCEDI DATE 8Z.141/10.50.35 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBl(OBl41,SOURCE 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAIIEntAIN I OPTIMIZE( 3 I LItlE COUNT( 60 I SIZE( MAX I AUTODBl( DBl4 I 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT tlOlIAP tlOFCRMAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERrI IBM FLAG( I I 
I-' C OZ692 U1 
~ ISII OOOZ SUBROUTINE ZSTRES (ISEC,NC,SI1AXI OZ693*36 
C OZ694 
C THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS TIlE STRESS ANALYSIS FOR EACH COMPOSITE OZ695 
C BEAM IN THE SECTIOH OZ696 
C OZ697 
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAl*S(A-H,O-ZI 02698 
ISH 0004 comlOu ISTRSI RBE( 12, lZ, Z5, ZI I, FOUT( lZ, ZI I .Sl( Z5, 21 I ,SW( Z5, 21 I OZ699*34 
ISH 0005 COMtlOH IPlYlI PlY(ZI,25,71,TIIETA(7)'RHO(71 OZ700 
ISH 0006 COtltlOH IZCOEFI Ell (7 I, E2Z( 7 I, E33( 71,G12( 7 ),GZ3( 7 )'GI3( 71, 02701 
1 VIZ(71.VI3(71,V23(71 OZ702 
ISH 0007 CONtlON IREORDRI P(lZ,12)'PTI lZ,1Z) OZ703 
1St! 0008 COtIMOH IFAILI VV(421,TSAI(8,25) OZ704*35 
ISH 0009 COtltlOH IMODAll SIGtIA( 3,8,25) OZ705*35 
ISH 0010 OIMEHSION BDISPl(IZ,11.SDISPl(12,1).STRNI(6.1).STRN2(6.1) 02706 
ISH 0011 DItlEtlSION R( lZ.1Z). TRANS( 6,6) .STRl! 3.1) ,STR2( 3.1) OZ707*34 
ISI~ 0012 DIMENSION D3( 3.1 )'D4( 3.1 ),Q( 3.3 I • SIGNAl( 3, 1)' SIGttAZ13.1 I OZ708 
ISH 0013 DIt:ENSION TT(3,3I,SNAX(8) OZ709*35 
ISN 0014 DIMEIlSION TTRC 3. 3 I. TTlC 3. 3) .QBC 3.3 I ,QBH 3.3) OZ710*43 
C OZ711 
ISH 0015 TRANS(6.5) = -1. 02712 
C OZ713 
ISH 0016 DO 100 I = I.NC OZ714 
C OZ715 
C TRANSFER THE SECTION NODE DISPlACEtIENTS IH THE FOUT ARRAY OZ716 
C TO BEAM I OZ717 
C OZ718 
ISN 0017 DO 110 J = 1.12 OZ719 
ISN 0018 DO 110 K = 1.12 OZ720 
1St! 0019 110 RCJ.K) = RBE(J.K,I.ISEC) 02721*34 
C CAll MATPRNCR.12.12.' R ' ) 02722 
ISN 0020 DO 120 J = 1,6 OZ723 
IStl 0021 SDISPl(J,11 = FOUTCJ,ISEC) OZ724*41 
ISIl OOZZ 120 SDISPlCJ+6.11 = FOUTCJ,ISEC+l) OZ725*41 
C CAll M.oHPRNCSDISPl,IZ,l, 'SOlS') OZ726 
C OZ727 
ISH 0023 CAll MATMPYCR,SDISPl,BDISPl,12.12.1) OZ728 
C CAll MATPRIlCBDISPl.12,1,'BDIS') 02729 
C 02730*34 
C SHAPE FUNCTION COEFICIENT EVALUATION 02731*34 
C OZ73Z*34 
ISH 0024 Bl = Sl(I.ISECI 02733*34 
ISH 0025 Ul = BOISPl(I,I) 02734*34 
1St! 0026 VI = BOISPl(2,11 02735*34 
ISH 0027 loll = BOISPl(3,1l 02736*34 
ISH 0028 RXI = 6DISPl(4,1) 02737*34 
ISH 0029 RYI = BOISPlC5,1) OZ738*34 
ISN 0030 RZI = BDISPlC6,11 02739*34 
ISN 0031 UZ = BDISPl(7,1l OZ740*34 
ISH 0032 VZ = BOISPl(8,1l 02741*34 
ISH 0033 W2 = BOISPLC 9, 1) OZ742*34 
ISN 0034 RXZ = eOISPlCI0,11 02743*34 
ISI~ 0035 RY2 = BDISPlCl1,1) OZ744*34 






































































A2 = o. 
82 = ( U2 - U1 / 8L 
81 = O. 
C1 = 3. * (l.IZ WI) / 8L**2 + (Z.*RYI + RY2) I 8L 
01 = Z. * (WI 1-12) I BL**3 (RY1 + RYZ) I BL**Z 
B = o . 
C = 3. * (VZ VI) / BL**Z (Z.*RZI + RZ2) I BL 
0 = Z. * (VI VZ) I 8L**3 + (RZI + RZZ) I 8L**Z 
CALCULATE THE DEFLECTIOUS AND SLOPES AT lOX OF BEAM LENGTH 
X = 0.Z5 * SL(I.ISEC) 
BDISPL(7.1) = AZ + 8Z * X 
BDISPL(II.1) = -Z. * C1 * X - 3. * 01 * X**Z - 81 
8DISPl(lZ.1) 7 2. * C * X + 3. * 0 * x**z + B 
BEGIN LOOP FOR THE SEVEN LAYERS IN EACH BEAM 
T = O. 
DO 51 K = 1.7 
T = T + PLY(ISEC.I.K) 
Y = - T I Z. 
Z = SW(I,ISEC) I Z. 
DETERMINE THE RADIAL DEFLECTIONS AT THE BEAN CORNERS 
U1,UZ,U3,U4 
Ul = BDISPL(7.1) + T/Z. * BDISPL(12,1) - Z * BDISPL(ll,l) 
U2 = BDISPl(7,1l T/2. * BDISPL(12,1) Z * BDISPl( ll,l) 
U3 = 8DISPl( 7,1) T/Z. * BDISPL(12,1) + Z * BDISPL(ll,l) 
U4 = BDISPL(7.1) + T/2. * BDISPL(12,1) + Z * 8DISPL(11,11 
WRITE(6,5001 I,U1,UZ,U3,U4 
FORIIAnSX, '** BEAt!, CORNER DEFLECS. I ,I5,4E12.S1 
CORRESPONDING FILAMENT STRAWS, SX1,SX2,SX3,SX4 
SX1 = U1 I X 
SX2 = U2 / X 
SX3 = U3 / X 
SX4 = U4 I X 
~lRITE( 6,501) Sl( I, ISEC ),SX1 ,SX2 ,SX3 ,SX4 
FORMAn 5X, 'LENGTH ,CORtlER STRAIIlS' ,SE1Z.S) 
SLOPE OF STRAIN-THICKNESS LWE - SIDE Z = -SI-II2 SLOPEI 
Z = +51-1/2 SLOPE2 
SLOPE1 = ( SXZ - SX1 ) I T 
SLOPE2 = ( SX3 - SX4 I I T 
WRITE(6.S0Z1 SLOPE1,SlOPE2 
FORHAT(SX,'STRAIN-THICKNESS SlOPES'.2E12.5) 
LOOP TO SOLVE FOR LAYER STRESSES 
DO 200 LAYER = 1.8 

































































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 MAY 80) 
C 












































SIDEI = SLOPEI * TEFF + SXI 
SIDE2 = SLOPE2 * TEFF + 5X4 
~RITEI6.503) I.LAYER.T.Y.TEFF,SIDEI,SIDE2 
FORMATI5X.'BEAM,LAYER,T,Y,TEFF,SI.52',1.5X.215,5X.5EI2.5) 
YOLO = Y 
IFILAYER .GT. 7) GO TO 201 
Y = Y + PLYIISEC,I.LAYER) 
II = LAYER 
IFIll .GE. 5) II = II - I 
C DETERMINE THE LAMIHA GEOMETRIC STRAIN COMPONENTS ,EY AND EXY 
C TRANSFORMATION tlATRIX IS TT 
C TTl = TT INVERSE 
C TTR = TT TRANSPOSE 
C 
C 
CC = DCOSI THETAIII) 
SS = DSINI THETAIII) 
C2 = CC * CC 
S2 = SS * SS 
CS = CC * SS 
TTl I. 1 ) = C2 
TTII,2) = 52 
TTll,3) = 2. * CS 
TTI2.1) = S2 
TTl2.2) = C2 
TT12,3) = -2. * CS 
TTl 3 , I) = -CS 
TTl3.2) = CS 
TTI3.3) = C2 - S2 
DO 150 KK = 1.3 
DO 150 LL = 1,3 













TTll1,3) = -TTlll,3) 
TTI12,3) = -TTII2.3) 
TTII3.1) = -TTII3.1) 
TTII3.2) = -TTII3,2) 
DO 155 KK = 1,3 
DO 155 LL = 1.3 
TTRIKK.LL) = TTIILL,KK) 
CALL MATPRNITT.3.3,' TT ') 
CALL.MATPRNITTI.3.3,'TTI ') 
CALL MATPRNITTR,3.3,'TTR ') 
IFIEIIIII).EQ.O •• OR. PLYIISEC,I,II).EQ.O.) GO TO 300 
LAMINA STIFFNESS MATRIX • QU,J) 
V21 = VI2III) * E22III) 1 EIIIII) 
FACTOR = 1. - VI2III) * V21 
Q(1.1) = E11III) 1 FACTOR 






























































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) ZSTRES SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.35 PAGE 4 
ISII 0106 Q(1,3) = o. 02865 
IStl 0107 Q(2,!) = Ql1,2) 02866 
ISN 0108 Q(2,2) = E22(II) 1 FACTOR 02867 
IStl 0109 Q(2,3) = O. 02868 
1St! 0110 Q(3,!) = O. 02859 
1St! 0111 Q(3,2) = O. 02870 
ISH 0112 Q(3,3) = G12(11) 02871 
C 02872*43 
C ROTATED LAMINA STIFFNESS MATRIX, QB(I,J) 02873*43 
C 02874*43 
ISH 0113 CALL MATMPY(Q,TTR,QB1,3,3,3) 02875*43 
ISH 0114 CALL MATtIPYITTI ,QB1,QB, 3,3, 3) 02876*43 
C 02877*43 
ISN 0115 QFl = QB(l,2) - QB12,3) * QBl1,3) 1 QB13,3) 02878*43 
1St! 0116 QF2 = Q8(2.2) - QBI2.3) * QB12,3) 1 QB(3,3) 02879*43 
C 02880*43 
1St! 0117 STR1(l,l) = SIDE1 0288H,43 
ISII 0118 STRl(2,1) = -QF1 1 QF2 * SIDE1 02832*43 
ISII 0119 STRl(3,l) = IQ812,3)/Q813,3)*QF1/QF2-QBl1,3)/QB(3,3)) * SIDE1 02883*43 
C 02884*43 
ISN 0120 STR2(1.1) = SIOE2 02885*43 
ISH 0121 STR2(2,l) = -QF1 1 QF2 * SIOE2 02886*43 
ISH 0122 STR213,l) = (Q3(2,3)/QSI3,3)*QFI/QF2-QB(l,3)/QBI3.3)) * SIDE2 02887*43 
C 02888*34 
C HOLLOW LAYER - ZERO Q(I.J) 02889*34 
C 02890*34 
ISN 0123 GO TO 301 02891*34 
1St! 0124 300 CONTINUE 02892*34 
IStl 0125 DO 310 KK = 1,3 02893*34 
1511 0126 STRlCKK,l) = o. 02894*43 
IStl 0127 STR21KK,ll = O. 02895*43 
ISll 0128 DO 310 LL = 1,3 02896*34 
1St! 0129 QBIKK,LLl = O. 02897*43 
ISN 0130 310 Q(KK,LU = O. 02898*34 
1St! 0131 301 CQtITIIIUE 02899*34 
C CALL MATPRNIQ,3,3,' Q ' ) 02900*44 
C CALL MATPRNIQB,3,3,' ClB ') 02901*44 
C CALL ~IATPRNISTR1,3,l, 'STR1') 02902*44 
C CALL 1'IATPRIIISTR2,3,l, 'STR2') 02903*44 
C 02904*43 
C ROTATE LAMINA GEOMETRIC STRAINS TO FIBER AXIS 02905*43 
C 02906*43 
ISH 0132 CALL MATMPYITTR,STR1,03,3,3,l) 02907*44 
ISI~ 0133 CALL MATMPY(TTR.STR2,04,3,3,l) 02908*44 
C 02909*43 




C CALL MATPRNIQ,3,3.'QIJ ') 02914 
C 02915 
ISN 0134 CALL MATMPY(Q,03,SIG~IAl,3,3,l) 02916 
C 02917 
...... 
ISH 0135 CALL MATMPYIQ,04,SIGMA2,3,3,l) 02918 
U1 C CALL NATPRNI03,3,l,' 03 ') 02919*44 
'" C CALL MATPRNI04,3,1,' 04 ') 02920*44 C 02921 
C 02922*35 
C AVERAGE THE SIDE STRESSES - STORE IN SIGI1A 02923*43 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) ZSTRES SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.35 PAGE 5 
C 02924*35 
ISH 0136 DO 210 J = 1,3 02925*35 
1511 0137 210 SIGHA(J,LAYER,I) = (SIGHAlCJ,I) + SIGHA2(J,l)) / 2. 02926*35 
C 02927*35 ~ C WRITE(6,212) (SIGMA(JJ,LAYER,I),JJ=I,3) 02928*36 
()) C21Z FORHATl5X,3EIZ.5) 02929;<36 
C 02930 
I5tl 0138 200 CONTIUUE 02931 
ISH 0139 100 CONTINUE 02932 
C 02933 
C 02934*35 
C CALCULATE THE TSAI-WU FAILURE CRITERION FOR EACH LAYER OF EACH 02935*35 
C BEAM FOR THE SECTION 02936*35 
C 02937*35 
ISH 0140 CALL TSAUIU ( SIGMA.NC ) 02938*35 
C 02939*35 
C PICK OUT THE ~IAX TSAI-WU VALUE PER LAYER FOR ALL BEANS 0294011'35 
C 02941*35 
ISH 0141 DO 220 I = 1,8 02942*35 
ISN 0142 SMAX(I) = O. 02943*35 
ISH 0143 DO 220 J = I.NC 02944*35 
1511 0144 220 IF(SMAX(I) .LT. TSAHI,J)) SMAX(l) = TSAI(l.J) 02945*35 
C 02946*35 
C CALL MATPRH(SHAX.8,1.'SHAX') 02947*36 
ISH 0146 RETURN 02948 
IStl 0147 END 02949 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAME(NAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUUl(60) SIZE(HAX) AUTODBL(DBL4) 
*OPTIOIIS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT t:CNAP NOFeRl1AT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( 1) 
;fSTATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 146. PROGRAl1 SIZE = 5184, SUBPI'1OGRJ..tl NA~IE =ZSTRES 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSION 1.3.0 COl MAY 80) SYSTEI1I370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED CENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.49 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTI0l1S: AUTODBLC DBL4) ,SOURCE 
OPTIOIIS HI EFFECT: tlAI1ECtIAIN) OPTIllIZEC 3) LINECOUtm 60) SIZEC MAX) AUTODBLC DBL4) 




































C DETERMINE THE lAYER THICKHESS ,TH, ASSUMING THICKNESS 


















COMI10N IPLY11 PPlY(21,25,7),THETAC7),RHOC7) 
COMMON ILAYERI THC 7,25 )'BMASS( 25) ,BSPAN( 25 ),BWIDTHC 25) 
C0I1ttOll IWIEGIH 1 loll( 7) 
COIlltON IANAL331 DUM6(6) ,NCO ,NCK,DUI14(4) 
CotlllON /BlK 81 SltBC 21)' ITTLEC 18) ,DUmll1C 277) 
DII1EtlSIOH XC 1), YC 1) ,ZC 1)' THKC 1), TPC 7), n 1000) ,DIST( (5) 
DIt1E1lSION PLYC 7) 
IP = CII-I) It NC 
AVERAGED THICKNESS CALCULATION 
DO 100 I = l,NC 
IP = IP + 1 
TCIP) = (THKCIP) + THKCIP+NC)) 1 2. 
AVERAGE THE ? VALUES FOR EOTH ENDS TO FWD lAYER THICKNESS 
TOTAL = THKCIP) 
DO 101 J = 1,7 
101 THCJ,I) = PPlYCII,I,J) 
DETERMINE THE BEAN LENGTH 
xx = XCIP) - XCIP+NC) 
YY = YCIP) - YCIP+NC) 
ZZ = ZCIP) - ZCIP+NC) 
BSPANCI) =DSQRTCXX**2 + YY**2 + ZZ**2) 
AVERAGED WIDTH 
XX = XCIP) - XCIP+1) 
YY = YCIP) - YCIP+1) 
ZZ = ZCIP) - ZCIP+1) 
DISTCI) =DSQRTCXX**2 + YY**2 + ZZ**2) 
XX = XCIP+NC) - XCIP+NC+1) 
YY = YCIP+NC) - YCIP+NC+1) 
ZZ = ZCIP+NC) - ZC IP+NC+l) 
DISTCI) = CDISTCI) + DSQRTCXX**2 + YY**2 + ZZ**2)) / 2. 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C BEAN WIDTHS 
C 
HCMl = NC - 1 
IFCNCHI .EQ. 0) GO TO 201 



























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) THICK SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.50.49 PAGE 2 
IStl 0035 BllIDTH(NC) = DIST(NC-ll 03005 
ISH 0036 00 200 I = 2.NCMl 03006 
ISN 0037 200 BIiIDTH( Il = (DIST( I-ll + DISTU)) 1 2. 03007 
ISN 0038 201 COtITINUE 03008 
C 03009 
C BEAM MASS 03010 
C 03011 
ISN 0039 DO 300 I = 1.Ne 03012 
ISN 0040 BMASS(I) = O. 03013 
ISU 0041 AREA = BWIDTH( I) it BSPAH! Il 03014 
ISH 0042 DO 11 J = 1.7 03015 
ISH 0043 II BtIASS(Il = BttASS(I) + AREA * TH(J,I) it RHO(J) 03016 
ISII 0044 300 COUTINUE 03017 
C 03018 
C LAYER WIEGHT CALCULATION, RESULTS STORED IN WL(7) 03019 
C 03020 
1St! 0045 IF( ISKIP .GT. 1) RETURN 03021 
1St! 0047 IF( II .GT. 1) GO TO 400 03022 
ISH 0049 00 401 I = 1.7 03023 
ISN 0050 401 Wl(I) = O. 03024 
ISN 0051 IF(NCD .EQ. 2) GO TO 400 03025*47 
1St! 0053 WL(l) = RHO(l) it BSPAU(I) * 5MB(2)**2 it 0.15 03026*47 
1St! 0054 WL(I) = WL(I) 1 2. 03027*48 
ISH 0055 Wl(7) = WL(I) 03028*47 
1St! 0056 RETURN 03029*47 
IStl 0057 400 COtHIHUE 03030 
1St! 0058 00 410 J = I,NC 03031 
ISH 0059 DO 410 I = 1.7 03032 
IStl 0060 410 WUI) = WL!I) + RHO(I) * BSPAH(J) * BHIDTH(J) * TH(I.J) 03033 
ISH 0061 NRMI = NR - 1 03034*34 
ISN 0062 IF(II .EQ. NRMll CALL HATPRHUR.7.1.' Wl ') 03035*34 
C 03036 
ISH 0064 RETURN 03037 
1St! 0065 EIID 03038 
~OPTIOtIS IN EFFECT*UAl1EHtAIH) OPTIMIZE ( 3) LIHECCUNT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBUDBL4) 
~OPTIONS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC tlOLIST NODECK OBJECT NOt1AP IlOFORfIAT GOSTtH NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 64. PROGRAM SIZE = 9726. SUBPROGRAM NAtlE = T1!ICK 
IISTATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GEIlERATED 








+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIOIlS: 
~IAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
AUTODBl(DBl4) ,SOURCE 
DATE 82.141/10.50.56 PAGE 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: N~ME(lIAIN I OPTItIIZE( 3) lINECOUNT( 60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUDBl4) 


















SUBROUTINE TSAIWU ( SIGI1A.NC 
INPlICIT REAl*S(A-H.O-Z) 
THE TSAI-WU FAILURE CRITERION IS EVALUATED 







COtlMON IFAIll Xl T( 7) ,X1C( 7) ,X2H 7) ,X2C( 7) .S6P( 7) .S6H( 7). TSAI( 8.25 )03045*35 
DIMENSlotl SIGNA( 3,8.25) .FlI 8). F2( 8) .F6( 8). FIll 8). F22( 8). F66( 8) 03046*35 
DItIENSlotl F12( 8) 03047*35 
DETERMINE THE COEFFICIENTS 
L = 0 
DO 100 I = 1.8 
L = L + 1 









ISH 0012 Fl(I) = 1.IXIT(L) - 1./XlC(L) 03056*35 
ISH 0013 F2(I) = 1./X2T(L) - 1./X2C(L) 03057*35 
1St! 0014 F6(I) = l.lS6?( Ll - l.lS61'1( Ll 0305S*35 
ISH 0015 Fll(I) = I. I XlT(L) I XlC(L) 03059*35 
1St! 0~16 F22(I) = 1. I X2T(L) I X2C(L) 03060*35 
ISH 0017 F66(I) = 1. I S6P(Ll 1 S61HLl 03061*35 
ISH 0018 100 F12(I) = -DSQRT( F1l(I) * F22(I) 03062*35 
C CALL MATPRH(Fl.8.l.' Fl ') 03063*36 
C CALL HATPRN(F2.8.1.' F2 ') 03064*36 
C CALL MATPRIIIF6.8.l.' F6 ') 03065*36 
C CALL ~IATpmIlFll,8.l.'Fll ') 03066*36 
C CALL HATPRN(F22.8,1.'F22 ') 03067*36 
C CALL MATPRtIlF66.8,l. 'F66 ') 0306S*36 
C CALL MATFRH(F12.8.l.'F12 ') 03069*36 
C 03070*35 
C BEGIN LOOP FOR EACH LAYER OF EACH BEAM 03071*35 
C 03072*35 
1St! 0019 DO 110 J = 1.NC 03073*35 
ISH 0020 DO 110 I = 1.S 03074*35 
1St! 0021 110 TSAI(I.J) = FlII) * SIGMA(l.I.J) + F2(I) * SIGtIA(2.I.J) + 03075*35 
1 F6(I) * SIGHA(3.I.J) + FIl(I) * SIGMA(l,I,J)**2 + 03076*35 
2 F22(I) * SIGIIA(2,I,JH,l!2 + F66(I) * SIGNA(3.I,J)**2 03077*35 
3 + FI2(I) * SIGtIAU,I,J) * SIGI1A(2,I.J) 03078*35 
C CALL MATPRt!(TSAI,8.25,'TSAI') 03079*36 
C 03080*35 
ISH 0022 RETURN 03081*35 
ISII 0023 Elm 030132*35 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*tlAHE( MAItI) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUIH( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU DBL4) 
i!OPTIOIIS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC tmLIsT NODECK OBJECT HmlAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlEllTS = 22. PROGRAH SIZE = 1112. SUBPROGRAH NAME =TSAWU 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTICllS: 
HAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
AUTODBLIDBL4).SOURCE 
OPTIGllS IN EFFECT: NAtIEItIAIN) OPTIIUZEI 3) LINECOUNTI 60) SIZEIt1AX) AUTOOBU DBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NOOECK OBJECT N0I1AP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF 
C 
ISH 0002 SUBROUTINE WARPIISEC.NR,NC) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WARPING TERI1S REQUIRED FOR THE 
C WARPING FUUCTION OF A THIN SECTIotl- THE VALUES WILL BE USED 
C IN SUSROUTItlE RBE - ISEE THE THEORY OF ELASTIC STABILITY. 
C TIMOSHENKO AHD GERE) 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8IA-H,O-Z) 
DATE 82.141/10.51.01 PAGE 









COMMON ISC/XSC( 21). YSC( 21) .ZSCI 21) .ALPHA( 21) .SECIPI 21) .SECAI 21 ) 










































































COt1l10N ILAYERI THI 7.25) ,Bf1ASS( 25) , BSP#II25 ) .BIIIOTH( 25) 
COtli'lON /WARPPI IlSI26.21),RNI25.21),RTTI25.211 
COlltlON ICOORD1/ CLOCAU3.3,1000) 
OIHENSION RT(26). THETAI 26) .SSI 25) .11551 25) .nOUT(26) 
OItIEtlSION SIGN I 25) 
C ARC LENGTH VARIABLE , S • AND SS. 
C SS: CUIiULATIVE ARC LENGTH FOR ElEMENT INTERVALS 
C 
55(1) : BWIOTHll) 
00 60 I : 2.NC 
60 SSI Il : SSII-ll + BUIDTHI Il 
C CALL HATPRNISS.25.1. ' SS ') 
C 
C DETERMINE THE VALUE • WS • BEGIWUNa AT THE LEADING EDGE 
C - MUST ALSO CALCULATE TIlE pmPENDICULAR OISTAI1CES FROiI THE 
C TANSEHT .RT AND FROt1 THE NORMAL.RII TO THE SHEAR CENTER 
C WS : EVALUATED AT HODE POIHTS 
C WSS : EVALUATED AT INTERVAL ENOS 
C 
NODE: IISEC-l) * NC + 1 
00 100 I : I.NC 
C SOTTOtt LAYER OF SECTIOIl ISEC 
RX : XSCIISEC) - X(NODE) 
C 
RY : YSCIISEC) - YINODE) 
RZ : ZSCIISEC) - ZINODE) 
RHAG : OSQRTI RX**2 + RY**2 + RZ**2 ) 
IF( RMAG .EQ. 0.) GO TO 50 
RX : RX / RI1AG 
RY : RY / RNAG 
RZ : RZ / RtiAG 
C ANGLE BETWEEN VECTORS R AND LOCAL Z • THETA 
C 
50 ARG: RX * CLOCALI3,I.NOOE) + RY * CLOCALI3.2.NODE) + 
1 RZ * CLOCAL(3.3,NODE) 
THETAII) : DARCOS( ARG ) 
C 
C DETERMINE TIlE DIRECTION OF SUEEP. Cil OR CCW. FOR THE SIGN ON 
C WSS - NOTE: THIS CHECK USES THE COORDINATE POINTS NOT TIlE 
C SIDES ON THE BEAN • SO THE CHECK IS APPROXIMATE 
C 
IFII .EQ. NC) SIGNII) : SIGHlI-1) 























































C VI CROSS V2 - THE RESULTANT X CotlPCNENT SETS SIGN OF, SIGN. 
C XCOtlP GT. O. - SIGN = 1 































XCOHP = V1Y * V2Z - VIZ * V2Y 
SIGIH Il = 1. 
IF!XCotIP • LT. 0.) SIGtH Il = -1. 
~!RITE( 6 ,111) I ,NC, SIGIH I) 
FORaAT! 5X, 'I ,NC ,SIGH( I)' ,215, E12.5) 
CONTINUE 
RN!I,ISEC) = -RMAG * DCOS! THETAII) 
RT! I ) = RtlAG * DSItH THETA! I) 
RTTII,ISEC) = RT!I) * SIGN!I) 
ROUT( 1) = RIll I, ISEC) 
IFI I .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 101 
WSS!I) = WSSII-I) + SIGNII) * RTII) * (SSI1) - SSII-1)) 
GO TO 100 
CONTINUE 
WSSII) = SIGH!I) * RTII) * SS!I) 
WRITE!6,112) I,SIGHII),WSS!I) 
FORHAT!5X,'I,SIGN(I),WSS(I)',I5,2EI2.5) 
NODE = NODE + I 
WRITEI6,52) IWSSIII),II=l.NC) 
FaRHAT! 5X, E10. 4) 
CALL MATPRNIROUT,26,l,' RN ') 
CALL tIATPRHIRT,26,l,' RT ') 
CALL tIATPRNITHETA,26,I,'THET') 
CALL tlATPRIII SIGH, 25,1, 'SIGH' ) 
CALCULATE THE AREA 
AREA = O. 
NODE = IISEC-I) * NC + 1 
DO 110 I = I,NC 
AREA = AREA + TINODE) * BWIDTH(I) 
NODE = NODE + 1 
WRITEI6,53) AREA 
FORMATI5X,'AREA=',EI2.5) 
AVERAGE ~IARPING , WSBAR 
WSBAR = O. 
NODE = IISEC-I) * NC + 1 
DO 200 I = 2,NC 
NODE = NODE + 1 
SSS = 55(1) - 5511-1) 
WSBAR = WSBAR + T! 110DEl * I WSSI Il + WSSII-ll) / 2. * SSS 
ADO THE FIRST TERti AND DIVIDE BY THE TOTAL AREA 




































































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) WARP SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.51.01 PAGE 3 
ISN 0063 WSBAR = WSBAR + TINODE) * WSSIl) 1 2. * 55(1) 03197 
C54 FORI1ATI 5X. 'I:SBAR' • EI2.5) 03198 
ISU 0064 USBAR = USBAR 1 AREA 03199 
C IlRITEI6.54) USBAR 03200 
C 03201 
C FINAllY CALCULATE THE WARPItlG VALUE FOR RADIAL DISPlACEMENT.WS 03202 
C WS= WSBAR- ~:S , NOTE ;THIS IS NOT CONPlETE BECAUSE NO TUIST 03203 
C GRADIENT HAS BEEN USED 03204 
C 03205 
1511 0065 WS(l,ISEC) = W5BAR - W5S(l) / 2. 03206 
lSI! 0066 DO 300 I = 2 .~IC 03207 
ISH 0067 300 WSII.ISEC) = WSBAR - IWSSII) + W5SII-l» 1 2. 03208 
C URITEI6.52) (WSIII,ISECI,II=I,NC) 03209 
C 03210 
C 03211 
ISH 0068 RETURN 03212 
1St! 0069 END 03213 
*OPTIOllS III EFFECT*NAlIEII1AINl OPTINIZE(3) LlNECOUNT(60) SIZE(NAX) AUTODBLlDBl4) 
*OPTIOflS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST tlODECK OBJECT N0I1AP NOFORNAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERN IBN FLAG I II 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 68, PROGRAN SIZE = 2582, SUBPROGRA~I NAI1E = ~IARP 
*STATISTICSl< NO DIAG/JOSTICS GENERATED 






tVERSION 1.3.0 101 MAY 80) SYSTEMl370 FORTRAN H EXTEHDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.51.05 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBLIDBL4),SOURCE 
OPTIOnS Itt EFFECT: NAtlE l1iAIN) OPTIMIZE (3) LINECOUH1(60) SIZE I MAX) AUTODBLI DBL4) 




















































DATA SET U498DHOLLO AT LEVEL 003 AS OF 12/10/81 
DATA SET U498110LL014 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 10/30/81 
SUBROUTINE HOLLOW(DLE,DTE,DROOT,DTIP,TTI,TBT,NC,NR) 
THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE LAYER THICKNESSES FOR EACH BEAM 
ALSO FOUHD ARE THE BEAM LENGTH, BSPAN, AND TUE WIDTH, BWIDTH 
111PLICIT REAL*8 I A-H ,O-Z) 
COl'II'ION ILAYERI TH( 7,25) ,BMASS( 25) , BSPAtU 25) , BWIDTHI 25) 
COttllON IIHPUTTI X( 1000), Y( 1000) ,ze 1000),111000) 
CotUlOH IPLYlI PLY(21,25,7),THETAI7)'RHO(7) 
COtll'lON IHOLEI IHOLE 
DIMENSION 0151(25) 
A = CHORDWISE DISTANCE OF HOLLOW SECTION PENETRATION OF A BEAN 
B = SAtlE AS A BUT IN THE SPAN DISRECTION 
RBOT = RADIAL DISTANCE TO BOTTori OF CAVITY 
RTIP = RADIAL DIAT.t.NCE TO TOP OF CAVITY 
CHECK FOR THE CAVITY EXISTENCE 
IHOLE = 0 
CAVITY = OLE + DTE t DROOT + DTIP 
IFI CAVITY .EQ. O. ) GO TO 150 
GO TO 151 
150 URMI = tlR - 1 
DO 160 I = I,NRNl 
tlODE = (I-I) * NC + 1 
DO 160 J = 1,NC 
TAVE = (TINODE) t TINODEtNC)) 1 2. 
PLYII,J,l) = TAVE 1 2. 
PLYII,J,2) = O. 
PLYII,J,3) = O. 
PLYII,J,4) = O. 
PLYII,J,5) = O. 
PLYII,J,6) = O. 
PLY(I,J,7) = TAVE / 2. 
160 NODE = NODE + 1 
RETURN 
151 CONTINUE 
RBOT = X(NC/2) + DROOT 




NRM1 = IIR - 1 
DO 100 I = I,NRM1 
NODE = (I-I) * NC + 1 
NODE1 = NODE 
CIIORD = O. 
C 







































































































xx = XH:ODE) - XINODE+NC) 
YY = YINCDE) - YIUODE+NC) 
ZZ = ZIHODE) - ZINODE+NC) 
BSPANIJ) = DSQRTIXX**2 + YY**2 + ZZ**2) 
CALL ~IATPRHIBSPAN,25,I, 'SPAN') 
AVERAGED WIDTH, BWIDTH 
xx = XINODE) - XINODE+l) 
YY = YINODE) - YINODE+l) 
ZZ = ZINODE) - ZINODE+ll 
DISTIJ) = DSQRTIXX**2 + YY**2 + ZZ**2) 
XX = XINODE+NC) - XINODE+NC+l) 
YY = YINODE+NC) - YINODE+NC+l) 
ZZ = ZINODE+NC) - ZItIODE+NC+ll 
DISTIJ) = IDISTIJ) + DSQRTIXX**2 + YY**2 + ZZ**2)) 1 2. 
110 NODE = NODE + 1 











Hcm = NC - 1 
IF(NCMl .EQ. 0) GO TO 201 
6WIDTHll) = DISTIl) 
BIHDTHINC) = DISTlNC-1) 
DO 111 JJ = 2,NCM1 
BIUDTHIJJ) = IDISTlJJ-ll + DIST(JJ)) 1 2. 
CALL MATPRNIBWIDTH,25,l, '~IDTH') 
CONTINUE 
DO 112 JJ = l,NC 
CHORD = CHORD + BIUDTHI JJ) 
WRITEI6,131) I,CHORD 
FORMATI5X,'STATION, CHORD',I5,5X,EI2.5) 
00 100 J = l,NC 
NODE = NODE + 1 
IFIXINODE+NC) .LE. RBOT) GO TO 10 
IFIXINODE+NC) .GT. R60T .AIID. XHlODE+NC) .LE. RTIP) GO TO 20 
IFIXINODEtNC) .GT. RTIP) GO TO 30 
C THIS RADIAL SECTION IS SOLID 
C 
10 B = O. 
GO TO 50 
C 
C THIS RADIAL SECTION IS HOLLOW I SOLID 
C 
C 
20 B = BSPANIJ) 
IFIXINODE) .LT. RBOT) B = XINODE+NC) - RBOT 
IFIIHOLE .EQ. 0) IHOLE = I 
GO TO 50 
C THIS RADIAL SECTION IS NEAR THE TIP, HAY INCLUDE SOME HOLLOW 
C 
30 B = o. 


































































































(01 MAY 80) HOLLOW SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C NOW BEGIN CHORD WISE SEARCH FOR - A - DINEIISIOH 
C 
e 
IF(B .GT. 0.) GO TO 60 
GO TO 61 
e THIS IS A HOLLOl-l BEAN 
C 
60 CDIST = O. 
DO 120 JJ = I,J 
120 COIST = eDIST + BWIDTH(JJ) 
C 
C CDIST = DISTANCE FROM LE TO BEAM (J) 





























eTE = CIlORO - OTE 
IF(COIST .LE. OLE) GO TO 61 
IF(CDIST .GT. DLE .ANo. CoIST .LE. CTE) GO TO 62 
CoISTI = CoIST - BWIoTH(J) 
IFICoISTl .LT. CTE .AtlD. CDIST .GT. eTE) GO TO 63 
IFICDISTI .GT. CTE) GO TO 64 
SOLID LE SECTIOH 
A = O. 
GO TO 65 
HOLLOW 1 SOLID SECTION - LE 
A = CDIST - OLE 
IF(A .GT. BWIDTH(J)) A = BWIDTH(J) 
GO TO 65 
HOLLOW I SOLID SECTION - TE 
A = CTE - CDISTl 
GO TO 65 
SOLID TE SECTION 
A = O. 
eOIlTWUE 
DEFItlE THICKNESS OF EACH LAYER IN BEAt! (J) 
IF(B .EQ. O •• OR. A .EQ. 0.) GO TO 80 
TAVE = (T(NOoE) + T(NODE+NC)) I 2. 
TCIlECK = TAVE - 2. * TTl - 2. * TBT 
IFITCIlECK) 90,90.95 
NO HOLLOW SECTION DUE TO MIIUHUI1 THICKNESS 
TCIlEKI = TAVE - 2. * TTl 
IF(TCHEKl) 91,91,92 
TTll = TAVE 1 2. 




































































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) HOLLOW SYSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHAtlCED) DATE 8Z.141/10.51.05 PAGE 4 
ISII Oll6 TIIOL = O. 00173 
ISH 0117 GO TO ZOO 00174 
ISH 0118 9Z TBTI = TCHEKI / Z. 00175 
ISH 0119 TTl1 = TTl 00176 
15U 0120 THOL = O. 00177 





























ISH 0138 100 
C 
HOLLOW SECTION THICKIIESS IS NONZERO 
niOL = A * B / BIUDTH( J) / BSPAH! J) * TCHECK 
TBTI = A * B / BHIDTH(J) / BSPAH(J) * TBT 
TTII = TAVE - THOL - Z. * TBTI 
TTIl = TTIl / 2. 
GO TO ZOO 
SOLID SECTION - ALL TITANIUM 
TTIl = !T(NODE) + TlNODEttIC)) / 4. 
TBT! = o. 
THOL = O. 
COHTINUE 
~RITE(6,132) I,J,A,B 
FORI1ATl5X, 'STATIOtl,BEAM,A,B' ,ZI5,ZE12.5) 
FLY(I,J,l) = TTII 
PLY(I,J,Z) = TBTI 
PLY(I,J,3) = o. 
PLY(I,J,4) = THOL 
PLYlI,J,5) = o. 
PLY(I,J,6) = TSTI 


































ISH 0139 RETURH 00Z09 
IStl 0140 END 00Z10 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAHE(I1AIN) OPTIHIZE(3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZE(HAX) AUTOD8UDBL4) 
*OPTIO:1S It! EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT tlOlIAP NOFORtlAT GOSTI1T NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBH FLAG( 1) 
l,3TATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI'IEHTS = 139, PROGRAM SIZE = 2480, SU8PROGRAI1 NAME =HOLLOtJ 
*STt.TISTICS* lla DIAGllaSTICS GEIIERATED 







+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 ~tAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.51.11 PAGE I 
REQUESTED O?TIOIIS: AUTODBU DBL4). SOURCE 













































DATA SET U498DBl'IFIT AT LEVEL 003 AS OF 11/02181 
DATA SET T9266nFIT AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 05125179 
SUBROUTINE BMFIT2 ( X. Y. YPI. YPN. H. IP. A. B. C. 0 
DIMEHSIOH X(U). YIN). A(N). B(N). C(N). D(H) 
IF ( N - 2 ) 10. 30. 40 
10 WRITE (6.20) H 
20 FORMAT UI. 48H THE NUI1BER OF DATA POINTS IS LESS THAH 2. 
GO TO 240 
30 0(1) = 0.0 
C( 1) = 0.0 
40 
6(1) = ( Y(2) - Y(l) ) / ( X(2) - X(I) ) 
A( 1) = YU) 
GO TO 240 
C(l) = X(2) - X(l) 
tH=H-1 
U2=H-2 



















C H(I) = XCI+1) - XII) 00019 
C LAtlBOA(I) = H(I) / ( H(I-I) + H(!) ) 00020 
C SOlI) = 6.* C(Y(I+1)-YCI))/HCI) - CYCI)-Y(I-1))/H(I-1))/(H(I-1)+H(I))00021 
C 00022 
CCI) = X(I+l) - XCI) 00023 
0(1) = C(I) / C C(I-1) + C(I) ) 00024 
A(I) = 6.* «Y(I+1)-Y(I))/C(I)-(Y(I)-Y(~-1))/CCI-1))/CCCI-l)+CCI))00025 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERttIHE END CONDITIONS AND SET LEFT END CONDITIOH 
C S = D(N) 
C R = C(H) 
C SO(I) = AU) 









OW) = 0.0 
CW) = 0.0 
IF ( IP - 20 ) 110. 60. 70 
D(ll = 0.0 
A( I) = YP1 + YP1 
GO TO 160 
IF ( IP - 30) 90. 80. 100 
0(1) = -2. * ( C(l) + C(2) ) / C(2) 
A(1) = 0.0 
CCN) = ( C(l) + CU) ) / C(2) 
GO TO 160 
D(ll = 0.0 
All) = YP1 + YP1 
IF ( IP - 22 ) 170. 180. 190 
D(ll = -2. * ( C(ll + C(2) ) / C(2) 
A(l) = 0.0 
C(N) = ( C(1) + C(l) ) / C(2) 
IF ( IP - 32 ) 170. 180. 190 
IF ( IP - 10 ) 140. 120. 130 
D(l) = 1.0 
































































101 IIAY 80) BHFIT2 SYSTEt1l370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED I EtUIAHCEO) 
GO TO 160 
130 DIll = 1.0 
All) = I IY(2)-Yll))/Cll) - YPI 
IF I IP - 12 ) 170, 180, 190 
140 OIl) = -YPI - YPI 
150 
C 
AU) = 0.0 
IF I IP - 2 ) 150, 180, 190 
IF I IP ) 300, 160, 170 
C PERIODIC SPLINE 
C 
C LAM8DAIN) = Hll) / I Hll) + HIN-I) 
C 















00068 300 DIN) = CII) / I CINl) + Cll) ) 
C 00069 








B(2) = I 0(2) - 1. ) / 2 
A(2) = A(2) / 2 
0(2) = -0(2) / 2 
C S(I) = SII-ll*ILAI'IBOA(I)-1.) /12.*QII-1l*11.-LAI180AIIl)) 
C UIIl = ISO(I)-U(I-1I*11.-LAI180AIIl)) / 12.*QII-1I*1l.-LAH8DAII))) 




DO 310 I = 3, Nl 
BII) = IBlI-l)*IOII)-I.)) I 12.+011-1)*(1.-011))) 
All) = IAII)-AII-I)*II.-0II))) / 12.iOII-l)*ll.-0II))) 










= QIN-l) + SIN-I) 
= UIN-l) 
= QIK) * TIK+I) + SIK) 




BINI) = OINl) + BINI) 
OINll = AWl! 
DO 320 I = 2, N2 
K = N - I 
BIK) = OIK) * BIK+l) + BIK) 
OIK) = OIK) * OIK+l) + AIK) 
CONTINUE 
C MIN) = 
C 
I SOIN) - VIH-ll + LA~IBOActn * ( VW-ll - V(2) ) ) / I 2. + 

































00104 C HIll = 
C 00105 




All) = AIH) 00107 
DO 330 I = 1, N2 00108 
K = H - I 00109 
MIK) = TIK) * MIN) + VIK) 












+VERSIOI4 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) BMFITZ SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.51.11 
00114 1511 0072 330 CmlTINUE 

































C SET RIGHT END COlIOITIOH 
C TAU = BIH) 







BIN) = -YPN - YPH 
AUI) = 0.0 
GO TO 200 
BIN) = 1.0 
AIN) = ( YPN - lYlN)-YUIl»/ClNl) ) * 16. 1 C(NI) ) 
GO TO 200 
B(N) = 0.0 
AIN) = YFN + YPN 
GO TO 200 
BIN) = -2. * I I CINll + C(N-2) ) 1 C IN-2) ) 
AIN) = 0.0 
DIN) = ( C(NI) + CINl) ) 1 CIN-2) 
C G( 1) = 
C W( 1) = 
C G(2) = 
C W(2) = 
C 
ILAMBDA(I)*SO(2)-2.*SO(I» 1 (LAMBDA(1)*II.-LAMBDAI2»-4.) 
(LAtIBDA( 1 )*LAMBDA(2)-Z.*R) 1 (LAtteDAI 1 )*( l.-LA!!I:DAIZ) )-4.) 
ISD(2)-G(I)*II.-LAMBDA(Z») 1 2. 
(LAMBOAI2)-WII)*11.-LAHBDAI2») 1 2. 
c 




(011)*A(2)-AII)-AII» 1 10(1)*(1.-012»-4.) 
10(1)*0IZ)-CIN)-CIN» 1 10(1)*11.-012»-4.) 
(AI2)-AII)*II.-D(Z») 1 Z. 
10(2)-Bll)*II.-012») 1 2. 
C GIl) = ISOIIl-G(I-1)*II-LAMBOAIIl» 1 12-WlI-ll*ll-lAtlSOAIIl)) 




DO 210 I = 3. NI 
A(I) = (AII)-A(I-I)*(I.-OII») 1 (Z.-B(I-l)*(I.-0(I») 
B(I) = 0(1) 1 (2.-B(I-l)*(I.-DII») 
CONTINUE 
C MIN) = ( SO(N)-S*IGIN-2)-W(N-2)*GIN-l»-TAU*GIN-l) ) 1 ( 2-(TAU-S* 
C WUI-2))*tHN-ll ) 










































A(H) = I AIH) - DIN) * I A(N2) - B(N2) * AINl) 
1 1 I 2. - ( B(N) - DIN) * B(N2) ) * B(NI) ) 
DO 220 I = I. N2 
K = N - I 






A(K) = AIK) - BIK) * A(K+I) 
CONTINUE 
C M(I) = GIl) - W(l) * M(3) 
C 
A(I) = A(I) - BII)*A(3) 
C 
C COtlPUTE COEFFICIENTS 
C 













C 0(1) = I MII+I) - MIl) 





+VEflSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) BMFIT2 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.51.11. PAGE 4 
C CII) = NIl) 1 2 00173 
CAlI) = Y(I) 00174 
C 00175 
ISH 0101 DII) = A(I+l) - A(I) ) 1 ( 6. * C(I) ) 00176 
ISH 0102 B(I) = ( YII+I)-Y(I) ) 1 CII) - I AII+I)+A(I)+A(I) ) *(CII) 1 6. )00177 
ISII 0103 CII) = AlI) 1 2 00178 
ISII 010ct AlI) = YCI) 00179 
ISH 0105 230 CONTINUE 00180 
I~N 0106 240 RETURN 00181 
1511 0107 EIIO 00182 
*OPTIONS m EFFECT*NANEIMAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) lINECOUHT(60) SIZEIMAX) AUTOCBLCOBl4) 
*OPTIOIIS Itl EFFECTliSOUflCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OBJECT lim-lAP NO FORMAT GOSHIT NQXREF NOAlC tlOMISF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
ltSTATISTICS* SOURCE STATEflENTS = 106, PROGRAII SIZE = 2398, SUBPROGRAM NA~IE =BtlFIT2 
*STATISTICS·:+ NO DIAGNOSTICS GEI~ERATED 
*,,It*** END OF COtlPILATION ****** 2984K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGHOSTICS THIS STEP 
I·:: 
, F64-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED MAP.LIST.LET ••• SIZE=(256K.36K) 






COHTROL SECTION EHTRY 
NAtlE ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAtlE LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
STAEBL 00 22A5C 
BBIP 22A60 1864 
BIRDF 242C8 42C 
BCOORD 246F8 2CE 
BEAM 249C8 2706 
COR02R 271AO A1C 
ESTIFF 276CO 50A 
EXllECK 28000 l2F2 
FRPl"1 293C8 2C2 
HOl.ZER 29690 AE8 
INPUT 2A178 3A8 
KOGG 2A520 9FO 
LAflINA 2AFlO 9FA 
LAtlIlH 2B910 39A 
LOf..02 2BCBO 77E 
MATADD 2C430 lB4 
tlATI1PY 2C5E8 232 
MATPRH 2C820 2lE 
HUN 2CA40 50E 
tl00tlAS 20020 40A 
t!OOSTR 20430 4C2 
PARHl 20aF8 37A 
PP1 20C78 216 
RBE2 2DE90 508 
SECTH 2E468 4390 
SHAPE 327F8 340 
SI:ULT 32638 100E 
STABEL 33848 12E58 
STATIC 469AO 102C 
ZSTRES 48600 1440 
TIIICK {,'>BlO 25FE 
TSAU:U 4C110 458 
l-l.!.RP 4C568 A16 
HOLLm~ 4CF80 980 
WFIT2 40930 95E 
, .... IHOLASCN* 4E290 267 
IH$DARCS 4E290 DAR COS 4E290 IH$DARSH 4E2A8 DARSIH 4E2A8 
IHOLATN2* 4E4F8 278 
t-' DATAN2 4E4F8 IH$DATA2 4E4F8 DATAN 4E5l0 IH$DATAN 4E510 
'-I IHOLCOS * 4E770 280 w 
DCOS 4E770 IIl$OCOS 4E770 
" . 
NAtlE ORIGIN LEI/GTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAtlE LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
IHOLSIN * 4E9FO 2FO 
I-' DSIH 4E9FO lH$DSIN 4E9FO 
...., lHOLSQiH* 4ECEO 170 
~ DSQRT 4EeEO lH$DSQRT 4EeEO 
ItlOLTtICT* 4EE50 2FO 
OCOTAN 4EE50 lH$DCOTH 4EE50 DTAN 4EE72 lH$DTAN 4EE72 
QDTAN 4F02C 
FIOEXEC * 4F140 14EE 
TYPSTK$ 4F8SF VALSTK$ 4F918 FOESET 4F9CC FlOeOVER 4F9D4 
FOXCALL 4FE5E FCRASH 50056 
FIOPRET * 50630 3500 
FlOPRETC 50630 FIOPRETS 50656 FIOPRETI 53100 FlODCB6 53140 
FOXCOUtlT 534A8 FSYSUNIT 534BO 
FIOCotIPL* 53330 2846 
DYtlMENT 53850 VARCONP 5387A 
IHOECotIH* 56378 E54 





IHOCOtlH21f 577FO AD4 
SEQOASO 57806 
IHOFCVTH* 582C8 CEA 
AOCON; 582C8 FCVAOUTP 58334 FCVLOUTP 5834C FCVZOUTP 58364 
FCVIOUTP S837C FCVEOUTP 58364 FCVCOUTP 58334 AOCmU; 58AB8 
AOCONO:; 58AD4 ItIT6st:CH 5BFB1 
IHOEFNTH* 58FB8 800 
ARITH# 58FB8 AOJSUTeH 5954C 
IHOlEXP * 597B8 30C 
OEXP 59788 lH$DEXP 597B8 
IIIOEFIOS* 59B98 lI8C 
FIOeS# 59898 FlOCSBEP 59B9E 
lfiOFIOS2* 5A028 642 
IIIOERRlt * 56370 624 
ERRtlOH 5B370 lHOERRE 56388 
lHOUATBl* 56998 328 
lfiOUOPT * 56CCO 4C8 
IIIOFeOHl* 5C188 416 
FQCONI# 5C188 
IHOFCONO* 5C5AO 8B8 
FQCON03 5C5AO 
lHOETRCH* 5CE58 2AE 
llIOTRCH 5CES8 ERRTRA 5CE60 
PtIPOSTOP* 50108 128 
IHOFTEN * 50230 220 
FTEN# 50230 
BlKC~1 50450 6904 
BlK2 63058 20 
BlK4 63078 2C 
BlK7 630A8 4EC 
BlK12 64298 348 
BlKAA 645EO 348 






HAIlE ORIGIH LENGTH NAtlE LOCA nON NAIIE LOCATION 
BLI<A 652CO 348 
BLK9 65608 348 
WPUTT 65950 7000 
SC 60650 3FO 
AtlAL33 6DA40 58 
FAIL 6DA98 790 
SItAXX 6E228 140 
tlODALl 6E368 3870 
BLK15 7lBD8 FAO 
COORDl 72B78 11940 
BU(3 844B8 30 
BC 844E8 128 
BSTIFF 84610 900 
ESTIF 84F10 180 
LAYER 85090 700 
REOflOR 85860 900 
QIJ 86160 IF8 
STIFF 86358 7AAO 
STRS BDDF8 96330 
PLYl 124128 7348 
ZCOEF 12B470 IF8 
HSTIFF 128668 6300 
STATC 131968 61EO 
CALCA 137B48 50C8 
RBE 13CC10 900 
MODAL 130510 12CO 
UARPP 13E7DO 31EO 
BlKAC 141980 16800 
OSTIFF 1581BO B400 
TRANS 163550 SE8 
HOLE 163898 4 
IIIEGHT 163BAO 38 
EIITRY ADDRESS 00 
TOTAL LENGTH 163808 
***;;U-i982024 NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
AUTHORIZATION CODE IS O. 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY 
IW0132 ERROR - snlBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERHAL REFERENCE • 
















PROGRAMS AUD ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 1975 BY PAtlSOPHIC SYSTEMS. INCORPORATED 
++~IRITE WOP.K,U498SFOD 
***** ABOVE ACTIOtI SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++~RITE lmRK, U493SAHLIZ 
***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++WRITE WORK,U498SRDATA 
***~* ASOVE ACTIO~ SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++I~RITE \-lORK, U498SCALCT 
**;(,f* ABOVE ACTIotl SATISFACTORILY CotlPLETED ***** 
++Il!HTE IIORK, U498SIT983 
****l< ABOVE ACTIOI! SATISFACTORILY cmlPLETED ***** 
+tIIRITE WORK,U498SND983 
***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
+tWUTE IlORK ,U498SRD983 
H*"* ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
+.I~ITE WCRK,U498SRD137 
,,**;0. ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++WRITE WORK,U498SRSFUH 
*x*** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
+tI-lRITE IJORK.U498STtIAX 
lai*l<* ABOVE ACTIotl SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++WRITE WORK,U498SlIT983 
H*lt* ABOVE ACTIO:~ SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++WRITE IIORK,U498SWTl37 
H*** ABOVE ACTIOlI SATISFACTORILY COllPLETED ***** 
++I!RITE t.!ORK ,U498S0BJTV 
***** ABOVE ACTIOH SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
++~mITE ~IORK,PREFIX=U477C 
***** ABOVE ACTIOlI SATISFACTORILY COllPLETED ***** 
++IIRITE WORK ,U477sn:cmt 
***il* ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED ***** 
HIIRITE UORK,U4771'IAIH 











FORTRAtl H EXTEtlDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEI1EtlTS = 
SOURCE STATE/IEtHS = 
SOURCE STATE/1EtHS = 
SOURCE STATE/IEtITS = 
SOURCE STATE/1EtITS = 
SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 
SOURCE STATEI1ENTS = 
SOURCE STATEtlEIITS = 
SOURCE STATEtlEtHS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEtlEtHS = 
SOURCE STATHIENTS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 
SOURCE STATEtlEtHS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATE/IEUTS = 
SOURCE STATENEtlTS = 
SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 
SOURCE STATENEtHS = 
SOURCE STATE/'IEtHS = 
SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
SOURCE STATt:!IEtHS = 
105, PROGRAM SIZE = 
187, PROGRAM SIZE = 
70, PROGRAM SIZE = 
42, PROGRAM SIZE = 
77, PROGRAM SIZE = 
19, PROGRAM SIZE = 
18, PROGRAM SIZE = 
110, PROGRAM SIZE = 
33, PROGRAtI SIZE = 
58, PROGRAM SIZE = 
49, PROGRAM SIZE = 
114, PROGRAtI SIZE = 
58. PROGRA/1 SIZE = 
87, PROGRAM SIZE = 
40. PROGRAM SIZE = 
249, PROGRAtI SIZE = 
105, PROGRAM SIZE = 
122, PROGRAM SIZE = 
493, PROGRAM SIZE = 
55, PROGRAM SIZE = 
84, PROGRAM SIZE = 
830, PROGRAM SIZE = 
706. PROGRAM SIZE = 
41, PROGRAM SIZE = 
68, PROGRAM SIZE = 
230, PROGRAM SIZE = 
71, PROGRAM SIZE = 
48. PROGRAM SIZE = 
52, PROGRAM SIZE = 
4294. SUBPROGRAM NAME = FOD 
3568, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =ANAlIZ 
1244, SUBPROGRAM NAME =ROOATA 
1032, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =CAlCTH 
1402, SUBPROGRAM NAI1E =ITT983 
464, SUBPROGRAM NA/IE =NDT983 
558, SUBPROGRAM NA/1E =ROT983 
3472, SUBPROGRAM NAME =ROW137 
1048, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =RSFUNC 
1098, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE = TMAX 
1206, SUBPROGRAM tlAllE =lHT983 
3002, SUBPROGRAtI NAME =WTW137 
1994, SUBPROGRAM NAI1E = OBJTV 
1730, SU3PROGRHI UArlE =CNIlNQ 1 
654, SU3PROGRAtI HAilE =C/;MN02 
3520, SUBPROGRAM NAMe =CN/1N03 
1754, SUBPROGRAtl NAtlE =Ct:1ltl04 
2548, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =Ct:t1N05 
6746, SUBPROGRAM NAME =CtlMN06 
936, SUBPROGRAM NAME =Ctll'lN07 
1390, SUBPROGRAM NAME =CtI~1I108 
15164, SUBPROGRAH NAI'/E =CONIUN 
15790, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE01 
1352, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE02 
1246, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =COPE03 
3454, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE04 
2210, SUBPROGRAI1 HAtlE =COPE05 
1118, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE06 
1470, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =COPE07 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 63, PROGRAM SIZE = 846, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE08 
SOURCE STATEtlEHTS = 544, PROGRAM SIZE = 9868, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE09 
.... 
........ SOURCE STATEIIElns = 69, PROGRAM SIZE = 2038, SUBPROGRAM NAIIE =COPEI0 CO 
SOURCE STATEI1EUTS = 57, PROGRAtl SIZE = 1134, SUBPROGRAI1 NAME =COPE11 
SOURCE STATEMEtlTS = 125, PROGRAM SIZE = 2844, SUBPROGRAM tlAME =COPEI2 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 23, PROGRAM SIZE = 566, SUBPROGRAM HAIlE =COPE13 
SOURCE STATE/IElns = 95, PROGRAM SIZE = 2632, SUBPROGRAM tlAtlE =COPEI4 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 63, PROGRAN SIZE = 1728, SUBPROGRAM HANE =COPEI5 
SOURCE STATEI1EIHS = 29, PROGRAM SIZE = 878, SUBPROGRAM NAI1E =COPEI6 
SOURCE STATElIENTS = 26, PROGRAI1 SIZE = 680, SUBPROGRAM HAI1E =COPE 17 
SOURCE STATEtlEtlTS = 49, PROGRAM SIZE = 1408, SUBPROGRAM HAIlE =COPEI8 
SOURCE STATEtlEHTS = 157, PROGRAM SIZE = 3780, SUBPROtoRAII tlAME =SII1COH 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 ~IAY 801 SYSTEt1l370 FORTRAN H EXTEHDED (ENHAIlCEDI DATE 82.141/10.52.17 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: SOURCE,NONAP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,tIODECK,opn 3 I ,AUTmlBUtlOllE I ,tlOALC 
m'TIot~S IN EFFECT: NAf1EU1AIN I OPTIMIZE( 31 lItlECOlJIH( 60 I SIZE( MAX I AUTODSU t:DtIE I 

































C DATA SET U498SFOD AT lEVEL 006 AS OF 03/01/82 
C DATA SET U498SFOD AT lEVEL 004 AS OF 02/08/82 
C DATA SET U498SFOD AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 11/16/81 
SUBROUTINE FODUIR,NC,RPI1l ,AlPHAlI 
C 





REAL * 4 VAlT , BRSU , tlS 
C0I111DtI/INPUTTI X(10001,y(1000)'Z(1000)'T(10001 
COlmON IBlK 3/ FII,BlADES,BETA, THR, THT ,MST! ,tlGB 
C011l10N IBlKAAI AlPNIN( 21 I ,XSC( 21 I, YSC( 21 I ,XXXI 21), YYY( 21) 
cm1t1ot~ IBLK 8/ StIB(211,ITTLE(181,VARI!2351,THAX(211,HAlPHA(211 
cmmotl lLAYER/ TH( 7,25) ,BttASSI 25)'BSPAtH 251 , BUIDTHI 25) 
COt1l1oti IBIRDI BlSllAXI 21 ) 
COi1110N IPlYlI PlYI21,25,7),THETA(7),RHI71 
CaNtlON ISTRSI RBEI 12,12,25,21)' Foun 12,21) ,SU 25,21 }'SI-ll 25,21 I 
DntENSION TBI 25) ,AREAl 25 I ,AAREA( 25 I, TORSI 25 I, TB1I25 I 
DIMENSION TB21251,BIPI251,XXI251,ALPHAl(1) 
WHTEI6,270) 
270 FORI1ATII/,10X, '** lSBIP ANALYSIS **' ,III 
C 
C CALCULATE lSBIP AT EACH STATIOH, lOCATWG A NAXIIlUN FOR EACH 
C STATION AND STORING IT IN BlSHAXI211 
C 
C 
DO 500 KK = 1,NR 
tlSTA = KK 







VBIRD = 180.0 
No = BLADES 
PI = 3.14159265 
ALPHA = AlPHA1INSTA) 
RPtl = RPIIl * 30. I PI 
VI = .42 * 12. * VBIRD * DCOS( ALPHA ) 
NODE = ItlSTA-II * NC + 1 
V2 = PI * X(NODEI * RPM I 30. * DSIN( ALPHA 
VBlADE = XINODEI/12. * RPM * PI I 30. 
~ITE(6,4001 NSTA,NC,RFM,AlPHA,NB,VBIRD,XSCltlSTAI 
FORI1AT! I ,5X, 'FOD INPUT' ,5X, 'STATlml = ',15,/, 19X, 'tlC = ',15, 
1 1,19X, 'RPNIREV/I1INI = ',F7.2'/,19X, 'ALPHA CHO~DIRADIANS) 
2 ,E12.5,/,19X, 'NUtI3ER OF BLADES = ',E12.5,/, 19X, 
3 'BIRD VELOCITY IFT/SEC) =',E12.5,1,19X, 
4 'SHEAR CEtHER IFRatt TEl = • ,E12.5,/1 
ZERO MATRICES 
DO 260 I = 1,25 
TBlIII = O. 
TB21I1 = O. 































































































( 01 tlAY 80) FOD SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
AREA( II = O. 
UREA(I) = O. 
TORS(Il = O. 
XXII) = O. 
260 BIPII) = O. 
C 







XF = 2. * PI * X(NODE) I ~B I (V2/V1-1.) I DCOS( ALPHA) 
P = IMPACT LOAD 
P = XINODE)**2 I NB * RPti * DSINI ALPIfA ) * VBIRD * .0000001 
~RITEI6,401) XF,P 
401 FORMATI19X,'XF DISTANCE = ',E12.5,1,19X, 
1 'P LOAD = ',E12.5,/) 
C METAL ONLY THICKNESS 
C 
II = KK 
IF(KK .EQ. URI II = KK - 1 
DO 110 I = 1,NC 
110 BIlIDTHI II = S!.H I, II) 
DO 100 I = 1,NC 
TB1II) = PLY(II,I,l) + PLY(II,I,2) 
TB2(I) = PlY(II,I,6) + PlY(II,I,7) 
100 TBII) = TB1(I) + T821I) 
C CALL MATPRNITB,25,1,' TB ') 
C 
C AREA CALCULATION - NETAL AREA ONLY 
C 
AREA( 1) = BIUDTH( 1) * TB( 1 ) 
DO 101 I = 2,NC 
101 AREAU) = AREA( 1-1) + BIHDTHU) * TBI II 
C CALL MATPRNIAREA,25,1,'AREA') 
C 
C EVALUATING THE DOUBLE AREA INTEGRAL , AAREA 
C 
AAREA(1) = .6.REA( 1) * BWIDTHI 1) 
DO 102 I = 2,NC 
102 AAREA(I) = AAREA(I-1) + AREA(I) * BWIDTH(I) 
C CALL NATPRNIAAREA,25.1.'AARE') 
C 
C TORSION TERtlS - THIN SECTION ASSUMPTION 
C 
tlODE = (HSTA-1) * HC + 1 
ImllC = NR * NC 
NODE1 = NODE + HC 
IF IHODE1 .GE. NRNC) NODE1 = NODE - NC 
DO 200 I = 1,NC 
TAVE = ( TINODE) + TINODEl) ) I 2. 
TAVE = O. 
DO 201 J = 1,7 
201 TAVE = TAVE + PLYIII,I,J) 
C 
NODE1 = NOOE1 + 1 
TORI = 1./3. * BWIDTH(I) * TB(I)**3 


































































































(01 MAY 80) FOD SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (EtlHAHCED) 
TOR2 = 1./3. if BWIDTH(I) if lTAVE**3 - THOL**3) 
TORS(!) = TORI 
IF(TSl(I)+T62(I)+.0001) .LT. TAVE) TORS(I) = TOR2 
IF(I .EQ. 1) CO TO 200 
TORS(I) = TO~S(I-l) + TORS(I) 
200 NODE = NODE + 1 
C CALL MATPfltHTORS,25,1, 'TORS') 
C 
C DISTANCE FROM L.E. , XX 
C 
XX(l) = EWIDTH(I)/2. 
DO 210 I = 2,HC 
210 XXII) = XX(I-I) + BWIDTH(I-I)/2. + BWIDTH(I)/2. 
C CALL MATP~N(XX,25,1,' XX ') 
C 












TDX = O. 
DO 350 I = 1,NC 
350 TDX = TDX + XXII) * TS(I) 
XBAR = TDX 1 AREA(NC) - XF/2. 
351 
I>IRITE(6,3511 XBAR 
FORtlAT(5X, 'DISTAIICE TO LOAD FROM CG. , XBAR =' ,E12.S) 
LSBIP CALCULATION - SIP 
NC2 = tiC 
DO 300 I = 1,NC2 
IF( XX(I) .LT. XF ) GO TO 333 
xx .GT. XF 
BIP(I) = P/TB(!)**2 if (XX(!) - XF12. - AAREA(Il/AREACNC) -
XBAR / TORSWC) * TORS( I) ) 
GO TO 300 
C XX .LE. XF 
C 
333 SIP(I) = P/TB(I)**Z * ( XX(I)**2/2./XF - AAREA(I)/AREA(NC) -
1 XBAR / TORS(NC) * TORS(I) 
C 
300 CONTINUE 
C CALL tlATPRIHBIP,25,1,' BIP') 
C 
C SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM BIP FOR SECTION KK 
C 
C 
SLSMAX(KK) = O. 
DO 405 I = 1,NC2 




DO 50S I = 1,~ 
50S W~ITE(6.506) I.BLStlAX(I) 

































































+VERSIDtI 1.3.0 (01 tlAY 80) FOD SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.17 PAGE 4 
C 00173 
ISN 0105 RETURN 00174 
IStl 0106 EUD 00175 
*OPTID:IS IN EFFECT*NAMEItIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUlln 60) SIZE( tlAX) AUTODBlHIONE) 
;;OPTIONS HI EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC IIOlIST NODECK OBJECT IIOt1AP NOFORtlAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOAle NOANSF TERtI IBH FlAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 105, PROGRAM SIZE = 4294, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE = FOD 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGIIOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 




















~IAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENll.eJlCED) 
SOURCE,NOMAP,tIOXREF ,NOLIST ,HODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTODBUNCNE) ,NOALC 
NAI1EltlAItU OPTIMIZE( 3) LIHECOUlU( 60) SIZEH1AX) AUTODBUNONE) 
SOURCE' EBCDIC tmLIST HODECK OBJECT Nar1AP NOFORI'l.H GOSTtlT HOXREF 
DATA SET U498SAHLIZ AT 
DATA SET U498SANLIZ AT 
DATA SET U498SANLIZ AT 
DATA SET U498SAHLIZ AT 





C0I'1:10H /BKm37/ BLADWT , FREQ( 100) 
COtnlot! /UIOS/ 151 , 161 
019 AS OF 
018 AS OF 
017 AS OF 





DATE 82.141/10.52.24 PAGE 
NDALC HOAHSF TERM IBtl FLAG( I) 
COtlll0N /AHAL03/ RPM, filS , DFH , TOLL ,ROOT,DRPM,RPllMN,RPtlMX 
CONtlON /ANAL04/ tlSTA , MSTl , Nsn , tlOACR , ILT , LONG , ISTE , 
1 DEtlS , EB , POIB , BR , SERIES , BRS , BTS , IOPP 
cmiMot! /AHAL05/ R( 21) , BOBR( 21), TOB( 21), THSTH( 21) ,ALPliA( 21), 
1 S06(2ll , RLE(2ll , RTE(211 , ADlIT(211 , 0(21) 
COttrlON /At~ALl7/ XPS(3,53,2ll , TtlX(2ll , TCC(21) , BMX(211 
1 , BCC(21) 
COMtlOH /AHAL30/ HTIS, NRF, ISTl211 , VALTl21l , BRSV 
COt'INOH /ANAL33/ OLEO , DTED , DROOTD , DTIPD , TIro , TLTD , HCD 
1 , NCK , TISD , TICD , PCBAD , PCGED 
COtUIOti /AHAL54/ ND(5) , DLSV(5) 
COtltlot! /PLY1/ PLYI21,25,7) , THETAD(7) , RHO(7) 
cor'1l!otl /GLOBCllI OBJF , FtUS) , DLAR(5) , THKVAU211 , RFIS,4) 
1 , BRCC , FODLSB(21) , DLE , OTE , DROOT , DTIP , TIl , TlT 
2 , OBJFUtl , StIAXlSIS) , StIAX2SIS) , SilAX3SIB) 
3 , StlAXLS(8) , StIAXTSIS) , THETA(7) , HLRTIO , ECRTIO , TOVB(21) 
4 , FODtIAX , TIS , TIC , PCBA , VAL 
CONtlOH /BIRO/ BLStl.6.X( 21) 
Corlt10N /StlAXXI SIIAX 1C 8 ) , SMAX2 ( 8) , SI1AX3 ( 8) , S.NAX U 8 ) 
1 , SMAXTlS) 
DOUBLE PRECISION BLADWT , FREQ , BLSMAX , DLED , DTED , DROOTD 
1 , DTIPD , TTID , TLTD , StlAXl , S!lAX2 , SMAX3 
2 , SI1AXL , SMAXT , PLY , THET AD , RHO , TI5D , TIeD , PCBAD 
3 , PCGEn 
OLEO = OLE 
OTED = OTE 
DROOTD = DROOT 
DTIPD = DTIP 
TTID = TTl 
TLTD = TLT 
TISD = TIS 
TICD = TIC 
PCBAD = PCBA 
PCGED = 1.0 - PCBAD 
PCGE = PCGED 
00 40 I = 1,3 
THETA(8-Il = THETA(I) 
40 CotUIHUE 
00 50 I = 1,7 
THETAD(I) = THETA(I) 
50 CONTINUE 
IF (ICALC .GT. 1) GO TO 200 
CALL MYTINE IITItIE) 

























WRITE (26,3000) ITItlEC , ITINE 





























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80') AHALIZ SYSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTEUDED (ENHANCED) 
IStl 0042 IF (NRF .NE. 0) CALL RDT983 (ICALC) 
ISH 0044 CALL TflAX (ICALC) 
ISH 0'0'45 CALL ~TW137 IICALC) 
ISH 0046 DO 150' I = I,HTIS 
ISt~ 0'0'47 THKVAUI) = VALTII) 
I~H 0'048 150 CONTINUE 
1St! 0049 BRCC = BRSV 
ISI~ COSO CALL HYTIHE I ITIHE) 
ISH 0'051 ITIHEC = 3 
ISH 0'0'52 WRITE 126,3000) ITntEC , ITINE 
1St! 0'0'53 RETURN 
ISH 0054 200 IF IICALC .GT. 2) GO TO 30'0' 
1St! 0056 CALL I'IYTItlE I ITII1E) 
1St! 0'057 ITIHEC = 4 
ISH 0058 WRITE 126,3000) ITINEC , ITIHE 
lSI! 00'59 HBRS = ERS + .05 
ISH 0060 IF INCD .EQ. 2) GO TO 210 
1St! 0062 HLRTIO = IDTIP + DROOT) / IRCUSTA) - R(1)) 
1511 0063 ECRTIO = IDLE + OTE) / BRCC 
1511 00'64 WRITE (161,1000) 






































1 • HLRTIO • ECRTIO 
GO TO 220 
210' WRITE 1161,10'30) 
VAL = 12.0' * TIS + TIC) / ITHKVALll)) 
I~RITE 1161,238) TIS • TIC , PCBA , PCGE , VAL 
220' CONTIHUE 
WRITE 1161,10'10') 
WRITE (161,238) (THETA(I) , 1=1.7) 
CALL RD~137 (ICALC) 
CALL CALCTH 
CALL TMAX (ICALC) 
CALL WnU37 (ICALC) 
C.4LL tltlW137 
CALL RSFUtlC 
03JF = BLADWT 
CALL OBJTV 
WRITE (161,930') 
llRITE 1161.238) OBJF , OBJFUH 
tlROOT = ROOT + .0'1 
DO 230' I = I,HROOT 
FtI( II = FREQ(1) 
230' COlITINUE 
DO 232 I = 1,NTIS 
N = ISHII 
TOVB(I) = TCC(H) / BCCIH) 
232 CONTINUE 
HRITE (161.10'20') 
I~RITE (161.238) (TOVB(1) • I=I.HTIS) 
DO 235 I = HBRS.HSTA 
FODLSBII) = BLSHAX(I) 
235 COIITIIIUE 
FODtlAX = 0'.0' 
RCHKR = R!N8RS) + 2.0' - .0'0'5 
RCHKT = RINSTA) - 2.0' + .0'0'5 
DO 234 K = HBRS.tlSTA 
IF IRIIO .LT. RCHKR) GO TO 234 
IF (RIK) .GT. RCHKT) GO TO 234 





























































































































(01 NAY 80) At~AlIZ SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
FODIIAX = AllAXI( FODtlAX, BMAX) 
IF (FODI1AX • EQ. e~IAX) RMAX = R (K) 
~RITE (161,238) FOmlAX , RMAX 
234 CmUINUE 
lliHTE (161,970) 
'lRITE (161,238) (FODlSB(1) ,I=NBRS,NSTA) 
236 FORIIAT (/8(3X,EI2.5)) 
238 FOfll1AT (8(3X,E12.5)) 
DO 237 I = 1,8 
SI1AX1S( I) = S~IAXl( 1) 
SI1AX2S(1) = SMAX2( 1) 
S11.4X3S( I) = SMAX3( I) 
SNAXlS( I) = Sl1AXU I) 
SMAXTS(I) = SNAXT(I) 
237 COHTWUE 
ItRITE (161,940) 
~RITE(I6I,238) (SMAXlS(I) , 1=1,8) 
WRITE (161,950) 
WRITE(I6I,238) (SNAX2S(I) , 1=1,8) 
WRITE (161,960) 
Il~ITE(I6I,238) (SNAX3S(1) , 1=1,8) 
~!RITE (161,980) 
'tRITE (161,238) (SMAXlS(1) , 1=1,8) 
l·:RITE (161,990) 
WRITE (161,238) (SNAXTS(I) , 1=1,8) 
CALL NYTIME (ITU1E ) 
IUNEC = 5 
WRITE (26,3000) ITIMEC , ITINE 
IF (NRF .EQ. 0) GO TO 240 
CALL ITT983 (1CALC) 
WRITE (161,920) 
DO 240 I = 1,NRF 
~lRITE (161,910) ND(I) , DLSV(1) 
DLAR(I) = DLSV(I) 
240 COIUmUE 
CALL HYTINE (ITINE) 
ITUIEC = 6 
~:RITE (26,3000) ITIHEC , IUNE 
RETURN 
300 CONTWUE 
CALL ~IYTINE (IUHE) 
IUtlEC = 7 
WRITE (26,3000) ITINEC , ITINE 
CAll RD~137 (ICAlC) 
CALL CALCTii 
CALL TMAX (ICAlC) 
CALL UT14137 (1CAlC) 
ICALC = 4 
C CALL ~m1l37 (1CALC) 
ICAlC = 3 
IF (NRF .EQ. 0) GO TO 350 
WAVE = -1 
INC = 4 
~IODE = 1 
CALL I4TT983 (1CALC ,~IODE, INO, 1I4AVE) 
MODE = 2 
CALL WTT983 (ICALC,NODE,nm,nIAVE) 
MODE = 3 

































































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 NAY 80) ANA LIZ SYSTEI1/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.24 PAGE 4 
1St! 0166 350 CONTINUE 00173 
ISH 0167 tlBRS = ERS + .05 00174 
ISN 0168 ~:RITE (161.900) (TtIX(Il.I=NBRS.NSTA) 00175 
1St! 0169 J.JRITE (161,900) (TCC(1).I=Il!3RS,IISTA) 00176 
ISH 0170 900 FORl1AT (l/8(2X.flO.6)) 00177 
ISH 0171 910 FORIIAT (5X.I5,5X.E12.5) 00178 
ISH 0172 920 FORMAT (l6X, 'NO-SAVE DELAERO-SAVE') 00179 
ISH 0173 930 FORMAT (I,6X.'I!EIGHT OBJECT FUNCTION') 00180 
ISN 0174 940 FORtlJ.T (I,5X, 'St1AXl(I) I = 1,8') 00181 
ISH 0175 950 FORMAT (I,5X.'SIIAX2(1) I = 1.8') 00182 
ISH 0176 960 FORHAT (/.5X,'SNAX3(1) 1=1,8') 00183 
ISH 0177 970 FCRI1AT (I.5X,'lSBIP(Il 1 = 1.NTIS') 00184 
ISH 0178 980 FORtlAT (I,5X.'StIAXlE(Il I = 1,8') 00185 
ISN 0179 990 FORMAT (I,5X.'St1AXTE(Il I = 1,8') 001e6 
ISN 0180 1000 FORtlAT (/,8X,'DlE',l2X.'DTE'.llX,'DROOT',lOX,'DTIP'. 00187 
1 11X.'TII' ,llX,'TBT',12X,'HlRATIO' ,9X,'ECRATIO') 00188 
ISH 0181 1010 FORMAT (/,5X.'THETA(I) I = 1.7') 00189 
ISH 0182 1020 FORtlAT (I,5X,'T/B(1) I = I,NTIS') 00190 
IStl0183 1030 FaRHAT (/,8X.'TIS'.12X,'TIC',11X,'PCBA',llX,'PCGE',9X,'T RATIO') 00191 
IS~I 0184 CAll MYTIME (1TItIE) 00192 
ISH 0185 ITltlEC = 8 00193 
ISH 0186 WRITE (26,3000) ITII1EC , ITIME 0019tt 
ISH 0187 RETURN 00195 
lSI! 0188 END 00196 
*OPTIOIIS III EFFECT*NAtIE( MAIN) OPTINIZE( 3) LINECOUNTl 60) SIZE( tlAX) AUTODBU NOliE) 
*OPTIONS "m EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC IIOLIST t-:ODECK OBJECT NOIIAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 187, PROGRAl1 SIZE = 3568. SUBPROGRAM NAME =AtlAlIZ 
*STATISTICS;f 1m DIAGHOSTICS GEtiERATED 





.VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 

















































MAY 80) SYSTEI1I370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.30 PAGE 
SOURCE ,NotIAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTODBUNOHE) ,NOJ..LC 
tIAIIE( MAIN) OPTIMIZE( 3) lINECOUNT( 60) SIZE01AX) AUTODBLUIOtlE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT tlD:1AP NOFOR~IAT GOSTUT NOXREF NOALe NOANSF TERN IBN FLAG(I) 
DATA SET U498SRDATA AT 
DATA SET U498SRDATA AT 
DATA SET U498SRDATA AT 
DATA SET U49BSRDATA AT 
DATA SET U493SRDATA AT 
DATA SET U500RDDATA AT 
DATA SET U500RODATA AT 
DATA SET U500ROOATA AT 
SUBROUTINE RODATA 
COIlt'lOH IUIOSI 151 , 161 
LEVEL 005 AS OF 
LEVEL 004 AS OF 
LEVEL 003 AS OF 
LEVEL 002 AS OF 
LEVEL 001 AS OF 
LEVEL 003 AS OF 
LEVEL 002 AS OF 
LEVEL 001 AS OF 









COMI'IOtl IAHAL301 NTIS, NRF , IST(21l , VALT!21l • BRSV 
COIINOH IANAL311 NSFA • ISTN( 21 ) 
CGMIIOH IAtIAL321 RP~t~IN • RPI1MX • EORD(4) , NORD 
CCI1t'IOH IANAL331 OLEO • DTED • DROOTO , DTIPD , TIro , TLTD , NCO 
1 , NCK , TISD , TICD , PCBAD , PCGED 
CONtiON IANAL041 NSTA , tlsn , NST2 , NOACR , ILT • LONG , ISTE , 
1 DENB , EB , POIB , BR , SERIES , BRS , BTa , IOPP 
cmUIOH IPLYlI PLY(21,25,7) , THETAD(7) , RIIO(7) 
comlOH IGLOBCNI OBJF , nus) , DLAR(5) , TllKVAU211 , RFl5,4) 
1 , BRCC , FOOLSB(21) , OLE, DTE , DROOT , DTIP , TIl , TLT 
2 , OBJFUt~ , SI'tAX1S(8) , S~IAX2S(8) , SMAX3S(8) 
3 , S!1AXLS(8) , SNAXTS(8) , THETA(7) , HlRTIO , ECRTIO • TOV6(211 
4 , FODMAX , TIS , TIC , PCBA 
DOUBLE PRECISION OLEO , DTED , OROOTD , OTIPO , TIID , TLTD 
1 , THETAD , PLY , RHO , TISD • TICD • PCBAD , rCGED 
READ NTIS - tlmlBER OF THICKNESS INPUT STATIONS (MAX OF 21) 
READ NRF - tlUt16ER OF ROOTS CALCULATED BY FlUTIER ANALYSIS 
(MAX OF 5) 
READ NSFA - NUIIBER OF ~137 OUTPUT STATIONS USED fOR 
THE FLUTTER ANALYSIS (NAX OF 21) 
READ NORD - NUiiElER OF ORDERS FOR RESONAI:CE FUNCTION 
CALCULATION (NAX OF 4) 
READ (I5I,900) NTIS, NRF , NSFA • NORD, BRSV 
READ NTIS VALUES OF STATION NU~tBER AND THICKNESS 
READ (151,901) (IST(I),VALT(I) , I = I,NTIS) 
READ NRF VALUES OF !lOOAL DIANETER (1 PER Roon FOR !tUTIAL 
STARTING VALUES FOR THE FLUTTER CALCULATIOH 
IF (NRF .EQ. 0) GO TO 70 
READ (151,902) (HD(I) , I = 1,NRF) 
IF IUD ( 1) .EQ. 0) NO( 1) = -4 
IF IllD(2) .EQ. 0) 1'10(2) = 4 
IF (HO(3) .EQ. 0) NO(3) = 4 
IF (lID (4) • EQ. 0) WH 4) = -4 
IF (NO(5) .EQ. 0) ND(5) = 4 
READ W137 OUTPUT STATION NUMBERS TO BE USED 

























































































(01 MAY 80) RDDATA SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
C 
60 CONTINUE 
READ (151,903) (ISTH!I) , I : 1,tlSFA) 
tl9RS : BRS + .05 
tiCK : I~STA - NERS + 1 
IF ( tiCK .NE. NSFA) GO TO 70 
CO 65 I : 1,NSFA 
ISTtIl!) : I + 3 
65 COIITINUE 
70 CGtITINUE 
C READ MIH AHD MAX SPEED AND ORDERS FOR 
C RESOHANCE FUI~CTIOH 
C 
READ (151,904) RPtlHH , RPMtlX • EORD! 1) • EORD! 2) 
1 , EORD(3) , EORD(4) 
C 
C READ CODE TO DETERMINE IF FOIL IS HOLLOU OR COMPOSITE 
C NCO: 1 !HOLLON) 
C NCO : 2 (COItPOSITE ) 
C 
READ (151,905) NCO 
IF !HCD .EQ. 2) GO TO 90 
C 
C READ DATA ASSOCIATED WITH HOLLOU FOIL 
C 
COLE : DISTANCE TO HOLE FRON LEADIIIG EDGE 
COTE : DISTANCE TO HOLE FRON TRAILIH .. EDGE 
C DROOT : DISTANCE TO HOLE FR0I1 FOIL ROOT 
C DTIP: DISTANCE TO HOLE FRett FOIL TIP 
C TTl: THICKNESS OF TITANIUtI 
C TLT: THICKtlESS OF BORSIC TITAllIUtI 
C 
C 
READ (151,906) OLE, DTE , DROOT • DTIP • TTl. TLT 
OLEO : OLE 
DTED : DTE 
DROOTD : DROOT 
DTIPD : DTIP 
TTID : TTl 
TLTD : TLT 
90 COtlTINUE 
C READ FIBER DIRECTIOH ANGLE 
C 
C 
READ !I5I,907) (THETA!I).I:l,7) 
DO 100 I : 1,7 
THETAD(I) : THETA(I) 
100 COlHINUE 
IF (NCO .EQ. 1) GO TO 110 
C READ DATA ASSOCIATED WITH COItPOSITE FOIL 
C 
C TIS: TITAHIUM SKIN THICKHESS 
C TIC: TITAtlIUtI CENTER THICKNESS 
C PCBA: PERCENT OF BORON ALutllNUN 
C 
READ (151.907) TIS. TIC, PCBA 
TISD : TIS 
TICD : TIC 



































































+VERSIOI! 1. 3.0 (01 MAY 80) RDDATA SYSTEl1l370 FORTRAN H EXTEIlDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.30 PAGE 3 
ISH 0060 PCGED = 1.0 - PCBAD 00114 
ISH 0061 110 CONTIIIUE 00115 
ISH 0062 900 FORIIAT (415,lOX.FlO.5) 00116 
ISH 0063 901 FORHAT (8(I2.F8.0)) 00117 
ISH 0064 902 FCRttAT (1615) 00118 
ISH 0065 903 FORNAT (2014) 00119 
ISN 0066 904 FORNAT (2F10.5.4F5.2) 00120 
ISII 0067 905 FORI'tAT (2) 00121 
ISN 0068 906 FORl1AT (6FI0.5) 00122 
lSI! 0069 907 FORttAT nFlO.5) 00123 
ISH 0070 RETURN 00124 
ISN 0071 EIlD 00125 
+<OPTIotlS It! EFFECT*NAtlEI MAItU OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUIIT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
*OPTIOtlS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC l'lOLlST NODECK OBJECT HattAP HOFORMAT GOSntT llOXREF HOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FlAG( I) 
liSTATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEIHS = 70. PROGRAM SIZE = 1244. SUBPROGRAM NAME =RDDATA 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGliOSTICS GENERATED 
****** EllO OF CmtPILATIO}l ****** 3004K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
RE~UESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIOIIS IN EfFECT: 


















































MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHAUCED) 
SOURCE,UD:iAP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,tIODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTOOBUNOUE) ,NOALC 
NAME( NAItO OPTItIIZE( 3) LINECOUIIT( 60) SIZEltIAX) AUTGD[3UNotlE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC tlOLIST tlODECK 03JECT NariAP NOFORI1AT GOSTtIT tlOXREF 
DATA SET U498SCALCT AT LEVEL 010 AS OF 01/29/82 
DATA SET U498SCALCT AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 01/28/82 
DATA SET U49SSCALCT AT LEVEL 008 AS OF 10/19/81 
DATA SET U500CALCTH AT LEVEL 007 AS OF 07/23/81 
DATA SET U500CALCTH AT LEVEL 006 AS OF 07/17/81 
DATA SET USOOCALCTIl AT LEVEL 005 AS OF 07116/81 
DATA SET U500CALCTH AT LEVEL 004 AS OF 06/17/81 
SUBROUTINE CALCTH 
Cmlt10N IUIOSI 151 , 161 
DATE 82.141/10.52.33 PAGE 
NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
COHttOtt IAtlAL041 NSTA , HSTl • HST2 • NOACR • ILT • LONG • ISTE • 























































COttMON IANAL051 R(211 , BOBR(21),T03(21),THSTH(21hALPHA(21)' 
1 SOB(21) • RLE(211 • RTE(211 • ADIH(211 , 0(211 
CotltlOll IANAL171 XPS(3,53,211 • TttX(21) • TCC(211 • BMX(21) 
1 • BCC( 211 
COIl/ION IANAL301 NTIS. tlRF • IST(21) • VALT(21) • BRSV 
COl"lllOlt IGLOBCMI OBJF , FN(5) • DLAR(5) • THKVAU211 , RF<5,4) 
1 • encc 
DIMEtlSION RIST(21) • TIiKVEL(21) 
DETERIIINE RADIUS AT EACH WPUT THICKNESS STATION 
WRITE (161.910) t1STA , BRS 
DO 10 I = l.tHIS 
II = ISTln 
RISTI Il = R(N) 
THKVEL(I) = THKVAL(I) 
'~RITE (161.910) I • THKVAUIl • THKVEUIl 
WRITE (161,910) I • RISTII) 
910 FORttAT !I5.2FI2.8) 
10 COtlTWUE 
CALCULATE THICKNESS AT EACH W137 INPUT RADIUS USING 
A LINEAR FIT OF THKVAL 
N = 2 
WRITE (161,920) 
920 FORltAT (I.' STA THICKNESS CHORD' ) 
tlBRS = BRS + .05 
TCC ( tlBRS) = THKVE l( 1 ) 
eCCINBRS) = BRCC 
WRITE (161.910) tlBRS • TCC(tlBRS) • eCC(tlBRS) 
IF (N .GT. tlTIS) GO TO 30 
tm = !-lBRS + 1 
DO 20 I = NN,NSTA 
IFI BRSV .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 15 
BCC( I) = BtIX( I) * BRCC I BttX( tlBRS) 
15 IF(R(I) .LE. RIST(tI» GO TO 16 
N = N + 1 
IF IN .GT. NTIS) GO TO 30 
GO TO 15 
16 TCC(I)=THKVEL(N-l) -(THKVEL(N-l)-THKVEL(N»)*(RlI)-RIST(N-I) 
1 I (RISTltl) - RIST(N-l») 






+VERSIOtI 1. 3. 0 (01 11AY 80) CAlCTH SYSTEU/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.33 PAGE 2 
C ~RITE (161,910) N , THKVEl(l) 00055 
ISH 0039 RETURN 00056 
1St! 0040 30 ~RITE (161,900) N , HTIS 00057 
ISH OOttl 900 FG:"lMAT (' tI = '.15.' tlTIS = '.15,' N EXCEEDS NTIS'//) 00058 
ISH 0042 STOP 00059 
ISN OOH WD 00060 
*OPTIONS Itl EFFECT*HAHE( MAIN J OPTIMIZE( 3 J lIUECOUNTC 60 J SIZE( MAX J AUTODBU HONE J 
*OPTIOIlS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC tlOlIST HODECK OBJECT NOIIAP NOFORMAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOAle NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEflENTS = 42, PROGRAM SIZE = 1032, SU6PROGRt.t1 NAtlE =CAlCTH 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GENERATED 
;;iilll<lili END OF COf1PILATIOH ****** 3012K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIOtlS IN EFFECT: 
C 
I-' C 
















































NAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.36 PAGE 1 
SOURCE,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NCDECK,OPTI 3) ,AUTODBllllotIE) ,/mAlC 
tIAl1EUlAIN) OPTIIIIZE( 3) LINECOUllTI 60) SIZE(NAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
SOURCE' EBCDIC tlOlIST NODECK OBJECT tlOl'lAP tlOFORMAT GOSTNT tmXREF NOAlC HOANSF TERN IBN FLAG( Il 
DATA SET U498SIT983 AT 
DATA SET U498SIT983 AT 
DATA SET U500ITT983 AT 
DATA SET USOOITT983 AT 
SUBROUTINE ITT983 (ICAlC) 
cmU'lON IUIOSI 151 , 161 
lEVEL 009 AS OF 
LEVEL 008 AS OF 
LEVEL 007 AS OF 





COI".nON IANAl301 NTIS, NRF • ISTl21l • VALT(21) 
ComlOtl IANALS41 HO(S) • DLSV(S) 
C0I1tlON ISECOI FLAP(21,211. TWISTl21.21). ACOEF(21,4). ZODALD(21l. 
1 RED(H)' DELAER(211, F2tl5D, F2PSD 
CONMON IJNPCHKI JMP(5) • NODE 
COtltl011 IAHALlll NAY , HAX • ISTR , IIBB • DEND • DENA • ED 
1 , DIAllO • BLADES • POID 
HtIIH = 2 
tlNmN = -2 
tlllAX = ( (BLADES + .05) I 2. ) -2. 
NW1AX = -NHAX 
LIt! = NRF 
DO 5 I = 1,5 
JNP(Il = 0 
5 CONTINUE 
~RITE 1I6I,110) 
tl0DE = 1 
10 INC = 1 
WAVE = 1 
IF (ND( MODE) .NE. HtIItH GO TO 13 
NO ( MOD E) = 11NHIN 
GO TO 17 
13 IF (HD( HODE) .EQ. HtlHAX .OR. ND(MODE) .EQ. NMIN) 
1 ND(HODE) = ND(MODE) + 1 
IF IHO(HODE) .EQ. NNAX .OR. ND(MODE) .EQ. Hi'll1IN) 
1 HD(f10DE) = ND(MOOE) - 1 
17 IF ( NO(HOOE) .LT. 0 ) WAVE = -1 
NODE = lABS !tID (HODE ) ) 
CALL UTT983 IICALC.110DE,NODE,IWAVEI 
CALL HHT983 
DELSAV = DELAER(l) 
NSAV = ND(MODE) 
WRITE (161,1001 DELSAV • DELAERll) • NSAV , ND(MODE) 
NOD = 1m ( MODE) 
CALL NDT983 nlOD.NODE.IWAVE,ItlC) 
ND(MODE) = NODE * I~AVE 
CALL WTT983 IICALC ,NODE ,tIODE. IWAVE) 
CALL tlNT983 
IF (DELAER(11 .EQ. DElSAVI GO TO 40 
IF (OELAER(11 .LT. DELSAVI GO TO 20 
!tIC = -1 
,mITE 1I6I ,laO 1 DElSAV • DELAER( 11 , NSAV , NO UIOD E I 
110 ( MOD E ) = tlD !tIOD E) + INC 
IF ltlDU10DE) .EQ. 11 tlDUlODE) = MNtlIH 
GO TO 30 
20DELSAV = DELAER(11 
NSAV = NDltlGDE 1 
~;RITE (161,100 I DELSAV , DELAER( 11 , NSAV , ND( MODE 1 



























































+VERSION 1. 3.0 (01 NAY 80) ITT983 SYSTEtll370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.36 PAGE 2 
ISH 0056 CALL NDT983 (NCD,NODE,UtWE,UlC) 00055 
IS!~ 0057 tID( NODE) = NODE * WAVE 00056 
ISII 0058 CALL ~TT983 (ICALC ,HODE ,NODE, WAVE) 00057 
1511 0059 CALL MIIT983 00053 
ISU 0060 IF (DELAER( 1) .GE. DELSAV) GO TO 40 00059 
ISU 0062 DELSAV = DELAER(l) 00060 
ISN 0063 tlSAV = ND(HODE) 00061 
IStl 0064 llRITE U6I ,100) DELSAV , DELAER(l) , NSAV , Na(HODE) 00062 
IStl 0065 GO TO 30 00063 
1St! 0066 40 CONTINUE 00064 
IStl 0067 ~mITE U6I,100) DELSAV , DELAER(ll , NSAV , ND(HODE) 00065 
ISU 0068 UD(MODE) = NSAV 00066 
IStl 0069 DLSV(l10DE) = DELSAV 00067 
ISU 0070 JMP(MODE) = 0 00068 
ISH 0071 MODE = MODE + 1 00069 
ISH 0072 IF (MODE .GT. LII1) GO TO 50 00070 
ISH 0074 GO TO 10 00071 
1511 0075 50 RETURH 00072 
ISH 0076 100 FORMAT (5X,EI2.5,5X,E12.5,5X,I5,5X,I5) 00073 
ISH 0077 110 FOfH1AT (l5X,'DELAERO-SAVE' ,8X, 'DELAERO' ,9X. 'NO-SAVE' ,4X, 'NO') 00074 
ISH 0078 Etm 00075 
*OPTI0I1S m EFFECT*NAN:( HAIN) OPTIHIZE(3) LINECOUNl( 60) SIZEU1AX) AUTODBLH!ONE) 
ioiOPTIOllS IH EFFECT*SOURCE EBCOIC NOLIST NODECI< OBJECT NONAP UOFORlIAT GOSmT HOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG!I) 
xSTATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI1ENTS = 77, PROGRAl1 SIZE = 1402, SUBPROGRAtl NANE =ITT983 
*STATISTI~S* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141110.52.40 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: SOURCE, NOMAP, NOXR EF ,NOlIST ,tlODECK, OPT( 3 ) ,AUTCDBU NOllE) ,llOAlC 
OPTIONS UI EFFECT: NAMElHAItI) OPTIIIIZE(3) LltlECOUNH60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUNOIIE) 












DATA SET U498SIlD983 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 06/01/80 
DATA SET U500NDT983 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 05/15/81 
SUBROUTINE tlDT983 (NOD,NODE, IIIAVE ,INC) 
THIS ROUTINE SELECTS A NODAL DIAMETER (NOD) BETWEEN -UlBn-2) AND 
-2 AtlD BETWEEtl 2 AtlD (NB/2-2) AND SETS NODE TO THE ABS( NOD) AND 
THE WAVE DIRECTION EQUAL TO THE SIGN OF NOD. THIS ROUTINE 
WCREIIEHT tmD BY 1C we) UIlTIL DELTA AERO IH TIlE CALLWG ROUTINE 
IS HWIHIZED. 
CotlMON I AHA U11 HAY , NAX , ISTR • NBB • 0 HID • 0 ENA • ED 
1 , DIAIlD • BLADES • POID 
ISH 0004 COIIIIOH IJMPCHKI JI1P(5) • HODE 
ISH 0005 NI1IN = 2 
ISN 0006 NMAX =((BlADES +.05) I 2. ) - 2. 
ISH 0007 IF ( IABSltlOD) .G1. NMIN .Atm. IABS(NOD) .LT. NHAX ) GO TO 10 
ISII 0009 IF (JMPltIODE) .NE. 0) GO TO 10 
ISN 0011 JMP(MODE) = 1 
ISH 0012 NOD = NOD *(-1) 
ISH 0013 GO TO 20 
ISH 0014 10 NOD = NOD + INC 
ISH 0015 20 IWAVE = 1 
1St! 0016 IF ( NOD .LT. 0 ) IWAVE = -1 
ISH 0018 tlODE = lABS (NOD) 
IStl 0019 RETURN 
IStl 0020 WD 


























t<OPTICNS IN EFFECT*SCURCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OBJECT lIotlAP tlOFORMAT GOSTI1T NOXREF NOALC NOAHSF TERM IBM FLAG ( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATENEtlTS = 19, PROGRAM SIZE = 464. SUBPROGRAM NAIIE =NDT983 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1. 3.0 (01 NAY 80) SYSTEt1l370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.45 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTImIS: SOURCE,NOfIAP,NOXREF ,HOlIST ,HOOECK,OPH 3) ,AUTODBUtlONE) ,NOAlC 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAlIE( HAIN) OPTII1IZE( 3) lWECOUtm 60) SIZE01AX) AUTODBU NONE) 








DATA SET U498SRD983 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 06/04/81 
DATA SET U500RDT983 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 05/12/81 
SU5ROUTIHE RDT983 (ICAlC) 
COlil-lett IUIOSI 151 , 161 
connON IAt/Al501 TITU 20) 
CeNtlON IANAl511 MACH , MAERO • NUtlA , NW137 • um • IBETA , 
1 • 11GUST • NGUST • IPARM , IPRNT 












COllllot~ IANAl531 RAERO(211. AHACHH211 • VElH211 • TEI1PH211 



















IXI = 151 
READ TITLE CARD 
READ (IXI,900) TITl 
READ CONTROL CARD 
READ (IXI,901) NACH ,MAERO ,NUHA ,MW137 ,IWD ,I6ETA ,IGUST 
1 ,HGUST ,tmusT ,IPARI1 ,IFRNT 
READ AERO CASE TITLE 
READ (IXI,900) TIAERO 
READ AERO DATA 
DO 20 I = 1,tlAERO 
READ (IXI,902) RAERO(I) , AHACHI(I) , VEl1(I) , TENPI(I) 
1 • PRES(I) , PSl1(I) , BETA1(I) 
ISH 0014 20 COHTWUE 
ISH 0015 RETURN 
IStl CO 16 900 FORI'IAT (20A4) 
ISH 0017 901 FORMAT (515,5X,615) 
Istlo018 902 FaRHAT (7F10.0) 
IStl 0019 Elm 
























0003 t • 
00035 
l<OPTICUS Ii~ EFFECT~SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST HODECK OBJECT NettAP NOFORMAT GOSTttT NOXREF NOAlC llOANSF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATHIENTS = 18, PROGRAII SIZE = 558, SU3PROGRAti NAME =RDT983 
TERM IBM FLAGn) 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGt:OSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 












































11AY 80) SYSTHII370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.48 PAGE 1 
SOURCE ,NOHAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,t:ODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTCDBUNDtIE) ,NOAlC 
NAtIEU1AIN) OPTIMIZE( 3 I lWECOUtlTt to) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBUNDtIE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT t~OIIAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC HOANSF TERM IBM FLAGI II 
DATA SET U498SRD137 AT lEVEL 004 AS OF 02/01/82 
DATA SET U498SRD137 AT LEVEL 003 AS OF 11/23/81 
DATA SET U493SRD137 AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 05128/81 
DATA SET U500RDlH37 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 04/06/81 
SU8ROUTItlE RDIU37 (ICAlC I 
COMNON IUIOSI 151 , 161 
CmltlON IAtlAlOll HTEST 
COIU1OH IAHAL021 !TTLE( 18)' lOPl • IOP2 • IOP3 
COHMON IANAl031 RPM • FN , DFH , TOLL , ROOT • DRPM,RPt1MH.RPHMX 
COlillON IANAl041 !lSTA • tlSTl , HST2 , HOACR • ILT , lONG, ISTE , 
1 DEIIB , EB , POIB , BR , SERIES • BRS , BTS , IOPP 
CmitlON IAtlAlOSI RI2ll • B0I3R(21I,TOB(211,THSTH(211,AlPHA(2ll. 
1 SOB(211 , RlE(211 , RTE(211 • AD~T(211 , 0(211 
cmiMOH IAtlAL061 TLTA(21 I , TLTI(21 I , XADlU(21 I , YADWTt21 I • 
I AKX(211 , AKY(21) • AKZ(21) 
CClltlON IAtlAl071 XP(3,53,2ll • NP( 211 
cmU·IOH IAHAl081 THET , THER • AKI1H1 , AKtlAX , ERAtlG 
COtll·jot~ IANAL091 ~TSI , XSHRI • Y5H!U , ARSHI , XISiIl , XISH3 , 
1 AKSHI , SHPOIl • At:GSI • NSl 
COIUION IANAllOI WTS2 , XSHR2 , YSHR2 , ARSU2 , XISIl2 , XISH4 , 
I AI<SIl2 , SHFOI2 , AtlGS2 
CONnON IANAlll1 tlAY , NAX • ISTR • NOB. DEND • DENA, ED 
I , OlAND • BLADES , POlO 
cmlllOH IANALl21 RAD( 32 I , THE (32 I 
Cor1l10H IAHAll31 SIGBOR , RADST(32I , TANST(32) 
cmlli0N IANALl41 ElP , WP • wap, DBP , IUIP , ON? , El , W , 
1 ~IS , OS , ~z • DT , RZ , THZ , TTH , OF , 
2 UT , EMU , DlX , RRT , BflP , TtlP , ~!R , RDR 
COMtlON IANA1l5/ SA , 5B , SC , SO , SE , SF , 5G , SH , 51 , SJ 
I SK , 5l , SH , REF , WI , Til , R2 • D2 , 03 , 04 , D5 , 06 , 
2 DlR , TI , T2 , T3 , T4 , RA , BETD 
CONNON IAHAll61 JXN(301 , VAl(30,121 • III 
DlllENSION X(3,53) 
READ FIRST FOUR CARDS OF THE WI37 INPUT 
CARD 1 --- NEU CASE CmlTROl CARD 
CARD 2 --- TITlE CARD Atm RItlG AND RIM PROPERTIES OPTIONS 
CARD 3 --- SFEED • FREQUEI~IES , ROOT , ECT. 
CARD 4 --- ~137 CONTROL CARD 
IXI = 151 
IF (ICAlC .GT. II IXI = 24 
IF (ICAlC .EQ. 3) IXI = 5 
IF (IXI .EQ. 24 .OR. IXI .EQ. 5) RE~mD IXI 
READ (IXI,900) HTEST 
READ (IXI,9011 ITTlE,IOP1,IOP2,IOP3 
READ (IXI, 902 I RPM, FN, OFH, TOll,ROOT ,DRPM,RPNlm,RPMMX 
READ (lXI, 903 I NSTA,tISTl, HST2 ,IIOACR, Il T ,lONG, ISTE ,DENB, EB, 
I POIB,BR,SERIES,BRS,BTS,IOPP 
DO 20 I = 1 , NSTA 
READ (IXI,9041 R(II,BOBR(I),TOB(II,THSTHCI),ALPHA(II,SCBCII, 
I RLECII,RTE(II,AD~T(I),O(II 
READ TILT AND SPRING CARD IF: 



























































































C 2--- TILT IS INPUT AT TIlE TIP STATIOIl (ILT = 2 ) AIm THE 
C TIP STATION IS BEn:G READ I I = NO. OF STATIatlS ) 
C 3--- ADDED WEIGllT HAS SEW WPUT 
C 
IF (ILT .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 5 
IF (ILT .EQ. 2 .Atm. I .EQ. NSTA GO TO 5 
IF ( AO:.JT(I) ) 5.6.5 
5 READ CIXI.905) TLTAII) • TLTT(I) • XADWTII) • YADUTCI) • 
1 AKX(l) • AKy( I) • AKZI I ) 
C 
C IF TIS IS POSITIVE STOP READING AIRFOIL DATA 
C IF TIS IS NEGATIVE --- READ COORDINATES 
C 
c 
6 IF I TOBII) .GT. 0.0 ) GO TO 20 
tI = OCI) + .05 
DO 10 JI = 1.3 
READ (lXI.905) ( X(JI.ItH • IN = 1.N ) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 15 H = 1.N 
XP(l.H.I) = Xl1.H) 
XPI2.tI.I) = XI2.H) 
XP(3.~I.Il = X(3.H) 
15 COIlTINUE 
NP( I) = N 
20 CONTINUE 
C READ ROOT AND TIP ANGLE , HIO • AND BROACH At~GlE 
C 
READ (IXI.906) THET , THER • AKHIN • AKHAX • BRANG 
C 
C READ SHROUD DATA IMST1 = O.tlO SHRQUD 
C 
C 
IF ( HST1 .LT. 1 ) GO TO 30 
READ IIXI.907) ~ITS1 • XSHR1 • YSHR1 • ARSHl • XISIU • XISH3 • 
1 AKSH1 • SHPOIl • ANGS1 • IISL 
IF ( HST2 .LT. 2 ) GO TO 30 
READ (IXI.907) WTS2 • XSHR2 • YSHR2 • ARSH2 • XISH2 • XISH4 • 
1 AKSB2 • SHF0I2 • ANG52 




READ (IXI.908) MAY. NAX • ISTR • NSB • DENO , DENA, ED 
1 • DIAHD • BLADES • POlO 
C READ DISC RADII AND THICKNESSES IF MAY .NE. 0 
C 
C 
IF ( HAY .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 40 
READ IIXI.909) (RADII).THE(I), I = 1 .MAY) 
40 CONTINUE 
C READ BORE STRESS • STRESS ~AT EACH STATION • OR NO STRESS 
C 
IF IISTR) 50.70.60 
50 READ IIXI.910) SIGBOR 
GO TO 70 
60 J = NAX + 1 





























































































tlAY 80 I RDIH37 SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.48 
00114 
READ DOVETAIL WPUT OR SKIP TO RING ItIPUT 00115 
00116 
IF I IOP1 .EQ. 0 I GO TO 80 00117 
READ IIXI,9021 ElP,WP,U3P,DBP,WNP,DH?,El,W 00118 
READ (lXI,902) WS,DS,I~Z,DT,RZ,THZ,TTH,DF 00119 
READ (lXI,902) WT,EtlU,DlX,RRT,ENP,TtlP,~IR 00120 
IF I UR .NE. O. ) READ (lXI,910) RDR 00121 
80 CONTINUE 00122 
00123 
READ DISC RIM INPUT IOP2 = 1 OR 2 00124 
00125 
IF I IOP2 - 1 ) 110,100,90 00126 
90 READ IIXI.902) SA • 56 • SC • SO • SE , SF , SG • SH 00127 
READ IIXI.9021 SI • SJ , SK • Sl I SH , REF, WI 00128 
IF I WI ) 95,110,95 00129 
95 READ IIXI,9021 Til , R2 00130 
GO TO 110 00131 
100 READ IIXI,902) 02 , 03 , 04 , 05 • 06 , DlR , WI 00132 
READ IIXI,902) T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , RA , BETD 00133 
IF I WI ) 105,110,105 00134 
105 READ (IXI.902) Til, R2 00135 
110 CO~TIHUE 00136 
00137 
READ SPRWG AHD RING PROPERTY ItlFORt1ATIOH 00138 
00139 
ISH 0089 I = 1 00140 
ISH 0090 120 READ IIXI.911) JXH(I) .(VAlII,l),l=l,12) 00141 
ISH 0091 IF ( JXHIII .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 130 00142 
ISH 0093 I = I + 1 00143 
ISH 0094 GO TO 120 00144 
IStl 0095 130 I = I + 1 00145 
ISN 0096 READ (IXI,911) JXHII) 00146 
ISH 0097 III = I - 2 00147 
ISU 0098 RETURH 00148 
ISH 0099 900 FORf~TI72X.l1) 00149 
ISH 0100 901 FORMATI18A4,lX,3I1) 00150 
ISH 0101 902 FO;(tIATl8F8.0) 00151 
ISH 0102 903 FORNAT1712,2X,7F8.0,lX,Ill 00152 
ISN 0103 904 FORMAT(9F8.0,lX,F4.0) 00153 
ISH 0104 905 FORf1ATl9F8.0 I 00154 
ISH 0105 906 FORI1ATl5E8.0) 00155 
ISH 0106 907 FORMAT(9F8.0,lX,I11 00156 
ISH 0107 908 FORHAT(412,8X,6F8.01 00157 
ISN 0103 909 FORMAT(8F8.21 00158 
ISH 0109 910 FORHAT(F8.21 00159 
ISU 0110 911 FO~MAT(I2,6IF3.0,F8.01) 00160 
1St! 0111 EtlD 00161 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECTlillAtIEnlAIH I OPTIMIZE ( 3) lIHECOUlnl 60 I SIZE I MAX) AUTODBUNONE) 
PAGE 3 
*OPTIONS m EFFECTliSOURCE EECDIC tlOLIST NODECK OBJECT HOMAP UOFORHAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERN IBM FlAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEllEtnS = 110, PROGRAM SIZE = 3472, SU3PROGRAM NA~IE =RDU137 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTWDED (ENHANCED) 
REQUESTED OPTIO:lS: SOURCE ,llOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,IIODECK,OPT( 3) ,J.UTODBU NONE) ,NOAlC 
OPTImlS m EFFECT: N.t.HE(t1AIH) OPTHIIZE(3) lItlECOUUT(60) SIZEHlAX) AUTODBUNCNE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NO/lAP tlOFCRMAT GOSHIT NOXREF 
C DATA SET U498SRSFUN AT lEVEL 003 AS OF 01/28/82 
DATE 82.141/10.52.54 PAGE 
NOAlC NOANSF TERH IBM FLAG(l) 
C DATA SET U498SRSFUI~ AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 06124181 00001 
C DATA SET U500RSFUNC AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 06/22/81 00002 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE RSFUNC 00003 
ISN 0003 CmttlON IUIOSI 151 , 161 00004 
ISU 0004 COIUlON IANAL031 RPII , FNS , DFN , TOLL ,ROOT,DRPI1,RPtlNN,RPNMX 00005 
ISI~ 0005 COXtlON IANAL211 FNRQ(lOO) , SPEED( 100) , BTAnOO) 00006 
ISU 0006 COl1tlON IAHAl321 RFttN , RPtlX , EGRD( 4) , NORD 00007 
ISU 0007 COI:rlot~ IGLOBCIII 03JF , FN( 5) , DlAR( 5) , THKVAU 2ll , RF( 5,4) 00008 
ISll 0008 DOUBLE PRECISION FNRQ , SPEED , BTA 00009 
C 00010 
C SAVE THE LARGER VALUE OF RFHAX AND RFHIN FOR EACH 00011 
C ORDER AND EACH ROOT 00012 
C 00013 
ISN 0009 NROOT = ROOT + .05 00014 
ISN 0010 WRITE (161,910) 00015 
1511 0011 910 FORI1AT(/,5X, 'FREQUENCY' ,8X, 'SPEED' ,lOX, 'BETA') 00016 
ISH 0012 DO 3 1= I,NROOT 00017 
ISH 0013 WRITE (161,900) FNRQ(I) , SPEED(I) , BTA(I) 00018 
ISH 0014 3 CONTINUE 00019 
ISH 0015 900 FORMAT (5(3X,E12.5)) 00020 
1511 0016 WRITE (161,920) 00021 
ISI,10017 920 FormAT( 1,6X,'RPM-HIH',8X,'RPtttIAX',9X,'ND(l)', 00022 
110X,'tlD(2)',IOX.'tlD(3)',10X,'tlDUt)') 00023 
ISH 0018 WRITE (161,900) RPI-:N, RPllX, EORO(I) , ECRD(2) , EORD(3) 00024 
ISH 0019 WRITE (161,930) 00025 
ISH 0020 930 FORMAT (/,7X,'DMAX',llX,'D1lIN',llX,'RFMAX',10X,'RFIIIN',llX,'RF') 00026 
ISII 0021 DO 10 I = I,NROOT 00027 
ISH 0022 DO 5 J = I.NORD 00028 
ISH 0023 DtIAX = FNRQ( I )**2 + BTA( Il it IRFMX**2 - SPEED( I )*),2) 00029 
IStl 0024 DHIN = FtlRQ(Il**2 + BTA(Il it (R?iltl**2 - SPEEO(IHili-2) 00030 
1511 0025 RFtlAX = 60. * SQRTlDMAX) I EORD(J) / RPilX - 1.0 00031 
IS~I 0026 RFHIN = 1.0 - 60. it SQRTlDllIN) / EORD(J) / RPIU~ 00032 
ISH 0027 RF(l,J) = RFI1AX 00033 
ISI~ 0028 IF (RFflIN .GT. RFMAX) RF(I.J) = RFtlIN 00034 
ISll 0030 WRITE (l6I, 900) DI'IAX , Dll1N , RFIIAX , RFllIN , RF( I,J) 00035 
ISN 0031 5 COHTINUE 00036 
ISH 0032 10 CONTINUE 00037 
1511 0033 RETURN 00038 
1511 0034 END 00039 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAllEnlAIN) OPTIMIZE!]) lINECOUNT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
*OPTIOIlS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC r-:OlIST tlODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORI1AT GOSTtlT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FlAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI1ENTS = 33, PROGR.t.~1 SIZE = 1048, SUBPRO(;RAM HAtlE =RSFUI1C 
"STATISTICS" NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSIml 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
MAY 80) SYSTEI1/370 FORTRAt! H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE,NONAP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,NODECK,OPH 3) , AUTOD13LUmHE ) ,NOALC 
NANE( 11AItI) OPTIMIZE( 3) LItlECCUNTC 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NOIIAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT tlOXREF 
DATE 82.141/10.52.58 PAGE 










































NOALC NOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAG( II 
C DATA SET U498STMAX AT LEVEL 003 AS OF 02/01/82 
C DATA SET U498STllAX AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 07/16/81 00001 
C DATA SET U500TltAX AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 04/06/81 00002 
SUBROUTINE mAX (ICALC) 00003 
COl1rlOt-l /UIOS/ 151 , 161 00004 
COHI'IOtl IANAL04/ tlSTA , HSTl , I1ST2 , NOACR , ILT , LONG , ISTE, 00005 
1 DElle • EB , POlB , BR , SERIES , BRS , BTS , IOPP 00006 
COntlON IANAL07/ XP(3,53,21) , NP(211 00007 
CotltlON /ANALl7/ XPS(3,53,211 , TMX(211 , TCC(211 , BMX(211 00008 
1 , BCC(21) 00009 
NBRS = BRS + .05 00010 
IF ( ICALC .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 70 00011 
IF ( ICALC .EQ. 1 .OR. ICALC .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 10 00012 
~RITE (161.900) ICALC 00013 
STOP 00014 
10 IF ( ICALC .EQ. 2 I GO TO 70 00015 
C 00016 
C DETERMINE MAX THICKNESS OF EACH INPUT STATION AND SAVE COORDINATES00017 
C 00018 
00 30 I = NBRS , NSTA 00019 
tlPP = NP(II 00020 
Tl1AX =XP(2,1.I1 -XP(3,1,I1 00021 
BHX(II = XP(l,UPP,I1 - XP(I,I,I) 00022 
00 20 J = I, tlPP 00023 
T =XP(2,J,II - XP(3,J,I) 00024 
TtIAX = AMAXI (TtIAX,TI 00025 
20 CONTIIIUE 00026 
TIlXII I = TNAX 00027 
30 CONTItlUE 00028 
00 60 I = NBRS , tlSTA 00029 
NPP = tlP(I) 00030 
00 50 J = 1,NPP 00031 
DO 40 K = 1,3 00032 
XPS(K,J.II = XP(K,J,II 00033 
40 CONTINUE 00034 
50 COIHINUE 00035 
60 CONTWUE 00036 
GO TO 999 00037 
70 CONTINUE 00038 
C 00039 
C RATIO THE Y-UPPERS AND Y-LOIIERS TO REFLECT nlE NEW 00040 
C THICKNESS FR0I1 COPES-CONtIIN 00041 
C 00042 
DO 90 I = NBRS,NSTA 00043 
NPP = NP(I) 00044 
PER = TCC( I I I nIx ( I I 00045 
00 80 J = 1 , HPP 00046 
T = XPS(2,J,II - XPS(3,J,II 00047 
XS = T/TI1X(II 00048 
XP(2,J,II = XPS(2,J,II + (PER - 1.) * .5 * T * XS 00049 
XP(3,J,I) = XPS(3.J,II - (PER - 1.1 * .5 * T * XS 00050 
80 CotnUlUE 00051 
90 COIITIIlUE 00052 
C 00053 






+VERSIOtI 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) TMAX SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (EtlHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.52.58 PAGE 2 
C CHORD FRatl COPES-Cot~;lIH 00055 
C 00056 
1St! 0046 DO 110 I = NBRS,HSTA 00057 
ISN 0047 HPP = NP(I) 00058 
ISH 0048 IF (BCC(l) .EQ. 0.0 .OR. BMX(I) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 110 00059 
ISH 0050 PER = BCC( I) I BIIX( I) 00060 
ISH 0051 DO 100 J = 1 , NPP 00061 
ISH 0052 XP(l,J,I) = XP(l,J,I) + (PER 1.0) * XP(I,J,I) 00062 
1511 0053 XP(2,J,I) = XP(2,J,I) + (PER 1.0) * XP(2,J,I) 00063 
IStI 0054 XP(3,J,I) = XP(3,J,I) + (PER - 1.0) * XP(3,J,I) 00064 
ISH 0055 100 CONTINUE 00065 
ISH 0056 110 CONTIIIUE 00066 
ISH 0057 900 FORIIAT (. ICAlC = • ,IlO) 00067 
ISH 0058 999 RETURN 00068 
ISH 0059 END 00069 
*OPTIONS HI EFFECT*IWIE( MAIN) OPTIMIZE( 3) lINECOUNTI 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECTi<SOURCE EBCDIC HOlIST NODECK OBJECT HOlIAP NOFORMAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBH FlAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEHEHTS = 58, PROGRAM SIZE = 1098, SUBPROGRAI1 NAtlE = TMAX 
*STATISTICSli NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 COl 
REQUESTED O?TIONS: 














































HAY 80) 5YSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED CENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.00 PAGE 
SOURCE ,NotIAP,NOXREF ,HOLIST ,NOiJECK ,OPT( 3) , AUTODBU NONE) ,tlOALC 
tlAI1EC HAIH) OPTIMIZEC 3) LIIlECOUNT( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTCDBLC HONE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST HODECK OBJECT NOI1.~P NOFORHAT G05THT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERti IBH FLAGCI) 
DATA SET U498S1U983 AT LEVEL 014 AS OF 011Z9/82 
DATA SET U498S1U983 AT LEVEL 013 AS OF lUOU81 
DATA SET U498S~IT9a3 AT LEVEL 012 AS OF 09/14/81 
DATA SET USOOlITT983 AT LEVEL 011 AS OF 09/09/81 
DATA S~T U5001UT983 AT LEVEL 010 AS OF 06/09/81 
SUBROUTIIIE ~TT983 C ICALC, tlOD E. IIID, UIAVE ) 
CONIION/UIOSI 151 • 161 
COtiMON/AHAL041 tlSTA , HSTl • tlsn • NOCAR • ILT • LONG • ISTE , 
1 DEliS • EB • POIB • BR • SERIES • BRS • BTS • IOPP 
cmU-IOH IANAL111 tlAY • NAX • ISTR • NBS. DEHD • DENA. ED 
1 • OlAND • BLADES • POlO 
COMtietl IANAll71 XPSC3.53.2l) • THX(2l) , TCCC2l) • BHXI2l) 
1 , BCC(21) 
COKHOH/ANAL201 SPEEDCS) • ANOD(S) • FRFNCS) , TKEB(S) 
1 • RAD(5.21) • CHDCS.21) • SCTC5.21) 
2 • ALPHCS.21) , PFDF(S,21) • PFAG(5.21) • PWDFCS.21) • PWAG(5,21) 
3 • IRNOCS) • NBLD(S) • NI37(5) 
CotltION/ANALSOI TITL( 20) 
COrlMON/ANALSll HACH • tlAERO • NUl1A , Htl137 • HID • IBETA • IGUST 
1 • HGUST • NGUST • IPARM , IPRtlT 
COtlfION/AtlAL521 TIAERO( 20) 
CmltiOlVANAL531 RAERO(21) • AHACH1(21) • VEL1(21) , TEHPH21) 
1 • PRES(21) • PSII(21) • BETAI(21) 
COMMON IAIIAL311 tiS FA • 15TH( 21 ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SPEED , ANOD , FRFN • T1(EB 
1 • RAD • CHD • SCT • AlPH • PFDF • PFAG • PlmF • FUAG 
IF (ICALC .EQ. 2) REWIND S 
NBR :: BRS + .OS 
IYI = 161 
IF (ICALC .EQ. 2) IYI = S 
WRITE TITLE CARD - - CARD 1 
WRITE (IYI.900) TITl 
I<!RITE CONTROL CARD - - CARD 2 
NUN A = 1 
H1H37 = 1 
NIN = S 
HII = 5 
IGUST = 0 
tlGUST = 0 
NGUST = 0 
IPARM = 0 
IPRIIT :: 0 
IIRITE (IYI.90l) HACH • HAERO • NUMA • H~1l37 • IWAVE • NIN • tIN 
1 , IBETA • IGUST • KGUST • NGUST • IPARI-I • IPRIU 
WRITE AERO CASE TITLE - - CARD 3 
I~RITE C IYI. 900) TIAERO 





























































+VERSION 1.3.0 101 MAY 80) WTT983 SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.00 PAGE 2 
1St! 0032 DO 10 I = l,tlAERO 00055 
ISH 0033 WRITE IIYI,902) RAEROII) , AHACHIII) , VEL1II) , TEMPIII) 00056 
1 , PRESII) , PSll(I) , BETA1II) 00057 
ISN 0034 10 COt-ITINUE 00058 
C 00059 
C WRITE W137 CotlTROL CARD - - CARD 7 00060 
C 00061 
ISN 0035 DIA = IND 00062 
ISN 0036 AllBLD = BLADES * eI1XCNSR) / BCCI NBR) 00063 
ISH 0037 WRITE (IYI, 903) SPEEDUIODE) , DIA , IRNOIIIODE) , FRFU!l10DE) , 00064 
1 TKESIHODE) , ANBLD , NSf A 00065 
C WRITE 126,903) SPEEDIMODE) • DIA , IRNOIMODE) , FRFNINODE) , 00066 
C 1 TKEBHIODE) , AtlSLD , tlSfA 00067 
C 00068 
C WRITE W137 HODE SHAPE - - CARD 8 00069 
C 00070 
ISN 0038 DO 20 J = 1,NSFA 00071 
Istl 0039 I = ISTHI J) 00072 
ISN 0040 WRITE IIYI,904) RADIHODE,I) , CHDCMODE,I) , SCTIMODE,I) , 00073 
1 ALPHIMODE,I) , PFDFIMODE,I) , PFAGIMODE,I) , PWDFINODE,I) , 00074 
2 pt.JAGn:ODE,I) 00075 
1St! 0041 20 CONTINUE 00076 
1St! 0042 IF IIYI .EQ. 5) REWIND 5 00077 
1St! 0044 RETURN 00078 
IStI 00.45 900 FORtlAT 120A4) 00079 
ISH 0046 901 FORI-IAT 1515,13,12,615) 00080 
ISN 0047 902 FORMAT 12F10.5,3F10.3,2F10.4) 00081 
1St! 0048 903 FORIIAT 12F10.2,IlO,FlO.4,2E10.4,IlO) 00082 
ISII 0049 904 FORIIAT 14F10.5,E10.4,F10.4,ElO.4,F10.4) 00083 
IStl 0050 END 00084 
*OPTIOtlS m EFFECT*UAMEI MAIN) OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUNTI 60) SIZE I MAX) AUTODBLI NONE) 
*OPTIOtlS Itl EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST tlODECK OBJECT NotlAP NOFORtiAT GOSTMT tlO)"'REF NOALe NOANSF TERN IBN FLAG! I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlEtiTS = 49, PROGRAtI SIZE = 1206, SUBPROGRAI1 NAME =WTT983 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 801 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10'.53.04 PAGE 1 
REQUESTED OPTIO;~S: SOURCE ,N0I1AP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,NODECK,OPT( 3 I ,AUTOCBLI tlot-iE I ,NOALC 
OPTIONS IH EFFECT: NAME(MAINI OPTIllIZE(31 LINECOUllT(601 SIZE(MAXI AUTOCBLlNONE) 












































DATA SET U498SI~Tl37 AT LEVEL 005 AS OF 03/11/82 
DATA SET U498S~T137 AT LEVEL 004 AS OF 01/28/82 
DATA SET U498S~T137 AT LEVEL 003 AS OF 12/02/81 
DATA SET U498SWT137 AT LEVEL C02 AS OF 05/28/81 
DATA SET U500~TlU37 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 04/06/81 
SUBROUTItlE WHIl37 UCALC) 
COIa:OH IUIOSI lSI , 161 
C0I1110H IANAL011 NTEST 
CClIlION IANAL021 ITTLE( 18), IOP1 , IOP2 , IOP3 
COIU':ON IANAL031 RPM , FN , OFtI , TOLL , ROOT , DRPM,RPMNN,RPI1MX 
COWION IANAL041 NSTA , ~ISTl , 11ST2 , NOACR , ILT , LONG , ISTE , 
1 DENa , EB , POIB , BR , SERIES , BRS , BTS , IOPP 
cot!noi~ IAHALOSI R( 21) , BOSR (21), TOB( 21), THSTIH 21 )'ALPBA( 21), 
1 SCBI211 , RLE( 21) , RTE( 21) , ADUTI 211 , O( 211 
COM:ION IANAL061 TLTA(211 , TlTT(211 , XAOWTl211 , YADWTl211 , 
1 AKXI211 , AKY(211 , AKZ(211 
Co/~110H IANAL071 XP( 3,53, 21 I , NP( 21) 
COHIION IAtlAL081 THET , THER , AKMItl , AKIIAX , BRANG 
CotltlON IAHAl091 WTS1 , XSBRI , YSHR1 , ARSH1 , XISH1 • XISH3 , 
1 AKSHI , SHPOIl • ANGSI , tlSl 
COlli ION IAt/AUOI WTS2 , XSHR2 • YSHR2 • ARSH2 , XISH2 , XISft4 • 
1 AKSH2 • SHPOI2 , AtlGS2 
CClIlION IAtlAU11 MAY , NAX • ISTR , NBB , DEI~D • DENA • EO 
1 , OlANO , BLADES • POID 
COIttlOU IANALl21 RAD(32) , THE (32 I 
C0I1tlON IANAL131 SIGBOR , RADSTl321 , TANST(321 
CO~IMON IAtlAU41 ELP , ~P , WBP, Dap , ~lNP , DttP , EL , 101 , 
1 WS , OS , WZ • DT • RZ , THZ , TTH , OF , 
2 liT , EMU , DLX • RRT • BNP • TUP , fIR • ROR 
COMtlON IANAL151 SA , SB , SC , SO , SE , SF , SG , SH , SI • SJ • 
1 SK , SL , SN , REF , III • Til • R2 , 02 • 03 • 04 , 05 , 06 • 
2 DLR • T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , RA , BETO 
CotalON IANAL161 JXN(30) , VAl( 30.12) , III 
Cm1:10N IANAL171 XPS(3,53,211 • TMX(211 , TCC(211 , BI1X(211 
1 • BCC(211 
I!RITE FIRST FOUR CARDS OF THE W137 INPUT 
CARD 1 --- NEW CASE CONTROL CARD 
CARD 2 --- TITLE CARD AND RING AND RIM FROPERTIES OPTIONS 
CARD 3 --- SPEED, FREQUENCIES, ROOT, ECT. 
CARD 4 --- 101137 CONTROL CARD 
IYI = 161 
IF (ICALC .EQ. II IYI = 24 
IF (ICALC .EQ. 21 IYI = 5 
IF (ICALC .EQ. 4) IYI = 7 
IF (IYI .EQ. 5 .OR. IYI .EQ. 241 REWIND IYI 
waTE IIYI,9001 NTEST 
"liUTE UYI.901) ITTLE • IOPI • IOP2 • IOP3 
WRITE IIYI,9021 RPM, FN , OFN , TOLL, ROOT. DRPI! , RPtlMN,RPMt-IX 
~!RITE IIYI, 9031 tlSTA , MSTl , MST2 • NOACR , Il T , LONG , ISTE , 
1 DENB , EB , POIB • BR , SERIES , BRS , BTS , IOPP 
DO 20 I = 1 , NSTA 


























































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 11AY 80) WTlU37 SYSTEl1/370 FORTRAN H EXTEtlOED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.04 
C 00055 



























1 SOB(I) , RLE(I) , RTE(I) , AD~nIl , 0(1) 00057 
C 
C HRITE TILT AND SPRING CARD IF: 
C 1 --- TILT IS INPUT AT EACH STATION (ILT = 1) 
C 2 ---'TILT IS INFUT AT THE TIP STATIot~ (ILT = 2) AND THE 
C TIP STATIOH IS BEING READ (I = NO. OF STATIONS) 
C 3 --- ADDED liEIGHT HAS BEEN WPUT 
C 
IF (ILT .EQ. 1) GO TO 5 
IF (ILT .EQ. 1 .Atm. I .EQ. HSTA) GO TO 5 
IF (ADlIT(I» 5,6,5 
5 I!RITE (IYI,90S) TLTA(I) , TLTT(Il , XADUT(I) , YADWnI) , 
1 AKX( I) , AKY! II , AKZ( II 
C 
C IF TI8 IS POSITIVE --- STOP READING AIRFOIL DATA 
C IF TlB IS NEGATIVE --- READ COORDINATES 
C 
C 
6 IF (TOB(I) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 20 
H = 0(1) + .05 
DO 10 J = 1 , 3 
~RITE (IYI,906) (XP(J,IH,I) , IN = 1 , H) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CDtHINUE 
C ~IRITE ROOT AND TIP ANGLE , Mia , AllO BROACH AUGLE 
C 
WRITE (IYI,907) THET , THER , AKl1IN , AKI1AX , [RANG 
C 
C WRITE SHROUD DATA HISTl = 0 , NO SHROUDS) 
C 
IF (MSTI .LT. 1) GO TO 30 
IlRITE (IYI, 908) IHSI , XSi-IRl , YSHRI , ARSHI , XISH1 , XISH3 , 
1 AKSHI , SHPOIl , ANGS1 , NSL 
IF (MST2 .LT. 2) GO TO 30 
~RITE (IYI,908) ~TS2 , XSHR2 , YSHR2 , ARSH2 , XISH2 , XISH4 , 
1 AKSIl2 , SHPOI2 , AtlGSl 
30 COIHINUE 
C 
C ~lRITE DISC CONTROL DATA 
C 
BLADE = BLADES 
IF (ICALC .EQ. I) GO TO 35 
NSR = BRS + .05 
BLADE = BLADES * BMX(NBR) I BCC(NER) 
351:RITE (IYI,909) liAY , NAX , ISTR , NBB , DEND , DENA, ED , 
1 DIAHD , BLADE , POlO 
C 
C Il!UTE DISC RADII AIIO THICKNESSES IF MAY .NE. 0 
C 
C 
IF (MAY .EQ. 0) GO TO 40 
~:RITE (IYI,910) (RAD(I),THE(Il, I = 1 , MAY) 
40 COtlTINUE 
C WRITE BORE STRESS , STRESS AT EACH STATION , OR NO STRESS 
C 
IF (ISTR) 50,70,60 


























































+VErlSION 1.3.0 (01 tlAY 80) 14HU37 SYSTEtV370 FO~TRAN H EXTENDED CENHANCED) DATE 82.141110.53.04 PAGE 3 
IStl 0069 GO TO 70 00114 
ISH 0070 60 J = tlAX + 1 00115 
ISII 0071 I~RITE UYI,911) (RADSTU) , TAtISTU) , I = J , MAY) 00116 
I~t~ 0072 70 CONTINUE 00117 
~ C 00118 ~ C WRITE DOVETAIL INPUT OR SKIP TO RIIlG INPUT 00119 
C 00120 
ISH 0073 IF UOP1 .EQ. 0) GO TO 80 00121 
ISII 0075 ~!RITE UYI,910) ELP , WP , WBP , DBP , WNP , ONP , El , W 00122 
ISN 0076 WRITE UYI, 910) 14S , OS , If! , OT , RZ , THZ , TTH , OF 00123 
ISH 0077 WRITE (IYI,910) WT , EtlU , OLX , RRT , BNP , TNP , WR 00124 
ISH 0078 IF UlR .NE. 0.) IlRITE UYI,910) RDR 00125 
ISt~ OOSO 80 COHTINUE 00126 
C 00127 
C WRITE DISC RIM INPUT IF IOP2 = 1 OR 2 00128 
C 00129 
ISH 0081 IF (IOP2 - 1) 110,100,90 00130 
ISN 0082 90 ~RITE (IYI,910) SA , S8 , SC , SO , SE , SF , SG , SH 00131 
ISU 0083 WRITE (IYI,910) SI, SJ, SK, Sl, SN, REF, IU 00132 
IStl0084 IF (lU) 95,110,95 00133 
ISH 0085 95 WRITE UYI,910) Tl1 , R2 00134 
ISH 0086 GO TO 110 00135 
IS/I 0087 100 11RITE UYI, 910) D2 , 03 , D4 , 05 , 06 , DLR , loll 00136 
ISU OOSS ItRITE (IYI,910) Tl , T2 , T3 , T4 , RA , BETD 00137 
ISII 0089 IF (141) 105,110,105 00138 
ISN OO~O 105 WRITE (IYI,910) Til, R2 00139 
ISN 0091 110 CONTINUE 00140 
C 00141 
C URIT" SPRING AND RING PROPERTY INfORI1ATION 00142 
C 00143 
1511 0092 DO 120 I = 1 , III 001(.4 
ISN 0093 URITE (IYI,912) JXN(I) , (VALCI,lJ , L = 1 , 12) 00145 
1511 009!t 120 COHTIIIUE 00146 
ISII 0095 IXX = 0 00147 
1511 0096 WRITE (IYI,913) IXX 00148 
Istl 0097 WRITE (IYI,913) IXX 0014·9 
ISII 009B IF CIYI .EQ. 5) REWIND IYI 00150 
ISII 0100 RETURN 00151 
ISH 0101 900 FORI1AT 172X,Il) 00152 
ISII 0102 901 FORHAT (18A4,lX,3IU 00153 
ISIIOI03 902 FOR/IAT (3F8.1,FB.5,4F8.11 00154 
ISH 0104 903 FORHAT (712,2X,F8.5,E8.3,2F8.5,3F8.1,IX,I1) 00155 
ISII 0105 904 FORliAT C3F8.5,2F8.4,4F8.5,lX,F4.0) 00156 
ISH 0106 905 FORliAT (4F8.5,3E8.U 00157 
ISH 0107 906 FORMAT C9F8.5) 00153 
IStl 0108 907 FOmlAT C2F8.4,2F8.0,F8.4) 00159 
ISN 0109 908 FormAT C3F8.5,F8.6,4F8.7,F8.4,lX,I1) 00160 
1511 0110 909 FORHAT (412,8X,2F8.5,E8.3,3F8.4) 00161 
1511 0111 910 FORtlAT (8Fa.5) 00162 
ISII 0112 911 FORttAT (SF8.U 00163 
ISH 0113 912 FORNAT (I2,F3.0,E8.3,5(F3.0,F8.5)) 00164 
1511 0114 913 FORtlAT 17X,Ill 00165 
ISH 0115 EltD 00166 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*NAME(MAIN) OPTIHIZE(3). LINECOUt~T(60) SIZE(HAX) AUTCDBLCNOtlE) 
i(OPT!m~s III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST UODECK OBJ2CT NmlAP NOFORtlAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERN IBN FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 114, P((CGRAI'I SIZE = 3002, SUBPROGRAM NAtlE =WTUl37 
"STATISTICS* UO DIAGtmSTICS GENERATED 
*x*)ill;t EI!O OF CotlPILATION *1I**** 2984K BYTES OF CORE UOT USED 
+VERSIOH 1. 3. 0 (01 
R~~UESTED OPTIONS: 


















































IIAY 80) SYSTEt1l370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHAHCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.08 PAGE 
SOURCE ,tIOMAP,NOXREF ,NO lIST ,tIODECK ,OPTI 3) ,AUTODBU NotIE) ,NOAle 
11AtlECNAItll OPTIIIIZE( 3) LINECOUtITl 60) SIZE( MAX) AUT(j~BLI NONE) 
SOU:<CE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT IlmlAP tlOFORMAT GOSTtIT NOYREF NOAlC tlOANSF TERI1 IBM FlAG( Il 
DATA SET U498S0BJTV AT lEVEL 007 AS OF 03/16/82 
DATA SET U498S0BJTV AT lEVEL 006 AS OF 03/03/82 
DATA SET U49SS0BJTV AT lEVEL 005 AS OF 02/03/82 
DATA SET U498S0BJTV AT lEVEL 004 AS OF 12/02/81 
DATA SET U498S0aJTV AT lEVEL 003 AS OF 11/23/31 
DATA SET U498S0BJTV AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 11/20/81 
DATA SET U498S0BJTV AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 11/19/81 
SUBROUTINE OBJTV 
CALCULATE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIOH FOR A HOllO~ FOIL WITH 
BORSIC TITANIUM IHlAY OR A SUPERHYBRID FOIL 
COIIMON /GlOBCM/ OBJF , FN(S) , DlAR(S) , THKVAU21l , RF(S,4) 
1 , BRce , FOolSB(21) , DlE , DTE , DROOT , DTIP , TTl , TLT 
2 , OBJFUN 
eOlltlOlI /PlYl/ PlYl21,25,7) , THETA(7) • RHO(7) 
CO/ltlON /WIEGHT / ~U 7) 
Cmll'lON /ANAl33/ DlED • DTEo • DROOTD • DTIPD , TTID • TLTD • tlCD 
com ION IANALl7/ XPS(3.53.211 • m:{(211 , TCC(21) • BI~X(211 
1 • BCC(2ll 
cmmON IUIOSI 151 , 16I 
cmU'ION IANAl041 NSTA • tlSTl • MST2 • NQACR • IlT • lOUS • ISTE • 
1 DENa • EB • POIB • BR • SERIES • ERS • BTS • IOPP 
COtinotl IANAl051 R(211 • BOBR(211.TOEH211.TllSTH(21)'AlPHA(211. 
1 SOB( 211 • RlE( 2ll • RTE( 21) • ACln( 2ll • O( 21) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PLY • THETA • RHO • Wl • OLEO • OTEO • DROOTD 
1 , OTIPo • TTID • TlTD 
NCO = 1 (HOllOl~ FOIL) 
NCO = 2 (SUPERHY8RIO FOIL) 
RC = BRCC 
IF (BRCC .EQ. 0.0) RC = BtlX(ll 
RT = THi<VAU 1) 
IF (NCD .EQ. 2) GO TO 10 
TIVOl = (Wl(l) + Ul(7)) I RHO(I) 





= ROOT CHORD 
= ROOT THICKtlESS 
= VOLUME Of TITANIUM 
= VOLUME OF BaR SIC TITANIUM 
EMC = 2000. * (.00958 * TIVOl + 1.183 * (BTVOLl116.6)**1.08 ) 
ElC = 2000.*(.273 * (RC / 9.25)**.35 + .095 * (RT/.925)**.861 
EOC = 246.42 * (EtIC + ElC) I RC +3700. it RC 
~~RITE 1I6I, 900) RC • RT • TIVOl • BTVOl , WC , ElC • EOC 
900 FORMAT (7(3X.EI2.51/) 
EMC = MATERIAL COST 
ElC = lABO~ COST 
EDC = DELTA COST RELATIVE TO E3 
TR = RINSTA) 


























































































(01 MAY 80) OBJTV SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.08 PAGE 2 
RR = R(tlGRS) 00055 
ARATIO = (TR**2 - (DROOT - 2. )**2) 1 (TR**2 - RR**2) 00056 
IF ((DROOT - 2.) .IT. RR) ARATIO = 1.0 00057 
EDlE = OLE 00058 
IF ( (OLE - .001l .IT. O. ) EDlE = 20.0 00059 
EDtltlC = (EI1C + ELC) * (4.0 + 6.8 * ARATIO/EDlE) * 220.0 00060 
1 / 250000.0 1 RC 00061 
C 00062 
C TR = TIP RADIUS 00063 
C RR = ROOT RADIUS 00064 
C EDI'IMC = DELTA MAINTENCE AND MATERIAL COST 00065 
C 00066 
~IRITE !I6I.910) tlSTA • tlBRS.TR. RR • DROOT • OLE. ARATIO • EDMMC 00067 
910 FORMAT (2I5.6(3X.EI2.5)/) 00068 
HI =( WUU + WU7) + WU2) + WU6) ) * 386.4 00069 
OIIT = 99.5 * FW - 1.233 * FW**2 00070 
OBJFUN = .54 * EDC/I00000. + .80 * EOMMC/lO. + .52 * OWT/lOOO. 00071 
C 00072 
C FW = Fall WEIGHT 00073 
C OUT = DELTA WEIGHT RELATIVE TO E3 00074 
C OBJFUH = OBJECTIVE FUNCTION oe075 
C 00076 
IIRITE !I6I.900) WUU .WU2) .1~U6) ,WU7) .F~I .Dln .03JFUN 00077 
GO TO 50 00078 
10 CONTINUE 00079 
C 00080 
C TIVOl = VOLUtlE OF TITANIUM 00081 
C BAVOl = VOLUtlE OF BORON AlUMItlUi1 00082 
C GEVOl = VOLUtlE OF GRAPHITE EPOXY 00083 
C 00084 
TIVOl = (Wl(l) + WU4) + WU7)) / RliO(l) 00085 
BAVOl = (Ul( 2) + WU 6 ) I / RHO( 2 I 00086 
GEVOl = (WL(3) + WL(5)) / RHO(31 00087 
C 00088 
C ENC = MATERIAL COST 00089 
C ELC = lABOR COST 00090 
C EDC = DELTA COST RELATIVE TO E3 00091 
C EDflMC = DELTA tlAINTEtiCE AND tlATERIAl COST 00092 
C 00093 
EtlC = 2000.0 * ( .483 * (GEVOl / 116.6)**1.05 00094 
1 + .637 * ( ( BAVOl + TIVOl ) / 116.6 )**1.08 00095 
2 + .1445 * ( RC / 9.25 )**1.774 ) 00096 
ElC = 2000.0 * ( .063 * (RC / 9.251**1.15 00097 
1 + .121 * (RT / .925)**.82) 00098 
EDC = 246.42 * (ENC + ElC) / RC + 3700.0 * RC 00099 
EDMtlC = 222.0 * (EMC + ElC) / (12500.0 * RCI 00100 
C 00101 
C FW = FOIL WEIGHT 00102 
C DlH = DELTA WEIGHT RELATIVE TO E3 00103 
C OBJFUN = OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 00104 
C 00105 
FW = (Wl(l) iWl(2) +Wl(3) iWl(4) +Ul(5) + Wl(61 +Wl(7))*386.4 00106 
DWT = 99.5 * FU - 1.233 * FU**2 00107 
OBJFUH = .54 * EOC/I00000. + .80 * EOtlMC/10. + .52 * DWT/lOOO. 00108 
WRITE (161.900) RC • RT • rIVOl • BAVOl • GEVOl 00109 
IIRITE !I6I.900) HIUI) • 1=1.71 00110 
I:RITE (161.900) (RHO(!) ,1=1.71 00111 
I~RITE !I6I.9001 WC , ELC , EDC • EDMI1C , FW , OWT , OBJFUt! 00112 




.. VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) OBJTV SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.08 PAGE 3 
ISH 0058 RETURN 00114 
1511 0059 END 00115 
*OPTIOI~S IN EFFECT*NAtIE!tlAIH) OPTIMIZE 13 ) LIHECOUHTI 60) SIZE(MAX) AUTCDBU NONE) 
*OPTlOllS IN EFFECT*SOUr.CE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT N01IAP NOFORtlAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERri IeM FLAG ( 1) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 58. PROGRAM SIZE = 1994. SUBPROGRAM NAtlE = OBJTV 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
**lEliH END OF CCl1PlLATION ****** 3000K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
.. VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: 
C 
N C ~ 





































ISH 0039 30 










1511 0048 50 
NAY 801 SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED CENHAHCEDI 
SCURCE,NOHAP,NDXREF ,NOLIST ,NCDECK,OPT( 3 I ,AUTOD3LU!0IIE I ,llOALC 
IIAMi:( HAItU OPTIIIIZEC 3 I LItIECOUlITI 60 I SIZECIIAX I AUTODBl( NOliE I 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST tIODECI( OBJECT 1I011AP NDFORI1AT GOSTNT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477CtlNtlOl AT LEVel 001 AS OF 02113/81 
DATE 82.141/10.53.12 PAGE 
NOALC HOAHSF TERM IBI1 FLAG( I 1 
DATA SET 91S8CN~INOl AT LEVel 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SUBROUTItiE CNNNOI CJGOTO,X,DF,G,ISC,IC,A,Gl,VLB,VU3,SCAL,C,HCAL,DX00002 
I,DXl,FI,XI,III,Nl,N2,tl3,N41 00003 
Cmll'lON ICln'lIHI DElFUN,DABFUN, FDCH, FDCHtl,CT ,CTtlIN,CTl,CTLNIN,ALPHAX00004 
1 ,AB03Jl , THETA,OBJ ,t:DV ,tlCOH,tlSIDE, IFf/IHT ,NFDG,NSCAL,LINOBJ ,IntAX, IT00005 
2Rtl, ICllOIR ,IGOTO,HAC, INFO, INFOG,ITER 00006 
DIMENSIOH XINll, DFINll, G(H2I, ISCCN21, ICIN31, AUn,tl3J, GlCN21,00007 
1 VLBltH I, VUB( HI)' SCAl( In I, NCALI 2 I, CIN4 I 00008 
ROUTINE TO CALCULATE GRADIENT INFORtlATION BY FIHITE DIFFERENCE. 00009 
BY G. N. VANDERPLAATS JUliE, 1972. 00010 
NASA-AliES RESEARCH CENTER, tlOFFETT FIelD, CALIF. 00011 
IF (JGOTO.EQ.l1 GO TO 10 00012 




IF (LINOBJ .NE. 0 • AIm . ITER .GT.ll GO TO 10 00017 
------------------------------------------------------------------00018 
GRADIWT OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE 00019 
------------------------------------------------------------------00020 
IF (UFDG.EQ.21 JGOTO=l 00021 
IF (NFDG.EQ.21 RETURN 00022 
CONTINUE 00023 
JGOTO=O 00024 
IF UlFDG.EQ.2.AND.NCON.EQ.0) RETURN 00025 
IF UlCON.EQ.OI GO TO 40 00026 
------------------------------------------------------------------00027 
* * it DETERtlINE WHICH COlISTRAIHTS ARE ACTIVE Of! VIOLATED * * it 00028 
------------------------------------------------------------------00029 
DO 20 I=I,IICON 00030 
IF (G(Il.LT.CTl GO TO 20 00031 
IF (ISC(II.GT.O.AND.G(II.LT.CTLI GO TO 20 00032 
NAC=NAC+l 00033 
IF CNAC.GE.N31 RETURII 00034 
IC(NACI=I 00035 
CONTIIIUE 00036 
IF (NFDG.EQ.2.AND.NAC.EQ.OI RETURN 00037 
IF (( LINOBJ.GT.O.AHD.ITER.GT .1I.AHD.NAC.EQ.OJ RETURN 00038 
------------------------------------------------------------------00039 
STORE VALUES OF CONSTRAINTS IN G1 00040 
------------------------------------------------------------------00041 




IF (NAC.EQ.0.AND.NFDG.EQ.21 RETURN 00046 
------------------------------------------------------------------00047 











+VERSIOU 1.3.0 (01 tlAY 80) CNMN01 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.12 PAGE 2 
ISN 0049 XI=X(III) 00055 
ISH 0050 DX=FDCH*XI 00056 
ISN 0051 DX=ABS(OXI 00057 
ISH 0052 FOCHl=FOCHM oe058 
ISN 0053 IF (NSCAL-HE. 0) FDCH1=FDCHWSCAU III) 00059 
ISN 0055 IF (DX.lT.FDCH1) DX=FOCHI 00060 
ISH 0057 X1=XI+0}: 00061 
ISH 0058 IF (NSIOE.EQ.OI GO TO 60 00062 
ISH OJ60 IF (X1.GT.VUB(IIIII DX=-DX 00063 
ISH 0062 60 DXl=1./0X 00064 
ISN 0063 X(IIII=XI+DX 00065 
ISN 0064 NCAllll=NCAl(ll+l 00066 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00067 
C FUNCTION EVALUATION 00068 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00069 
ISH 0065 JGOTO=2 00070 
ISH 0066 RETURH 00071 
ISN 0067 70 CotHINUE 00072 
ISN 0068 X(III)=XI 00073 
ISN 0069 IF (NFDG.EQ.O) DF(III)=DX1*(OBJ-FI) 00074 
ISN 0071 IF (NAC.EQ.OI GO TO 90 00075 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00076 
C DETERtlINE GRADIENT cmlPONENTS OF ACTIVE COIISTRAINTS 00077 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00078 
ISII 0073 DO 80 J=l,NAC 00079 
ISN 0074 Il=IC(J) 00080 
ISN 0075 80 A(III.J)=DXl*(G(Il)-Gl(Il)) 00081 
ISH 0076 90 CONTINUE 00082 
ISH 0077 IF (III.lT.NDY) GO TO 50 00083 
ISN 0079 INFOG=O 0008't 
ISN 0080 IllFO=INF 00085 
ISII 0081 JGOTO=O 00086 
ISI~ 0082 OBJ=FI 00087 
ISH 0083 IF UlCON.EQ.O) RETURN 00088 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00089 
C STORE CURRENT CONSTRAINT YAlUES BACK IH G-VECTOR 00090 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00091 
ISN 0085 00 100 I=I,NCOH 00092 
ISH 0086 100 GII)=GI(I) 00093 
ISU 0087 RETURII 00094 
ISU 0088 ENO 00095 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*N~JIEI HAIIl) OPTIMIZE 1 3) lINECOUNT< 60) SIZEI MAX) AUTOOBU NotlE) 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NOOECK OBJECT NOi1AP NOFORI1AT GOSTl1T NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( l) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 87, PROGRAM SIZE = 1730. SUBPROGRAM NAtIE =CN::NOI 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GEliERATED 
'iiOiiH'* END OF COI-IPI lATION ****** 3004K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIOtlS m EFFECT: 
N 

































1St! 0019 20 
1St! 0020 






1St! 0024 40 
1St! 0025 








ISU 0032 60 
MAY 80) SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (f::'-IANCED) 
SOURCE ,tim-lAP, tlOXREF, NO lIST , tlOOECK,OPT( 31,AUTODBU NONE I, NOAlC 
IIAtiEltlAIH 1 OPTIMIZE ( 31 lINECOWIT(60) SIZEItIAXI AUTODBUNot~E) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NollIST NOOECK 03JECT NOlIAP NO FORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477CNtIN02 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 
DATE 82.141/10.53.16 PAGE 
NOAlC NO~~SF TERM IBH FLAG(I) 
DATA SET 9188CII~jfl02 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SUBROUTINE CNMN02 HlCAlC,SlOPE,DFTDF1,DF ,S,NIl 00002 
COntlON /CNMN1/ DELFUll,DABFUtl, FDCH, FDCHM,CT ,CTNIN,CTL,CTLttIN,AlPHAX00003 
I,ABOBJ1, THETA,OSJ ,tIDV ,NCON,tlSIDE, IPIHHT ,NFDG,tlSCAL, LINOBJ ,ITI1AX,IT00004 
2RM,ICNOIR,IGOTO,HAC,IIlFO,INFOG,ITER 00005 
DIMEIISION DFItH I, SIN!) 00006 
ROUTINE TO DETERMINE CONJUGATE DIRECTION VECTOR OR DIRECTION 00007 
OF STEEPEST DESCENT FOR UNCmlSTRAINED FUNCTION NINIMIZATIOI!. 00008 
BY G. N. VAtlDERPLAATS APRIL, 1972. 00009 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00010 
NCAlC = CALCULATION CONTROL. 00011 
NCALC = 0, S = STEEPEST DESCENT. 00012 
NCAlC = 1, S = CONJUGATE DIRECTION. 00013 
CONJUGATE DIRECTION IS FOUlm BY flETCHER-REEVES ALGORITHM. 00014 
------------------------------------------------------------------00015 
CALCULATE NORM OF GRADIENT VECTO~ 00016 
------------------------------------------------------------------00017 
DFTDF=O. 00018 




********** FIIlD DIRECTION S *~B!k***~Uf*00023 
------------------------------------------------------------------00024 
IF (NCALC.HE.ll GO TO 30 00025 
IF (DFTDFl.LT.l.0E-201 GO TO 30 00026 
------------------------------------------------------------------00027 













CALCULATE DIRECTION OF STEEPEST D:SCENT 00041 
------------------------------------------------------------------00042 





NORtlALIZE S TO IIAX ABS VALUE OF WlITY 00048 
------------------------------------------------------------------00049 
SI=O. 00050 
DO 60 I=I,NDV 00051 
S2=ABS(S(I)) 00052 




+VEflSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) CNMN02 5Y5TEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.16 PAGE 2 
IS~1 0033 IF (Sl.lT.1.0E-20) 51=1.0E-20 00055 
ISH 0035 51=1./51 00056 
IStl 0036 DFTDF1=DFTDF*51 00057 
ISU 0037 DO 70 I=I,tlDV 00058 
ISU 0038 70 5(I)=51*S(I) 00059 
ISH 0039 SLOPE=SI*SlOPE 00060 
ISH OO~O RETURU 00061 
ISN 0041 END 00062 
*OPTIONS m EFFECT*tlAtIEHIAIH) OPTItlIZE(3) LIIlECOU}lT( 60) 5IZEIl1AX) AUrODBU NONE) 
l<OPTIotIS IH EFFECT*SOUflCE EBCDIC NOlI5T NODECK OBJECT NGMAP NOFOflMAT GDSTIIT NOXREF NDAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS,. SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 40, PROGRAI1 SIZE = 654, SUBPROGRAM NAME =Ct-;tlN02 
.. STATISTICS.. NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
;;lBdi** END OF COMPILATION ****** 3012K BYTE5 OF CORE NOT USED 
N 
--W 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: , . 























Istl 0010 10 
1St! 0012 
ISH 0013 














ISH 0026 30 
ISII 0027 
1St! 0028 










MAY 80) SYSTEti/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141110.53.20 PAGE 
SOURCE, tlaHAP, NOXREF ,NOlIST, NODECK ,OPT( 3) ,AUTOD8U NONE) , NOALC 
NAIIEOIAIIH OPTUIIZE( 3) LINECOWH( 60) SIZEOiAX) AUTODBU tlmlE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT tlotlAP tlOFORtlAT GOSTI'IT NOXREF NOALC NOAI!SF TERri IBM FLAGCI) 
DATA SET U477Ct1l1N03 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 03/13/81 
DATA SET U477Ctll1N03 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 00001 
DATA SET 9188CNrll-l03 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07110/80 00002 
SUBROUTINE CNtU~03 (X,S,SLOPE,ALP,FFF,A1,A2,A3,A4,F1,F2,F3,F4,APP,tl00003 
11,NCAL,KOUNT,JGOTO) 00004 
cmUION /CllMtlll DELFUN,DABFUH.FDCH, FDCHtI.CT .CTmt!.CTL ,CTLMIN,ALPHAX00005 
1.ABOBJ1. THETA,OBJ ,NOV ,NCON,IISIDE,IPRINT ,NFDG,IISCAL. LIN03J,ITI1AX.IT00006 
2RtI.ICNDIR ,IGOTO,NAC.INFO. INFOG.ITER oe007 
cmlli0N IUIOSI 151. 161 00008 
DIMENSION X(1I1), S(N1), NCAl(2) 00009 
ROUTIUE TO SOLVE OIIE-DIHEtlSlotIAL SEARCH IN UNCONSTRAINED 00010 
MIIIIMIZATIOt~ USING 2-POIHT QUADRATIC INTERFOLATION. 3-POIHT 00011 
CUBIC I1HERFOLATION AND 4-POINT cuaIC INTERPOLATION. 00012 
BY G. N. VAtlDERPLAATS APRIL, 1972. 00013 
tlASA-AtlES RESEARCH CENTER, tlOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00014 
ALP = PROPOSED MOVE PARAtiETER. 00015 
SLOPE = INITIAL FUNCTIOI~ SLOPE = S-TRANSFOSE TII1ES OF. 00016 
SLOPE tlUST BE NEGATIVE. 00017 
OBJ = INITIAL FUNCTION VALUE. 00018 
ZRO=O. 00019 
IF (JGOTO.EQ.O) GO TO 10 00020 
GO TO (50.80,110,140,180.220.270),JGOTO 00021 
------------------------------------------------------------------00022 
INITIAL INFORtlATIOU (AlFHA=O I 00023 
------------------------------------------------------------------00024 



















DO 40 I=l,NDV 00044 
X(I)=X(II+AP*SII) 00045 
IF (IPRINT.GT.41 WRITE (161.370) AP 00046 






IF (IPRIIH.GT.4) WRITE (161,390) F2 00053 
IF (F2.LT.F11 GO TO 120 00054 
tVERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 tlAY 80) CNt1tl03 SYSTEtll370 FORTRAN H EXTEtlDED (ENHAN::ED) DATE 82.141110.53.20 PAGE 2 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00055 
C CHECK FOR ILL-CmlDITIO~mm 00056 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00057 
ISH 00tt3 IF (KOUHT.GT.5) GO TO 60 00058 
ISH 0045 FF=2.*ABS(F1) 00059 
ISH 0046 IF (F2.LT.FFI GO TO 90 00060 
ISH 0048 FF=5.*ABS(F1) 00061 
ISH 0049 IF (F2.LT.FFI GO TO 60 00062 
1St! 0051 A2=.5*A2 00063 
ISH 0052 AP=-A2 00064 
ISH 0053 ALP=A2 00065 
ISH 0054 GO TO 30 00066 
1St! 0055 60 F3=F2 00067 
ISH 0056 A3=A2 00068 
ISH 0057 A2=.5*A2 00069 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00070 
C UPDATE DESIGI~ VECTOR AND FUNCTIOH VALUE 00071 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00072 
ISH 0058 AP=A2-ALP 00073 
1St! 0059 ALP=A2 00074 
ISH 0060 DO 70 I=l,NDV 00075 
ISH 0061 70 X(II=X(II+AP*S(II 00076 
ISII 0062 IF (IPRIHT.GT.41 WRITE (161,3701 A2 00077 
1St! 0064 IF (IPRIHT.GT.41 WRITE (161,380) (X(II,I=l,NDVI 00078 
ISH 00.66 NCAL(1)=NCAL(II+1 00079 
IStl 0067 JGOTO=2 00080 
ISH 0068 RETURH 00081 
ISH 0069 80 CONTINUE 00082 
ISH 0070 F2=OBJ 00033 
IStl 0071 IF (IPRINT.GT.4) WRITE (161,390) F2 00084 
C PROCEED TO CUBIC INTERPOLATION. 00085 
ISH 0073 GO TO 160 00086 
IStl 0074 90 CONTINUE 00087 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00088 
C *******l!lI* 2-FOItIT QUADRATIC IHTERPOLATIOlI **********00089 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00090 
ISH 0075 JJ=l 00091 
ISH 0076 11=1 00092 
ISI~ 0077 CALL CNMH04 UI,APP,ZRO,Al,Fl,SLOPE,A2,F2,ZRO,ZRO,ZRO,ZRO) 00093 
1511 0078 IF (APP.LT.ZRO.OR.APP.GT.A2) GO TO 120 00094 
IStl 0080 F3=F2 00095 
IStl 0081 A3=A2 00096 
1511 0082 A2=APP 00097 
ISI~ 0083 JJ=O 00098 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00099 
C UPDATE DESIGN VECTOR AND FUHCTIOH VALUE 00100 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00101 
ISH 0084 AP=A2-ALP 00102 
ISH 0065 ALP=A2 00103 
ISH 0086 DO 100 I=l,NDV 00104 
ISH 00S7 100 X(II=X(I)tAP*S(I) 00105 
ISH 0088 IF UPRItIT.GT.41 WRITE (161,3701 A2 00106 
ISH 0090 IF (IPRINT.GT.41 WRITE (161,3801 (X(II,I=l,HDVI 00107 
1St! oon NCAL(1)=NCAL(II+1 00108 
N 1St! 0093 
-..... 
JGOTO=3 00109 
, U'l 1St! 0094 RETURN 00110 
ISH 0095 110 CONTINUE 00111 
1St! 0096 F2=03J 00112 




















































(01 HAY 801 CHtiH03 SYSTEI1/370 FORTRAN H EXTEHDED (ENHt.NCEDI DATE 82.141/10.53.20 PAGE 3 
GO TO 150 00114 
120 A3=2.*A2 00115 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00116 




DO 130 I=I,NDV 00121 
130 XU I =XU I+APitS( 1) I 00122 
IF (IPRINT.GT.41 WRITE (161,370) A3 00123 
IF IIPRIIH.GT.41 I-lRITE U6I,380) (XU),I=l,NDV) 00124 
NCALll I=NCAL(1 1+1 00125 
JGOTO=4 00126 
RETURN 00127 
140 COIHINUE 00128 
F3=OBJ 00129 
IF (IPRIHT.GT.41 WRITE (161,390) F3 00130 
150 CONTIt!UE 00131 
IF (F3.LT.F2) GO TO 190 00132 
160 CONTINUE 00133 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00134 
C ********** 3-POIHT CUBIC ItHERPOLATIot~ ***;;****** 00135 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00136 
11=3 00137 
CALL CHtttl04 UI,APP,ZRO,A1,Fl,SLOPE,A2,F2,A3,F3,ZRO,ZRO) 00138 
IF (APP.LT.ZRO.OR.APP.GT.A3) GO TO 190 00139 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00140 





DO 170 I=I,NDV 00146 
170 XIII=X(II+AP*S(II 00147 
IF (IPRIHT.GT.4) WRITE (161,370) ALP 00148 




180 COHTIHUE 00153 
IF UPRWT .GT .4) WRITE U6I,390) OBJ 00154 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00155 






IF (AB3.GT.ABI AB=AB3 00162 
IF (AB.LT.1.0E-15) AB=1.0E-15 00163 
AB=(AB2-AB3)/AB 00164 





If (A3.GT.A2) GO TO 230 00170 
A3=A2 00171 
F3=F2 00172 
+VERSIOII 1. 3.0 (01 NAY 801 CUtlN03 SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTEllDED (EtIHANCEDl DATE 82.141110.53.20 PAGE 4 
IS:~ 0158 A2=APP 00173 
IStl 0159 F2=OBJ 00174 
ISt~ 0160 GO TO 230 00175 
IStl 0161 190 COHTINUE 00176 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00177 
C *****;;;0,** 4-POIIIT CUBIC IIITERPOLATI01~ If*,,***lill** 00178 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00179 
ISN 0162 200 COIITIHUE 00180 
ISt~ 0163 A4=2.*A3 00181 
C UPDATE DESIGN VECTOR AND FUHCTIDH VALUE. 00182 
ISN 0164 AP=A4-ALP 00183 
ISH 0165 ALP=A4 00184 
ISH 0166 DO 210 I=I,tlDV 00185 
ISH 0167 210 X(Il=X(Il+APlIS(I) 00186 
ISH 0168 IF (1FRIIlT.GT.4) WRITE (161,370) ALP 00187 
ISH 0170 IF (IPRIIIT.GT.41 ~IRITE (161,380) (X(I),I=l,NOV) 00188 
ISH 0172 NCAl( 1 )=HCAl( 1)+1 00189 
ISN 0173 JGOTO=6 00190 
ISH 0174 RETURII 00191 
ISN 0175 220 COIITINUE 00192 
1St! 0176 F4=08J 00193 
ISt~ 0177 IF (IPRIHT.GT.41 WRITE (161,390) F4 00194 
ISN 0179 IF (F4.GT.F3) GO TO 230 00195 
1St! 0181 A1=A2 00196 
ISH 0~O2 Fl=F2 00197 
ISt~ 0183 A2=A3 00198 
ISH 0184 F2=F3 00199 
1St! 0185 A3=A4 00200 
1St! 0186 F3=F4 002Q1 
1St! 0187 GO TO 200 00202 
ISH 0188 230 COHTINUE 00203 
ISH 0189 11=4 00204 
ISt~ 0190 CALL CNtlW4 (II,APP,Al,Al,Fl,SLOPE,A2,F2,A3,F3,A4,F4) 00205 
IStl 0191 IF (APP.GT.Al) GO TO 250 00206 
ISH 0193 AP=AI-ALP 00207 
IS1~ 0194 ALP=A1 00208 
ISH 0195 OBJ=F1 00209 
1St! 01<;6 DO 240 I=l,tlDV 00210 
ISt~ 0197 240 X(I)=X(I)+APxSCI) 00211 
IStl 0198 GO TO 280 00212 
ISH 0199 250 CONTINUE 00213 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00214 
C UPDATE DESIGN VECTOR Atm FUtICTION VALUE 00215 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00216 
ISt~ 0200 AP=APP-ALP 00217 
ISt~ 0201 ALP=APP 00218 
IStl 0202 DO 260 I=I,NDV 00219 
ISN 0203 260 XCI)=XCI)+APxSCI) 00220 
ISH 0204 IF CIPRINT.GT.41 WRITE (161,370) ALP 00221 
IStl 0206 IF CIP~IIIT.GT.4) WRITE (161,380) CXCI),I=l,HDV) 00222 
ISH 0208 NCAl( 1 )=NCAL( 1 )+1 00223 
IStl 0209 JGOTO=7 00224 
ISH 0210 RETURN 00225 
N ISH 0211 270 COfITIIlUE 00226 
-' ISN 0212 IF (IPRINT.GT.41 WRITE (161,390) OBJ 00227 
- --... ISH 0214 280 CONTINUE 00228 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00229 
























































IF (OBJ.GT.F2.0R.OBJ.GT.F31 GO TO 290 00232 




GO TO 310 00237 
CONTINUE 00238 










UPDATE DESIGIl VECTOR 00249 
------------------------------------------------------------------00250 




CHECK FOR MULTIPLE MINIt1A 00255 
------------------------------------------------------------------00256 
IF (OBJ.lE.FFFl GO TO 350 00257 
INITIAL FUNCTION IS MINItlUM. 00258 










FORMAT (//1115X,60H* * * UNCONSTRAINED ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
lRMATION * * iiI 
00269 
00270 







ISN 0248 380 FORMAT (5X,6EI3.51 
ISN 0249 390 FOR NAT U5X,5HOBJ =,EI4.51 
1St! 0250 EIlD 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAME(MAWI OPTIMIZE(31 LINECOUNTI601 SIZEIMAXI AUTODBUNONEI 
. 
PAGE 
*OPTIOIlS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST 1l00ECK OBJECT NariAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAG( I I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 249, PROGRAM SIZE = 3520, SUBPROGRAM NAME =CNt:N03 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 2972K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
5 
~ M 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 



















































N ISN 0027 ...... 





MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTE~nED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.25 PAGE 
SOU~CE .NOMAP.NOXREF .NOLIST .NODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTODBU NONE) ,tlOALC 
NAIIE( MAIN) OPTII1IZE( 3) LINECOUltn 60) SIZEHIAX I AUTODBU NOllE) 
SOU~CE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NOltAP NOFORMAT GOSTI1T NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
DATA SET U477CNMN04 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188CNttN04 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE CNMN04 (II,XBAR,EPS,X1,Y1,SLOPE,X2.Y2,X3,Y3,X4,Y4) 
ROUTINE TO FIND FIRST XBAR. GE. EPS CORRESPCNDltlG TO A tlININUM 
OF A ONE-DIHENSIONAL REAL FUNCTION BY POLYNOMIEL INTERPOLATION. 
BY G. N. VANDERPLAATS APRIL, 1972. 








II = CALCULATION CONTROL. 00008 
1: 2-POItlT QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION, GIVEN Xl, Yl, SLOPE, 00009 
X2 AND Y2. 00010 
2: 3-POINT QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION, GIVEU Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, 00011 
X3 AND Y3. 00012 
3: 3-POINT CUBIC INTERPOLATION, GIVEN Xl, Y1, SLOPE, X2, Y2,00013 
X3 AND Y3. 00014 
4: 4-POItlT CUBIC INTERPOLATION, GIVEtl Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, X3, 00015 
Y3, X4 AND Y4. 00016 
EPS MAY BE NEGATIVE. 00017 
IF REQUIRED NItlU1UI1 Otl Y DOES NOT EXITS, C~ THE FUNCTION IS 00018 
ILL-COIlDITIONED, XBAR = EPS-l.O WILL BE RETURNED AS AN ERROR 00019 
INDICATOR. 00020 
IF DESIRED ItlTERPOLATION IS ILL-COI:DITIotlED, A LOI-lER ORDER 00021 
INTERPOLATION, COI~SISTANT WITH INFUT DATA, IIILL BE ATTEMPTED, 00022 




IF (ABS(X211.LT.l.OE-201 RETURN 00027 
NSLOP=MODIII,21 00028 
GO TO (10,20,40,50),11 00029 
CONTINUE 00030 
------------------------------------------------------------------00031 




IF (ABSIDX).LT.1.0E-20) RETURN 00036 
AA=ISLOPE+IY2-Y1)/DX)/DX 00037 
IF IAA.LT.1.0E-20) RETURN 00038 
BB=SLOPE-2.*AA*X1 00039 
XBAR=-.5*BB/AA 00040 











IF (ABSIQ~).LT.l.OE-20) RETURN 00052 
AA=( Yl*X32-Y2*X31+Y3*X21 )/QQ 00053 
IF (AA.LT.1.0E-201 GO TO 30 00054 
1 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) CNHH04 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.25 PAGE 2 
ISH 0034 BB=(Y2-Y1)/X21-AA*(X1+X2) 00055 
1St! 0035 XBAR=-.5l(BB/AA 00056 
ISH 0036 IF (XBAR.LT.EPS) XBAR=XBAR1 00057 
ISH 0038 RETURN 00058 
ISN 0039 30 CONTINUE 00059 
N ISI~ 0040 IF (USLOP.EQ.OI RETURN 00060 
N ISI~ 0042 GO TO 10 00061 
0 ISH 0043 40 CONTINUE 00062 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00063 
C 11=3: 3-POINT CUBIC INTERPOLATION 00064 
C --------------------------------------------.---------------------00065 
ISH 0044 11=3 00066 
ISN 0045 X21=X2-X1 00067 
ISN 0046 X31=X3-Xl 00068 
ISH 0047 X32=X3-X2 00069 
ISH 0048 ~Q=X2l*X3l*X32 00070 
ISH 0049 IF (ABS(QQI.LT.l.OE-201 RETURH 00071 
ISN 0051 Xll=Xl*X1 00072 
ISH 0052 DNOlI=X2*X2*X3l-Xll *X32-X3*X3*X2l 00073 
ISH 0053 IF (ABS(Dt!Ot1I.LT.1.0E-20) GO TO 20 00074 
ISN 0055 AA=((X3l*X3l*(Y2-Y11-X21*X21*(Y3-Ylll/(X31*X21)-SLOPE*X32)/DNOM 00075 
ISN 0056 IF (ABS(AA).LT.1.0E-201 GO TO 20 00076 
ISN 0058 BB=( (Y2-Yl )/X21-SLOPE-AA*( X2*X2+X1*X2-2.*Xll) )/X21 00077 
ISH 0059 CC=SLOPE-3.*AA*Xll-2.*BB*X1 00078 
ISH 0060 BAC=EB*BB-3.*AA*CC 00079 • 
ISN 0061 IF (BAC.LT.O.) GO TO 20 00080 
ISN 0063 BAC=SQRT(BAC) 00081 
ISH 0064 XBAR=(BAC-BBJ/(3.*AAJ 00082 
ISN 0065 IF (XBAR.LT.EPSJ XBAR=EPS 00083 
ISN 0067 RETURN 00034 
ISH 0068 50 CONTINUE 00085 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00086 
C 11=4: 4-POINT CUBIC INTERPOLATION 00087 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00088 
ISN 0069 X2l=X2-Xl 00089 
ISH 0070 X31=X3-X1 00090 
1St! 0071 X41=X4-X1 00091 
ISH 0072 X32=X3-X2 00092 
ISN 0073 X42=X4-X2 00093 
ISH 0074 X11=Xl*X1 00094 
ISH 0075 X22=X2*X2 00095 
1St! 0076 X33=X3*X3 00096 
ISH 0077 X44=X4*X4 00097 
ISN 0078 Xl11=X1*Xll 00098 
ISN 0079 X222=X2*X22 00099 
ISN 0080 Q2=X31*X21*X32 00100 
1St! 0081 IF (ABSIQ2J.LT.1.0E-30J RETURN 00101 
1St! 0083 Ql=X111*X32-X222*X31+X3*X33*X21 00102 
1St! 0084 Q4=X111*X42-X222*X4l+X4*X44*X21 00103 
ISH 0085 Q5=X4l*X21*X42 00104 
ISH 0086 DNOH=Q2*Q4-Ql*Q5 00105 
ISN 0087 IF (ABSIDNOMJ.LT.1.0E-30J GO TO 60 00106 
ISH 00€,9 Q3=Y3*X21-Y2*X31+Y1*X32 00107 
ISH 0090 Q6=Y4*X21-Y2*X41+Y1*X42 00108 
ISN 0091 AA=(Q2*Q6-Q3*Q51/DH0t1 00109 
ISN 0092 BB=IQ3-Ql*AAJ/Q2 00110 
ISH 0093 CC=IY2-Y1-AA*IX222-X111JJ/X21-BB*IXl+X2) 00111 
1511 009-'T BAC=BB*SB-3.*AA*CC 00112 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) CN11t104 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTEllDED (E"'HAHCED) DATE 82.141110.53.25 PAGE 3 
ISH 0097 BAC=SQRT(BAC) 00114 
ISH 0098 XBAR=(BAC-BB)/(3.*AA) 00115 
ISH 0099 IF (XBAR.lT.EPS) XBAR=XBAR1 00116 
ISH 0101 RETURH 00117 
ISH 0102 60 COHTINUE 00118 
ISII 0103 IF (lISlOP.EQ.ll GO TO 40 00119 
1St! 0105 GO TO 20 00120 
ISH 0106 END 00121 
lIOPTIOHS IH EFFECTlINAME( MAIH) OPTIMIZE ( 3) LINECOUtIT( 60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBlWOHE) 
loiOPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST HODECK OBJECT NOtIAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOAHSF TERM IBM FLAG(Il 
lISTATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI1ENTS = 105, PROGRAM SIZE = 1754, SUSPROGRAM NAME =CNIIN04 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAG~!OSTICS GEHERATED 
****** END OF COtIPlLATION **lIlI** 3004K BYTES OF CORE HOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIOIIS IH EFFECT: 
N C 



















































MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.29 PAGE 1 
SOURCE ,HONAP,HOXREF ,HOLIST ,1l0DECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTODBlUlOHE) ,HOAlC 
NANE( HAItU OPTIMIZE( 3 I lIHECOUNH 60 I SIZE( NAX) AUTODBlWCNE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NONAP HOFORNAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERt! IBt! FlAG(I) 
DATA SET U477CNMH05 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 03/13/81 
DATA SET U477CNtllI05 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 00001 
DATA SET 918SCN~IN05 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00002 
SUBROUTINE CNNH05 (G,DF ,A,S,B,C,SlOPE ,PHI ,ISC,IC,tlS1,NVC,N1,N2,N3,00003 
1N4,N5) 00004 
CONtlON ICNNH11 DElFUN ,DABFUN, FDCH, FDCHN,CT ,CTHIN, CTl, CTLtlIH,AlPHAX00005 
l,ABOBJ1, THETA,OBJ ,NOV ,NCON,NSIDE,IPRINT ,NFDG,NSCAl, lIllOBJ ,ITI1AX, IT00006 
2RM, IeNDIR ,IGOTO,tlAC, IHFO, INFO:;,lTER 00007 
COIitlON IUIOSI lSI, 161 00008 
DIt1ENSIOH DF(Nl)' G(N2)' ISC(N2), ICIH3), AIH1,N3), S(Nll, C!H4)' 00009 
1I1SUH5), B(H3,N31 00010 
ROUTINE TO SOLVE DIRECTION FINDING PROBLEN IN HODIFIED METHOD OF 00011 
FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS. 00012 
BY G. H. VAl:OERPlAATS MAY, 1972. 00013 
NASA-AtIES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00014 
NORN OF S VECTOR USED HERE IS S-TRANSPOSE TW:'OS S.LE.!. 00015 
IF NVC = 0 FIND DIRECTION BY ZOUTENDIJK' S tlETHDO. OTHERWISE 00016 
FIND MODIFIED DIRECTION. 00017 
------------------------------------------------------------------00018 














DO 40 I=I,NAC 00033 
CALCULATE THETA 00034 
NCI=IC(I) 00035 
NCJ=l 00036 




IF (NCJ.LE.O) GO TO 10 00041 
CTC=CTBH 00042 
CTD=CT2 00043 
IF (Cl.GT.CTC) NVC=HVC+l 00044 
THT=O. 00045 
GG=I.+CTD*Cl 00046 
IF HlCJ.EQ.O.OR.Cl.GT.CTC) THT=THETA*GG*GG 00047 
IF (THT.GT.50.1 THT=50. 00048 
IF (THT.GT.THNAX) THNAX=THT 00049 
A(NDVl,II=THT 00050 
------------------------------------------------------------------00051 


















































(01 MAY 80) CNtlN05 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.29 PAGE 2 
IF (NCI.GT.NCON) GO TO 40 00055 
A1=0. 00056 
DO 20 J=l,NDV 00057 
A1=Al+A(J,I)**2 00058 
20 CONTINUE 00059 




DO 30 J=I,NDV 00064 
30 A(J,I)=Al*A(J,I) 00065 
40 CONTINUE 00066 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00067 
C NORMALIZE GRADIENT OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND STORE IH NAC+1 00063 
C COLUMN OF A 00069 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00070 
Al=O. 00071 
DO 50 I=l,NDV 00072 
Al=Al+DF(I)**2 00073 
50 CONTINUE 00074 
IF (Al.LT.1.0E-20) Al=1.0E-20 00075 
A1=SQRT(A1) 00076 
Al=l./Al 00077 
DO 60 I=l,NDV 00078 
60 A(I,HAC1)=Al*DF(I) 00079 
C BUILD C VECTOR. 00030 
IF (NYC.GT.O) GO TO 80 00081 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00082 




DO 70 I=l,NDB 00087 
70 C(I)=-A(tlDV1,I) 00088 
GO TO 110 00089 
80 CONTINUE 00090 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00091 





C SCALE THETA'S SO THAT MAXII1Ur1 THETA IS UNITY 00097 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00093 
IF (THHAX.GT.0.00001) THMAX=l.ITHHAX 00099 
DO 90 I=l,NOB 00100 
AINDV1,I )=A(I~DVl,I )*THMAX 00101 
90 COtlTUrUE 00102 
DO 100 I=I,NDB 00103 
C(I)=O. 00104 
DO 100 J=1,NDV1 00105 
100 C(I)=C(I)+A(J,I)*A(J,NAC1) 00106 
110 CONTINUE 00107 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00103 
C BUILD B I1ATRIX 00109 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00110 
DO 120 I=l,NDB 00111 
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ISH 0089 DO 120 K=I,NDVI 00114 
ISH 0090 120 BII,J)=BCI,J)-A(K,I)*A(K,J) 0011S 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00116 
C SOLVE SPECIAL L. P. PROBLEM 00117 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00118 
IStl 0091 CALL CNMN08 WDB,IIER,C,MS1,B,N3,N4,N5) 00119 
ISH 0092 IF CIPRINT.GT.l.AND.NER.GT.O) I:;UTE (161,180) 00120 
C CALCULATE RESULTING DIRECTION VECTOR, S. 00121 
IStl 0094 SLOPE=O. 00122 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00123 
C USABLE-FEASIBLE DIRECTIOH 00124 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00125 
ISH 0095 DO 140 I=I,NDV 00126 
ISH 0096 SI=O. 00127 
1St! 0097 IF (t!VC.GT.O) Sl=-AII,HACll 00128 
ISH 0099 DO 130 J=I,NOB 00129 
ISH 0100 130 SI=SI-A(I,J)*C(J) 00130 
ISH 0101 SLOPE=SLOPE+Sl*DF( I) 00131 
ISH 0102 140 S(I)=SI 00132 
ISH 0103 SINDVI )=1. 00133 
ISH 0104 IF (NVC.GT.O) 5(NDVl)=-A(t!DV1,HACl) 00134 
ISH 0106 DO 150 J=I,NOB 00135 
ISN 0107 150 SINOVll=SOlDVll-AINDV1,J )*CI J) 00136 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00137 
C NORMALIZE S TO MAX ABS OF UNITY 00138 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00139 
ISN 0108 51=0. 00140 
ISN 0109 DO 160 I=I,HOV 00141 
ISH 0110 Al=AB5(5II)) 00142 
ISH 0111 IF IAl.GT.5l) 51=Al 00143 
ISN 0113 160 COHTINUE 00144 
ISH 0114 IF (Sl.LT.l.OE-10) RETURH 00145 
ISH 0116 SI=I./SI 00146 
IStl 0117 DO 170 I=I,NDV 00147 
IStl 0118 170 SII)=51*SII) 00148 
ISH 0119 SLOPE=SI*SLOPE 00149 
IStl 0120 SINDVl)=SI*S(NDV1) 00150 
ISN 0121 RETURN 00151 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00152 




ISN 0122 180 FORMAT 1115X,46H* * DIRECTIOH FIHDING PROCES~ DID NOT CONVERGE/SX,00157 
129H* * S-VECTOR MAY NOT BE VALID) 00158 
ISH 0123 END 00159 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUHT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBLINONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE mCDIC NOllST NODECK OBJECT HOMAP HOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FlAG(I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEHTS = 122, PROGRAI1 SIZE = 2548, SU9PROGRAM NAtlE =CH:-:NOS 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAG~OSTICS GENERATED 
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REQUESTED OPTIO~IS: SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOLlST ,NODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTODBU !lONE) ,tIOAlC 






















SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST HODECK OBJECT HOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF HOAlC HOAHSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
C DATA SET U477CNilN06 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 03/13/81 
C DATA SET U477CNMH06 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 00001 
C DATA SET 9188CNMN06 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00002 
SUBROUTINE CHMN06 (X,VlB,VUB,G,SCAl,OF,S,Gl,G2,CTAM,CTBN,SlOPE,AlP00003 
1 ,A2 ,A3,A4,Fl, F2 ,F3,CVl ,CV? ,CV3,CV4,AlPCA,AlPFES ,AlPLN,AlFtIIN,AlPIlC00004 
2,AlPSAV,AlPSID ,AlPTOT, ISC~H1 ,H2 ,HCAl,tNC, ICOUNT , IGOOO 1 , 160002 ,IG0000005 
3D3,IG0004,IBEST,III,NlHC,JGOTO) 00006 
CmlHotl /CNmU/ DELFUN,DA8FUN,FOCH,FOCIIM,CT,CTMIH,CTl,CTLMIN,AlPHAX00007 
1 ,ABOBJl, THETA ,OBJ ,NOV ,NCOII,NSIOE, IPRINT ,NFDG,NSCAl, lIllOBJ ,ITMAX,IT00008 
2RM, ICNDIR, IGOTO,NAC,INFO, UlFOG,ITER 00009 
Carlli0N /UIOSI 151, 161 00010 
DIMENSION X(Hl), VlB(Hl), VUBINl), GIH2), SCAl(Nl), DFIHl), SIHl),00011 
1 GlIH2), G2!H2)' ISCIN2), HCAU2) 00012 
C ROUTINE TO SOLVE ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH PROBLEM FOR CONSTRAUIED 00013 
C FUHCTION MIIUtIIZATIOH. 00014 
C BY G. H. VAtlDERPlAATS AUG., 1974. 00015 
C NASA-AMES RESEARCH CEHTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00016 
C OBJ = IHITIAl AND FINAL FUNCTION VALUE. 00017 
C ALP = MOVE PARAtlETER. 00018 
C SLOPE = IHITIAl SLOPE. 00019 
C 00020 
C AlPSID = MOVE TO SIDE CONSTRAINT. 00021 
C AlPFES = MOVE TO FEASIBLE REGIOH. 00022 
C AlPNC = MOVE TO NEW NOH-lINEAR COIISTRAINT. 00023 
C AlPlN = MOVE TO lINEAR CotISTRAUIT. 00024 
C AlPCA = MOVE TO RE-ENCOUHTER CURREt~lY ACTIVE CONSTRAIHT. 00025 
C AlP~IIH = MOVE TO MIHIMIZE FUNCTION. 00026 
C AlPTOT = TOTAL tlOVE PARAMETER. 00027 
ZRO=O. 00028 
IF IJGOTO.EQ.O) GO TO 10 00029 
GO TO 1140,310,520),JGOTO 00030 




C TOLERANCES. 00035 
CTAM=ABSICTMIH) 00036 
CTBN=ABS(CTlNIH) 00037 
C PROPOSED MOVE. 00038 
20 CONTINUE 00039 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00040 
C ***** BEGIH SEARCH OR IMPOSE SIDE CONSTRAIHT MODIFICATIOH ***** 00041 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00042 
A2=AlPSAV 9 00043 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 00044 
AlPSID=I.0E+20 00045 




IF (NSIDE.EQ.O) GO TO 70 00050 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00051 
C FIIlD 110VE TO SIDE CONSTRAINT AND INSURE AGAINST VIOlATIOH OF 00052 














































ISN 0065 60 
C 
ISN 0066 















ISt~ 0082 80 
ISN 0083 90 
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DO 60 I=l,NDV 00055 
SI=S(I) 00056 
IF (ABS(SII.GT.1.0E-20) GO TO 30 00057 
ITH COtiPONEtH OF S IS SMALL. SET TO ZERO. 00058 
S(II=O. 00059 
SLOPE=SLOPE-SI*DF(II 00060 




IF (SI.GT.O.) GO TO 40 00065 
LCWER BOUND. 00066 
XI2=VLB( I I 00067 
Xl1=ABS(XI2) 00068 
IF (XIl.LT.l.l XU=l. 00069 
CONSTRAINT VALUE. 00070 
GI=(XI2-XIllXll 00071 
IF (GI.GT.-l.OE-61 GO TO 50 00072 
PROPOSED tlOVE TO LO~ER BOUND. 00073 
ALPA=(XI2-XII*SI 00074 
IF (ALPA.LT.ALPSIDI ALPSID=ALPA 00075 
GO TO 60 00076 
CONTINUE 00077 
UPPER BOUND. 00078 
XI2=VUB(II 00079 
XI1=ABS(XI21 00080 
IF (Xl1.LT.1.1 Xl1=1. 00081 
CONSTRAIHT VALUE. 00082 
GI=(XI-XI21/Xll 00083 
IF (GI.GT.-l.OE-6) GO TO 50 00084 
PROPOSED MOVE TO UPPER BOUND. 00085 
ALPA=(XI2-XII*SI 00086 
IF (ALPA. LT .ALPSID I ALPSID=ALPA 00087 
GO TO 60 00088 
COHTINUE 00089 





ALPSID IS UPPER BOUND 011 ALPHA. 00095 
IF (A2.GT.ALPSIDI A2=ALPSID 00096 
COIlTINUE 00097 
------------------------------------------------------------------00098 
CHECK ILL-CONDITIONING 00099 
------------------------------------------------------------------00100 
IF (KSIO.EQ.NDV.OR.ICOUNT.GT.101 GO TO 710 00101 






IF OICON.EQ.OI GO TO 90 00108 
STORE CONSTRAINT VALUES IN G1. 00109 
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C ------------------------------------------------------------------00114 
C MOVE A DISTAHCE A2*S 00115 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00116 
ALPTOT=ALPTOT+A2 00117 
DO 100 I=l,NDV 00118 
XII)=X(I)+A2*SII) 00119 
100 CDtlTINUE 00120 
IF IIPRINT.LT.5) GO TO 130 00121 
~IRITE 1161,740) A2 00122 
IF INSCAL.EQ.O) GO TO 120 00123 
DO 110 I=l,NOV 00124 
110 GII)=SCAL(I)*XII) 00125 
WRITE 1I6I,750) (G(Il,I=l,NDV) 00126 
GO TO 130 00127 
!20 WRITE (161,750) (XIIJ,I=l,NDV) 00128 
C ---------~--------------------------------------------------------00129 
C UPDATE FUNCTIOH AND CONSTRAII'lT VALUES 00130 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00131 
130 NCAL(1)=NCALl1)+1 00132 
JGOTO=l 00133 
RETURN 00134 
140 CONTINUE 00135 
F2=OBJ 00136 
IF (IPRINT.GE.5) WRITE 1161,760) F2 00137 
IF IIPRINT.LT.5.0R.NCON.EQ.0) GO TO 150 00138 
IJ~ITE 1I6I, 770) 00139 
~lRITE 1161,750) (G(I)'I=l,NCON) 00140 
150 CONTINUE 00141 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00142 
C IDENTIFY ACCAPTABILITY OF DESIGHS F1 AND F2 00143 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00144 
C IGOOD = 0 IS ACCAPTABLE. 00145 






IF INCON.EQ.O) GO TO 170 00152 
DO 160 I=l,NCON 00153 
CC=CTAM 00154 
IF IISCII).GT.O) CC=CTBM 00155 
C1=G1II)-CC 00156 
C2=G(I)-CC 00157 
IF IC2.GT.0.) NVC1=NVC1+1 00158 
IF IC1.GT.CV1) CV1=C1 00159 
IF IC2.GT.CV2) CV2=C2 00160 
160 COIlTINUE 00161 
IF ICV1.GT.0.) IGOOD1=1 00162 
IF ICV2.GT.0.) IGOOD2=1 00163 




C IF F2 VIOLATES FEWER CONSTRAINTS THAH F1 BUT STILL HAS CONSTRAINT 00168 
C VIOLATIONS RETURH 00169 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00170 











































C IDEI~TIFY BEST OF DESIGNS Fl ANF F2 00173 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00174 
C IBEST CORRESPONDS TO I1INIMUI1 VALUE DESIGN. 00175 
C IF CONSTRAINTS ARE VIOLATED, IBEST CORRESPONDS TO MItIIMUM 00176 
C CONSTRAINT VIOLATION. 00177 
IF IIGOODl.EQ.0.AHD.IGOOD2.EQ.01 GO TO 180 00178 
C VIOLATED CONSTRAINTS. PICK MININUII VIOLATION. 00179 
IBEST=l 00180 
IF ICVl.GE.CV21 16EST=2 00181 
GO TO 190 00182 
180 CONTINUE 00183 
C NO CONSTRAINT VIOLATION. PICK MINIMUM F. 00184 
IBEST=l 00185 
IF IF2.lE.Fl1 16EST=2 00186 
190 CONTINUE 00187 
11=1 00188 
IF INCON.EQ.Ol GO TO 230 00189 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00190 
C ***** 2 - POINT INTERPOLATION *****00191 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00192 
111=0 00193 
200 111=111+1 00194 
Cl=GIIIIIl 00195 
C2=GIIIII 00196 
IF IISCIIIII.EQ.OI GO TO 210 00197 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00198 
C LINEAR CONSTRAINT 00199 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00200 
IF ICl.GE.l.0E-S.AND.Cl.LE.CTBHl GO TO 220 00201 
CALL CNr.N07 III,ALP,ZRO,ZRO.Cl,A2,C2,ZRO,ZROl 00202 
IF IAlP.LE.O.l GO TO 220 00203 
IF I Cl.GT.CTBM.AHD.ALP.GT .AlPFESl ALPFES=ALP 00204 
IF ICl.lT.CTl.AND.ALP.LT.ALPLNl ALPLN=AlP 00205 
GO TO 220 00206 
210 CONTINUE 00207 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00208 
C tION-LIHEAR CONSTRAINT 00209 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00210 
IF ICl.GE.l.0E-S.AND.Cl.LE.CTAMI GO TO 220 00211 
CALL CHHN07 III,ALP,ZRO,ZRO,Cl,A2.C2.ZRO,ZROI 00212 
IF IALP.LE.O.l GO TO 220 00213 
IF ICl.GT.CTAM.AND.ALP.GT.ALPFESl ALPFES=ALP 00214 
IF ICl.LT.CT.AND.ALP.LT.ALPNCl ALPNC=AlP 00215 
220 CONTINUE 00216 
IF IIII.LT.NCONI GO TO 200 00217 
230 CONTINUE 00218 
IF ILINOBJ.GT.O.OR.SLOPE.GE.O.1 GO TO 240 00219 
C CALCULATE ALPHA TO MINIMIZE FUNCTION. 00220 
CAll ClltlN04 I II ,ALPMIN,ZRO,ZRO,Fl.SLOPE ,A2 ,F2 ,ZRO,ZRO,ZRO,ZROI 00221 
240 CONTINUE 00222 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00223 
C PROPOSED MOVE 00224 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00225 
C MOVE AT LEAST FAR ENOUGH TO OVERCOtlE CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS. 00226 
A3=ALPFES 00227 
C MOVE TO MIIUMIZE FUNCTION. 00228 
IF IALPMIN.GT.A31 A3=ALPMIN 00229 
C IF A3.LE.0, SET A3 = ALPSID. 00230 
























ISN 0209 250 




















ISH 0231 280 
ISN 0232 
ISN 0233 
ISN 0234 290 
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LIMIT UOVE TO NEW CONSTRAINT ENCOUNTER. 00232 
IF I A3.GT .ALPtlC) A3=ALPNC 00233 
IF IA3.GT.ALPLN) A3=ALPLN 00234 
MAKE A3 NOll-ZERO. 00235 
IF (A3.LE.l.0E-20) A3=1.0E-20 ()0236 





IF (ABS(ALPB).LT.l.0E-10.AND.ABSIALPA).LT.I.0E-10) JBEST=1 00242 
IF (JBEST.EQ.l.AND.IBEST.EQ.2) GO TO 20 00243 
SIDE CONSTRAINT CHECK NOT SATISFIED. 0024(+ 
IF (NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 260 00245 
STORE CotlSTRAItlT VALUES IN G2. 00246 




IF A3=A2. SET A3=.9*A2. 00251 
IF (ABS(ALPB).LT.l.0E-10) A3=.9*A2 00252 
MOVE AT LEAST .01*A2. 00253 
IF !A3.LT.I.Ol*A2)) A3=.01*A2 00254 
LIMIT MOVE TO 5.*A2. 00255 
IF IA3.GT.(5.*A2)) A3=5.*A2 00256 
LIMIT MOVE TO ALPSID. 00257 
IF IA3.GT.ALPSID) A3=ALPSID 00258 
MOVE A DISTANCE A3*S. 00259 
ALP=A3-A2 00260 
ALPTOT=ALPTOT+ALP 00261 
DO 270 I=I.NDV 00262 
X(I)=X(I)+ALP*SII) 00263 
CONTINUE 00264 
IF IIPRINT.LT.5) GO TO 300 00265 
WRITE 1161.780) 00266 
~RITE (161.740) A3 00267 
IF IIlSCAL.EQ.O) GO TO 290 00268 
DO 280 I=I.NDV 00269 
G(I)=SCAL(II*XII) 00270 
WRITE (161.750) IG(I).I=I.NDV) 00271 
GO TO 300 00272 
WRITE (161.750) IXII).I=I.NDV) 00273 
CONTINUE 00274 
------------------------------------------------------------------00275 







IF IIPRINT.GE.5) WRITE (161.760) F3 00283 
IF (IPRINT.LT.5.0R.NCON.EQ.0) GO TO 320 00284 
~lRITE (161.770) 00285 
WRITE 1161.750) IG(I).I=I.NCON) 00286 
CONTINUE 00287 
------------------------------------------------------------------00288 
CALCULATE MAXIMUM COHSTRAINT VIOLATION AND PICK BEST DESIGN 00289 
------------------------------------------------------------------00290 
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ISH 0248 CV3=0. 00291 
ISH 0249 IGOOD3=0 00292 
ISH 0250 INCl=O 00293 
ISN 0251 IF (NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 340 00294 
N ISH 0253 DO 330 I=I,NCOH 00295 
w ISH 0254 CC=CTAH 00296 
0 ISH 0255 IF (ISC(I).GT.O) CC=CTBH 00297 
ISH 0257 Cl=G(I)-CC 00298 
IStl 0258 IF (C1.GT.CV3) CV3=C1 00299 
ISN 0260 IF (C1.GT.0.I NVC1=HVCl+1 00300 
ISH 0262 330 CONTINUE 00301 
ISH 0263 IF (CV3.GT.0.) IGOOD3=1 00302 
ISH 0265 340 COHTINUE 00303 
C DETERMIHE BEST DESIGH. 00304 
ISH 0266 IF (IBEST.EQ.2) GO TO 360 00305 
C CHOOSE BETIlEEN Fl AHD F3. 00306 
ISH 0268 IF (IGOOD1.EQ.0.AND.IGOOD3.EQ.0) GO TO 350 00307 
ISt~ 0270 IF (CVl.GE.CV3) IBEST=3 00308 
ISH 0272 GO TO 380 00309 
ISH 0273 350 IF (F3.lE.Fl) IBEST=3 00310 
ISN 0275 GO TO 380 00311 
ISN 0276 360 CONTINUE 00312 
C CHOOSE BETWEEN F2 AHD F3. 00313 
ISH 0277 IF (IGOOD2.EQ.0.AND.IGOOD3.EQ.0) GO TO 370 00314 
ISH 0279 IF (CV2.GE.CV3) IBEST=3 00315 
ISH 0281 GO TO 380 00316 
ISH 0282 370 IF (F3.lE.F2) IBEST=3 00317 
ISH 0284 380 CONTIllUE 00318 
1St! 0285 AlP=A3 00319 
ISH 0286 OBJ=F3 00320 
C IF F3 VIOLATES FEWER COHSTRAIHTS THAN Fl RETURH. 00321 
ISH 0287 IF (HVCl.lT.NVCI GO TO 710 00322 
C IF OBJECTIVE AND All CONSTRAINTS ARE lINEAR, RETURN. 00323 
ISH 0289 IF (lINOBJ.NE.O.AtlD.NlNC.EQ.HCOHI GO TO 710 00324 
C IF A3 = AlPLN AND F3 IS BOTH GOOD AND BEST RETURU. 00325 
ISH 0291 AlPB=I.-AlPLN/A3 00326 
ISIl 0292 IF « ABS( ALPS) .IT .1.0E-20 .AUD. IBEST. EQ.3 I .AND. (1G0003. EQ.O» GO TOO0327 
1 710 00328 
C IF A3 = AlPSID AND F3 IS BEST, GO INVOKE SIDE CONSTRAINT 00329 
C MODIFICATIOH. 00330 
ISH 0294 AlPA=I.-AlPSID/A3 00331 
ISH 0295 IF (ABS(AlPAI.lT.l.0E-20.AND.IBEST.EQ.3) GO TO 20 00332 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00333 
C *********11 3 - POINT INTERPOLATION *********00334 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00335 
ISH 0297 AlPIIC=AlPSID 00336 
ISH 0298 AlPCA=AlPSID 00337 
ISH 0299 AlPFES=-I. 00338 
ISH 0300 AlPI1Ill=-I. 00339 
ISH 0301 IF (NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 440 00340 
ISH 0303 III=O 00341 
ISH 0304 390 III=III+l 00342 
ISN 0305 Cl=GH III) 00343 
ISH 0306 C2=G2(III) 00344 
ISH 0307 C3=G(IIII 00345 
ISH 0308 IF (ISC(III).EQ.O) GO TO 400 00346 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00347 
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IF (C1.LE.CTBMI GO TO 430 00350 
11=1 00351 
CALL CHNN07 (II,ALP,ZRO,ZRO,C1,A3,C3,ZRO,ZROI 00352 
IF (ALP.GT .ALPFES I ALPFES=ALP 00353 
GO TO 430 00354 
400 CONTINUE 00355 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00356 
C NON-LINEAR CONSTRAINT 00357 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00358 
11=2 00359 
CALL CNMH07 (II,ALP,ZRO,ZRO,C1,A2,C2,A3,C31 00360 
IF (ALP.LE.ZROI GO TO 430 00361 
IF (C1.GE.CT.AND.C1.LE.0. I GO TO 410 00362 
IF (C1.GT.CTAM.OR.C1.LT.0.I GO TO 420 00363 
C ALP IS MINIMUM MOVE. UPDATE FOR NEXT CONSTRAINT ENCOUNTER. 00364 
410 ALPA=ALP 00365 
CALL CNr:N07 UI,ALP,ALPA,ZRO,C1,A2,C2,A3,C31 00366 
IF (ALP.LT.ALPCA.AND.ALP.GE.ALPAI ALPCA=ALP 00367 
GO TO 430 00368 
420 CONTINUE 00369 
IF (ALP.GT.ALPFES.AND.C1.GT.CTAMI ALPFES=ALP 00370 
IF (ALP.LT.ALPNC.AND.C1.LT.0.I ALPNC=ALP 00371 
430 CONTINUE 00372 
IF (III.LT.NCOHI GO TO 390 00373 
440 CONTINUE 00374 
IF (LINOBJ.GT.O.OR.SLOPE.GT.O.I GO TO 450 00375 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00376 
C CALCULATE ALPHA TO HINIIIIZE Fut~CTICN 00377 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00378 
11=3 00379 
IF (A2.GT.A3.AND.(IGOOD2.EQ.0.AND.IBEST.EQ.211 11=2 00380 
CALL CNtlN04 (II,ALPMIN,ZRO,ZRO,F1,SLOPE,A2,F2,A3,F3,ZRO,ZROI 00381 
450 CDtITINUE 00382 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00383 
C PROPOSED MOVE 00384 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00385 
C NOVE AT LEAST ENOUGH TO OVERCONE CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS. 003e6 
A4=ALPFES 00387 
C tlOVE TO MItIIMIZE FUNCTION. 00388 
IF (ALPMIN.GT.A41 A4=ALPMIN 00389 
C IF A4.LE.0, SET A4 = ALPSID. 00390 
IF (A4.LE.0.I A4=ALPSID 00391 
C LIMIT MOVE TO NEW CONSTRAINT ENCOUNTER. 00392 
IF (A4.GT.ALPLHI A4=ALPLH 00393 
IF (A4.GT.ALPNCI A4=ALPNC 00394 
C LIMIT MOVE TO RE-ENCOUNTER CURRENTLY ACTIVE CONSTRAINT. 00395 
IF (A4.GT.ALPCAI A4=ALPCA 00396 
C LIMIT A4 TO 5.*A3. 00397 
IF (A4.GT.(5.*A31 I A4=5.*A3 00398 
C UPDATE DESIGN. 00399 
IF (IBEST.NE.3.0R.NCON.EQ.OI GO TO 470 00400 
C STORE CONSTRAINT VALUES IN G2. F3 IS BEST. F2 IS NOT. 00401 
DO 460 I=l,NCCH 00402 
G2(II=G(II 00403 
460 CONTINUE 00404 
470 CONTINUE 00405 
C IF A4=A3 AND IGOOD1=0 AND IG0003=1, SET A4=.9*A3. 00406 
ALP=A4-A3 00407 


















ISH 0381 490 
ISII 0382 
ISH 0383 
ISH 0384 500 























1St! 0409 540 
ISH 0410 












1St! 0422 570 
ISH 0423 
ISH 0425 580 
C 
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13 00409 
------------------------------------------------------------------00410 




DO 480 I=I,NDV 00415 
XII)=XII)+ALP*SII) 00416 
CONTINUE 00417 
IF IIPRINT.LT.5) GO TO 510 00418 
WRITE 1161,720) 00419 
WRITE 1161,740) A4 00420 
IF (NSCAL.EQ.O) GO TO 500 00421 
DO 490 I=I,NDV 00422 
G(I)=SCAL(II*X(I) 00423 
WRITE (161,750) (G(I),I=I,NDV) 00424 
GO TO 510 00425 
WRITE (161,750) (X(I),I=I,NDV) 00426 
CONTINUE 00427 
------------------------------------------------------------------00428 







IF (IPRINT.GE.51 WRITE (161,760) F4 00436 
IF (IPRINT.LT.5.0R.NCON.EQ.0) GO TO 530 00437 
WRITE (161,770) 00438 
IIRITE (161,750) (G(I),I=I,NCON) 00439 
Co!~TINUE 00440 
DETERNIUE ACCAPTABILITY OF F4. 00441 
IGOOD4=0 00442 
CV4=0. 00443 
IF (NCON.EQ.OI GO TO 550 00444 
DO 540 I=I,IICON 00445 
CC=CTAN 00446 
IF (ISC(I).GT.O) CC=CTBM 00447 
Cl=G(I)-CC 00448 
IF (Cl.GT.CV4) CV4=Cl 00449 
CotlTINUE 00450 





DETERMINE BEST DESIGN 00456 
------------------------------------------------------------------00457 
GO TO (560,610,660),IBEST 00458 
CONTINUE 00459 
CHOOSE BETWEEN Fl AND F4. 00460 
IF (IGOODl.EQ.0.AND.IGOOD4.EQ.0) GO TO 570 00461 
IF ICVl.GT.CV4) GO TO 710 00462 
GO TO 580 00463 
CONTINUE 00464 
IF (F4.LE.Fl) GO TO 710 00465 
CCNTI~UE 00466 
Fl IS BEST. 00467 
+VEP.SION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) CNtIN06 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.39 PAGE 9 
ISN 0426 ALPTOT;ALPTOT-A4 00468 
IS~I 0427 OBJ=Fl 001169 
ISN 0'+28 DO 590 I;I,NDV 00(t70 
1St! 0429 X(I)=X(Il-A4*SIIl 00471 
ISN 0430 590 CQtITINUE 00472 
ISH 0431 IF INCON.EQ.OI GO TO 710 00473 
ISN 0433 DO 600 I=I,NCOH 00474 
ISH 0434 GI I I=GII I I 00475 
ISN 0435 600 CONTINUE 00476 
ISN 0436 GO TO 710 00477 
ISN 0437 610 CQtITINUE 00-+78 
C CHOOSE BETIIEEN F2 AND F4. 00479 
ISN 0438 IF (IGOOD2.EQ.0.AND.IGOOD4.EQ.0) GO TO 620 00480 
ISH 0440 IF ICV2.GT.CV41 GO TO 710 00481 
ISH 0442 GO TO 630 00482 
IStl Olf43 620 COHTINUE 00483 
ISN 0444 IF IF4.LE.F21 GO TO 710 00484 
ISN 0446 630 CONTINUE 00485 
C F2 IS BEST. 00486 
ISH 0447 OBJ=F2 00487 
ISIl 0448 A2=A4-A2 00488 
ISH 0449 ALPTOT=AlPTOT-A2 00489 
ISH 0450 DO 640 I=I,NDV 00490 
ISH 0451 XIII=XIII-A2*SIII 00491 
IStl 0452 640 CONTINUE 00492 
ISN 0453 IF INCON.EQ.OI GO TO 710 00493 
1St! 0455 DO 650 I=I,NCOH 00494 
ISH 0456 GII)=G2II) 00495 
ISN 0457 650 CONTINUE 00496 
ISH 0458 GO TO 710 00497 
ISN 0459 660 CONTItlUE 00498 
C CHOOSE BETUEEH F3 AND F4. 00499 
ISH 0460 IF IIGOOD3.EQ.0.AND.IGOOD4.EQ.01 GO TO 670 00500 
ISH 0462 IF ICV3.GT.CV41 GO TO 710 00501 
1St! 0464 GO TO 680 00502 
1St! 0465 670 CONTINUE 00503 
ISN 0466 IF IF4.LE.F3) GO TO 710 00504 
ISH 0468 680 CONTINUE 00505 
C F3 IS BEST. 00506 
ISN 0469 OBJ=F3 00507 
ISH 0470 A3=A4-A3 00508 
ISN 0471 ALPTOT=ALPTOT-A3 00509 
ISH 0472 DO 690 I=I,HDV 00510 
ISH 0473 XIIl;XIII-A3*SIII 00511 
IStl 0474 690 CONTINUE 00512 
ISH 0475 IF INCON.EQ.Ol GO TO 710 00513 
ISII 0477 DO 700 I=I.NCON 00514 
ISN 0478 GII)=G21I) 00515 
1511 0479 700 CONTINUE 00516 
ISN 0480 710 CONTINUE 00517 
ISN 0481 ALP=ALPTOT 00518 
ISN 0482 IF IIPRINT.GE.51 WRITE (161.790) 00519 
N IStl 0484 JGOTO=O 00520 w ISII 0485 RETURN 00521 w 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00522 









+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) CNMN06 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.39 PAGE 10 
ISN 0486 720 FORtlAT 1/5X,25HTHREE-POINT INTERPOLATION) 00527 
ISN 0487 730 FORI1AT 1/111158H* * * C0I1STRAIHED ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH INFORNATI00528 
10N * * *) 00529 
ISN 0488 740 FORtlAT 1//5X,15HPROPOSED DESIGIV5X,7HAlPHA =,E12.5/5X,8HX-VECTOR) 00530 
ISt~ 0489 750 FORtlAT (lX,8EI2.4) 00531 
ISN 0490 760 FORMAT 1/5X,5HOBJ =,EI3.5) 00532 
ISN 0491 770 FORMAT (/5X,17HCONSTRAINT VALUES) 00533 
ISN 0492 780 FORtlAT 1/5X,23HTWO-POINT INTERPOLATION) 00534 
ISN 0493 790 FORMAT 1/5X,35H* * * END OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH) 00535 
ISN 0494 END 00536 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NANE(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) lINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTOCBl(NONE) 
*OPTImIS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NCMAP NOFCRMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAG( 1) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 493, PROGRAM SIZE = 6746, SU3PROGRAM NAME =CI~IN06 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 2924K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
I. _ 
," 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIDtIS: 



















































N ISN 0033 w 
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MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.50 PAGE 
SOURCE ,NOHAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NOOECK,OPT( 31,AUTOCBU NONE) ,NOAlC 
NAMEltlAIN) OPTIIIIZE( 3) lINECOUtlT1 60) SIZE( MAX I AUTODBU IlONE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORI-IAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERI1 IBH FLAG( I) 
DATA SET U477CNllN07 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 
DATA SET 9188CNMN07 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE CNMtl07 III,XBAR,EPS,X1,Yl,X2,Y2,X3,Y3) 
ROUTIIIE TO FINO FIRST XBAR .GE. EPS CORRESF'ONDII1G TO A REAL ZERO 
OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION BY POlYNOMIEl INTERPOLATION. 
BY G. N. VANDERPlAATS APRIL, 1972. 
NASA-At1ES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
II = CAlCUlATIDtI CONTROL. 
1: 2-POINT lINEAR INTERPOLATION, GIVEN Xl, Yl, X2 A~~ Y2. 
2: 3-POINT QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION, GIVEN Xl, Y1, X2, Y2, 
X3 AIID n. 
EPS MAY BE NEGATIVE. 
IF REQUIRED ZERO ON Y DOES NOT EXITS, OR THE FUNCTION IS 
Ill-COllDITIONED, XBAR = EPS-l.O WILL BE RETURNED AS AN ERROR 
INDICATOR. 
IF DESIRED INTERPOLATION IS IlL-COIIDITIONED, A LO~IER ORDER 
INTERPOlATIDtl, CONSISTANT WITH INPUT DATA, WIll BE ATTEMPTED AND 





IF IABSIX21).lT.1.0E-20) RETURN 































IF IJJ.EQ.O.OR.YY.lT.O.) GO TO 20 00031 
INTERPOLATE BETWEEN X2 AND X3. 00032 
DY=Y3-Y2 00033 
IF IABSIDY).lT.1.0E-20) GO TO 20 00034 
XBAR=X2+Y2*IX2-X3)/DY 00035 
IF IXBAR.lT.EPS) XBAR=XBAR1 00036 
RETURN 00037 
DY=Y2-Y1 00038 
INTERPOLATE BETWEEN Xl AND X2. 00039 
IF (ABSIDYl.lT.1.0E-20) RETURN 00040 
XBAR=X1+Yl*IX1-X2)/DY 00041 










IF IABSIQQ).lT.1.0E-20) RETURN 00052 
AA=IY1*X32-Y2*X31+Y3*X21)/QQ 00053 
IF IABSIAA).lT.1.0E-20) GO TO 10 00054 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 NAY 80) CHNN07 SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.50 PAGE 2 
ISH 0040 BB=IY2-Yl)/X21-AA*IXl+X2) 00055 
ISH 0041 CC=YI-X1*IAA*X1+BB) 00056 
ISH 0042 BAC=BB*BB-4.*AA*CC 00057 
ISH 0043 IF IBAC.lT.O.) GO TO 10 00058 
ISH 0045 BAC=SQRTIBAC) 00059 
ISH 0046 AA=.5/AA 00060 
ISH 0047 X6AR=AA*IBAC-BB) 00061 
~ ISH 0048 XB2=-AA*IBAC+BB) 00062 ~ ISH 0049 IF IXB.t..R.lT.EPS) XBAR=XB2 00063 
IStl 0051 IF IXB2.lT.XBAR.AHD.XB2.GT.EPS) XBAR=XB2 00064 
ISH 0053 IF IXBAR.lT.EPS) XBAR=XBAR1 00065 
ISH 0055 RETURH 00066 
IStl 0056 EttD 00067 
*OPTIONS IH EFFECT*HAMECNAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) lIIlECOUHT(60) SIZEIMAX) AUTODBlINCNE) 
*OPTIOHS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOt1AP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBN FLAGII) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 55, PROGRAM SIZE = 936, SUBPROGRAM NAME =CNtIN07 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.53 PAGE 
REQUeSTED OPTIOtlS: SOURCE,NOMAP,NOXREF,HOLIST,NODECK,OPT(3),AUTODBL(NOHEI,NOALC 


























































SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NOM~.P NOFORMAT GOSTl1T NOXREF NOALC HOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
DATA SET U477C1lI1N08 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF OU13/81 
DATA SET 9188CN~1N08 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SUBROUTINE CNNN08 (NOB,NER,C,MS1,B,N3,N4,N5) 00002 
DIMENSION C!N4), B(H3,N3), MSHN5) 00003 
ROUTII1E TO SOLVE SPECIAL LINEAR PROBLEM FOR IMPOSING S-TRANSPOSE 00004 
TIMES S.LE.! BOUNDS IN THE MODIFIED METHOD OF FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS.00005 
BY G. H. VANDERPLAATS APRIL, 1972. 00006 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00007 
REF. 'STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATIOH BY METHODS OF FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS',00008 
G. H. VANOERPLAATS AND F. MOSES, JOURNAL OF CDtIPUTERS 00009 
AND STRUCTURES, VOL 3, PP 739-755, 1973. 00010 
FORM OF L. P. IS BX=C WHERE 1ST tlOB COf'IPOtlENTS OF X CONTAIN VECTOROOOll 
U AND LAST NOB COMPONENTS CONTAIN VECTOR V. CONSTRAINTS ARE 00012 
U.GE.O, V.GE.O, AHD U-TRAHSPOSE TIMES V = O. 00013 
HER = ERROR FLAG. IF NER.NE.O OH RETURN, PROCESS HAS HOT 00014 
CONVERGED IH 5*NOB ITERATIONS. 00015 
VECTOR MS1 IDENTIFIES THE SET OF BASIC VARIABLES. 00016 
------------------------------------------------------------------00017 




CALCULATE CBMIN AND EPS AND INITIALIZE tlSl. 00022 
EPS=-1.0E+10 00023 
CmlIN=O. 00024 
DO 10 I=l,NDB 00025 
BI=B(I,I) 00026 
CBMAX=O. 00027 
IF (BI.LT.-1.0E-6) CBMAX=C(!)/BI 00028 
IF (BI.GT.EPS) EPS=BI 00029 
IF (CBtlAX.GT .CBMIH) CBMIN=CBMAX 00030 
M51(I)=0 00031 
EPS=.OOOI*EPS 00032 
IF (EPS.LT.-1.0E-10) EPS=-1.0E-10 00033 
IF (EPS.GT.-.0001) EPS=-.OOOI 00034 
CBtlIH=CBMIN1I1.0E-6 00035 




********** BEGIN NEW ITERATIOH **********00040 
------------------------------------------------------------------00041 
ITERl=ITER1+1 00042 
IF (ITERl.GT.NMAX) RETURN 00043 
FIND MAX. C(I)/B(!,Il FOR I=l,NDB. 00044 
CBI1AX=.9*CBMIN 00045 
ICHK=O 00046 
DO 30 I=l,NDB 00047 
Cl=C(I) 00048 
BI=B(I,I) 00049 
IF (BI.GT.EPS.OR.Cl.GT.O.) GO TO 30 00050 
CB=C1/BI 00051 








+VERSIOII 1.3.0 (01 MAY 801 CNMN08 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.53.53 PAGE 2 
ISH 0043 30 CONTINUE 00055 
IStl 0044 IF (CBMAX.LT.CBMINI GO TO 70 00056 
ISH 0046 IF (ICHK.EQ.OI GO TO 70 00C57 
C UPDATE VECTOR MS1. 00058 
ISH 0048 JJ=ICHK 00059 
ISH 0049 IF (MSl(JJI.EQ.OI JJ=ICHK+NOB 00060 
ISH 0051 KK=JJ+NOB 00001 
ISH 0052 IF (KK.GT.M21 KK=JJ-NDB 00062 
ISN 0054 ~ISl(KKI=ICHK 00063 
ISH 0055 tlSl( JJ 1=0 00064 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00065 
C PIVOT OF B(ICHK,ICHKI 00066 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00067 
ISN 0056 BB=l./B(ICHK,ICHKI 00068 
ISH 0057 DO 40 J=1,1I0B 00069 
ISH 0058 40 B(ICHK,JI=BB*B(ICHK,JI 00070 
ISH 0059 C( ICHK I=CBtlAX 00071 
ISN 0060 B(ICHK,ICHKI=BB 00072 
C ELIMIHATE COEFICIENTS OH VARIABLE ENTERING BASIS A~m STORE 00073 
C COEFICIEtHS OH VARIABLE LEAVING BASIS IN THEIR PLACE. 00074 
ISN 0061 00 60 I=l,NDB 00075 
1St! 0062 IF (I.EQ.ICHKI GO TO 60 00076 
ISN 0064 BB1=B(1,ICHKI 00077 
ISN 0065 B(I,ICHKI=O. 00078 
ISN 0066 DO 50 J=l,NDB 00079 
ISN 0067 50 B(I,JI=B(I,JI-BB1*B(ICHK,JI 00080 
ISN 0068 C(II=C(II-BB1*CBHAX 00081 
ISH 0069 60 COIHINUE 00082 
ISH 0070 GO TO 20 00083 
ISN 0071 70 CONTINUE 00084 
ISH 0072 NER=O 00085 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00086 
C STORE ONLY COt-IPOIIENTS OF U-VECTOR IN 'C'. USE B(1,1I FOR 00087 
C TEMPORARY STORAGE 00088 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00089 
ISN 0073 DO 80 I=l,HDB 00090 
ISN 0074 B(I,ll=C(II 00091 
ISN 0075 80 COIITItlUE 00092 
ISH 0076 DO 90 I=l,NOB 00093 
ISN 0077 C(II=O. 00094 
ISH 0078 J=MSl( II 00095 
ISH 0079 IF (J.GT.OI C(II=B(J,11 00096 
ISN 0081 IF (C(II.LT.O. I C(II=O. 00097 
ISN 0083 90 COHTINUE 00098 
ISN 0084 RETURN 00099 
ISII 0085 ENO 00100 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAtIE(MAIHI OPTIMIZE(31 LINECOUNT(601 SIZE(MAXI AUTODBL(NONEI 
*OPTIONS m EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT HOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(II 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 84, PROGRAM SIZE = 1390, SUBPROGRAM NAIIE =CN:~1I08 
*STATISTICS* NO OIAGNOSTICS GENERATEO 





+VERSIOH 1. 3. 0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENfiANCED) DATE 82.141/10.S3.S6 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTIot~S: SOURCE ,NOHAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTODBl( NONE) ,tlOAlC 


















































SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOIIAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT tlOXREF NOAlC NOAHSF TERM IBM FlAG(I) 
DATA SET U477CONMIH AT lEVEL 003 AS OF 03/17/81 
DATA SET U(f77COllMItI AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 03/13/81 00001 
DATA SET U477CONIIIH AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 00002 
DATA SET 9188COl~I1IH AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00003 
SUBROUTINE CONNIN (X,VlB,VUa,G,SCAl,DF,A,S,G1,G2,B,C,ISC,IC,MS1,NI00004 
l,N2,H3,N4,NS) OOOOS 
CmltlOlI ICNIIH11 DELFUN,DABFUH, FDCH, FDCHM, CT ,CTMUI ,CTl,CTLMIN,AlPHAX00006 
1 ,ABOBJ1, THETA,OBJ ,HOV ,NCOH,HSIDE, IPRIHT ,iIFDG,NSCAl, lIHOBJ, ITtIAX, IT00007 
~RM, ICNDIR, IGOTO ,tlAC, INFO, ItIFOG, ITER 00008 
COIIlION IUIOSI lSI, 161 00009 
DIIIEHSIDtI XINll, VlB(N1)' VUBINl), G(N~), SCALlNll, DF(Nll, AOU,N00010 
13), S(N1), G1(N~), G2(N~), B(N3,N3), C(N4), ISC(N2), IC(N3), MSl(N00011 
~S) 0001~ 
CONtl0N ICONSAVI DH1 ,DH~ ,DM3,DN4,DHS,DM6,DtI7 ,DM8,DN9,DM10 ,DHll ,DH1~00013 
1,DCT,OCTl,PHI,ABOBJ,CTA,CTAM,CTBM,OBJ1,SlOPE,DX,OX1,FI,XI,DFTDF1,A00014 
2lP,FFF,A1,A~,A3,A4,F1,F~,F3,F4,CV1,CV~,CV3,CV4,APP,AlPCA,AlPFES,Al0001S 
3PlN,AlPMIN,AlPNC,AlPSAV ,AlPSID,AlPTOT ,RSPACE, Iem ,10112, IDtI3,JOIR, 100016 
40BJ ,KOBJ , KCOUHT ,NCALI ~) ,NFEAS,tISCAl,NCCBJ ,t-IVC,KOUlIT, ICOUHT, IG0001, 00017 
SIGOOD2,IGOOD3,IG0004,IBEST,III,NLNC,JGOTO,ISPACE(~) 00018 
ROUTINE TO SOLVE CONSTRAINED OR UNCONSTRAINED FUNCTION 00019 
tIINIHIZATIOH. 00020 
BY G. N. VANDERPlAATS APRIL, 1972. 000~1 
* * * * * * * * * * * JUNE, 1979 VERSION * * * * * * * * * * *00022 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 000~3 
REFERENCE I COt.lllIN - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CctlSTRAINED FUNCTION 00024 
MUlIMIZATION: USER'S MANUAL, BY G. H. VAl;DE~rlAATS, OOO~S 
NASA TM X-62,282, AUGUST, 1973. 00026 
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS: 000~7 
PROGRAM - 7000 DECIMAL worms (CDC COtlPUTER) 000~8 
ARRAYS - APPROX. 2*( NOV**2l+26*11DV+4 il"COIh 000~9 
WHERE H3 = tIOV+2. 00030 
RE-SCALE VARIABLES IF REQUIRED. 00031 
IF (NSCAl.EQ.O.OR.IGDTO.EQ.O) GO TO 20 0003~ 






IF (IGOTO.EQ.O) GO TO 40 00039 
------------------------------------------------------------------00040 
CHECK FOR UNBOUNDED SOLUTION 00041 
------------------------------------------------------------------00042 
STOP IF OBJ IS LESS THAN -1.0E+40 00043 
IF (OBJ.GT.-1.0E+40) GO TO 30 00044 
WRITE (161,980) 0004S 
GO TO 810 00046 
CONTItIUE 00047 
GO TO (160,390,380,670,690),IGOTO 00048 
------------------------------------------------------------------00049 
SAVE INPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS 00050 
------------------------------------------------------------------OOOSI 
CONTINUE 000S2 
IF (!PRUlT.GT.O) WRITE (!6I,12~0) 00053 
IF (LINOSJ.EQ.O.OR.(NCOH.GT.O.OR.NSIDE.GT.O)) GO TO SO 000S4 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) CONHIN SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.56 PAGE 2 
C TOTALLY UNCOIlSTRAINED FUNCTION WITH LINEAR OBJECTIVE. 00055 
C SOLUTION IS UNBOUNDED. 00056 
ISH 0027 WRITE (161.970) LINOBJ.NCON.NSIDE 00057 
ISI~ 0028 RETURN 00058 
N IStl 0029 50 ~ 
0 ISH 0030 
CONTINUE 00059 
IDH1=ITRM 00060 
ISH 0031 IDff2=ITMAX 00061 
ISH 0032 ID~13=ICHDIR 00062 
ISH 0033 DH1=DELFUN 00063 
ISH 0034 DM2=DABFUN 00064 
ISH 0035 DM3=CT 00065 
ISH 0036 DtI4=CTMIN 00066 
ISN 0037 DtI5=CTL 00067 
ISH 0038 DM6=CTLMIN 00068 
ISH 0039 DH7=THETA 00069 
ISH 0040 DH8=PHI 00070 
ISH 0041 DM9=FDCH 00071 
IStl 0042 OH10=FDCHM 00072 
ISH 0043 DI1l1=ABOBJl 00073 
ISH 0044 DM1Z=ALPHAX 00074 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00075 
C DEFAULTS 00076 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00077 
ISH 0045 IF (ITRtl.LE.O) ITRH=3 00078 
ISH 0047 IF (ITMAX.LE.O) ITMAX=20 00079 
ISH 0049 NDV1=NDV+1 00080 
ISH 0050 IF (ICllDIR.EQ.O) ICNDIR=NDV1 00081 
ISH 0052 IF (DELFUN.lE.O.) DELFUN=.OOOI 00082 
ISH 0054 CT=-ABS(CT) 00083 
ISH 0055 IF (CT.GE.O.) CT=-.l 00084 
ISH 0057 CTHIN=ABS(CTMIN) 00085 
ISH 0058 IF (CTHIN.LE.O.) CTMIN=.004 00086 
ISN 0060 CTL=-ABS(CTL) 00087 
ISN 0061 IF (CTL.GE.O.) CTL=-O.Ol 00088 
ISN 0063 CTLMIN=ABS(CTLtIIN) 00089 
ISN 0064 IF (CTWIN.LE.O.) CTLHIN=.OOl 00090 
ISN 0066 IF !THETA. LE. 0.) THETA=l. 00091 
ISH 0068 IF (ABOBJl.LE.O.) ABGBJ1=.1 00092 
1St! 0070 IF (AlPHAX.LE.O.) AlPHAX=.l 00093 
ISN C072 IF (FDCH.lE.O.) FDCH=.Ol 00094 
ISII 0074 IF (FOCHN.LE.O.) FOCHII=.Ol 00095 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00096 
C INITIALIZE INTERNAL PARAtlETERS 00097 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00098 
ISH 0076 INFOG=O 00099 
ISN 0077 ITER=O 00100 
ISN 0078 JDIR=O 00101 
ISH 0079 IOBJ=O 00102 
ISN 0080 KOBJ=O 00103 
1St! 0081 NDV2=NDV+2 00104 
ISN 0082 KCOUNT=O 00105 
ISN 0083 NCAL(l)=O 00106 
ISII 0084 NCAl(2)=0 00107 
ISH 0085 NAC=O 00108 
1St! 0086 NFEAS=O 00109 
ISH 0087 HSCAl=NSCAL 00110 
ISN 0088 CT1=ITRH 00111 
ISH 0089 CT1=1./CT1 00112 
ISN 0090 DCT=(CTHIN/ABS(CTII**CTl 00113 
'" 
N 
""" - ..... 

















































IStl 01 ft? 
ISH 0150 
101 MAY 80) CONNIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.53.56 PAGE 3 





CTBt1=ABSI CTLMIH) 00119 
C CALCULATE NUt:SER OF LINEAR CONSTRAINTS, NLNC. 00120 
NLNC=O 00121 
IF INCON.EQ.O) GO TO 70 00122 
DO 60 I=l,NCOH 00123 
IF IISCII).GT.O) NLNC=NLNC+l 00124 
60 CONTINUE 00125 
70 COIITIIIUE 00126 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00127 
C CHECK TO BE SURE THAT SIDE COIISTRAINTS I.RE SATISFIED 00128 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00129 
IF INSIDE.EQ.O) GO TO 110 00130 
DO 100 I=l,NOV 00131 





WRITE 1161,1120) I 00137 
80 CONTINUE 00138 
XX=XII)-VLBIII 00139 
IF IXX.GE.O.) GO TO 90 00140 
C LOWER BOUND VIOLATED. 00141 
WRITE CI61,1130) XII),VLBIIl,I 00142 
X(I)=VLBII) 00143 
GO TO 100 00144 
90 CONTINUE 00145 
XX=VUBII)-XII) 00146 
IF IXX.GE.O.) GO TO 100 00147 
WRITE 1161,1140) XCI),VUBII),I 00148 
XII)=VUBII) 00149 
100 CCIITINUE 00150 
110 CONTINUE 00151 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00152 
C INITIALIZE SCALING VECTOR, SCAL 00153 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00154 
IF INSCAL.EQ.O) GO TO 150 00155 
IF INSCAL.LT.O) GO TO 130 00156 
DO 120 I=l,NDV 00157 
120 SCALII)=l. 00158 
GO TO 150 00159 
130 CONTINUE 00160 
DO 140 I=I,NOV 00161 
SI=ABSISCALII)) 00162 




IF INSIOE.EQ.O) GO TO 140 00167 
VLBII)=VLBII)*SI 00168 
VUBII)=VUOII)*SI 00169 
140 CONTINUE 00170 

































































GO TO 950 00178 
160 CONTINUE 00179 
OBJl=OBJ 00180 
IF 10ABFUN.LE.0.) DABFUH=.OOl*ABSIOBJ) 00181 
IF IDABFUN.LT.1.0E-10) oABFUll=l.OE-10 00182 
IF IIPRINT.LE.O) GO TO 270 00183 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00184 
C PRINT INITIAL DESIGN INFORMATION 00185 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00186 
IF IIPRIHT.LE.ll GO TO 230 . 00187 
IF INSIDE.EQ.O.AHo.HCON.EQ.O) W~ITE (161.1290) 00188 
IF INSIDE.NE.O.OR.NCON.GT.O) I~RITE 1161.1230) 00189 
WRITEI 161.1240 lIPRINT .NoV. InIAX.NCOl~.NSIOE • ICtlDIR .NSCAL.NFOG. LINOB00190 
IJ.ITRH.Nl.N2.N3.H4.N5 00191 
~JRITE 1161.1260) CT .CTHIN.CTL.CTlMIN. THETA.PHI.DELFUN.DABFUN 00192 
WRITE 1161.1250) FOCII.FDCHM.ALPHAX.ABOBJ1 00193 
IF ItlSIoE.EQ.O) GO TO 190 00194 
WRITE 1161.1270) 00195 
DO 170 I=1.NDV.6 00196 
H1=MINOINDV.I+5) 00197 
170 I·/RITE (16101010) I.IVLBIJl,J=I.Mll 00198 
W~ITE 1161.1280) 00199 
DO 180 I=I.NoV.6 00200 
M1=MINOINoV.I+5) 00201 
180 II~ITE 1161.1010) I.IVUBIJ).J=I.ttl) 00202 
190 CONTINUE 00203 
IF INSCAL.GE.O) GO TO 200 00204 
ImITE 1161.1300) 00205 
WRITE 1161.1460) ISCALII).I=l.NDV) 00206 
200 CONTINUE 00207 
IF ItlCON.EQ.O) GO TO 230 00208 
IF INU";C.EQ.O.OR.NUIC.EQ.NCOlH GO TO 220 00209 
~lRITE 1161.1020) 00210 
DO 210 I=1.HCON.15 00211 
M1=MINOINCON.I+14) 00212 
210 WRITE 1161.1030) I.IISCIJ).J=I.M1) 00213 
GO TO 230 00214 
220 IF INLNC.EQ.NCON) WRITE (161.1040) 00215 
IF ItILNC.EQ.O) IIRITE (161.1050) 00216 
230 CONTINUE 00217 
WRITE 1161.1440) OBJ 00218 
IIRITE 1161.1450) 00219 
DO 240 I=l.NDV 00220 
X1=1. 00221 
IF INSCAL.NE.O) X1=SCALII) 00222 
240 G1II)=XII)*Xl 00223 
DO 250 I=1.NOV.6 00224 
Ml=NINOINOV,I+5) 00225 
250 WRITE 1161.1010) I.IG1IJ).J=I.Ml) 00226 
IF INCON.EQ.O) GO TO 270 00227 
WRITE 1161.1470) 00228 
DO 260 I=I,NCOH.6 00229 
M1=MINOINCOH.I+5) 00230 
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270 COHTINUE 00232 
IF IIPRINT.GT.ll WRITE 1161,1360) 00233 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00234 
C l!*;1***************** BEGIN NINItIIZATION ******************;1*****00235 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00236 
280 CONTINUE 00237 
ITER=ITER+l 00238 
IF IABOaJl.LT •• 00011 ABOBJl=.OOOI 00239 
IF IABOBJl.GT •• 2) ABOBJl=,2 00240 
IF IALPHAX.GT.l.) ALPHAX=I. 00241 
IF IALFHAX.LT .. 001) ALPHAX=.OOI 00242 
IF IIPRIHT.GT.2) I~!UTE 1I6I,1310) ITER 00243 
IF IIPRIHT.GT.3.AND.HCON.GT.0) WRITE 1161,1320) CT,CTL,PHI 00244 
CTA=ABSICT) 00245 
IF IHCOBJ.EQ.O) GO TO 340 00246 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00247 
C NO HOVE OU LAST ITERATION. DELETE CONSTRAINTS THAT ARE HO 00248 
C LOI;GER ACTIVE. 00249 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00250 
NNAC=NAC 00251 
DO 290 I=l,NNAC 00252 
IF IICII).GT.NCOH) NAC=NAC-1 00253 
290 COInINUE 00254 
IF WAC. LE. 0) GO TO 420 00255 
NNAC=HAC 00256 
DO 330 I=l,NNAC 00257 
300 NIC=ICII) 00258 
CTl=CT 00259 
IF (ISCINIC).GT.O) CTl=CTL 00260 
IF IGINICl.GT.CTll GO TO 330 00261 
NAC=NAC-l 00262 
IF II.GT.NAC) GO TO 420 00263 
DO 320 K=I,NAC 00264 
II=K+l 00265 
DO 310 J=1,NDV2 00266 
310 AIJ,K)=AIJ,II) 00267 
320 ICIK)=ICIII) 00268 
GO TO 300 . 00269 
330 COHTINUE 00270 
GO TO 420 00271 
340 COHTINUE 00272 
IF IHSCAL.LT.NSCAL.OR.NSCAL.EQ.O) GO TO 360 00273 




C SCALE VARIABLES 00278 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00279 




IF INSCAL.GT.O) SI=ABSIXI) 00284 
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VUB(I)=SIB*SI*VUBII) 00291 
350 CONTINUE 00292 
IF (IPRIHT.LT.4.0R.(NSCAL.LT.0.AHD.ITER.GT.1)) GO TO 360 00293 
WRITE (161,1330) 00294 
~RITE (161,1460) (SCAL(I),I=l,NDV) 00295 




C OBTAIN GRADIENTS OF OBJECTIVE AND ACTIVE CONSTRAIHTS 00300 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00301 
IHFO=2 00302 
NeALl 2 )=NCALl2 )+1 00303 
IF INFDG.NE.I) GO TO 370 00304 
IGOTO=2 00305 
GO TO 950 00306 
370 CONTINUE 00307 
JGOTO=O 00308 
380 CotlTINUE 00309 
CALL CNNNOI (JGOTO,X,DF,G,ISC,IC,A,Gl,VLB,VUB,SCAL,C,NCAL,DX,DX1,FOO310 
1I,XI,III,H1,N2,N3,N4) 00311 
IGOTO=3 00312 
IF (JGOTO.GT.O) GO TO 950 00313 
390 COHTINUE 00314 
INFO=l 00315 
IF (NAC.GE.N3) GO TO 810 00316 
IF (NSCAL.EQ.O.OR.NFDG.EQ.O) GO TO 420 00317 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00318 
C SCALE GRADIENTS 00319 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00320 
C SCALE GRADIENT OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION. 00321 
DO 400 I=l,NDV 00322 
400 DF(II=DF(II*SCALIII 00323 
IF INFDG.EQ.2.0R.NAC.EQ.01 GO TO 420 00324 
C SCALE GRADIENTS OF ACTIVE CONSTRAIHTS. 00325 
DO 410 J=l,NDV 00326 
SCJ=SCALIJI 00327 
DO 410 I=l,HAC 00328 
410 AIJ,II=AIJ,II*SCJ 00329 
420 COHTINUE 00330 
IF IIPRIHT.LT.3.0R.HCOH.EQ.01 GO TO 470 00331 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00332 
C PRINT 00333 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00334 
C PRIHT ACTIVE AND VIOLATED CONSTRAIHT NUMBERS. 00335 
M1=0 00336 
M2=N3 00337 
IF INAC.EQ.OI GO TO 450 00338 
DO 440 I=l,NAC 00339 
J=ICIII 00340 
IF I J .GT • HCOIH GO TO 440 00341 
GI=GIJI 00342 
C1=CTAN 00343 
IF (lSCIJI.GT.OI Cl=CTBN 00344 
GI=GI-Cl 00345 
IF IGI.GT.O.I GO TO 430 00346 
C ACTIVE CONSTRAINT. 00347 
M1=M1+1 00348 
MS1IMll=J 00349 
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ISH 0341 GO TO 440 00350 
IStl 0342 430 t12=N2+1 00351 
C VIOLATED COHSTRAINT. 00352 
ISH 0343 tlSl(M2)=J 00353 
IS~ 0344 440 COHTINUE 00354 
IStl 0345 450 N3=t12-H3 00355 
ISH 0346 WRITE (161,1060) M1 00356 
ISH 0347 IF (M1.EQ.0) GO TO 460 00357 
ISH 0349 ~RITE (161,1070) 00358 
1St! 0350 WRITE (161,1480) (MS1(I),I=l,Ml) 00359 
ISt~ 0351 460 ~RITE (161,1080) M3 00360 
ISH 0352 IF (M3.EQ.0) GO TO 470 00361 
ISH 0354 WRITE (161,1070) 00362 
IStl 0355 H3=N3+1 00363 
1St! 0356 WRITE (I6I,1480) (MS1(I),I=M3,H2) 00364 
ISH 0357 470 COHTU:UE 00365 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00366 
C CALCULATE GRADIEHTS OF ACTIVE SIDE CONSTRAINTS 00367 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00368 
ISH 0358 IF (HSIDE.EQ.O) GO TO 530 00369 
ISH 0360 MCHl=Hcm~ 00370 
ISN 0361 M1=0 00371 
ISH 0362 DO 510 I=l,HDV 00372 
C LOHER BOUND. 00373 
IS~ 0363 XI=X(I) 00374 
ISN 0364 XID=VLB(I) 00375 
ISH 0365 X12=ABS( XID) 00376 
ISH 0366 IF (X12.LT.1.) X12=1. 00377 
ISN 0368 GI=( XID-XI )/X12 00378 
ISH 0369 IF (GI.LT.-1.0E-6) GO TO 490 00379 
ISN 0371 M1=m+l 00380 
ISH 0372 MSl(Mll=-I 00381 
ISH 0373 HAC=NAC+1 00382 
ISH 0374 IF (HAC.GE.H3) GO TO 810 00383 
ISH 0376 11CtIl =NCH 1 + 1 00384 
ISH 0377 DO 480 J=l,NDV 00385 
ISH 0378 480 A(J,HAC)=O. 00386 
ISH 0379 A(I,NAC)=-l. 00387 
ISH 0380 IC(NAC)=NCH1 00388 
1St~ 0381 G(MCNl)=GI 00339 
ISH 0382 ISC01CH1 )=1 00390 
C UPPER BOUND. 00391 
ISH 0383 490 XID=VUB(I) 00392 
ISH 0384 X12=ABS(XID) 00393 
ISH 0385 IF (X12.LT.1.) X12=1. 00394 
ISH 0337 GI=(XI-XID)/X12 00395 
ISH 0388 IF (GI.LT.-1.0E-6) GO TO 510 00396 
ISN 0390 N1=Hl+1 00397 
ISH 0391 HSHH1 )=1 00398 
ISt! 0392 NAC=HAC+1 00399 
ISH 0393 IF (HAC.GE.N3) GO TO 810 00400 
ISN 0395 MCtu=MCN1+1 00401 
ISH 0396 DO 500 J=l,NDV 00402 
N ISN 0397 500 A(J,NAC)=O. 00403 
~ ISN 0398 AII,HAC)=l. 00404 
<.n ISN 0399 IClNAC)=HCtU 00405 
ISN 04()O G(HCNll=GI 00406 
ISH 0401 ISC(MCtIl)=l 00407 
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C ------------------------------------------------------------------00409 
C PRINT 00410 
C ---~--------------------------------------------------------------00411 
C PRINT ACTIVE SIDE CONSTRAIHT NUMBERS. 00412 
IF (IPRIHT.LT.3) GO TO 530 00413 
WRITE (161,1090) HI 00414 
IF (H1.EQ.0) GO TO 530 00415 
WRITE (161,1100) 00416 
I-IRITE!I6I,1480) (HSl(Jl.J=I,Hll 00417 
530 CONTINUE 00418 
C PRINT GRADIEHTS OF ACTIVE AHD VIOLATED COHSTRAINTS. 00419 
IF !IPRItIT.LT.4) GO TO 570 00420 
WRITE (161,1340) 00421 
DO 540 I=I,HDV,6 00422 
m=MINO!tlDV,I+5) 00l,23 
540 WRITE (161,1010) I,(DF(J),J=I,Ml) 00424 
IF (HAC.EQ.O) GO TO 570 00425 
WRITE (161,1350) 00426 




IF (H2.GT.0) H3=IABS(HSl(H2)) 00431 
IF (H2.LE.0) WRITE (161,990) HI 00432 
IF (H2.GT.0) WRITE (161,1000) H3 00433 
DO 550 K=l,NOV,6 00434 
m=MINO(HOV,K+5) 00435 
550 WRITE (161,1010) K,(A(J,I),J=K,Ml) 00436 
560 WRITE (161,1360) 00437 
570 CO:ITINUE 00438 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00439 
C ****************** DETERMINE SEARCH DIRECTIOll *******************00440 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00441 
ALP=I.0E+20 00442 
. IF (NAC.GT.O) GO TO 580 00443 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00444 
C UHCONSTRAINED FUNCTIOH 00445 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00446 




C IF KCOUHT.GT.ICNDIR RESTART CONJUGATE DIRECTIOH ALGORITHM. 00451 
IF (KCOUIIT.GT.ICNOIR.OR.IOBJ.EQ.2) KCOUNT=l 00452 
IF (KCOUHT.EQ.l) JOIR=O 00453 
C IF JOIR = 0 FUIO DIRECTION OF STEEPEST DESCEHT. 00454 
CALL CNMH02 (JDIR,SLOPE,OFTOF1,DF,S,N1) 00455 
GO TO 630 00456 
580 COHTINUE 00457 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00458 
C CONSTRAIHED FUNCTIOH 00459 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00460 




IF (PHI.GT.1000.) PHI=1000. 00465 
C CALCULATE OIRECTIOH, S. 00466 
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IF (IPRIHT.LT.3) GO TO 600 00468 
WRITE (161,1370) 00469 
DO 590 I=I,NAC,6 00470 
m=MINOIHAC, 1+5) 00471 
590 WRITE (161,1010) I,(A(NDVl,J),J=I,Ml) 00472 
WRITE (161,1210) S(NDVl) 00473 
600 COHTINUE 00474 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00475 
C ****************** ONE-DINENSIOItAL SEARCH ************************00476 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00477 
IF (S(NDVl).LT.l.0E-6.AND.NVC.EQ.0) GO TO 710 00478 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00479 
C FIHD ALPHA TO OBTAIN A FEASIBLE DESIGN 00480 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00481 
IF (HVC.EQ.O) GO TO 630 00482 
ALP=-I. 00483 




IF (ISC( HCI) . GT • 0) CTC=CTBM 00488 
IF (Cl.LE.CTC) GO TO 620 00489 
ALPl=O. 00490 
DO 610 J=I,NDV 00491 
610 ALPl=ALPl+S(J)*A(J,I) 00492 
ALPl=ALPl*A(NDV2,I) 00493 
IF (ABS(ALP1).LT.l.0E-20) GO TO 620 00494 
ALPl=-CI/ALPI 00495 
IF (ALP1.GT.ALP) ALP=ALPI 00496 
620 COHTINUE 00497 
630 CONTINUE 00498 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00499 




IF (SI.LT •• OI) 51=.01 00504 
IF (ABS(SLOPE).GT.l.0E-20) ALPl=ABOBJl*SI/SLOPE 00505 
ALP1=ABS(ALPI) 00506 
IF (NVC.GT .0) ALP1=10.*ALPI 00507 
IF (ALPl.LT.ALP) ALP=ALPI 00508 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00509 
C LINIT CHANGE IN VARIABLE TO ALPHAX 00510 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00511 
ALPll=I.OE+20 00512 
DO 640 I=I,NDV 00513 
SI=ABS(S(I)) 00514 
XI=ABS(X(I)) 00515 
IF (SI.LT.l.0E-10.0R.XI.LT.0.11 GO TO 640 00516 
ALPl=ALPHAX*XI/SI 00517 
IF (ALPl. LT .ALPll) ALPll=ALPI 00518 
640 CONTINUE 00519 
IF (NVC.GT.O) ALPll=10.*ALPll 00520 
IF (ALPll.LT.ALP) ALP=AlPll 00521 
IF (ALP.GT .1.OE+20) ALP=1.0E+20 00522 
IF (AlP.LE.I.OE-20) ALP=1.OE-20 00523 
IF (IPRItH.LT.3) GO TO 660 00524 
~RITE (161,1380) 00525 
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111=MIHO(HDV,I+5) 00527 
650 WRITE (161,1010) I,(S(J),J=I,111) 00528 
WRITE (161,1110) SlOPE,AlP 00529 
660 CONTINUE 00530 
IF (NCOH.GT.O.OR.HSIDE.GT.O) GO TO 680 00531 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00532 
C DO OHE-DItIENSIotIAl SEARCH FOR UNCONSTRAINED FUNCTIotl 00533 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00534 
JGOTO=O 00535 
670 CONTINUE 00!336 
CAll CNHt~03 (X,S,SlOPE,AlP,FFF,Al,A2,A3,A4,Fl,F2,F3,F4,APP,Nl,NCAl00537 
I,KOUNT,JGOTO) 00538 
IGOTO=4 00539 
IF (JGOTO.GT.O) GO TO 950 00540 
JDIR=1 00541 
C PROCEED TO CONVERGENCE CHECK. 00542 
GO TO 700 00543 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00544 
C SOLVE ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH PROBlEI1 FOR CONSTRAINED FUNCTION 00545 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00546 
680 CONTINUE 00547 
JGOTO=O 00548 
690 CONTIh'UE 00549 





IF (JGOTO.GT.O) GO TO 950 00555 
IF (NAC.EQ.O) JDIR=l 00556 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00557 
C ******************* UPDATE ALPHAX **************************00558 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00559 
700 CONTINUE 00560 
710 CONTINUE 00561 
IF (AlP.GT.l.0E+19) AlP=O. 00562 
C UPDATE AlPHAX TO BE AVERAGE OF MAXIMUM CHANGE IN XII) 00563 
C AIIO ALHPAX. 00564 
AlPll=O. 00565 
DO 720 I=I,NDV 00566 
SI=ABS(S(I» 00567 
XI=ABS(X(I» 00568 
IF (XI.lT.1.0E-I0) GO TO 720 00569 
ALPl=AlP*SI/XI 00570 
IF (AlPl.GT.AlPl1) AlPl1=AlPl 00571 
720 CONTINUE 00572 
AlP11=.5*(AlPl1+AlPHAX) 00573 
ALP12=5.*AlPHAX 00574 
IF (AlP11.GT.AlPI2) AlP11=AlPI2 00575 
ALPHAX=AlP11 00576 
NCOBJ=NCOBJ+l 00577 
C ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE. 00578 
OBJO=OBJ1-0BJ 00579 
OBJB=ABS(OBJD) 00580 
IF (OBJB.lT.1.0E-10) OBJB=O. 00581 
IF INAC.EQ.O .OR .OBJB.GT. 0.) NCOBJ=O 00582 
IF (NCOBJ.GT.l) NCOBJ=O 00583 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00584 ' 







+VERSION 1.3.0 101 
C 
C 






































































PRIHT MOVE PARAMETER, NEW X-VECTOR AND CONSTRAINTS. 00587 
IF IIPRItIT.LT.3) GO TO 730 00588 
WRITE 1161,1390) ALP 00589 
IF IIPRIHT.LT.2) GO TO 800 00590 
IF IOBJB.GT.O.) GO TO 740 00591 
IF IIPRIHT.EQ.2) ~lRITE 1161,1400) ITER,OBJ 00592 
IF IIPRIHT.GT.2) WRITE 1161,1410) OBJ 00593 
GO TO 760 00594 
IF IIPRIHT.EQ.2) GO TO 750 00595 
WRITE 1161,1420) OBJ 00596 
GO TO 760 00597 
WRITE 1161,1430) ITER,OBJ 00598 
WRITE 1161,1450) 00599 
DO 770 I=I,NDV 00600 
FFl=l. 00601 
IF INSCAL.NE.O) FFl=SCALII) 00602 
GIII)=FF1*XII) 00603 
DO 780 I=I,NDV,6 00604 
Ml=MIHOINDV,I+5) 00605 
WRITE (161,1010) I,(GIIJ),J=I,Ml) 00606 
IF (NCOtl.EQ.O) GO TO 800 00607 
~!RITE (161,1470) 00608 
DO 790 I=1,NCOH,6 00609 
Hl=MIHO(NCOH,I+5) 00610 
WRITE (161,1010) I,IG(J),J=I,Mll 00611 
CONTINUE 00612 
------------------------------------------------------------------00613 
CHECK FEASABILITY 00614 
------------------------------------------------------------------00615 
IF(NCOtl.LE.O) GO TO 808 00616 
DO 804 I=I,NCON 00617 
Cl=CTAM 00618 
IF(ISCII).GT.O) Cl=CTBM 00619 
IF(GII).LE.Cl) GO TO 804 00620 
NFEAS=NFEAS+l 00621 
GO TO 806 00622 
CONTItlUE 00C>23 
IF(NFEAS.GT.O) ABOBJl=.05 00624 
NFEAS=O 00625 
PHI=5. 00626 
IF(HFEAS.GE.I01 GO TO 810 00627 
CONTINUE 00628 
------------------------------------------------------------------00629 
CHECK COtlVERGEtlCE 00630 
------------------------------------------------------------------00631 
STOP IF ITER EQUALS ITMAX. 00632 
IF IITER.GE.ITMAX) GO TO 810 00633 
------------------------------------------------------------------00634 




IF 10BJB.GE.OABFUN.OR.NFEAS.GT.0) KOBJ=O 00639 
------------------------------------------------------------------00640 
RELATIVE CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE 00641 
------------------------------------------------------------------00642 





























































IF(NFEAS.GT.O.OR.OBJD.GE.DELFUH) IOBJ=O 00647 
IF (IOBJ.GE.ITRH.OR.KOBJ.GE.ITRH) GO TO 810 00648 
OBJ1=OBJ 00649 
------------------------------------------------------------------00650 
REDUCE CT IF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS CHANGING SLOWLY 00651 
------------------------------------------------------------------00652 
IF (IOBJ.LT.l.0R.NAC.EQ.0) GO TO 280 00653 
CT=DCT*CT 00654 
CTL=CTL*DCTL 00655 
IF (ABS(CT).LT.CTHIN) CT=-CTMIN 00656 
IF (ABS( CTLl. LT.CTLMIN) CTL=-CTLMIH 00657 
GO TO 280 00658 















IF (NAC.GE.H3) WRITE (161,1490) 00660 
------------------------------------------------------------------00661 
**************** FINAL FUNCTION INFORHATIOH ********************00662 
------------------------------------------------------------------00663 
IF (NSCAL.EQ.O) GO TO 830 00664 
UN-SCALE THE DESIGN VARIABLES. 00665 
DO 820 I=l,HDV 00666 
XI=SCAL!I) 00667 





PRINT FINAL RESULTS 00673 
--------------------------------------------------------------~---00674 
IF (IPRINT.EQ.0.OR.NAC.GE.N3) GO TO 940 
WRITE (161,1500) 
WRITE (161,1420) OBJ 
WRITE (161,1450) 
DO 840 I=1,NDV,6 
M1=llINO(NDV, 1+5) 
WRITE (161,1010) I,(X(J),J=I,H1) 
IF (NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 900 
WRITE (161,1470) 
DO 850 I=1,NCOH,6 
N1=tIINOINCON, 1+5) 
I~RITE (161,1010) I,(G(J),J=I,Nll 
DETERHINE WHICH CONSTRAINTS ARE ACTIVE AND 
NAC=O 
HVC=O 
DO 870 I=l,NCON 
CTA=CTAH 
IF (ISC(I).GT.O) CTA=CTBH 
GI=G(1) 
IF (GI.GT.CTA) GO TO 860 
IF (GI.LT.CT.AND.ISC(I).EQ.O) GO TO 870 
IF (GI.LT.CTL.AND.ISC(I).GT.O) GO TO 870 
NAC=NAC+1 
ICIN./;C)=I 
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ISH 0692 IF (NAC.EQ.O) GO TO 880 00704 
ISII 0694 ~lRITE (161,1070) 00705 
ISH 0695 WRITE (161,1480) (IC(J),J=l,NAC) 00706 
ISI~ 0696 880 WRITE (161,1080) NVC 00707 
ISN 0697 IF (HVC.EQ.O) GO TO 890 00708 
ISN 0699 W~ITE (161,1070) 00709 
ISH 0700 WRITE (161,1480) (HS1(J),J=1,NVC) 00710 
ISH 0701 890 CONTINUE 00711 
ISH 0702 900 CONTINUE 00712 
ISH 0703 IF (NSIOE.EQ.O) GO TO 930 00713 
C OETERHIIlE ~HICH SIDE CONSTRAINTS ARE ACTIVE AND PRINT. 00714 
ISN 0705 NAC=O 00715 
ISN 0706 DO 920 l=l,NOV 00716 
ISN 0707 XI=X(I) 00717 
ISN 0708 XID=VlB(I) 00718 
ISN 0709 X12=ABS(XIO) 00719 
ISN 0710 IF (XI2.lT.1.) X12=l. 00720 
ISN 0712 GI=( XID-XIl/XI2 00721 
ISN 0713 IF (GI.lT.-l.0E-6) GO TO 910 00722 
ISH 0715 HAC=NAC+l 00723 
ISN 0716 tlSl( NAC )=-1 00724 
1St! 0717 910 XID=VUB(I) 00725 
ISH 0718 X12=ABS(XID) 00726 
ISH 0719 IF (XI2.lT.1.) X12=1. 00727 
ISt~ 0721 GI=(XI-XID)/X12 00728 
ISH 0722 IF (GI.lT.-1.0E-6) GO TO 920 00729 
ISH 0724 NAC=HAC+l 00730 
ISH 0725 HSl(NAC)=I 00731 
ISN 0726 920 CONTINUE 00732 
ISN 0727 ~RITE (161,1090) NAC 00733 
ISH 0728 IF (NAC.EQ.O) GO TO 930 00734 
ISt~ 0730 WRITE (161,1100) 00735 
ISH 0731 ~:RITE (161,1480) (HSl(J),J=l,NAC) 00736 
ISH 0732 930 CONTINUE 00737 
ISN 0733 WRITE (161,1150) 00738 
ISN 0734 IF (ITER.GE.ITHAX) WRITE (161,1160) 00739 
IStl 0736 IF (NFEAS.GE.10) W~ITE (161,1170) 00740 
ISH 0738 IF (IOBJ.GE.ITRH) WRITE (161,1180) ITRH 00741 
ISH 0740 IF (KOBJ.GE.ITRH) ~RITE (161,1190) ITRH 00742 
ISN ON2 ~:RITE (161,1200) ITER 00743 
ISll 0743 WRITE (161,1510) NCAl(l) 00744 
ISN 0744 IF (NCON.GT.O) I-lRITE (161,1520) tlCALlll 00745 
ISN 0746 IF INFOG.NE.O) WRITE (161,1530) NCAl(2) 00746 
ISN 0748 IF ItlCON.GT.O.AND.NFDG.EQ.ll !-IRITE (161,1540) NCAl(2) 00747 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00748 
C RE-SET BASIC PARAMETERS TO IIlPUT VALUES 00749 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00750 
1St! 0750 940 ITRH=IDtll 00751 
ISH 0751 ITtIAX=IOH2 00752 • 
ISN 0752 ICrmIR=IDH3 00753 
ISN 0753 OELFUH=Otll 00754 
ISH 0754 DABFUH=OH2 00755 
ISH 0755 CT=DtI3 00756 
ISH 0756 CTI1IH=DH4 00757 
N ISN 0757 CTL=DtI5 00758 
• 111 
-' ISt~ 0758 CTLHIN=DH6 00759 
ISH 0759 THETA=DH7 00760 
ISH 0760 FHI=Dt18 00761 
















































9S0 CONTWUE 00767 
IF INSCAL.EQ.O.OR.IGOTO.EQ.O) RETURN 00768 
C UtI-SCALE VARIABLES. 00769 
00 960 I=I,NDV 00770 
CCI)=X(I) 00771 
960 X(I)=XII)*SCAL(I) 00772 
RETURN 00773 
C -----------------------~------------------------------------------00774 




970 FORNAT C1115X,72HA COMPLETELY UNCONSTRAINED FUNCTION WITH A LINEAR00779 
1 OBJECTIVE IS SPECIFIEDI110X,8HLItlOBJ =,IS/I0X,8HNCON =,ISIlOX,800780 
2HNSIDE =,I51/SX,35HCONTROL RETURNED TO CALLWG FRCGRAH) 00781 
980 FORMAT 1I1/5X,56HCONHIN HAS ACHIEVED A SOLUTION OF OBJ LESS THAN -00782 
11. OE+40/SX, 32HSOLUTION APPEARS TOASE UNBO'.n:!)EO/SX ,2cHOPTIMIZATION 00783 
2IS TERtIItlATED) 00784 
990 FORI1AT ISX,17HCONSTRAINT NUtI9ER,IS) 0078S 
1000 FORNAT CSX,27HSIDE CONSTRAINT ON VARIABLE,IS) 00786 
1010 FORtIAT 13X,IS,IH),2X,6EI3.S) 00787 
1020 FOR NAT 1/5X,3SHLINEAR CONSTRAINT IDENTIFIERS IISC)/SX,36HNOI~-ZERO 00788 
lINDICATES LItlEAR CONSTRAINT! 00789 
1030 FORtfAT (3X, IS,IH) ,2X,1SIS) 00790 
1040 FORNAT 1/5X,26HALL CotlSTflAINTS ARE LINEAR) 00791 
1050 FORMAT 1/5X,30HALL CONSTRAINTS ARE NOll-LINEAR) 00792 
1060 FORlfAT I /SX, 9BTHERE ARE, IS, 19H ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS) 00793 
1070 FORNAT ISX,22HCONSTRAINT NUMBERS ARE) 00794 
1080 FORI1AT 115X,9HTHERE ARE,I5,21H VIOLATED CONSTRAItHS) 0079S 
1090 FORMAT I/SX,9HTHERE ARE,IS,24H ACTIVE SIDE CC::STRAINTS) 00796 
1100 FORtfAT ISX,43P.DECISIotl VARIABLES AT LOWER OR UPPER BOUllOS,30H IMIN00797 
lUS INDICATES LOI,IER BOUND)) 00798 
1110 FORI1AT 115X,22HONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH/SX,lSHINITIAL SLOPE =,E12.4,00799 
12X,16HPROP05ED ALPHA =,EI2.4) 00800 
1120 FORMAT 1IIISX,35H* * CONN IN DETECTS VLB(Il.GT.VUS(I)/SX,S7HFIX IS 00801 
1SET XII)=VLBII)=VUB(I) = .5*IVLBII)+VU9II) FOR I =,IS) 00e02 
1130 FOR/1AT 11115X,411i* * CONMIN DETECTS INITIAL XII).LT.VLBII)/SX,6HXI00803 
II) =,E12.4,2X,8HVLBII) =.EI2.4/SX.35HXII) IS SET EQUAL TO VLBII) FOOe04 
20R I =,IS) 0080S 
1140 FORMAT 111/5X,41H* * CONMIN DETECTS INITIAL XII).GT.VUB(I)/SX,6HXI00806 
II) =.E12.4.2X.8HVUB(I) =.E12.4/SX,35HXII) IS SET EQUAL TO VUB(I) FOOe07 
20R I =,IS) 00808 
I1S0 FORMAT 1/5X.21HTERHINATION CRITERION) 00809 
1160 FORtlAT IIOX,17HITER EQUALS ITMAX) 00810 
1170 FOR NAT 1l0X,62HTEN CONSECUTIVE ITERATIOHS FAILED TO PRODUCE A FEAS00811 
1IBLE DESIGN) 00812 
1180 FORHAT 110X.43HABS(1-0BJ(I-l)/OBJ(I» LESS THAN DELFUN FOR.I3,11H 00813 
lITERATIONS) 00814 
1190 FOR~IAT (10X,43HABSIOBJII)-OBJ(I-l» LESS THAN DABFUN FOR.I3,11H 0081S 
lITERATIONS) 00816 
1200 FORMAT I/SX,22HNUMBER OF ITERATIONS =.IS) 00817 
1210 FORIIAT 1/5X.28HCCtlSTRAItIT PARAMETER. BETA =.E14.5) 00518 
1220 FORHAT (lHl.111112X.2712H* )/12X.IH*.51X,IH*/12X,IH*.20X.I1HC 0 II 00819 
1M I N.20X,lH*/12X,IH*.51X,lH*/12X.lH*,15X,21H FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR 00820 






+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 HAY BO) CONHIN SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE B2.141/10.S3.S6 PAGE 15 
3ZATION,9X,IH*/12X,IH*,SIX,IH*/12X,27(2H* ») 00322 
ISH 0799 1230 FORMAT (/11/5X,33HCONSTRAINED FUt,CTIOH tlINItIIZATIOH//SX,lBHCOHTROl00823 
1 PARAMETERS) 00824 
ISH OBOO 1240 FORtlAT Cl5X,60liIPRINT NOV ITIIAX NCOH NSIDE ICNOIR HSC00825 
1Al NFDG/BIB//5X,12HlINOBJ ITRH,5X,2HN1,6X,2HN2,6X,2HN3,6X,2HH4,00826 
26X,2HN5/8IB) 00827 
ISH oeOl 1250 FORtlAT (/9X,4HFDCH,12X,5HFDCHM,11X,6HAlPHAX,10X,6HABOBJI/1X,4(2X,EOOB2B 
114.5» 00829 
ISN 0802 1260 FORHAT (/9X,2HCT,14X,5HCTHIH,11X,3HCTl,13X,6HCTlHIN/IX,4(2X,E14.5)00830 
1119X,5HTHETA,11X,3HPHI,13X,6HDElFUH,10X,6HDABFUN/1X,4(2X,EI4.5» 00831 
ISH 0803 1270 FORHAT ClSX,40HlOWER BOutlDS ON DECISION VARIA9lES (VlB» 00832 
ISN 0804 1280 FORHAT (/5X,40HUPPER BOUNDS ot~ DECISlm~ VARIABLES (VUB» 00833 
ISH 0805 1290 FORtlAT ClII/5X,3SHUNCONSTRAINED FUNCTIOH HItlIMIZATIOti//SX,lBHCOHTR00834 
10l PARAtIETERS) 00835 
ISH OB06 1300 FORtlAT ClSX,21HSCAlING VECTOR (SCAl» 00836 
ISH 0807 1310 fORHAT CI/I/SX,22HBEGIH ITERATIOt~ NUMBER,IS) 00837 
ISH 0808 1320 fORHAT (/5X,4HCT =,E14.S,SX,5HCTl =,E14.5,SX,5HPHI =,E14.S) 00838 
ISH 0809 1330 fORt'lAT Cl5X,25HHEW SCALING VECTOR (SCALl) 00839 
ISN OB10 1340 FORHAT (/SX,lSHGRADIENT OF OBJ) 00840 
ISH 0811 1350 FORIIAT ClSX,44HGRADIENTS Of ACTIVE AND VIOLATED CONSTRAItITS) 00841 
ISH OB12 1360 FOR HAT (IH ) 00842 
ISH 0813 1370 FORHAT ClSX,37HPUSH-OFF FACTORS, (THETA(!), I=I,NAC» 00843 
ISH 0814 1380 fOR HAT (/SX,27HSEARCH DIRECTION (S-VECTOR» 00844 
ISH 081S 1390 fORHAT (/SX, 1BHCAlCUlATED ALPHA = ,EI4.S) 0084S 
1St! 0~16 1400 fORMAT (1IIISX,6HITER =,I5,5X,SHGBJ =,EI4.S,SX,16HHO CHANGE IH OBJ00846 
1) 00847 
ISH OB17 1410 fOR HAT Cl5X,SHOBJ =,E1S.6,SX,16HtIO CHANGE au OBJ) 00848 
ISH OB18 1420 FORHAT (/SX,SHOBJ =,E15.6) 00849 
ISN 0819 1430 FOR HAT (1///5X,6HITER =,I5,SX,SHOBJ =,EI4.S) 00850 
ISt~ 0820 1440 FORHAT (I/SX,28HINITIAl FUNCTION INFORt1ATION//5X,5H03J =,ElS.6) 00851 
ISN 0821 1450 FORtlAT ClSX,29HDECISION VARIABLES (X-VECTOR» 00852 
ISH 0822 1460 FOR HAT (3X,7EI3.4) 00853 
ISN 0823 1470 FORHAT (/SX,28HCOHSTRAIHT VALUES (G-VECTOR» 008S4 
ISN 0824 1480 fO;(tlAT (SX,IS15) OC855 
ISN 0825 1490 FORHAT (/SX,59HTHE NUMBER OF ACTIVE AND VIOLATED CONSTRAINTS EXCEE00856 
IDS N3-1./5X,66HDIMENSIOIIED SIZE OF MATRICES A t.t:D B AND VECTOR IC 00857 
2IS INSUFFICIENT/5X,61HOPTIHIZATIO~1 TERMINATED AND CONTROL RETURNED00858 
3 TO tlAIH PROGRAH.) 00859 
ISH 0826 1500 FORtlAT (1111 ,111/4X,30HFINAl OPTIMIZATION INFORMATION) 00860 
ISH 0827 1510 FORtlAT Cl5X,32HOBJECTIVE FUNCTION WAS EVALUATED,8X,I5,2X,SHTItlES) 00861 
1St! 0828 1520 FORtlAT ClSX,35HCONSTRAIHT FUNCTIONS WERE EVALUATED,IlO,2X,SHTIMES)00862 
ISH 0829 1530 FOR:tAT (/5X,36HGRADIEHT OF OBJECTIVE WAS CAlCULATED,I9,2X,SHTIMESI00863 
ISH 0830 1540 FORMAT ClSX,40HGRADIEHTS OF CONSTRAINTS IolERE CALCUlATED,I5,2X,SHTI00864 
IMES) 00865 
ISN 0831 END 00866 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECTlEHAtIECtIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUNH 60) SIZE( MAXI AUTODBLCHONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NmlAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREf NOAlC HOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAGCI) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlEtlTS = 830, PRCGRAI1 SIZE = 15164, SUBPROGRAM HAt1E =COllMIN 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** EtlD OF COMPILATIOH ****** 2844K BYTES OF CORE NOT USEO 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIOHS: 
OPTIONS IH EFfECT: 
N 
U1 C 

















































MAY 801 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.54.12 PAGE 
SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,tIOlIST ,NODECK,O?TC 3 I , AUTODBU 1l0NE I ,NOAlC 
NAMECl1AINI OPTItlIZE( 3 I lINECOUNTC60 I SIZEHIAX I AUTODBl( NONE I 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT HOMAP 1·:OFORtlAT GOSTIIT HOXREF NOALC NOANSf TERI1 IBM FLAG( I I 
DATA SET U477COPEOl AT lEVEL 003 AS OF 03/17/81 
DATA SET U477COPEOI AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 03/13/81 00001 
DATA SET U477COPE01 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/61 00002 
DATA SET 9188COPE01 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/60 00003 
SUBROUTINE COPEOI IRA,IA,NDRA,HOIAI 00004 
CotlMOH ICHMH11 DElFUH,DABFUN, FDCH ,fDCHM,CT ,CTHIH,CTL,CTLMIN,AlPHAX00005 
1,ABOBJ1,THETA,OBJ,NDV,NCON,NSIDE,IPRINT,NFDG,NSCAl,lIHOBJ,ITMAX,IT00006 
2RM, ICNDIR, IGOTO,NAC, INFO,IHFOG, ITER 00007 
COMMOH ICOPESI/ ATITlEl201 00008 
COM/ION ICOPES31 SGNO?T,NCAlC,IOBJ,NSV,NSOBJ.NCOtlA,N2VX,M2VX,N2VY,HOOOO9 
12VY ,1l2VAR ,IPSENS,IP2VAR ,IPDBG,NACMXl ,NDVTOT, LOCRI 25 I, LOCI( 25 I ,ISCROOOI0 
21, ISCR2 ,NXAPRX,NPS,NPFS ,NPA,HF ,IHOM, IPAPRX,KHIN,KtIAX,XFACTl ,XFACT200011 
3,NAN2,HAN3,NPtlAX,NPTOT,JNOH,MAXTRM 00012 
COMtlON IUIOSI lSI, 161 00013 
DIMENSION RAINDRAI, IAINDIAI, TITLEl201 00014 
DATA ENDI/1HE/.END2/1HHI,END3/1HDI 00015 
DATA COM/1H$/,BLAtlK/IH I 00016 
************************************************H*****************00017 
ROUTINE TO READ CONTROL IHPUT FOR COPES. 00018 
******************************************************************00019 
BY G. H. VANDERPLAATS HAR., 1973. 00020 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00021 
------------------------------------------------------------------00022 
READ CARD IMAGES AHD STORE OH UNIT ISCR2. STC~E OH UNIT IseRl 00023 
WITHOUT COM11EtlT CARDS 00024 
------------------------------------------------------------------00025 
REWIND ISCR1 00026 





READ (I5I,5801 IRA(II,I=1,801 00032 
ICARD=ICARD+l 00033 
NCARDS=NCARDS+1 00034 
~RITE IISCR2,5901 HCARDS,IRAIII,I=1,80) 00035 
IF IRAlll.EQ.COHI GO TO 10 00036 
IF IRAlll.EQ.END1.AND.IRAI21.EQ.END2.AHD.RAI31.EQ.END311 GO TO 20 00037 
IF INCOH.NE.OI GO TO 30 00038 
TITLE OR END CARD. 00039 
WRITE (ISCR1,5801 IRAIII,I=1,801 00040 
IF INCOH.GT.OI GO TO 70 00041 
IT WAS THE TITLE CARD. 00042 
NCOH=l 00043 
GO TO 10 00044 
CONTINUE 00045 
FORHAT DATA AS REQUIRED. 00046 
NA=l 00047 
NB=81 00048 
CAll COPEoa IRAINAI,RAINBI,IFORM,NFLDI 00049 






























































DO 40 I=HA,NB 00055 
RA(I)=BLANK 00056 
COHTIHUE 00057 
WRITE (ISCRl,580) IRA(I),I=81,NB) 00058 
IF IIFORM.GT.O) GO TO 10 00059 
DATA WAS NOT PREVIOUSLY FORMATTED. 00060 
Hl=1 00061 
DO 60 II=I,HBC 00062 
Nl=Nl+80 00063 
N2=H1+79 00064 
URITE (ISCR2,590) NCAROS'(RA(Il,I=Hl,N2) 00065 
ICARD=ICARD+l 00066 
GO TO 10 00067 
COHTINUE 00068 
REWIND ISCRI 00069 
REWItIO ISCR2 00070 
------------------------------------------------------------------00071 
GEHERAL SYNTHESIS INFORMATIOH 00072 
------------------------------------------------------------------00073 
TITLE. 00074 
DATA BLOCK A. 00075 
READ (ISCRl,1190) (ATITLE(I),I=I,20) 00076 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS. 00077 






READ (ISCRl,1200) HCALC,NOV,HSV,N2VAR,HXAPRX,IPHPUT,IPOBG 00079 
IF IHCALC.LT.0.OR.NCALC.GT.61 WRITE 1161,1220) HCALC 00080 
IF IHCALC.LT.0.OR.tlCALC.GT.61 RETURN 00081 
IF IIPNPUT.GT.l) GO TO 100 00082 
WRITE (161,970) 00083 
WRITE (161,980) 00084 
WRITE (161,990) (ATITLE(I),I=I,20) 00085 
------------------------------------------------------------------00086 
CARD IMAGE PRINT 00087 
------------------------------------------------------------------00038 
IF (IPHPUT.GT.O) GO TO 90 00089 
W~ITE (161,870) 00090 
WRITE (161,880) 00091 
DO 80 I=I,ICARD 00092 
READ IISCR2,590) NCARDS,(RAIJ),J=I,80) 00093 
WRITE (161,890) NCARDS,(RA(J),J=I,80) 00094 
REWIND ISCR2 00095 
COHTINUE 00096 
WRITE (161,1000) IATITLEII),I=I,201 00097 
WRITE (161,1010) NCALC,IIDV,NSV,H2VAR,NXAPRX,IPIIPUT,IPDBG 00098 
WRITE (161,910) 00099 




IF !NOV.LE.O) GO TO 270 00104 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00105 
C OPTItlIZATION INFORMATIOH 00106 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00107 
C OPTItlIZATION COIITROL VARIABLES. - COtu1IN DEPENDENT. 00108 
C --- DATA BLOCK C. 00109 
READ (ISCRl,1200) IPRIHT , ITHAX,ICNOIR ,NSCAL,ITRtt, LINOBJ ,NACMX1,NFDOOllO 
IG 00111 
C --- DATA BLOCK D. 00112 
























































101 MAY 80) COPE01 SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.12 
1DABFUN,ALPHAX,ABOBJ1 00114 
C --- DATA BLOCK E. 00115 
C TOTAL NO. OF D. V., OBJECTIVE GLOBAL NUMBER, SIGH 00116 
C ON OPTIMIZATIOIl OBJECTIVE. 00117 
READ (ISCR1,920) NDVTOT,IOBJ,SGNOPT 00118 
IF (NDVTOT.LT.NDV) NDVTOT=NDV 00119 
IF INCALC.EQ.6.AND.NACMXl.EQ.0) tlACMX1=2*NOV+2 00120 
IF INACtIX1.LE.O) NACMX1=NDV+2 00121 
IF IIPNPUT.GE.2) GO TO 110 00122 
IF IABSISGNOPT).LT.1.0E-10) SGNOPT=-l. 00123 
~RITE (161,1070) IOBJ,SGNOPT 00124 
WiUTE 1161,760) IPRINT, ITI1AX,ICtlDIR ,NSCAL,ITRM, LINOBJ ,NACNX1 ,NFDG 00125 
~IRITE 1161,770) FDCH ,FDCHN,CT ,CTMII1,CTL,CTLMIN, THETA, PHI ,DELFUH,DA00126 
1UN,ALPHAX,ABOBJI 00127 
110 N2=NDV+3 00128 
N3=N2+NDV+2 00129 
N"=H3+NDV+2 00130 
C --- DATA BLOCK F. 00131 
C DESIGN VARIABLE INFORMATION, LB, UB, INITIAL VALUE, SCAL. 00132 
IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,1080) 00133 
N5=N4+NDV+2 00134 
IF 1N5.LE.NDRA) GO TO 120 00135 
WRITE 1161,780) 00136 
WRITE 1161,790) 00137 
LOCR(25)=N5 00138 
GO TO 550 00139 
120 CONTINUE 00140 
NSIDE=O 00141 
DO 130 I=l,NDV 00142 
READ IISCR1,1060) RAIN2),RAIN3),RAII),RAIN4J,(TITLE(J)'J=1,5) 00143 
IF IRAIN2).GT.-1.0E+15.0R.RAIN3).LT.I.0E+15) NSIDE=1 00144 
IF (RAIN2).LE.-1.0E+15) RAIN2)=-1.1E+15 00145 
IF IRAIN3).GE.1.0E+15) RAIN3)=1.1E+15 00146 





130 CONTINUE 00152 
C --- DATA BLOCK G. 00153 
C D. V. UO., GLOBAL LOCATION, MULTIPLYING FACTOR. 00154 





IF IN6.LE.NDRA) GO TO 140 00160 
llRITE 1161,780) 00161 
WRITE 1161,800) 00162 
LOCR(25)=N5 00163 
GO TO 550 00164 
140 CONTINUE 00165 
IF IM3.LE.NDIA) GO TO 150 00166 
~RITE 1161,810) 00167 
WRITE 1161,800) 00168 
LOCI(25)=M3 00169 
GO TO 550 00170 
150 CONTINUE 00171 
DO 160 1=l,NDVTOT 00172 
PAGE 3 
c _ 
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ISN 0150 READ IISCRl,920) IAIH2),IAII),RAIN5) 00173 
1St! 0151 IF I ABS( RAUlS)). LT. 1. OE-20) RAINS )=1. 0 00174 
ISN 0153 IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,940) I,IAlH2),IA(I),RAIN5) 00175 
ISN 0155 H2=H2+1 00176 
ISN 0156 N5=NS+l 00177 
ISN 0157 160 CONTINUE 00178 
ISN 0158 NCOH=O 00179 
C --- DATA BLOCK H. 00180 
C NUMBER OF CONSTRAINT SETS. 00181 
ISN 0159 READ IISCR1,920) NC0I1S 00182 
ISH 0160 IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,1110) 00183 
ISN 0162 IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,1120) NCONS 00184 
ISH 0164 IF (NCOHS.EQ.O) GO TO 270 00185 
ISH 0166 IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161.1130) 00186 
ISH 0168 N6=4*NDVTNDVTOT+9 00187 
ISH 0169 H3=2*NDVTOT+l 00188 
ISH 0170 H4=2l1NDVTOT+NCOHS 00189 
ISH 0171 H4A=H4+1 00190 
ISN 0172 L=l 00191 
C --- DATA BLOCK I. 00192 
ISN 0173 DO 240 I=l.NCONS 00193 
1St! 0174 NNtl=N6+3 00194 
ISN 0175 IF INNH.GT.NDRA) GO TO 250 00195 
C GLOBAL NO.1. GLOBAL NO.2. LIHEAR CONSTRAINT 10. 00196 
ISN 0.177 READ IISCRI.1200) ICONI.JCOIU.LCONI 00197 
C LB. NORH. UB. NORH. 00198 
ISH 0178 READ IISCR1.1210) (RAIJ) .J=N6.NNIH 00199 
ISN 0179 IF IRAIN6).LE.-1.0E+15) RAIN6)=-1.1E+1S 00200 
ISH 0181 IF (RA(N6+2).GE.1.0E+15) RA(N6+2)=1.1E+1S 00201 
ISN 0183 IF (RAItI6+1 ).LT.1.0E-20) RA(N6+l 1=:"SS(RAItI6) I 00202 
ISH 0185 IF (RA(N6+11.LT.l.0E-20) RAIN6+1)=0.1 00203 
1St! 0187 IF IRA(N6+31.LT.l.0E-201 RA(N6+3)=ABSIRAIN6+21) 00204 
ISN 0189 IF (RA(N6+31.LT.l.0E-201 RAIN6+31=0.1 0020S 
C NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN THIS SET. 00206 
ISN 0191 NVATl=JCONI-ICOHI+l 00207 
ISN 0192 IF INVAR.LT.l) NVAR=1 00208 
ISN 0194 NCONA=NCOllA +NVAR 00209 
C HOW MAHY CONSTRAINTS? 00210 
ISN 0195 Jl=O 00211 
ISH 0196 IF (RA(N61.GE.-l.0E+lS) Jl=1 00212 
ISN 0193 IF IRA(N6+21.LT.l.0E+15) J1=J1+1 00213 
ISN 0200 NCOIlI=J1l1NVAR 00214 
1St! 0201 NCOH=NCON+NCONI 00215 
ISN 0202 IF IJ1.EQ.Ol GO TO 180 00216 
C ADD LINEAR CONSTRAINT IDENTIFIERS TO ISC. 00217 
ISH 0204 DO 170 J=l,NCONI 00218 
ISH 0205 H4=H4+1 00219 
ISH 0206 r.~:M=~14 00220 
ISN 0207 IF IH~:H.GT.tIDIA) GO TO 260 00221 
ISN 0209 170 IA(1141=LCONI 00222 
ISN 0210 180 CONTINUE 00223 
C ADO LB. UB AND SCAL TO BLU IF NVAR.GT.1. 00224 
IStl 0211 IF (NVAR.EQ.1) GO TO 200 00225 
N ISN 0213 NVAR1=NVAR-1 00226 U'1 
....... ISH 0214 DO 190 J=1.NVAR1 00227 
ISN 0215 NNN=tl6+7 00228 
IS:I 0216 IF ll:t:N.GT.NORA) GO TO 250 00229 
ISH 0218 RAHI6+4 )=RAIN6) 00230 
1St! 0219 RA(N6+S)=RA(N6+1) 00231 
11 ~ 
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IStl 0220 RAIN6+6)=RAIN6+2) 0023~ 
ISN 0221 RAIN6+7)=RAltl6+3) 00233 
ISI~ 0222 N6=N6+4 00234 
ISH 0223 190 CotnIHUE 00235 
N ISH 0224 200 Co:nItlUE 00236 U1 
(Xl C ADD COnSTRAINED VARIABLE GLOBAL IDENTIFIERS TO ICON. 00237 
ISN 0225 ICON1=ICONI 00238 
IStl 0226 Ml1l1=M4tNVAR-l 00239 
ISN 0227 IF IHtlH.GT.NDIA) GO TO 260 00240 
IStl 0229 DO 230 J=l,NVAR 00241 
1St! 0230 IF (J.EQ.1) GO TO 220 00242 
C SHIFT ISC VECTOR. 00243 
IStl 0232 Ll=H4+1 0024{1 
1St! 0233 L2=N4 00245 
1511 0234 DO 210 K=M4A,M4 00246 
ISH 0235 IAI Ll )=IAI L2) 00247 
1St! 0236 Ll=Ll-1 00248 
ISt~ 0237 210 L2=L2-1 00249 
ISH 0238 H4=114+1 00250 
ISH 0239 H4A=M4Atl 00251 
ISH 0240 220 IAI H3 ) =ICONl 00252 
ISN 0241 ICOIU=ICONltl 00253 
ISH 0242 230 113=113+1 00254 
ISH 0243 IF IIPt!PUT.LT.2)WRITE 1I6I,l100)L,ICOt!I,JCOt!I,LCOt!I,RAIN6),RAIN6tI00255 
1),RAIN6+2),RAIN6+3) 00256 
ISti 0245 N6=N6+4 00257 
ISN 0246 L=tICON+1 00258 
1St! 0247 240 COt!TItlUE 00259 
ISN 0248 IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,900) NCDNA 00260 
ISH 0250 GO TO 270 00261 
ISH 0251 250 ~IRITE 1161,780) 00262 
ISN 0252 ~RITE 1161,820) 00263 
1St! 0253 LOCR(25)=tltlt! 00264 
1St-! 0254 GO TO 550 00265 
ISN 0255 260 WRITE (161,810) 00266 
ISN 0256 WRITE (161,820) 00267 
1St! 0257 LOCI( 25 )=111111 00268 
ISti 0258 GO TO 550 00269 
1St! 0259 270 CONTINUE 00270 
C STARTUlG LOCATIONS FOR APPROXIMATION INFORMATION. 00271 
ISN 0260 NAPR=4*tlDVtIlDVTOTt4*NCONA+9 00272 
ISN 0261 NAPI=2*(NDVtNCONA)+2*NDVTOT+NCONA+1 00273 
ISN 0262 NF=O 00274 
ISH 0263 KIIAX=O 00275 
ISN 0264 NPTOT=O 00276 
ISN 0265 MAXTRM=O 00277 
ISN 0266 IF INXAPRX.LE.O) GO TO 450 00278 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00279 
C APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS/DESIGN 00280 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00281 
C DATA BLOCK J. 00282 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS. 00283 
ISN 0268 READ IISCR1,1200) NF,NPS,NPFS,NPA,INOH,ISCRX,ISCRXF,IPAPRX 00284 
1St! 0269 IF INPA.NE.O) NPA=1 00285 
ISN 0271 IF INPS.EQ.O.AND.NPFS.EQ.O) NPA=l 00286 
Istl 0273 IF IISCRX.EQ.O) ISCRX=5 00287 
1511 0275 IF (ISCRXF.EQ.O) ISCRXF=5 00288 
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HPSFS=NPS+HPFS 00291 
IF (HPSFS.LT.2) HPA=1 00292 
NPTOT=HPS+HPFS+HPA 00293 
IF (NPTOT.LT.2) HPTOT=2 00294 
READ (ISCRl, 1200) KtlItI,KMAX,HPMAX,JNOM,INXLOC,IHFLOC,MAXTRM 00295 
IF (INXLOC.EQ.O) NXAPRX=NDVTOT 00296 
H=NXAPRX+l tlXAPRX*( NXAPRX+ 1) )IZ 00297 
IF (NPMAX.LE.O) NPMAX=2*M 00298 
IF (KtlAX.EQ.Ol KI1AX=3*H-NPTOHI 00299 
IF (KMIN.EQ.O) KMIN=2*NDV-NPTOT+1 00300 
IF (KMIN.LT.Ol KHIN=O 00301 
IF (KllAX.GT.O.AtlO.KMAX.LT.KMIN) KMAX=KHIN 00302 
IF (JNOM.EQ.Ol JNOM=2*N 00303 
IF (MAXTRtl.LT.1) I1AXTRM=3 00304 
IF 1 IPHPUT. LT .2I1O/RITE 1161,610 lKHIN,KMAX,NPMAX,JHOM,INXLOC, INFLOC, 00305 
IMAXTRM 00306 
C --- DATA BLOCK K, PART 1. 00307 
C DELX BOUNDS OH APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATIOH. 00308 
IF INDV.LE.O) GO TO 290 00309 
H7=tlAPR 00310 
hH7=H7+NDV-l 00311 
IF Wtl7.LE.HDRAl GO TO 280 00312 
WRITE (161,7801 00313 
WHITE (161,560) 00314 
280 CONTINUE 00315 
READ (ISCRl,1210) (RAII),I=H7,HH7) 00316 
IF IIPHPUT.LT.2) Io:RITE 1161,570) 00317 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,1160) (RAIIl,I=N7,NN7) 00318 
C --- DATA BLOCK K, PART 2. 00319 
C MULTIPLIERS ON DELX. 00320 
READ 1 ISCRl, 1210) XFACTl ,XFACT2 00321 
IF (XFACT1.LT.1.0E-I0) XFACTl=1.5 00322 
IF (XFACT2.LT.1.0E-I0) XFACT2=2. 00323 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,620) XFACTl,XFACT2 00324 
290 CONTINUE 00325 
C --- DATA BLOCK L. 00326 
C GLOBAL LOCATIONS OF X-VARIABLES. 00327 
M5=HAPI 00328 
MM5=M5+NXAPRX-l 00329 
IF ItlM5.LE.NDIA) GO TO 300 00330 
~RITE (161,7801 00331 
WRITE (161,630) 00332 
LOCII251=MMS 00333 
GO TO 550 00334 
300 CONTINUE 00335 
IF (IHXLOC.EQ.O) GO TO 310 00336 
READ IISCRI,1200) (IAII)'I=M5,tlM5) 00337 
GO TO 330 00338 
310 CotlTINUE 00339 
C X-LOCATIONS ARE DEFAULTED TO DESIGN VARIABLE LOCATIotIS. 00340 
CO 320 I=I,NXAPRX 00341 
IA(MS)=IA(II 00342 
320 M5=tlS+1 00343 
tI5=NAPI 00344 
330 CONTI~UE 00345 
IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,640) 00346 
IF IIFNPUT.LT.2) W~ITE 1161,1180) IIAII),I=M5,MMS) 00347 
C --- DATA BLOCK M. 00348 
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M6=NAPI+tIXAPRX 
tlM6=tJ6+HF-1 
IF IMH6.LE.NDIA) GO TO 340 
WRITE 1161.780) 
Il!UTE 1161.650) 
LOCI( 25 )=tIl16 
GO TO 550 
340 CONTINUE 
IF IINFLOC.EQ.O) GO TO 350 
READ USCR1.1200) (lAII).I=M6.tli'161 
GO TO 380 
350 CONTINUE 





IF INCONA.EQ.OI GO TO 370 
DO 360 I=l.NCOIIA 








IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161.6601 
IF IIFHPUT.LT.21 WRITE (161.11801 IIAIII.I=t:6.t1I'I61 
C --- DATA BLOCK H. 
C READ INPUT X-VECTORS AND STORE 011 UNIT ISCR2. 
RE!UND ISCR2 
IF IHPS.EQ.OI GO TO 410 
N7=HAPR+NDV 
NH7=H7+NXAPRX-1 




GO TO 550 
390 CONTINUE 
IF IIPtIPUT. LT. 21 WRITE (161.6801 ISCRX 
DO 400 I=I.HPS 
C BWARY READ IF ISCRX.HE.5. 
IF IISCRX.NE.5) READ (ISCRXI IRAIJI.J=H7.NN7I 
C FORMATTED READ IF ISCRX.EQ.5. 
IF IISCRX.EQ.51 READ IISCR1.12101 IRAIJI.J=H7.HH71 
~lRITE (ISCR2) IRAIJIoJ=N7.HII7) 
IF IIPNPUT.LT.21 WRITE 1161.7101 1.1 
IF IIPIlPUT.LT.21 URITE 1161.11601 IRAIJI.J=N7.NH7) 
400 COHTINUE 
410 COHTINUE 
C --- DATA BLOCK O. 
C READ INPUT X-F PAIRS Ahn STORE OH UNIT ISCR2. 
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IF (NN8.LE.N:lRA) GO TO 420 00409 
~!RITE (161,780 I 00410 
WRITE (161.690) 00411 
LOCR( 25 )=tIN8 00412 
GO TO 550 00413 
420 CONTIHUE 00414 
NN8=N7+NF-1 00415 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.21 WRITE (161,7001 ISCRXF 00416 
DO 430 I=l.NPFS 00417 
C X-VECTOR. 00418 
C BINARY READ IF ISCRXF.NE.5. 00419 
IF IISCRXF.NE.S) READ IISCRXFI (RA(JI,J=H7,NN71 00420 
C FORtlATTED READ IF ISCRXF. EQ.S. 00421 
IF (ISCRXF.EQ.5) READ (ISCR1,12101 (RA(JI,J=N7.NN7) 00422 
II=I+NPS 00423 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,710) I,ll 00424 
IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,720) 00425 
IF (IPHPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,11601 (RA(JI,J=H7,NN71 00426 
WRITE IISCR2) (RA(J).J=N7.NN71 00427 
C FUNCTION VALUES. 00428 
C BINARY READ IF ISCRXF .HE.S. 00429 
IF (ISCRXF.NE.5) READ (ISCRXF) (RA(J).J=N7.NIl8) 00430 
C FORHATTED READ IF ISCRXF.EQ.S. 00431 
IF (ISCRXF.EQ.5) READ (ISCR1.1210) (RA(J).J=H7.NN8) 00432 
IF IIPNPUT.LE.2) I·IRITE (161.730) 00433 
IF (IPtlPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,11601 (RA(J)'J=N7.NN8) 00434 
IIRITE IISCR2) (RA(J).J=N7.NN8) 0043S 
430 CONTINUE 00436 
440 CONTINUE 00437 
450 COIlTINUE 00438 
NSOBJ=O 00439 
NSVTOT=O 00440 
C STARTING LOCATIONS FOR SENSITIVITY INFORMATION. 00441 
NSVR=N.b.PR+NDV 00442 
NSVI=NAPI+I~XAPRX+NF 00443 
IF (NSV.LE.O) GO TO 500 00444 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00445 
C SENSITIVITY UlFORMATION 00446 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00447 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161.1020) 00448 
C --- DATA BLOCK P, PART 1. 00449 
C NSOBJ, IPSEIlS 00450 
READ (ISCR1,12001 NSOBJ,IPSENS 00451 
C --- DATA BLOCK P, PART 2. 00452 
C NSENSZ. 00453 
H15=NSVI 00454 
HM15=H15+NSOBJ-l 00455 
IF (Nt1l5.LE.tlDIA) GO TO 460 00456 
WRITE (161.8101 00457 
WRITE (161,8301 00458 
LOCI(25)=HM1S 00459 
GO TO 550 00460 
460 CONTINUE 00461 
READ (ISCR1,1200) (IA(I),I=H1S.HM15) 00462 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,960) IPSENS.NSOBJ 00463 
IF CIPNPUT.LT.21 WRITE (161,950) (IA(I)'I=tIl5,MN15) 00464 
IF (IPtlPUT.LT.2) I~RITE (161,1030) 00465 
N15=NSVR 00466 
H16=NSVI+NSOBJ 00467 
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ISll 0478 MI7=t1l6+tl5V 00468 
ISH 0479 00 490 I=l.NSV 00469 
C --- DATA BLOCK Q. PART 1. 00470 
C ISENS. NSENS. 00471 
~ ISH 0480 READ lISCR1.1200) IAIM16).NNI 00472 
N ISN 0481 tIU15=tU5+IIN1-1 00473 
ISN 0482 IF INNl5. LE.NORA) GO TO 470 00474 
ISII 048:' URITE 1I6I.780) 00475 
IStl 0485 mITE 1I6I .840) 00476 
ISN 0486 LOCRI 25 )=NH15 00477 
ISH 0487 GO TO 550 00478 
ISH 0488 470 COHTINUE 00479 
C DATA BLOCK Q. PART 2. 00480 
C SEilS. 00481 
ISH 0489 READ IISCR1.1210) IRAIJ).J=NI5.NN15) 00482 
ISH 0490 IF IIPHPUT.GE.2) GO TO 480 00483 
ISH 0492 JJ=H15+5 00484 
ISN 0493 IF IJJ.GT.NN15) JJ=NN15 00485 
ISH 0495 WRITE 1I6I.1040) I.IAIM16).IRAIJ).J=N15.JJ) 00486 
ISN 0496 JJ=JJ+1 00487 
ISN 0497 IF IJJ.LE.HHI5) WRITE 1161.1050) IRAIJ).J=JJ.NN15) 00488 
ISN 0499 480 CONTINUE 00489 
ISN 0500 NSVTOT=HSVTOTtNNl 00490 
ISH 0501 IAIN17)=NN1 00491 
ISN 0502 N1S=NN1S+1 00492 
ISH 0503 M16=M16+1 00493 
ISN 0504 M17=M17+1 00494 
ISH 0505 490 CotlTINUE 00495 
ISN OS06 SOO COl IT IIlUE 00496 
ISN 0507 t12VX=0 00497 
ISN 0508 M2VY=0 00498 
C STARTING LOCATIONS FOR TWO-VARIABLE FUNCTION SPACE INFORMATIOH. 00499 
ISH OS09 N2VR=NSVR+NSVTOT OOSOO 
ISH OSlO N2VI=NSVI+NSOBJ+2*NSV OOSOl 
ISH OSl1 IF !N2VAR. LE. 0) GO TO S40 00S02 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00S03 
C TWO-VARIABLE FUHCTIotl SPACE INFORMATION 00504 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00505 
C --- DATA BLOCK R. 00506 
C VARIABLE NUN3ERS AND NUMBER OF VALUES OF X AND Y. 00507 
ISH 0513 READ IISCR1.1200) H2VX.M2VX.N2VY.M2VY,IP2VAR 00S08 
ISH 0514 N20=N2VR 00509 
ISH 0515 M20=N2VI 00510 
ISN 0516 MM20=M20+H2VAR-1 00511 
ISN OS17 IF IMM20.LE.NOIA) GO TO S10 00S12 
ISH 0519 WRITE 1161.810) 00513 
ISH 0520 WRITE 1I6I.8S0) 00S14 
ISN 0521 LOCII2S)=MM20 00515 
ISN 0522 GO TO 5S0 00516 
ISH 0523 510 COIlTINUE 00517 
C --- DATA BLOCK S. 00518 
C GLOBAL VARIABLE HUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO FUNCTIONS OF X AND Y. 00S19 
ISH OS24 READ lISCRl.1200) IIAIIl.I=f'l20,f'ltI20) 00520 
ISN OS2S IF IIPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,1170) IP2VAR 00521 
ISH 0527 IF IIPtlPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161.1180) lIAlI).I=tI20,MM20) 00522 
C --- DATA BLOCK T. 00523 
C VALUES OF X CO~IPOHENTS. 00524 
ISH 0529 NH20=H20+t12VX-l 00525 
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WRITE (161,780) 00527 
WRITE (161,740) 00528 
LOCR(25)=NH20 00529 
GO TO 550 00530 
520 READ (ISCR1,1210) IRAII),I=N20,NN20) 00531 
IF (IPIIPUT.LT.') WRITE 1I6I,1140) H2VX 00532 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,1160) (RA(Il,I=N20,HN20) 00533 
C --- DATA BLOCK U. 00534 
C VALUES OF Y C0I1PONENTS. 00535 
N21=N20+N2VX 00536 
NN21=N2l+H2VY-1 00537 
IF (NN21.LE.NDRA) GO TO 530 00538 
WRITE (161,780) 00539 
WRITE (161,750) 00540 
LOCR(25)=NN21 00541 
GO TO 550 00542 
530 CONTINUE 00543 
IIN20=NN21 00544 
READ (ISCRl,1210) (RA(I),I=N21,NN21) 00545 
IF (IPtlPUT.LT.2) WRITE (161,1150) N2VY 00546 
IF (IPNPUT.LT.2) WRITE 1161,11(0) IRA(II,I=N2l,NN211 00547 
540 CONTINUE 00548 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00549 
C DYNAMIC STORAGE ALLOCATION 00550 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00551 
NDV2=NDV+2 00552 
C REAL VARIABLES. 00553 
C X. 00554 
LOCRll)=1 00555 
C VLB. 00556 
LOCR(2)=NDV+3 00557 
C VUB. 00558 
LOCR(3)=LOCRI2)+NDV2 00559 
C SCAL. 00560 
LOCR(4)=LOCR(3)+NDV2 00561 
C AtIULT. 00562 
LOCR(5)=LOCR(4)+NDV, 00563 
C BLU. 00564 
LOCR(6)=LOCR(5)+NDVTOT 00565 
C DELX. 00566 
LOCR(7)=LOCRI6)+4*NCONA 00567 
LOCR(8)=LOCR(7)+NDV 00568 
C SENS. 00569 
LOCR(15)=LOCR(8) 00570 
C XI12V. 00571 
LOCR(20)=LOCR(l5)+NSVTOT 00572 
C YM2V. 00573 
LOCR(21)=LOCR(20)+N2VX 00574 
LOCR(22)=LOCRI21)+112VY 00575 
C START OF EXECUTION STORAGE. 00576 
LOCR(23)=LOCR(22) 00577 
C INTEGER VARIABLES. 00578 
C IDSGN. 00579 
LOCIll)=l 00580 
C NDSGt~. 00531 
LOCI(2)=IIDVTOT+l 00532 
C ICON. 00583 
LOCI(3)=LOCI12)+NDVTOT 00584 
C ISC. 00585 
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lSI! 0574 LOCI(4)=LOCIC3)+HCONA 00586 
C LOCX. 00587 
ISN 0575 LOCIC51=LOCI(4)+2*CNDV+NCONA) 00588 
C LOCF. 00589 
N ISN 0576 LOCI(6)=LOCIC5)+NXAPRX 00590 0'1 ISN 0577 LOCI(7)=LOCI(6)+NF 00591 ~ 
C NSENSZ. 00592 
ISN OS78 LOCI(lS)=LOCIC7) 00593 
C ISENS. 00594 
ISN OS79 LOCI(161=LOCI(15)+NSOBJ 00595 
C NSENS. 00596 
ISN 0580 LOCI(171=LOCIC16)+NSV 00597 
ISN 0581 LOCI(181=LOCI(17)+NSV 00598 
C N2VZ. 00599 
ISN 0582 LOCI(20)=LOCI(18) 00600 
ISH 0583 LOCI(21)=LOCIC20)+H2VAR 00601 
C START OF EXECUTIOIl STORAGE. 00602 
ISN 0584 LOCI(23)=LOCI(21I 00603 
C EXECUTION STORAGE REQUIREMENTS. 00604 
ISH 0585 NlU=NDV 0060S 
ISH 0586 IF (NACMX1.GT.NRII NRI=HACMX1 00606 
ISN 0588 NR2=3*NCOH+12*NDV+NACMX1*( NDV2+NACI1X1 )+3l(NRI+12 00607 
ISH 0589 HI2=NACHX1+2*NRI+2*NDV+NCOH 00608 
ISH 0590 NR3=NSV 00609 
ISH 0591 IF (NSOBJ.GT.tlR3) NR3=NSOBJ 00610 
ISH 0593 NR4=U2VAR 00611 
1St! 0594 NR5=NR2+NR3 00612 
ISN OS9S HI5=NI2 00613 
ISN OS96 M=tlXAPRX+CNXAPRX*CNXAPRX+1) )/2 00614 
1St! 0597 IF (NAXTRH.LT.31 N=HAXTRH*NXAPRX 00615 
1St! 0599 NR6=3*NXAPRX+6+NDV+2*NF+N*NF 00616 
ISN 0600 NI6=NCONA+NXAPRX 00617 
1St! 0601 IlRI=(KHAX+1-HPTOTl*CNXAPRX+NF+1) 00618 
ISN 0602 IF (NRI.LT.NR2) NRI=NR2 00619 
ISH 0604 IF (KHAX.LT.OI NRI=NPTOT*(NXAPRX+NF+1) 00620 
ISN 0606 NR7=NR6+tlRI 00621 
ISN 0607 NI7=NI6+HI2 00622 
C START OF TENPGRARY STORAGE. 00623 
ISN 0608 LOCR(24)=LOCR(23) 00624 
lSI! 0609 LOCI(241=LOCI(23) 00625 
ISN 0610 IF (NCALC.EQ.2) LOCR(24)=LOCR(23)+HR2 00626 
ISN 0612 IF (NCALC.EQ.3) LOCR(24)=LOCR(231+NR3 00627 
ISN 0614 IF CNCALC.EQ.4) LOCR(24)=LOCR(231+NR4 00628 
ISH 0616 IF (NCALC.EQ.51 LOCR(241=LOCR(231+NRS 00629 
ISII 0618 IF ctlCALC.EQ.6 .AND.KHAX. LT. 0 I LOCR( 24 )=LOCR( 23ltNR6 00630 
1St! 0620 IF (NCALC.EQ.6.AND.KHAX.GT.0) LOCR(24)=LOCR(231+NR7 00631 
1St! 0622 IF CllCALC.EQ.21 LOCI(24)=LOCIC231+NI2 00632 
ISN 0624 IF (NCALC.EQ.5) LOCI(241=LOCI(231+NI5 00633 
ISH 0626 IF (NCALC. EQ.6 • AND .KNAX. L 1. 0) LOCIC 24)=LOCIC 23lHlI6 00634 
ISH 0628 IF ctlCALC. EQ.6 .AND .KllAX.GT. 0 I LOCI( 241=LOCIC 23)+1117 00635 
C TOTAL STORAGE REQUIREI1ENTS. 00636 
ISN 0630 LOCR(25J=LOCR(24J 00637 
ISN 0631 LOCIC25J=LOCI(24) 00638 
1St! 0632 IF CNCALC.EQ.5) LOCR(251=LOCR(25J+4*NDV+8 00639 
IStl 0634 IF CNCALC.EQ.5J LOCI(2S)=LOCIC25J+2*NDVTDT 00640 
1St! 0636 IF (IPNPUT.LT.2IWRITE (I6I,860ILOCR(23I,LOCR(25I,NDRA,LOCIC23),LOC00641 
1I(25)'NDIA 00642 
ISN 0638 550 COI!TINUE 00643 
























































FORMAT (/5X,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK K) 00648 
FORMt..T (//5X,43HDELTA-X BOUNDS FOR APFROXIt1ATE OPTIMIZATION) 00649 
FORMAT (80A1) 00650 
FORMAT (IS/80Al) 00651 
FORMAT (/ / /5X,49H* * APPROXIMATE AtlALYSIS/OPTItIIZATION INFORMATION006S2 
1/ /5X, 38HNUt~8ER OF FUNCTIOHS APPROXIMATED, NF =, IS/5X, 38HNUIIBER OF 00653 
2INPUT X-VECTORS, NPS =,I5/5X,38HIlUI'1BER OF INPUT X-F PAIRS, 00654 
3 NPFS =,I5/SX,38HX-VECTOR FRON ANALIZ, tlPA =,IS/SX,300655 
48HtlOMINAL DESIG:-l, INOM =,IS/SX,38HREAD UHIT FOR X-006S6 
5VECTORS, ISCRX =,I5/5X,38HREAD UNIT FOR X-F PAIRS, ISCR00657 
6XF =,I5/SX,38HPRIHT COHTIlOL, IPAPRX =,15) 006S8 
610 FORMAT (/SX,38HtIINIMUM APPKOXlHATING CYCLES, KMW =,IS/SX,38HMAX006S9 
1ItlUM APPROXIHATING CYCLES, KMAX =,IS/SX,38HHAXIMUM DESIGNS USED 00660 
2IH FIT, NPI1AX =,I5/SX,38HNotIINAL DESIGN PARAI1ETER, JNOM =,00661 
3IS/5X,38HX-LOCATION INFUT PARAHETER, INXLOC =,I5/5X,38HF-LOCATI000662 
411 INPUT PARAMETER, INFLOC =,I5/5X,38HTAYlER SERIES 1.0. CODE, 00663 
5 MAXTRH =,15) 00664 















1MULTIPLIER OH DELX, XFACT2 =,E12.4) 00666 
FORMAT (/5X,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK l) 00667 
FOR~IAT (//5X,31HGLOBAL LOCATIONS OF X-VARIABLES) 00668 
FORMAT (/5X,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK H) 00669 
FORMAT (//5X,29HGLOBAL LOCATIONS OF FUNCTIONS) 00670 
FORt1AT (/5X,27HUtlABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK N) 00671 
FORMAT (//5X,2SHX-VECTORS INPUT FROM UlIIT,ISI 00672 
FORMAT (/SX,27HUNJ.BLE TO READ DATA BLOCK 0) 00673 
FORMAT (////SX,2SHX-F PAIRS INPUT FROM UNIT,I51 00674 
FORMAT (//SX,6HNUtIBER,IS,5X,6HDESIGH,IS) 00675 
FORt1AT (/SX,8IiX-VECTOR) 00676 
FORI'IAT (/SX,lSHFUtlCTION VALUES) 00677 
FORMAT (/5X,27HUtlABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK 11 00678 
FORMAT (/SX,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK UI 00679 
FORMAT (/SX,58HCONMlt! PARAMETERS (IF ZERO, COt1l1IN DEFAULT WILL OVE00680 
1R-RIDEI//SX,6HIPRIHT,2X,SHITMAX,3X,6HICNDIR,3X,5HNSCAL,3X,4HITRH,300681 
2X,6HLINOBJ, 2X,6HtlACHXl, 3X,4HHFDS/818 I 00682 
770 FORI1AT (/6X,4HFDCH , 12X,5HFDCHM,l1X,2HCT , 14X,SHCTMIN/IX,4( 2X,E14.5 100683 
1//6X,3HCTL,13X,6HCTLtIIN,10X,SHTHETA,11X,3HPHI/1X,4(2X,E14.51//6X,600684 
2HDELFUH, 10X,6IlDABFUN, 10X,6HALPHAX, 10X,6HA80BJl/1X,4( 2X, E14.5) I 00685 










FORtlAT (/5X,27HUHABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK FI 00688 
FORMAT (/5X,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK GI 00689 
FORl1AT (//5X,54HREQUIRED STORAGE IN ARRAY IA EXCEEDS AVAILABLE ST000690 
lRAGEI 00691 
FORl1AT (/5X,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK II 00692 
FORMAT (/SX,27HUNABLE TO READ DATA BLOCK PI 00693 
FORt1AT (/5X,27HUHABLE TO READ DATA alOCK QI 00694 
FORMAT (/5X,27IiUtU.BLE TO READ DATA BLOCK R I 00695 
FORMAT (////5X,39H* * ESTItlATED DATA STORAGE REQUIREMENTS//15X,4HR00696 
lEAL,26X,7HINTEGERISX,27HINPUT EXECUTION AVAlLABLE,5X,27HINPUT E00697 
2XECUTIOU AVAILABLE/I9,2I10,2X,3I101 00698 





FORMAT (lHOI 00701 
FORMAT (I8,lHI,2X,80All 00702 



































(01 MAY 80) COPE01 SYSTEM/370 FOlHRt.N H EXTENDED (EI:HAHCED) DATE 82.141/10 .S4.12 
910 FO~HAT (//SX,26HCAlCULATIOH CONTROL, HCAlC/SX,SHVAlUE,3X,7HMEAllIlJG00704 
117X, 1Hl,SX, lSHSINGlE AHAl YSISI7X, IH2 ,SX, 12HOPTIflIZATIONI7X, 1H3,SX, 0070S 
211HSEHSITIVITY/7X,lH4,SX,27HT~0-VARIAelE FUNCTION SPACE/7X,lHS,SX,00706 
319HOPTItlUM SEHSITIVITY I7X, 1H6, SX, 24HAFFROXItlATE OPTIMIZATION) 00707 
920 FORliAT (2IlO,F10.2) 00708 
930 FORMAT (//SX,16HOESIGH VARIABlES/llX.SHD. V •• SX.6HGlOBAl.4X,llHMUl00709 
lTIPlYING/SX,2HID,SX,3IlHO. ,SX.8HVAR. HO •• SX,6HFACTOR) 00710 
940 FORMAT (217.SX.I5.6X.EI2.S) 00711 
9S0 FORliAT (SX.16IS) 00712 
960 FORMAT (/SX.34HPRINT CONTROL, IPSENS =.IS/SX,34HIIUMBER 00713 
10F SEtlSITIVITY OBJECTIVES =,ISIISX,S3HGlOBAl NUtiBERS ASSOCIATED 101100714 
2TH SENSITIVITY OBJECTIVES) 0071S 
970 FORMAT (lH1,IIIIII,SX,47HCCCCCCC 0000000 PPPPPPP EEEEEEE S00716 
lSSSSSS/SX,47HC 0 0 P PES ISX,4700717 
2HC 0 0 P PES ISX,47HC 000718 
3 0 PPPPPPP EEEE SSSSSSS/SX,47HC 0 0 P 00719 
4 E S/SX,47HC 0 0 P E 00720 
S S/SX,47HCCCCCCC 0000000 P EEEEEEE SSSSSSSC0721 
6) 00722 
980 FORMAT (/111114X,29HC 0 N T R 0 L PRO G R A tII126X,SHF 0 RI18X00723 
1,41HE H G I H E E R I H G S Y H THE SIS) 00724 
990 FORMAT (1111124X,9HT I T L EIISX.20A4) 0072S 
1000 FORMAT (lH1.4X,6HTITlE:/SX,20A4) 00726 
1010 FOR/tAT (1IISX,19HCDtITROl PARAHETERS;/SX,42HCAlCULATIOtl ceNTROl, 00727 
1 NCAlC =,I5/SX,42Hlrut:BER OF GlOI3Al DESIGN VARIABLES, 00728 
2NDV =,IS/SX,42HNUMBER OF SENSITIVITY VARIABLES, IlSV =,IS/SX,4200729 
3HNUtlBER OF FUNCTIONS IN nlO-SPACE, N2VAR =,IS/SX,42HtIUtlBER OF APP00730 
4ROXIMATItlG VAR. NXAPRX =,I5/SX,(12Hn:flUT INFORl1ATION PRINT COD00731 
5E, IPNPUT = ,IS/SX,42HDEBUG PRItlT CODE, !FOBG 00732 
6=,IS) 00733 
1020 FORMAT (/IIISX,27H* * SENSITIVITY INFORMATIotH 00734 
1030 FORMAT (/14X ,6HGlOBAl,4X, 7HNOHINALlSX,6HNUli3ER, 2X, 8HVARIABlE ,4X ,SH00735 
1VAlUE ,6X, 18HOFF-NOtIINAl VALUES) 00736 
1040 FORMAT (SX,I4,I8,5X,E12.S,lX.SE11.4) 00737 
10S0 FORMAT (3SX,SE11.4) 00738 
1060 FORMAT (4F10.2,10A4) 00739 
1070 FORMAT (1IIISX,28H* * OPTIMIZATION INFORMATION/ISX,3SHGlOBAL VARIA00740 
1BlE NUMBER OF OBJECTIVE,10X,lH=,I5/SX.46HI~UlTIPLIER (NEGATIVE INOI00741 
2CATES MINIMIZATION) =.E12.4) 00742 
1080 FOlUlAT (/SX,27HDESIGN VARIABLE INFORMATION/SX,SOHNON-ZERO INITIAL 00743 
1VALUE WILL OVER-RIDE MODULE ItIPUT/SX,SHD. V. ,SX,SHlO:~ER,10X.SHUPPE00744 
2R, 9X, 7HINITIAl/SX, 3HNO., 7X.S~lSOUND .10X,SHBOUt:D ,10X,SHVALUE, 10X,SHS0074S 
3CAlE) 00746 
1090 FORHAT (I8.4X,E12.S,3X,E12.S,3X,EI2.5,3X,E12.5,SA4) 00747 
1100 FORMAT (I8,I7,218.SX,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.S.3X,E12.5) 00748 
1110 FORtlAT (//5X,22HCONSTRAIHT IHFCRtIATIOH) 00749 
1120 FORI1AT (/SX.9HTfiERE ARE.I3,16H CONSTRAINT SETS) 00750 
1130 FORMAT (11X,6HGlOBAL,2X,6HGlOBAL,2X,6HLINEAR,6X,SHlO~ER,6X,13HNORM00751 
1AlIZATION.6X,SHUPPER.6X, 13HI10P.HALIZATION/6X,2IiID. 3X.6HVAR. 1, 2X.6H007S2 
2VAR. 2 ,4X, 2HIO ,8X,SHBOUND. 9X,6HFACTOR ,10X,5Ii80UHD, 9X,6HFACTOR) 007S3 
1140 FORMAT (//SX,49HGlOBAL VARIABLE NUMBER CORRESFOIlDltlG TO X, N2VX =,00754 
1ISIISX,20HVAlUES OF X-VARIABLE) 007S5 
11S0 FORMAT (1ISX,49HGlOBAL VARIABLE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO Y. N2VY =,007S6 
1151ISX,20HVAlUES OF Y-VARIABlE) 007S7 
1160 FORNAT (3X,SE12.4) 00758 
1170 FORMAT (1IIISX,SlH* * TWO-VARIABLE FUNCTION SPACE MAPPING INFORMAT00759 
lIot!/ISX.23!lPRINT CONTROL. IP2VAR =,ISI15X,S2HGLOBAL VARIABLE NU~;I3E00760 0 
2RS ASSOCIATED IUTH F(X,y), M2VZ) 00761 







+VERSION 1.3.0 COl MAY 80) COPEOl SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED CENHANCED) DATE 82.141110.54.12 PAGE 14 
ISN 0703 1190 FORMAT C20A4) 00763 
IStl 0704 1200 FORMAT C8IlO) 00764 
ISN 0705 1210 FORMAT (8FI0.2) 00765 
ISN 0706 1220 FORMAT C1115X,26H* * * INPUT ERROR, NCAlC =,I2,2X,41HIS IT.O OR GT00766 
1.6 FROGRAM TERtlINATED * * *1 . 00767 
ISN 0707 END 00768 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*NAtIEctIAIN) OPTItlIZE( 3) LINECOUNTC 60) SIZEctlAX I AUTODBLC NONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF tlOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FlAGCI) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEt1HlTS = 706, PROGRAM SIZE = 15790, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE01 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF C0I1PIlATION ****** 2844K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIOHS: 
OPTIONS IH EFFECT: 
N 


















































NAY 80) SYSTEN/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (Et\HANCED) DATE 82.141110.54.23 PAGE 
SOURCE ,NOMAP,~IOXREF ,NOLIST ,NODECK,OPTI 3) ,J>.UTODSU NONE l,tlOALC 
NAIIE( HAIN! OPTHtIZE( 3) LINECOUNTI 60 I SIZE( MAX I AUTODBLINOHE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP IlOFORMAT GOSTNT NOXREF NOALC NOAIISF TERM IBM FLAG ( I) 
DATA SET U477COPE02 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188COPE02 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SUBROUTINE COPE02 (ARRAY,RA,IA,tlARRAy,NDRA,NDIA) 00002 
COntlOH ICNNNll DELFUH,DABFUH, FDCH, FOCIlH,CT ,CTtlIH,CTL,CTLNIH,ALPHAX00003 
l,ABOBJl,THETA,09J,HDV,NCON,NSIDE,IPRINT,NFOG,NSCAL,LINOBJ,ITNAX,IT00004 
2RI1, ICNDIR, IGOTO,NAC, UlFO, INFO:;, ITER 00005 
COt1l10H ICOPES31 SGtlOPT ,NCALC,IOBJ,NSV,NSC3J , NCONA,N2VX,tl2VX,N2VY ,tl00006 
12VY ,N2VAR, IPSENS, IP2VAR, IPDBG,NACtlXl,NDVTOT, LOCR( 251, LOCI( 251, ISCR00007 
21, ISCR2 ,NXAPRX,NPS,NPFS,tlPA,NF, U:O~,IPAPRX,KI1IN,KNAX,XFACT1,XFACT200008 
3,tlAN2 ,tlAt13,NPMAX,NPTOT ,JNOM,MAXTRM 00009 
DIllE1lSION ARRAYWAI<RAY), RA(NDRAI, IAtNDIA) 00010 
******************************************************************00011 
ROUTINE TO CONTROL OPTIMIZATION. 00012 
******************************************************************00013 
BY G. H. VANDERPLAATS MAR., 1973. 00014 
NASA-AIlES RESEARCII CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00015 
------------------------------------------------------------------00016 











ARRAY STARTING LOCATIONS 00028 
------------------------------------------------------------------00029 





tlOF=lOCR( 23) 00035 
N:;=r~DF+NNI 00036 
UA=NG+NNZ 00037 





tlISC= LOCI! 4) 00043 
NIC=LOCI(23) 00044 
NllS1=HIC+t/N3 00045 













+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 801 COPE02 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHAt!CEDI DATE 82.141/10.54.23 PAGE 2 
15t~ 0035 IGOTO=O 00055 
C CALL CONMIN (X,VLB,VUB,G,SCAL,OF,A,S,Gl,G2,B,C,ISC,IC,MSl,Nl,N2,H300056 
C *,NCt,N51 00057 
ISH 0036 10 CONTINUE 00058 
ISll 0037 CALL CON.1IN (RA!NX I ,RA! NVLB) ,RA!llVU6 )'RA!NG )'RA( NNSCAL )'RAINOF) ,RAOOOS9 
UNAI ,RAINS I ,RA( NGl I ,RAWG2 I ,RA(NB I ,RAINC I, IAttlISC I ,IA! NIC I ,IA! Nt1S100060 
21,tml,NN2,NN3,NN4,NNSI 00061 
CANALIZE. 00062 
ISH 0038 CALL COPE03 I ARRAY ,NARRAY ,RAI NX I ,RAI NG ),RAINAtlULT ),RACN6LUI ,IA( NIDOOC63 
lSGH I, IAI NtmSGN I ,IAINICOHI ,Ntll ,NN2 ,tltl6 ,NN7, ITER ,OBJ) 00064 
ISH 0039 IF (IGOTO.GT.O) GO TO 10 00065 
ISH 0041 RETURN 00066 
ISN 0042 EIlD 00067 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAMEIHAIHI OPTIMIZE(31 LINECOUNTI601 SIZE(MAXI AUTOOBL(NONEI 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE ESCDIC NOLIST NODECK CBJECT NOHAP NOFORMAT GOSTI1T NOXREF NOALC NOAHSF TERM IBM FLAG( I I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlEHTS = 41, PROGRAM SIZE = 1352, SUBPROGRAI1 NAME =COPE02 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 3012K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
RE"UESTED OPTIONS: 






















































NAY 80) SYSTEN/370 FORTRAN H EXTEND EO (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE ,HONAP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,NODECK,OPTl 3) ,AUTODBL(NONE) ,NOALC 
tlAHE WAIN) OPTIMIZE ( 3) LINECOU:--:Tl 60) SIZE (/lAX) AUTO:)B U NOHE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC ImLIST NODECK OBJECT N0I1AP NOFORMAT GOSTNT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE03 AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 03/16/81 
DATE 82.141/10.54.28 PAGE 
NOALC NOANSF TERN IBN FLAG( I) 
DATA SET U477COPE03 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 00001 
DATA SET 9188COPE03 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00002 
SU8ROUTItlE COPE03 (ARRAY,NARRAY,X,G,AMULT,BLU,IDSGN,NOSGN,ICOH,NNIOOC03 
1 ,t{N2,NN'> ,NN7, ITER ,OBJ) 00004 
conNON /COPES31 SGI{OPT ,NCALC,IOBJ ,NSV,NSOBJ ,NCONA,N2VX,N2VX,N2VY ,NOOOO::; 
12VY ,N2VAR ,IPSENS,IP2VAR, IPDBG,NACtlXl,NDVTOT, LO::R( 25), LOCI( 25), ISCR00006 
21, ISCR2,NXAPRX,NPS,NPFS,tlPA,NF, lImN, IPAPRX,KNW,KMAX,XFACTl,XFACT200007 
3,tlAtl2 ,NAN3,NPHAX,NPTOT ,JI10N,MAXTRH 00008 
corlMm~ /UIOS/ lSI, 161 00009 
DIMENSION ARRAYCNARRAYl, X(NNll, GCNN2), AM'JLTlNN6), BLU(4,NN7) 00010 
DINENSlot~ IDSGIHNN6), NDSGNOlN6), ICotHNN7) 00011 
******************************************************************00012 
BUFFER BETWEEN CONtlIN AND COPES FUNCTION EVALUATION. 00013 
****************************************1(*************************00014 
BY G. H. VAtlDERPLAATS NAR., 1973. 00015 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER, tl0FFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00016 
INITIAL ANALYSIS HAS BEEN DONE. IF ITER = D, GO EVALUATE 00017 
OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRAINTS. 00018 
IF (ITER.EQ.O) ITERl=O 00019 
IF (ITER.LT.I) GO TO 40 00020 
------------------------------------------------------------------00021 
PRINT OUTPUT IF DEBUG CONTROL IS TURNED ott 00022 
------------------------------------------------------------------00023 
DEBUG OUTPUT AS REQUIRED. 00024 
IF (IPDBG.LT.I) GO TO 20 00025 





DO 10 I=I,NDVTOT 00031 
N=NDSGN(I) 00032 
M=IDSGN(I) 00033 




CALL ANALIZ (ICALC) 00038 









DO 30 I=I,NDVTOT 00048 
N=NDSGtI(l) 00049 
N=IDSGN(I) 00050 








+VERSIOU 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE03 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.S4.28 PAGE 2 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00055 
ISN 0040 ICAlC=2 00056 
ISH 0041 HAH2=NAN2+1 00057 
ISH 0042 CAll AHAlIZ (ICAlC) 00058 
C SAVE X( 1). 00059 
ISN 0043 XSAV1=X( 1) 00060 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00061 
C 09JECTIVE 00062 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00063 
ISN 0044 40 COIHINUE 00064 
ISN 0045 OBJ=-SGNOPT*ARRAY( IOBJ) 00065 
ISH 0046 IF (NCOHA.EQ.O) RETURN OC066 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00067 
C CONSTRAINT VALUES 00068 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00069 
ISH 0048 J=l 00070 
ISH 0049 H=O 00071 
ISH 0050 DO 60 I=l,NCONA 00072 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFIER. 00073 
ISN 0051 NN=ICON(I) 00074 
ISH 0052 CC=ARRAY(NN) 00075 
C lO:~ER BOUND. 00076 
ISN 0053 BB=BlU(l,I) 00077 
ISH 0054 IF (ElB.lT.-l.OE+15) GO TO 50 00078 
C NORf1AlIZATION FACTOR. 00079 
ISH 0056 C1=BlU(2,I) 00080 
C CONSTRAIHT VALUE. OOOSl 
ISN 0057 H=H+1 00082 
ISH 0058 G(HI=(BB-CCI/C1 00083 
C UPPER BOUND. 00034 
ISN 0059 50 BB=BLU(3,II 00085 
C NORMAlIZATIOH FACTOR. 00086 
ISN 0060 C1=BLU(4,I) 00087 
ISH 0061 J=J+4 00088 
ISN 0062 IF (BB.GT.1.0E+1S) GO TO 60 00089 
C CONSTRAIHT VALUE. 00090 
ISN 0064 N=H+1 00091 
ISN 0065 G(H)=(CC-BBI/C1 00092 
ISH 0066 60 CONTI~~E 00093 
ISH 0067 RETU:<H 00094 
C 00095 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00096 
C FORMATS 00097 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00098 
ISN 0068 70 FORMAT (lH1) 00099 
ISH 0069 END 00100 
*OPTIotlS IN EFFECT*NAMEItIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) lINECOUNT( 60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBU HONE) 
*OPTICNS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NorlAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOAlC HOANSF TERM IBM FlAG(I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 68, PROGRAM SIZE = 1246, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPE03 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGHOSTICS GENERATED 







+VERSION 1.3.0 101 NAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IEN:iANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.31 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTIotlS: SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,tlODECK,OPT! 3) , AUTGDBLC NOliE I,NOAlC 



























SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NO~lAP NOFORtlAT GOSTMT NaXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAGI II 
C DATA SET U477COPE04 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
C DATA SET 91S8COPE04 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/eo 00001 
SU3ROUTItIE COPE04 I ARRAY ,HAR!UY ,SENS ,NSEtlSZ,ISENS,NSENS, TEMP,NN8,N00002 
1N9,NN10,RA,IA,N~RA,NDIA) 00003 
COMMON ICOPES1/ TITlE(20) 00004 
CCtiNotl ICOPES3/ SGtIOPT ,NCAlC, IOBJ,NSV,NS09J ,NCONA,N2VX,M2VX,N2VY ,Moooa5 
12Vy,N2VAR,IPSENS,IP2VAR,IPDEG,IIACNX1,N~VTOT,lOCRI251,lOCII251,ISCR00006 
21, ISCR2 ,NXAPRX,NPS,NPFS,NPA,HF, n:otl, IPAPrtX,KtlIN,KtlAX,XFACTl,XFACT200007 
3,NAtl2 ,HAN3,NPHAX,NPTOT ,JN011,NAXTRM 00008 
COl1MON ICNtll'll/ DElFUN,DABFUN,FDCH, FDCHtl,CT ,CTNIN,CTL,CTLMItl,AlPHAX00009 
l,ABOOJ1,THETA,08J,NDV,NCON,NSIDE,IPRINT,NFDG,NSCAl,lINCBJ,ITHAX,IT00010 
2RH, ICllaIR, IGOTO,NAC, INFO,INFOG, ITER 00011 
DIMENSION ARRAYINARRAYI, SENSIWI81, NSENSZ(NN91, ISENS(NN10), NSEtl00012 
1SWtUOI, TEtlP(ll, RAINDRAI, IAIN:lIA) 00013 
C ************~************II*****II*********************II************00014 
C ROUTIIIE TO PROVIDE SENSITIVITY INFORMATICII WITH RESPECT TO 00015 
C A PRESCRIBED SET OF DESIGN VARIABLES. 00016 
C *********************************************'Et "lflB! I< **11*11***1111****0 0 017 
C BY G. N. VAtlOERPlAATS MAR., 1973. 00018 
C STORE OUTPUT ON UNIT ISCRI. 00019 
RENIND ISCRI 00020 
IF (IPDBG.lT.11 IPRINT=O 00021 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00022 
C WRITE BASIC ItlFORHATION ON UllIT ISCR1 00023 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00024 
C TITLE. 00025 
~~ITE (ISCR1,3301 ITITlEII),I=l,20) 00026 
C NCAlC, NSV, NSOBJ 00027 
~!RITE IISCR1,3401 NCAlC,NSV,NSOBJ 00028 
C ISEIISIII,I=l,NSV. 00029 
WRITE (ISCR1,3401 (ISENSIII,I=I,NSV) 00030 
C NSENSZ(II,I=I,NSOBJ. 00031 





C ********** NOMINAL **********00037 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00038 
IF (NCAlC.EQ.51 GO TO 10 00039 
C STANDARD SENSITIVITY. 00040 
tlAN2;NAN2+1 00041 
CALL ANAlIZ IICAlC) 00042 
IF (lPSENS.GT.OI NAN3=NAN3+1 00043 
IF IIPSENS.GT.OJ CAll ANALIZ IJCAlC) 00044 
GO TO 130 00045 
10 CONTINUE 00046 
C OPTII1UM SENSITIVITY. 00047 
C SAVE X, VlB, VUB U,O SCAl IN TEMPORARY STORAGE. 00048 
N=4*NOV+8 00049 
l=lOCR1241 00050 
DO 20 I=l,H 00051 
RAIlI=RAIII 00052 
20 l=l+l 00053 









































N ISH 0075 





























MAY 801 COPE04 SYSTEt1l370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED I EHHAI1CED 1 
N=2*NDVTOT 
l=lOCI1241 
DO 30 I=l.N 
IAIlI=IAIII 
l=l+l 
SHIFT DESIGN VARIABLE INFORMATION IF AHY SENSITIVITY VARIABLE 
ALSO A DESIGH VARIABLE. 
NDV2=NDV+2 
DO 90 I=l.NSV 
GLOBAL SENSITIVITY VARIABLE LOCATION. 
N=ISENS(l) 
IS THIS ALSO A DESIGH VARIABLE. 
M2=lOCl(21 
DO 40 J=l.NDVTOT 
l=IA(J 1 
IF (l.EQ.NI GO TO 50 
M2=t12tl 
SENSITIVITY VARIABLE IS NOT A DESIGN VARIABLE. 
GO TO 90 
CONTINUE 
SENSITIVITY VARIABLE IS ALSO A DESIGN VARIABLE. 
NDV=llDV-1 
IDV=IA(H21 
ElIt1ItIATE THIS DESIGH VARIABLE AND REDUCE HIGHER NUMBER DESIGN 
VARIABLES BY eHE. 
112=lOCl( 21 
DO 70 J=l.NDVTOT 
IF (IA(H21.NE.IDVI GO TO 60 
IA(M21=0 





IF (IAlt121.GT.IDVI IAIM2)=IA(H21-1 
M2=H2+1 
IF IIDV.EQ.tlDVI GO TO 90 
SHIFT X. VlB. VUS AND SCAl. 














CAll ANAlIZ IICAlC) 
IF (NDV.lE.O) GO TO 100 
CAll COPE02 (ARRAY.RA.IA.NARRAY.NDRA.NDIAI 
COI~TINUE 
IF (I?SENS.GT.O) NAH3=HAtl3+1 
IF (IPSENS.GT.OI CALL ANA lIZ (JCAlC) 






























































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 801 COPE04 SYSTEW370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (EHHANCED) DATE 82.141110.54.31 PAGE 3 
ISII 0083 L=LOCR(241 00114 
ISN 0084 00 110 1=1.11 00115 
1St! 0085 RA(II=RA(LI 00116 
ISH 0086 110 L=L+1 00117 
C PUT IoSGN AND NDSGN BACK. 00118 
ISH 0087 N=2*HDVTOT 00119 
1St! 00e8 L=LOCI( 241 00120 . 
N ISH OC39 DO 120 I=l.N 00121 
--.J ISN 0090 
-'=" ISH 0091 120 
IA(II=IA(LI 00122 
L=L+1 00123 
1St! 0092 130 CONTINUE 00124 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00125 
C WRITE NOMINAL RESULTS OH UNIT ISCRl 00126 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00127 
C SEIlS(I.11. 00128 
ISH 0093 M=l 00129 
ISH 0094 DO 140 I=l.HSV 00130 
ISN 0095 TEMP(I)=SENS(NI 00131 
ISH 0096 140 M=H+HSENS(II 00132 
ISH 0097 WRITE (ISCRl.350) (TEMP(II.I=l.NSVI 00133 
C SENSITIVITY OBJECTIVES. OBJZ. 00134 
ISN 0098 DO 150 I=l.NSOaJ 00135 
ISII 0099 M=NSENSZ(II 00136 
ISH 0100 150 TEMP(II=ARRAY(NI 00137 
ISf~ 0101 WRITE (ISCR1.3501 !TEt1P(II.I=1.NSOBJ) 00133 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00139 
C ********** SENSITIVITIES ***l'******00140 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00141 
ISH 0102 NSVAL1=0 00142 
ISN 0103 DO 320 II=l.NSV 00143 
C GLOBAL LOCATION OF SEHSITIVITY VARIABLE. 00144 
ISH 0104 ISEIlSV=ISENS(III 00145 
C NUrl3ER OF SENSITIVITY VARIABLES. NSENSV. 00146 
ISH 0105 NSEtlSV=NSENS(III 00147 
C WRITE ISENSV AND NSENSV-l ON UNIT ISCR1. 00148 
ISH 0106 NSENSI=NSENSV-1 00149 
ISH 0107 ~lRITE (ISCR1.3401 ISENSV.NSENSI 00150 
ISH 0108 IF (NSENSV.LE.l) GO TO 320 00151 
ISH 0110 101=0 00152 
ISH 0111 IF (NCALC.NE.51 GO TO 210 00153 
C IS THIS SENSITIVITY VARIABLE ALSO A DESIGN VARIABLE. 00154 
ISH 0113 NDV=NOVSAV 00155 
ISN 0114 DO 160 I=l.HOVTOT 00156 
ISN 0115 JJ=I 00157 
ISN 0116 IF (IA(II.EQ.ISENSVI GO TO 170 00158 
ISH 0118 160 CONTINUE 00159 
C ISEHSV IS NOT A DESIGN VARIABLE. 00160 
ISH 0119 GO TO 210 00161 
ISH 0120 170 Cot!TINUE 00162 
C ISENSV IS A DESIGN VARIABLE. MODIFY OPTIMIZATION INFORMATION. 00163 
ISH 0121 NDV2=NOV+2 00164 
ISH 0122 NDV=NOV-l 00165 
C SAVE X. VLB. VUB AND SCAL FOR THIS DESIGN VARIABLE AtlD SHIFT 00166 
C REMAINItlG VARIABLES. 00167 
C SAVE. 00168 
ISH 0123 H2=LOCI(21+JJ-l 00169 
IS!~ 012 l f ID1=IA(M21 00170 
ISll 0125 SAVX=RA(IDll 00171 






























































C SHIFT 00178 
IF (ID1.GT.NDVI GO TO 190 00179 







180 RAIKI=RA(K+l1 00187 
190 COtITINUE 00188 
C MODIFY NDSGN. 00189 
H2=LOCII21 00190 
DO 200 I=I,NDVTOT 00191 
IF (IA(H2).EQ.ID11 IA(M21=0 00192 
IF (IA(H21.GT.IDl1 IA(H21=IA(M21-1 00193 
200 H2=M2+1 00194 
210 CONTINUE 00195 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00196 




DO 280 JJ=2,NSENSV 00201 
NSVALl=11SVAL1+1 00202 
ARRAYIISEI1SV)=SENSINSVALl) 00203 
C ~RITE SENS(I,J) ON UNIT ISCRI. 00204 
WRITE IISCRl,3S01 SENSINSVALlI 00205 
CANALIZE. 00206 
IF (NCALC.EQ.51 GO TO 220 00207 
C STANDARD SENSITIVITY. 0020S 
NAN2=NAN2+1 00209 
CALL ANALIZ IICALC I 00210 
IF (IPSENS.GT.O) NAN3=NAN3+1 00211 
IF IIPSEI!S.GT.OI CALL ANALIZ (JCALCI 00212 
GO TO 260 00213 
220 CONTINUE 00214 
C OPTIMUM SENSITIVITY. 00215 
IF (t~!lV.EQ.NLlVSAV) GO TO 240 00216 
C SET LINKED DESIGN VARIABLE VALUES TO PRESCRIBED VALUE. 00217 
M2=LCCI(21 00218 
DO 230 I=l,NDVTOT 00219 
IF (IA(H21.NE.01 GO TO 230 00220 
L=IA(I) C0221 
H5=LOCR(51+I-1 00222 
ARRAY I L1=ARRAYIISENSV)*RA(H5 I 00223 
230 H2=M2+1 00224 
240 CCllTINUE 00225 
NAN2=NI-t!2+1 00226 
CALL ANA LIZ IICALC) 00227 
IF (NDV.LE.OI GO TO 250 00228 
CALL COr-'E02 (ARRAY ,RA, IA,NARRAY ,NDRA,NDIA) 00229 , 
250 COtITINUE 00230 





+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE04 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTE~~ED (E~~ANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.31 PAGE 5 
ISN 0186 IF (IPSENS.GT.O) CALL ANALIZ (JCALC) 00232 
ISH 0188 260 CONTINUE 00233 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00234 
C WRITE SENSITIVITY RESULTS OH milT ISCRI 00235 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00236 
C OBJZ. 00237 
ISH 0189 DO 270 I=I,NSOBJ 00238 
ISH 0190 M=NSENSZ(I) 00239 
ISlI 0191 270 TEI1PII)=ARRAY(M) 00240 
ISII 0192 ~IRITE IISCRl,350) ITEMP(Il.I=I,NSOBJ) 00241 
ISH 0193 280 CONTINUE 00242 
IStl 0194 ArlRAYIISENSV)=SENSINSVALUl 00243 
ISIl 0195 IF (NCALC.NE.5.0R.IDl.EQ.0) GO TO 320 00244 
C RESTORE X, VLB, VUB AND SCAL. 00245 
ISN 0197 NOV=NOVSAV 00246 
ISN 0198 IF IIDl.EQ.NDV) GO TO 300 00247 
ISN 0200 L=/mV-l 00248 
ISN 0201 Ll=L 00249 
IStl 0202 DO 290 1=101, Ll 00250 
ISN 0203 RA(L+l)=RA(L) 00251 
ISN 0204 K=l+/mV2 00252 
ISN 0205 RA(K+l)=RA(K) 00253 
ISN 0206 K=K+NDV2 00254 
ISN 0207 RA(K+I)=RA(K) 00255 
ISN 0208 K=K+Il~V2 00256 
ISN 0209 RA(K+I)=RA(K) 00257 
1St! 0210 290 L=l-1 00258 
ISN 0211 RAIIDll=SAVX 00259 
ISIl 0212 K=IDl+NOV2 00260 
ISIl 0213 RAIK)=SAVL 00261 
IStl 0214 K=KtNDV2 00262 
ISN 0215 RAIKI=SAVU 00263 
ISIl 0216 K=K+NDV2 00264 
ISN 0217 RAIKI=SAVS 00265 
ISIl 0218 300 CONTINUE 00266 
C RESTORE NOSGN. 00267 
ISIl 0219 M2=lOCIIZ) 00268 
ISN 0220 DO 310 I=I,NOVTOT 00269 
ISN 0221 IF IIAIMZ1.GE.IOll IAIM2)=IAIM21+l 00270 
ISIl 0223 IF IIAItIZ).EQ.OI IAIM2)=IDI 00271 
ISN 0225 310 M2=M2+1 00272 
ISH 0226 320 CONTINUE 00273 
ISH 0227 RETURN 00274 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00275 
C FORMATS 00276 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00277 
ISIl 0228 330 FORMAT 120A4) 00278 
ISIl 0229 340 FORI1AT (1615) 00279 
ISN 0230 350 FORi1AT (5EI5.8) 00230 
ISIl 0231 END 00281 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAMEItIAIN I OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUNTI 60) SIZE I MAX) AUTOOBU HOtIE) 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC HOLIST HOOECK OBJECT NOIlAP HOFORMAT GOSnlT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG!I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEt:ENTS = 230, PROGRAM SIZE = 3(.54, SUBFROGRAI1 NAtlE =COPE04 
*STATISTICS* NO OIAGtlOSTICS GEIIERATED 
****** END OF C01'lPILATION ****** 2972K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 101 
REQUESTED OPTIO~S: 


















































N ISH 0030 






MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTEtlDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,tlODECK ,OPT( 3),AUTODBll NONE) , NOAlC 
NAttEI ttAUl) OPTIHIZE( 3) lItlECOUtU( 60) SIZE( tIAX) AUTODDU NOHE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC tlOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOHAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPEOS AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 03/16/81 
DATA SET U477CDPEOS AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9183COPEOS AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE COPE OS IRA,IA,NDRA,NDIA,ISCRI) 
COlltlOl1 IUIOSI lSI, 161 
DIt:ENSION RAINDRA), IAI NOlA) 
DATE 82.141/10.S4.41 PAGE 







ROUTI~IE TO PRIHT SENSITIVITY INFORMATIDH STORED OH UNIT ISCR1. 00007 
*******lfli*********************************************************00008 
BY G. N. VAt~DERPlAATS JULY, 1974. 00009 
NASA-AttES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00010 
REWIND ISCRI 00011 
------------------------------------------------------------------00012 
GENERAL IHFO~HATION 00013 
------------------------------------------------------------------00014 
TITLE. 00015 
READ IISCR1,70) (RAIl),I=l,20) 00016 
N::ALC, NSV, NSOBJ 00017 
READ IISCF!l,80) NCALC,NSV,NSOBJ 00018 
IF I NCALC.NE. 3.AND .NCALC.NE .S) RETURN 00019 
IF ItlCAlC.EQ.3) WaTE 1161,90) 00020 
IF I NCALC.EQ.5) ~lRITE (161,50) 00021 
WRITE (161,60) IRA(I),I=l,20) 00022 
W~ITE 1161,100) NSV,NSOBJ 00023 
ISENSII),I=l,NSV. 00024 
READ IISCRl,80) (IAII)'I=l,NSV) 0002S 
WRITE 1161,110) 00026 
~JRITE (161,120) (IAII),I=l,NSV) 00027 
tlSEtlSZII),I=I,NSOBJ. 00028 
READ IISCR1,80) IIAII),I=I,NSOBJ) 00029 
WRITE (161,130) 00030 
"'lUTE (161,120) (IA(I),I=1,NS03J) 00031 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 00032 NOMINAL INFORMATIOH 00033 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 00034 SENS(I),I=l,NSV. 00035 
READ IISCRl,140) (RA(I),I=I,NSV) 00036 
WRITE (I6I,ISO) 00037 
ItRITE (161,160) (RA(!),I=l,NSV) 00038 
OBJZ(I),I=I,NS03J. 00039 
READ (ISCR1,140) (RAII),I=l,NS03J) 00040 
WRITE (161,170) 00041 
WRITE (161,160) (RAII),I=l,NSOBJ) 00042 
------------------------------------------------------------------OOO~3 
********** SENSITIVITY INfORttATION ********;<*00044 
------------------------------------------------------------------000~5 
W~ITE (161,180) 0004~ 
DO 40 ISENS=I,NSV 00047 
ISENSI, NSENSI 00048 
READ IISCRI,80) ISENSI,NSENSI 00-349 
~RITE 1161,190) ISENSI 00050 
IF (NSENSI. EQ. 0) WRITE 1161,200) 00051 
IF INSEtlSI.EQ.O) GO TO 40 00052 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) COPEOS SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (E~~ANCED) DATE e2.141/10.S4.41 PAGE 2 
ISN 0037 READ (ISCR1,140) SENSIJ 00055 
C 03JZ(I),I=I,NSOBJ. 00056 
ISN 0038 READ (ISCR1,140) (RA(I),I=l,NSOBJ) 00057 
ISN 0039 N=NIflO(4,tlSCBJ) 00058 
ISH 0040 ~~ITE (161,210) SENSIJ,(RA(I),I=I,N) 00059 
ISN 0041 N=(NSOBJ-l)/4 00060 
ISH 0042 IF (N.LT.ll GO TO 20 00061 
ISH 004lt Ll=S 00a62 
IStl 004S DO 10 I=l,N 00063 
ISH 0046 L2=Ll+3 00064 
ISN 0047 L2=MINO(L2.NSOBJ) 0006S 
ISN 0048 WRITE (161,220) (RA( J) ,J=Ll, L2) 00066 
IStl 0049 10 Ll=Ll+4 00067 
ISH 0050 20 CONTINUE 00068 
1St! 0051 30 CONTINUE 00069 
IS~I 0052 40 CCNTINUE 00070 
IStl 0053 RETURN 00071 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00072 
C FOmlATS 00073 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00074 
ISN 0054 SO FORMAT (lHl,4X,46HOPTIMUt1 SENSITIVITY AIIALYSIS RESULTS (NCALC=S)) 00075 
ISN 005S 60 FCRMAT (/ISX,5HTITLE/5X,20A4) 00076 
ISN 0056 70 FO~MAT (20A4) 00077 
ISN 0057 80 FOR1IAT (1615) 00078 
1511 0058 90 FORMAT (lHl ,4X,47I1STAIIDARD SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS (NCALC=3 ))00079 
ISN 0059 100 FORtlAT U/SX,36HNUttBER OF SENSITIVITY VARIABLES, NSV,9X,IH=,IS/SX,00080 
139HNUHBER OF SENSITIVITY OBJECTIVES, NS03.J.6:<,IH=,IS) 00081 
ISN 0060 110 FORMAT (/ISX,S2HGLOBAL Nm:BERS ASSOCIATED tIlTH SENSITIVITY VARIABL00032 
lES) 00083 
ISN 0061 120 FORHAT (SX.I0IS) 00CB4 
ISN 0062 130 FORMAT (/ISX.S3HGLOBAL NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH SEHSITIVITY OBJECTIOOCSS 
IVES) 00036 
ISN 0063 140 FORtlAT (SElS.8) 000S7 
1St! 0064 ISO FORHAT UI/ISX.26HNOMINAL DESIGN INFORI1ATICNI/5X,3H1VALUES OF SENS00038 
lITIVITY VARIABLES) 00089 
ISN 0065 160 FO~HAT (5X,SEI3.5) 00090 
ISII 0066 170 FO~tIAT (/ISX,41HVALUES OF SENSITIVITY OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS) 00091 
1511 0067 180 FormAT UIII15X,28HSENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS) 00092 
IStl 0068 190 FOR:tAT UI5X,ISHGLOBAL VARIABLE,I5/II0X,IHX.20X,4HF(X)) 00093 
1St! 0069 200 FORMAT USX.35HTHE NOMINAL VALUE IS THE ONLY VALUE/5X.27HSPECIFIEDOOC94 
1 FOR THIS VARIABLE) 00095 
ISN 0070 210 FormAT U3X,EI2.4.3X.4E13.41 00096 
ISN 0071 220 FORt1AT (18X.4El3.4) 00097 
ISN 0012 <tID 00098 
*OPTIONS ItI EFFECT*NAME( MAIN) OPTItIIZE( 3) LINECOUNTl 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
*OPTICNS IN EFFECT*SOU~CE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT Im:1AP NOFOHIAT COSTtlT tlOXREF NOALe NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG ( Il 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEtlTS = 71, PROGRAM SIZE = 2210. SUBFROGRAM NAME =COPE05 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAG:lOSTICS GEllERATED 
****:f* END OF COtlPILATION ****** 2996K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VEP.SIOH 1.3.0 101 
RE~UESTED OPTIOi'lS: 
















































N ISH 0029 





MAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED I ENHt.tICED) 
SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NalIST ,NODECK,OPTI 3) ,AUTODBLI NotlE) ,tlOAlC 
NAHE!l1AUIl OPTntIZEI 3) lINECQUHTI 60) SIZE!ttAX) AUTCD3L1 NONE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OBJECT NOHAP NOFORtlAT GOSTtIT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE06 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATE 82.141/10.54.45 PAGE 
NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAGII) 
DATA SET 918eCOPEC6 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SU3ROUTINE COPE06 ItRRAY,RA,IA,HARRAY,NDRA,NDIA) 00002 
CCt::tOH ICOPESl1 TITLE! 20) 00003 
ceMMON ICOPES31 SGt:OPT, HCAlC, IOBJ, NSV, NSOBJ, t1CONA, N2VX, H2VX, N2VY ,MOOO 04 
12VY ,H2VtR, IPSENS, IP2VAR, IFDBG,NAC~tXl,NDVTOT, leCRI 25), lOCI! 25), ISCR00005 
21,ISCR2,NXAPRX,NPS,HPFS,NPA,HF,INOM,IPAFRX,KHIN,KHtX,XFACTl,XFACT200006 
3,t/AN2 ,NAN3,NFMAX,tlPTOT ,Jt;OM,HAXTRM 00007 
DIMENSION ARRAYINARRAYl, RAltl1)RA), IAltlDIA) 00008 
******************************************************************00009 
ROUTINE TO CALCULATE FUNCTIONS OF TWO DESIGN VARIABLES FOR All 00010 
Cot!BINATIOi~S OF A SET OF PRESCRIBED VALUES OF THESE VARIABLES. 00011 
*****~*************************x**********************************00012 
WRITE OUTPUT ItlFORttATION ON SCRATCH UNIT ISCR1. 00013 
BY G. N. VANDERPlAATS AUG., 1974. 00014 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CElnER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00015 
REllINO ISCRI 00016 
------------------------------------------------------------------00017 
UNIT ISCRI WRITE 00018 
------------------------------------------------------------------00019 
WRITE IISCR1,40) ITITlEII),I=I,20) 00020 




WRITE (ISCRl,50) IIAII),I=M20,H21) 00025 
------------------------------------------------------------------00026 







00 30 I=1.M2VX 00034 
ARRAYIN2VX)=RAIN20) 00035 





CAll ANAlIZ IICAlC) 00041 
IF IIP2VAR.GT.0) CAll ANAlIZ IKCAlC) 00042 
IF IIP2VAR.GT.0) NAN3=NAN3+1 00043 
------------------------------------------------------------------00044 
UNIT ISCRI WRITE 00045 
------------------------------------------------------------------00046 
WRITE X, Y. 00047 
WRITE IISCRl,60) RA(N20),RAIN21) OC048 




DO 10 K=1,N2VAR 00053 
N=IA(H20) 00054 
1 




ISH 0037 10 
N 1St! 0038 ex> 
0 ISH 0039 




ISH 0044 30 
ISH 0045 



















ISH 0046 40 FORMAT (20A4) 00073 
ISH 0047 50 FeRMAT (1615) 00074 
IStl 0048 60 FO!WAT (SEI5.8) 00075 
ISH 0049 EHD 00076 
lIOPTIOtlS IN EFFECTliHAMEItIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUIH( 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTOOBLlt:CNE) 
lIOPTIm~S IH EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC HOLIST tlOOECK OBJECT NO:1AP N:lFORMAT GCSntT NO;':REF NOALC NOAHSF TERM IBM flAG ( 1) 
lISTATISTICSlt SOURCE STATEMENTS = 48, PROGRAM SIZE = 1118, SUBFRO::i?AH NAME =COPE06 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** HID OF COMPlLATIOH ****** 300eK BYTES OF CORE HOT USED 
~ ~ 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 


















































N 1511 0036 
CD ISH 0037 10 
-' ISH 0038 20 




HAY 80) SYSTEH/370 FORTRAtl H EXTENDED (EHHANCED) 
SOURCE,NO:1AP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTGDBLI NONE I ,NOAlC 
NAIIE( HAIH) OPHt1IZE( 31 lINECOUHT( 60 I SIZE( HAXI AUTODBLI t-:otlE I 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOHAP NOFORliAT GOSTIIT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE07 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 03/16/81 
DATA SET U477COPE07 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188COPE07 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE COPE07 (RA,IA,NDRA,lmIA,ISCR1) 
COlIHON IUIOSI 151, 161 
DntENSION RA( NORA)' IACNOIA) 
DATE 82.141/10.54.50 PAGE 







ROUTINE TO PRINT TWO VARIABLE FUNCTION SPACE INFORHATION STORED ON00007 
UllIT ISCRI. 00008 
******************************************************************00009 
BY G. H. VANDERPlAATS AUG., 1974. 00010 
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CEHTER, HOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00011 
REWIND ISCR1 00012 
------------------------------------------------------------------00013 
GENERAL INFORHATION 00014 
------------------------------------------------------------------00015 
TITLE. 00016 
READ (lSCR1,60) (RA(I),I=1,20) 00017 
READ (lSCfa,701 NCAlC,tl2VAR,M2VX,N2VX,~12VY,N2VY 00018 
IF CNCAlC.NE.4.AND.NCAlC.HE.6) RETURN 00019 
WRITE (161,50) 000:0 
~!RITE (161,401 (RA(I),I=1,20) 00021 
N2VZ(I),I=1,N2VAR. 00022 
READ (ISCR1,70) (IA(I),I=1,H2VAR) 00023 
N2VX, N2VY. 00024 
WRITE (161,120) N2VX,N2VY 00025 
N2VZ. 00026 
WRITE (161,130) 00027 
I.IRITE (161,80) (lA(II,I=1,N2VAR) 00028 
------------------------------------------------------------------00029 
TWO-VARIABLE FUNCTION SPACE INFORI1ATICIl 00030 
------------------------------------------------------------------00031 
00 30 I=1,M2VX 00032 
WRITE (161,140) 00033 
DO 30 J=1,H2VY 00034 
X, Y. 00035 
READ (ISCR1,1501 XX,YY 00036 
F(X,Y). 00037 
READ (ISCR1,150) (RA(K),K=1,H2VARI 00038 
11=4 00039 
IF (N2VAR.lT.4) N=H2VAR 00040 
IF (J.EQ.1) WRITE (161,100) XX,YY,(RA(K),K=l,H) 00041 
IF (J.GT.1) WRITE (161,90) YY,(RA(K),K=l,H) 00042 
IF (N.GE.N2VAR) GO TO 20 00043 
N=5 00044 
H=(N2VAR-1)/4 00045 
00 10 K=l,H 00046 
l=N+3 00047 
IF (l.GT.N2VAR) l=N2VAR 00048 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE07 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.50 PAGE 2 
C FORMATS 00055 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00056 
ISN 0041 40 FORtlAT !l15X,5HTITLE/5X,20A4) 00057 S5 ISlI 0042 50 FO:WAT (IHl ,4X. 35HTWO-VARIA~LE FUNCTION SPACE RESULTS) 00058 
~ ISN 0043 60 FO~MAT (20A4) 00059 
ISN 0044 70 FORMAT (1615) 00060 
ISN 0045 80 FORMAT (5X,10I5) 00061 
ISH 0046 90 FORHAT !l15X,E12.4.3X.4EI3.4) 00062 
ISH 0047 100 FOR~lAT (l3X,2E12.4.3X.4EI3.4) 00063 
ISN 0048 110 FORMAT (30X.4E13.4) 00064 
ISH 0049 120 FORMAT (11115X,48HGLOBAL NU~:BER ASSOCIATED WITH X-VARIABLE, N2VX =00065 
1,I5115X,48HGLOBAL NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH Y-VARIABLE, N2VY =.15) 00066 
ISH 0050 130 FORMAT (/15X,37HGLOBAL NUM3ERS ASSOCIATED WITH F(X,Y)) 00067 
IStl 0051 140 FOm1AT (/II0X,lHX,llX.lHY.20X,6HF(X.Y)) 00068 
ISH 0052 150 FORMAT (5E15.8) 00069 
ISH 0053 EtlD 00070 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECTlCNAtlE( MAIN) OPTItlIZE( 3) LINECOUNTI 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBU NONE) 
*OPTIotlS IN EFFECT*SOU!<CE EBCDIC NOLIST tlODECK OBJECT NottAP tlOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC tlOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 52, PROGRAM SIZE = 1470, SU6PROGRAt1 NAME =COPE07 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GENERATED 





+VERSICN 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 fORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.55 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTIotlS: SOURCE ,NOMAP, NOXREF ,NOlIST, NODECK, OPT( 3) ,AUTODBLI NONE) , NOAlC 
OPTIONS W EFFECT: tlAtlE!tlAItH OPTIMIZE( 3) lINECOUNT( 60) SIZEct1AX) AUTOD8L1NONE) 




























DATA SET U477COPEOS AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188COPEOS AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/ao 
SU8ROUTItlE COPEoa (A,B,IFORM,tlFlD) 
DIMENSION All), B(l), C(10) 
DATA CONMA/IH,/,BlANK/IH 1 
C ROUTINE TO CONVERT UNFOlH1ATTED DATA TO FORMATTED DATA IN FIELDS 
C OF 10,EACH FIELD RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 
C BY G. N. VANDERPlAATS AUG., 1978. 
C NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
C --- INPUT. 
C A - ARRAY OF DATA SEPERATED BY COMMAS. MINIMUM DIMENSION OF 
C IS A(SO). 
C --- OUTPUT. 
C B 
C 
- ARRAY 00 DATA IN FIELDS OF 10 AIm RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 















- 0 IF A WAS UNFORMATTED. 
1 IF A WAS AllREADY FORMATTED. 
- NUMBER OF FIELDS OF DATA. 
1) DATA IS ASSUMED TO BE REAL OR INTEGER DATA WITH NO EMBEDDED 
BLANKS WITHIN A GIVEN FIELD. 
2) DATA IS CONSIDERED UNFORMATTED IF 
A) A COi1MA IS FOUND 
B) lAST NON-BLANK CHARACTER IS IN COlU1lN 1-10 At,ll THERE IS 
NO DECIMAL ANO IT IS NOT RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 
IFORM=O 
C SEARCH FOR lAST NON-BLANK CHARACTER M:D SEARCH FOR COMtlA. 




DO 10 1=1,80 
IF (A(I).EQ.COMHA) GO TO 20 
JNON=INON 
IF (A(I).EQ.BlANK) INON=O 
IF (A(l).NE.BlANK) INON=l 
IF (lNON.GT.JNONI KNON=KNON+l 
IF (A(I).NE.BlANK) lST=I 
10 CONTINUE 
C NO COtlMA HAS FOUND. DATA MAY BE FORMATTED. 
IF (lST.GE.I0) GO TO 90 
C IF MORE THAN otlE SETS OF CHARACTERS, DATA IS ASSUflED FORMATTED. 
IF (KNDH.GT.ll GO TO 90 
20 COtlTItlUE 






IF (I.GT.80) GO TO 110 
C IGI:O:<E lEADING BLANKS. 
IF (A(Il.EQ.BlANK) GO TO 30 
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ISH 0036 JJ=O 00055 
1511 0037 DO 40 J=I,80 00056 
ISH 0038 IF (A(Jl.EQ.COHNA.OR.A(Jl.EQ.BLANKl GO TO 50 00057 
1511 0040 JJ=JJ+l 00058 
ISN 0041 40 C(JJl=A(Jl 00059 
ISH 0042 50 HFLO=NFLD+1 00060 
ISH 0043 I=I+JJ 00061 
C BLANK FIELD NFLO OF B. 00062 
ISH 0044 Kl=K2-9 00063 
ISH 0045 DO 60 K=Kl,K2 00064 
ISN 0046 60 B(Kl=BLANK 00065 
C STORE C IN FIELD NFLO OF B, RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 00066 
Istl 0047 IF (JJ.EQ.Ol GO TO 80 00067 
ISH 0049 J1=JJ 00068 
ISN 0050 K=K2 00069 
ISH 0051 DO 70 L=I,JJ 00070 
ISII 0052 B(Kl=C(J11 00071 
ISII 0053 K=K-l 00072 
ISN 0054 70 Jl=Jl-l 00073 
ISII 0055 80 K2=K2+10 00074 
IStl 0056 GO TO 30 00075 
ISN 0057 90 CONTINUE 00076 
C FORMATTED INPUT. STORE A DIRECTLY IN B. 00077 
ISH 0058 IFORN=1 00078 
ISH 0059 IlFLO=8 00079 
ISIl 0060 DO 100 1=1,80 00080 
ISN 0061 100 B(Il=A(Il 00081 
ISN 0062 110 CONTINUE 00082 
1511 0063 RETURN 00083 
1511 0064 END 00084 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAHE(NAINI OPTINIZE(31 LINECOUNT(601 SIZE(MAXI AUTOn8L(NCNEl 
*OPTIot\s IN EFFECT*SCURCE EBCDIC NO LIST HOOECK OBJECT tlO::AP IlOFORMAT GO!>TNT NOXREF NOALC NOAIlSF TERN IBM FLAG( I I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEIITS = 63, PROGRAM SIZE = 846, SUaPR02RAN NAtlE =COPE08 
*STATISTICS* NO OIAGtmSTICS GENERATED 
u**** END OF COtlPILATION **li**l! 301::K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
· -
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
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MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTEllDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.59 PAGE 
SOURCE,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,NOOECK.OPJ( 3) .AUTOOBUNmIE) .t<OALC 
NArlEI MAIN) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUNJ( 60) SIZEltlAX) AUTODBLH:QNE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NO:1AP NOFORMAT GOSTt1T NOXREF NDALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAGIIl 
DATA SET U477COPE09 AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 03/16/81 
DATA SET U477COPE09 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 00001 
DATA SET 9188COPE09 AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 11/14/80 00002 
SUBROUTINE COPE09 00003 
com:ON ICNtlNl/ DELFUN, DABFUN, FOCH, FDCHM, CT, CItlIN .CTL, CTLMIN,ALPHAX00004 
1 ,AB0l3J1, THETA .oaJ .NOV .NCotl.NSIDE, IPRWT ,NFDG.NSCAL. LINOBJ ,ITMAX,IT00005 
2RtI.ICNDIR,ISOTO.NAC,INFO,INFOG.ITER 00006 
COt-iMON ICOPES2I RA(5000),IAI1COO) 00007 
COM~!oN ICOPES3/ SGNOPT,NCALC.IOBJ.NSV,NSOBJ.NCOHA,N2VX,M2VX,N2VY,M00008 
12VY ,tl2VAR, IPSEtlS, IP2VAR. IPOBG,NACt1X1 , NOVTOT • LOCR( (5), LOCI( (5) ,ISCR00009 
21,ISCR2,NXAPRX,NPS,NPFS,NPA,NF.INOM,IPAPRX,KMIH,KMAX,XFACTl,XFACT200010 
3,NAN2 ,NAH3,NPMAX,NPTOT , Jtlotl,t1AXTRM 00011 
COtt:'lO:'1 IGLOBCtli ARRAY( 1500) 00012 
COMMON IUIOSI 151, 161 00013 
*********~********************************************************00014 
ROUTINE TO DO APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION. 00015 
******* *********** ******* *** ******** **** l'*~'lil! ;0'*******************0 0016 
00017 
BY G. N. VANDERPLAATS JAN., 1979. 00018 
NASA AMES RESEARCH CEHTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00019 
00020 
NFDGSV = NFDG 00021 
NFOG = 1 00022 
IF (NFDGSV .LT. 0) NFDG = 0 00023 
CTMIN = ABS(CTHIH) 00024 
CTU1IH = ABS(CTLMIN) 00025 
IF (CTMIN .LE. 0.) CTMIN = .0005 00026 
IF (CTLMIH .LE. 0.) CTLMIH = .0001 00027 
IF IABSICT) .LE. 0.) CT = -.01 00028 
IF (ASS(CTL) .LE. 0.) CTL = -.001 00029 
IF (DELFUN .LE. 0.) DELFUN = .0001 00030 
IF (IPOBG • LT. 1) IPRWT = 0 00031 
IF (ITMAX .LT. 50) InlAX = 50 00032 
NSIOE = 1 00033 
KOUNT = 0 00034 
------------------------------------------------------------------00035 
ARRAY STARTING LOCATIONS. 00036 
------------------------------------------------------------------00037 
NN1 = NXAPRX + 2 00038 
NXV = LOCR(23) 00039 
NVLB = NXV + NN1 00040 
NVUB = NVLB + NN1 00041 
NXNOM = Nvua + NN1 00042 
NOX = NXNOM + NXAPRX 00043 
NFNOM = NOX + NOV 00044 
NFtlEW = NFt:OM + NF 00045 
N3TAY = NFNEW + HF 00046 
NBR = tlXAFRX + (HXAPRX*(NXAPRX + 1))/2 00047 
IF ItlAXTRI1 • LT. 3) NOR = MAXTRt1*NXAPRX 00048 
HItlP = HBTAY + NER~NF 000C;9 
NBLU = LCCR(6) 00050 
NISC = LOCI(4) 00051 
NIGFH = LOCl( (3) 00052 
NIDV = NIGFt! + NCONA 00053 
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NHI = NOV • 2 00057 
HN2 = 2;iHDV • NCOH 00058 
NIB = HACtlXl 00059 
NH4 = NN3 00060 
IF (NOV .GT. NH4) NH4 = HOV 00061 
UN5 = 2*NN4 00062 
SCAL, OF, G, A, S. Gl. G2. C. B. ISC. IC. MSI. 00063 
NHSCAL = lCCR(4) 00064 
NDF = IHMP 00065 
NG = UDF • NHI 00066 
HA = N3 • NN2 00067 
HS = HA • NHl*HH3 00068 
NG1 = HS • I'll'll 00069 
NG2 = NGI • NN2 00070 
HC = NG2 • NN2 00071 
N9 = NC • NN4 00072 
NISC = lOCI(4) 00073 
NIC = NIOV • NXAPRX 00074 
NMSI = NIC • tlH3 00075 
------------------------------------------------------------------00076 
OETERllINE IOBJA, ARRAYS IGFN AND IDV. 00077 
------------------------------------------------------------------00078 
IOBJA. 00079 
M6 = lOCI(6) 00080 
DO 10 I=l,NF 00081 
J = IA1t16) 00082 
I09JA = I 00083 
IF (J .EQ. IOBJ) GO TO 20 00084 
tl6 = M6.1 00085 
10 C0I1TINUE oooes 
ERROR - IOBJA NOT FOUND. 00087 
CONTINUE 00088 
IF (NCOHA • EQ. 0) GO TO 60 00089 
IGFN ARRAY. 00090 
M3 = lOCI(3) 00091 
M23 = lOCI(23) 00092 
DO 50 I=l.NCCNA 00093 
CC~~ENT: ----GLOBAL LOCATIONS OF COHSTRAINED PARAMETERS.----------------00094 
J = IA(H3) 00095 
H3 = M3 • 1 00096 




116 = lOCI(6) 00098 
DO 30 K=l,HF 00099 
KK = K 00100 
l = IA(M6) 00101 
IF (L .EQ. J) GO TO 40 00102 
M6 = M6 • 1 00103 
COHTINUE 00104 
ERROR - CONSTRAINED VARIABLE IS NOT AH APPROXIMATE FUNCTIOH. 00105 
CONTINUE 00106 
IA(H23) = KK 00107 
M23 = M23 • 1 00108 
50 COHTINUE 00109 
60 CCNTItlUE 00110 
COMMENT: ----IOV ARRAy.-------------------------------------------------00111 
H3 = tlIOV 00112 
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DO 90 I=l,NXAPRX 00114 
IAIN3) = 0 00115 
COtrrIENT: ----GL08AL LOCATION.-------------------------------------------OO116 
II = IAINS) 00117 
N5 = t!5 + 1 00118 
COMt'lEt'H: ----FItlD CORRESPONDING DESIGN VARIABLE .------------------------00119 
N1 = LOCI(1) 00120 
tl2 = LOCI(2) 00121 
DO 70 J=l,NDVTOT 00122 
IF HAitH) .EQ. II) GO TO 80 00123 
N1 = N1 + 1 00124 
N2 = N2 + 1 00125 
70 CONTINUE OH26 
COMMENT: ----THIS APPROXIMATING VARIABLE IS NOT A DESIGN VARIABLE.------00127 
GO TO 90 00128 
SO CONTn,UE 00129 
COt1MENT: ----DESIGN VARIABLE NUM9ER.------------------------------------00130 
IAIN3) = IAltl2) 00131 
H3 = H3 + 1 00132 
90 CONTINUE 00133 
COMNENT: ---CHECK TO BE SURE EACH INDEPENDENT DESIGN VARIABLE IS ALSO AN00134 
Cottt1EtIT: ---APPROXIMATING VARIABLE. 00135 
DO 120 I=l,NDV 0013~ 
HI = LOCI(1) 00137 
H2 = LOCI(2) 0013S 
DO III J=l,NDVTOT 00139 
COMMENT: ----IS THIS DESIGN VARIABLE 1.---------------------------------00140 
IF IIAIN2) .NE. I) GO TO 110 00141 
COMMENT: ----YES.-------------------------------------------------------00142 
emiNENT: ----GLOBAL VARIABLE NUM9ER. ------------------------------------00143 
IGLOB = IAINl) 00144 
Nl = Nl+l 00145 
H5 = LOCHS) 00146 
DO 100 K=l,NXAPRX 00147 
COMNENT: ----IS THIS THE SAllE AS IGLOB.---------------------------------0014S 
IF IIAIN5) .EQ. IGLOS) GO TO 120 00149 
COtIMENT: ----NO.--------------------------------------------------------00150 
tl5 = N5+l 00151 
100 CONTINUE 00152 
110 N2=N2+1 00153 
III CONTINUE 00154 
CotINENT: ----ERROR - DESIGN VARIABLE IS NOT AN APPROXIMATING VARIABLE.--00155 
120 CONTINUE 00156 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00157 
C BEGIN SEQUENTIAL APPROXIMATE OPTItlIZATION. 00158 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00159 
ICK1 = 0 00160 
ICK2 = 0 00161 
ICK3 = 0 00162 
130 CDtITINUE 00163 
KOUHT = KOUNT + 1 00164 
IF IIPAPRX .LT. 1 .OR. IPAPRX .EQ. 3) GO TO 160 00165 
IF I KI1AX • LT. 0) GO TO 160 00166 
Cot1MENT:--------------- PRINT INITIAL INFORIIATION. 00167 
COIIMENT:--------------- TITLE. 00168 
IF (KOUNT .GT. 1) GO TO 150 00169 
~RITE 1161,670) 00170 
COliMENT: --------------- OBJECTIVE FUNCTION. 00171 
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IF (NCONA .EQ. 0) GO TO 140 00173 
COMMENT:--------------- COHSTRAINTS. 00174 
WRITE 1161,560) OC175 
N1 = NIGFN 00176 
112 = N1 t NCONA - 1 00177 
~mITE II6I,570) IIAU),I=Nl,N2) 00178 
140 CONTINUE 00179 
COtitIENT: -------------- DESIGH VARIABLES. 00180 
mITE 1161,580) i 00181 
Nl = IIIDV 0~182 
H2 = HI t IIXAPRX - 1 00183 
J.l~ITE 1161,570) UAII),I=HI,N2) 00184 
150 CDtITINUE 001S5 
CON~IEHT: --------------- ITERATION NUMBER. 001e6 
W~ITE 1161,680) KOUHT 00187 
160 CDtHINUE 00188 
HP = NPTOT - 1 00189 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00190 
C SET UP ARRAYS XNON, FIlOM, XI, Y. 00191 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00192 
HXI = HTl1P 00193 
NY = NXI t HXAPRX*HPTOT 00194 
NIIGHT = HY t HF*NPTOT 00195 
IF IKNAX .LT. 0 .AND. INOM .LT. 1) It!O:1 = 1 0019" 
COMMENT:----------------------------------------------------------------00197 
CALL copno IRAI NXIl,RAINy) ,RAI NXNOiH ,RAItlFNOM) ,NPTOT ,KOUNT ,RAIN3L00198 
1U) ,lAI NIGFH) ,ICBJA,IAI NISC) ,NXAPRX,NF ,NCO:I.~,SGtmpT ,CTtIIN,CTLNIN, 1500199 
2CR2 ,RAI Nll(;HTl,INOM,NPl'1AX,JNON) 00200 
COtlMEHT:----------------------------------------------------------------00201 
IF IKHAX .LT. 0) GO TO 170 00202 
COMMENT:--------------- CURREHT OBJECTIVE. 00203 
HI = NFNOM t IOBJA - 1 00204 
C8JSAV = -RAltU )*SGHOPT 00205 
IF IKOUNT .LT. 2 .AND. DABFUH .LE. 0.) DABFUH =.001*ABSIOBJSAV)00206 
IF (DABFUN .LT. l.OE-10) OABFU~~ = l.OE-I0 00207 
IF (IPAPRX .LT. 1 .OR. IPAP~X .EQ. 3) GO TO 170 00208 
COMMENT:------------ PRINT CURRENT NOMINAL. 00209 
W~ITE (161,690) INOM 00210 
H2 = NXtlOiI t NXAPRX - 1 00211 
WRITE (161,700) IRA(I),I=NXNOM,N2) 00212 
WRITE (161,710) 00213 
N2 = NFIlOM t NF - 1 00214 
~lRITE (161,700) IRAII),I=NFNOM,N2) 00215 
170 CONTIHUE 00216 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00217 
C LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR TAYLER SERIES EXPANSIOH. 00218 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00219 
NXl = NXAPRX 00220 
N = NXI t I NX1*IHXI t 1) )/2 00221 
IF (11 .GT. tiP) N = NP 00222 
IF (Nfl .LT. NXAPRX) 11 = NXAPRX 00223 
tlMAX = NXAI'RXj(MAXTRM 00224 
IF II1AXTRI1 .G1. 2) I1MAX = 11 00225 
IF (11 .GT.I1MAX) 11 = tlMAX 00226 
tlAA = NWGHT t Nfl 00227 
NFF = NAA t (11*IM t l) )/2 00226 
tlGG = NFF t M 00229 
COtlI1ENT:----------------------------------------------------------------00230 



























































IRA( NGG) ,HXAPRX,HF ,HBR ,RA( HHGHT) ,NER) 00232 
COMtlEHT: ----------------------------------------------------------------00233 
IF (HER .GT. 0) WRITE tI6I,590) 00234 
IF (KtlAX .LT. 0) GO TO 530 00235 
IF (IPAPRX .LT. 2 .AND. IPAPRX .HE. 4) GO TO 190 00236 
COtlMEHT:-----------------PRIHT TAYLER SERIES COEFFICIEHTS.--------------00237 
~RITE (161,720) 00238 
H3 = LOCI(6) 00239 
HI = H3TAY 00240 
DO 160 J=I,HF 00241 
N2 = HI + M - 1 00242 
I-!RITE (161,600) J,IA(H3) 00243 
WRITE (161,700) (RA(I),I=Nl,N2) 00244 
HI = HI + HBR 00245 
H3 = N3 + 1 00246 
180 COHTINUE 00247 




IF (KOUHT .GT. KNAX) GO TO 470 00249 
------------------------------------------------------------------00250 
IHITIALIZE XV, OX, VLB, VUB. 00251 
------------------------------------------------------------------00252 
HI = HXV . 00253 
DO 200 I=I,HXAPRX 00254 
RA(Hl) = O. 00255 
Nl = HI + 1 00256 
200 COHTIHUE 00257 
H2 = HVLB 0025S 
H3 = HVU3 00259 
N4 = HXNOM 00260 
N5 = LOCR(2) 00261 
N6 = LOCR(3) 00262 
H7 = LOCR(7) 00263 
HS = HDX 00264 
Ll = M - HDV 00265 
L2 = Ll - NDV 00266 
ICK = ICKI + ICK2 + ICK3 00267 
DO 210 I=I,NDV 00268 
RA(HS) = O. 00269 
XFACT = 1. 00270 
IF (I • LE. Ll) XFACT = XFACTl 00271 
L2 = L2 - NOV + I 00272 
IF (L2 .GE. 0) XFACT = XFACT2 00273 
COMMEHT:------------ REDUCE BOUtIDS IF AHY ICK.GT.O. 00274 
IF (ICK .GT. 0) XFACT = .5 00275 
DX = XFACT*RA(H7) 00276 
XX = RA(H4) 00277 
DXL = XX - RA( N5) 00278 
IF (DXL .GT. DX) DXL = OX 00279 
DXU = RA(1I6) - XX 00280 
IF (DXU .GT. DX) DXU = DX 00261 
RA( 112) = -OXL 00262 
RACH3) = DXU 00263 
H2 = H2 + 1 00284 
N3 = H3 + 1 00285 
H4 = N4 + 1 00286 
U5 = H5 + 1 00267 
H6 = N6 + 1 0026S 
H7 = H7 + 1 00289 
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210 CONTINUE 00291 
IF (IPAPRX .LT. 2 .AND. IPAPRX .NE. 41 GO TO 220 00292 
~RITE (161,6101 00293 
N1 = INLB + NOV - 1 00294 
WRITE (161,7001 (RA(1I,I=NVLB,NlI 00295 
WRITE (161,6201 00296 
Nl = tlVUB + NOV - 1 00297 
~IRITE (161,7001 (RA(II,I=NVUB,HlI 00298 
220 CONTINUE 00299 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00300 
C OPTIMIZE APPROXIMATE Frn~CTION. 00301 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00302 
COMMENT: ------------ OPTItlIZATIOlI. 00303 
IGOTO = 0 00304 
C CALL CONNIN (X,VLB,VUB,G,SCAL,DF,A,S,Gl,G2,B,C,ISC,IC,MS1,Nl,N2,H300305 
C *,H4,N51 00306 
230 CONTINUE 00307 
COt1MEHT:----------------------------------------------------------------00308 
CALL CONMIN (RA(NDXI,RA(NVLBI,RAINVUBJ,RA(NGJ,RA(NHSCAL),RA(NDFJ,R00309 
lA(HA) ,RA( NS) ,RA( !lGI I ,RAING2 1 ,RAUlB I ,RA( NC I, IA( IUSC I ,IAINIC J, IA( NI1S00310 
211 ,NNI,NN2,W13,NN4,NN5 J 00311 
COMMEtlT:----------------------------------------------------------------00312 
COMMENT:------------ TRANSFER VARIABLES FROH OX TO XV. 00313 
NI = tlIDV 00314 
tl2 = tlXV 00315 
DO 240 I=I,tlXAPRX 00316 
II = IA(HII 00317 
N4 = HDX + II - 1 00318 
IF (II .GT. 0 .AND. II .LE. NOVI RA(N21 = RA(N4J 00319 
NI = til + I 00320 
H2 = tl2 + I 00321 
N3 = N3 + 1 00322 
240 CONTINUE 00323 
COMMENT:------------ APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS. 00324 
COMMENT:----------------------------------------------------------------00325 
CALL COPEIS (RA( NXVI ,RAING 1 ,RAHlDF J ,RAINA I, IA(NISC I ,IA(NIC J ,tlNI,RA00326 
lIN3LUl ,tlXl.I06JA,M,RAINFNONJ ,RAINr-Nml .RAINBTAYJ ,N3R,IAINIGFHJ ,CT.00327 
2CTL,IIlFO,NAC,NCONA,NDV,NF,03J,SGNOPTl 00328 
COMMENT:----------------------------------------------------------------00329 
IF (IGOTO .GT. 0 I GO TO 230 00330 
C IF DESIGN P~ODUCED ZERO DELTA-X TWICE IN A ROW AND KOUNT.GE.KMltI, 00331 
CDMMENT:------------ TERMINATE. 00332 
ICKI = ICK1 + 00333 
SUM = O. 00334 
NI = NXV 00335 
DO 250 I=I,NDV 00336 
SUM = SUM + RA(H11**2 00337 
HI = HI + I 00338 
250 COHTIHUE 00339 
IF (SUM .GT. 1.0E-IOI ICKI=O 00340 
IF (1PAPRX .GT. 0 .AllO. IPAPRX .HE. 31 WRITE (161,7301 00341 
IF (ICKI .GE. 2 .AND. KOUtlT .GE. KtlItlJ (;0 TO 360 00342 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00343 
C INSURE NEW X-VECTOR IS IUDEPENDEHT 003(~4 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00345 
JJJ = 0 00346 
260 JJJ = JJJ+1 00347 
COMMENT:------------ HOMINAL X-VECTOR. 00348 
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H2 = IIXllm1 
1l3· = NXV 
DO 270 I=l,NXAPRX 
RA(Nl) = RA(N2) + RAIN3) 
Nl = Nl + 1 
N2 = tl2 + 1 




READ X-VECTORS OIlE AT A TINE AND CortPARE 
til = HT!lP + NXAPRX 
N2 = Nl + NXAPRX - 1 
N3 = N2 + 1 
N4 = H3 + NF - 1 
DO 290 J=I,liPTOT 














































IRA( I) ,I=N3,N4) 
COMI1EtIT: ------------ COMPARE X IUTH XNOM. 
N5 = Nl 
N6 = NTMP 
SUM = O. 
DO 280 I=I,NXAPRX 
SUM = SUM + (RAI N5) - RA1tI6ll**2 
N5 = tl5+1 
N6 = N6+1 
280 CONTINUE 





GO TO 360 
CONTINUE 
THIS DESIGN IS SAME AS A PREVIOUS DESIGII. 





IF (IPAPRX.LT.l.0R.IPAPRX.EQ.3) GO TO 310 
WRITE (161,630) 
WRITE 1161,740) 
WRITE (161,700) (RA(I),I=N7,H9) 
WRITE 1161,750) 
N9=NTMP+HXAPRX-l 




DO 320 I=I,NDV 
BU=RA(N6) 
BL=RAIH8) 
IF IBL.LT.-l.0E+15) BL=O. 
IF IBU.GT.l.OE+15) BU=CI. 
DB=ABSIBU-BLl 
IF (DB.LT.l.OE-6) DB=.1 
DX=RA(N7)+AMULT*DB 
IF (oX.GT.RA0l6)) DX=DX-2.*ANULTIlDB 




































































































CALL COPE15 I RAINXV I ,RAING I ,RAINOF I.RAI NA I, IAINISC I, IAI NIC) ,NHI ,RA00414 
l( NBLU I ,NXI ,IOBJA,M,RAI NFtlOMI ,RAINFNEW I ,RAI NBTAY I ,NBR ,IAINIGFN) ,CT ,00415 
2CTL, IllFO,NAC,NCor~A,NDV ,NF ,OBJ ,SGNOPTI 00416 
IF IJJJ.LT.41 GO TO 260 00417 
FOUR TRIES HAVE FAILED TO PRODUCE A USABLE X-VECTOR. 00418 
USE LATEST TRY. 00419 
POSITION ISCR2 IF HEEDED. 00420 
IF I KK. EQ.NPTOTI GO TO 340 00421 
KK=I<K+l 00422 
DO 330 J=KK,NPTOT 00423 
READ IISCR2 I I RAI I I, I=Nl ,N2 I 00424 
READ IISCR21 IRAIII,I=N3,N4) 00425 
CONTINUE 00426 
IF IIPAPRX.LT.l.0R.IPAPRX.EQ.31 GO TO 350 00427 













GLOBAL VARIABLES. 00441 
N3=NXNOM 00442 
H4=NIDV 00443 
DO 410 I=I,NXAPRX 00444 
DESIGN VARIABLE NUMBER. 00445 
II=IAI H4) 00446 
IF III.EQ.O) GO TO 400 00447 




DO 390 J=l,NDVTOT 00452 
IF IIAIN21.HE.III GO TO 380 00453 









IF IIPAPRX.LT.l.0R.IPAPRX.EQ.3) GO TO 420 00463 
PRIIlT APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION ItlFORtIATION. 00464 
~RITE 1161,740) 00465 
1l2=NXV+NDV-l 00466 
WRITE 1161,700) IRAII),I=NXV,N2) 00467 
PAGE 8 
:..: .. 
+VERSION 1.3.0 101 MAY 80) COPE09 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.59 PAGE 9 
ISH 0415 WRITE 1161,750) 00468 
ISH 0416 N2=NXNOM+NXAPRX-l 00469 
ISlt 0417 WRITE 1161,700) IRAII),I=NXNOM,N2) 00470 
IStt 0418 l·mITE 1161,760) 00471 
ISH 0419 N2=t~FNEI·HNF-l 00472 
ISH 0420 ~RITE 1161,700) IRAII),I=NFNEW,N2) 00473 
ISH 0421 420 CONTINUE 00474 
ISH 0422 IF IIICKl.GE.2.AND.KOUHT.GE.KNIN).AND.IIPAPRX.GT.0.AHD.IPAPRX.NE.300475 
1» WRITE 1161,540) 00476 
IS!t 0424 IF IICKl.GE.2.AND.KOVHT.GE.KMIN) GO TO 460 00477 
ISH 0426 ICALC=2 00478 
ISH 0427 NAN2=HAN2+1 00479 
ISH 0428 CALL AHALIZ IICALC) 00480 
C NEW FUNCTIOH VALUES. 00431 
ISN 0429 Nl=NFNON 00t,S2 
ISH 0430 tI6=LOCII6) 00483 
ISH 0431 DO 430 I=I,NF 00484 
lSI! 0432 II=IAIMo) 00485 
ISlt 0433 M6=1I6+1 00486 
ISH 0434 RAItH )=ARRAYI II) 00487 
ISN 0435 430 Hl=Nl+l 00483 
ISH 0436 IF IIPDBG.LT.l) GO TO 440 00489 
C DEBUG OUTPUT. 00490 
ISN 0438 NAtB=NAN3+1 00491 
ISH 0439 ICALC=3 00492 
IStl 0440 CALL ANA LIZ IICALC) 00493 
ISH 0441 440 CONTINUE 00494 
IStl 0442 IF IIPAFRX.LT.l.0R.IPAPRX.EQ.3) GO TO 450 00495 
C PRINT FRECISE FUNCTION VALUES. 00496 
ISH 0444 WRITE 1161,770) 00497 
ISH 0445 N2=HFHmltNF-l 00498 
ISH 0446 URITE 1I6I,700) IRAtI),I=NFNON,N2) 00499 
ISH 0447 450 COHTINUE 00500 
C NEW OBJECTIVE. 00501 
ISH 0448 I'll =NFNO!"I+ IOBJA-l 00502 
ISN 0449 OBJ=-RAINl)*SGtlOPT 00503 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00504 
C WRITE NEW X AND F VALUES atl ISCR2. 00505 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00506 
C X-VECTOR. 00507 
ISH 0450 Nl =tlXNOMHIXAFRX-! 00508 
ISH 0451 ~RITE IISCR2) IRAII),I=NXNOM,NI) 00509 
C FUI:CTIONS. 00510 
ISN 0452 Nl=tlFNml+tlF-l 00511 
ISH 0453 WRITE IISCR2) IRAII),I=NFNOH,HI) 00512 
C UPDATE PARAf1ETERS. 00513 
ISH 0454 NPTOT=NPTOT+! 00514 
ISH 0455 IF I JJJ.L T • 2. OR. KOUNT.L T. KMIH) IN0l1=NPTOT 00515 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00516 
C CONVERGENCE CHECK. 00517 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00518 
ISH 0457 IF IKOUHT.LT.KMINI GO TO 130 00519 
ISH 0459 ICK2=ICK2+1 00520 
N ISH 0450 ICK3=ICK3+1 00521 
~ ISH 0461 DEL=!.BSI OBJ) 00522 w ISH 0462 IF IDEL.LT.l.0E-6) DEL=I.0E-6 00523 
ISN 0464 DEL=103J-09JSAV)/DEL 00524, 
ISll 0465 DEL=A8S1 DEL) 00525 
ISII 0(,66 IF IDEL.GT:DELFUN) ICK2=0 00526 
• W 
+VERSICH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE09 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.59 PAGE 10 
ISH 0468 DEL=ABS(OBJ-OBJSAV) 00527 
ISH 0469 IF (DEL.GT.DABFUN) ICK3=0 00528 
IStl 0471 IF (ICK2.GE.2.0R.ICK3.GE.2) GO TO 460 00529 
ISN 0473 IF (KOUHT.LT.KMAX) GO TO 130 00530 
N ISN 0475 460 CONTIIlUE 00531 
~ C ------------------------------------------------------------------00532 ~ C FIHAL IIlFORf1ATIOH. 00533 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00534 
ISH 0476 IF (IPAPRX.GT.0.AHD.IPAPRX.NE.3) I-!RITE (161,660) 00535 
C GO BACK AHD PICK BEST DESIGH. 00536 
ISN 0478 INOM=O 00537 
1St! 0479 KOUNT=KMAX+1 00538 
IStl 0480 IF (KOUNT.LT.JHOM) KOUHT=JHOM+1 00539 
ISH 0482 CTSAV=CT 00540 
ISN 0483 CTLSAV=CTL 00541 
ISN 0484 IF (ABS(CT).LT.l.0E-10) CT=-.004 00542 
ISN 0486 IF (ABS(CTL).LT.1.0E-I0) CTL=-.OOl 005H 
1St! 0488 GO TO 160 00544 
1St! 0489 470 CONTINUE 00545 
ISN 0490 CT=CTSAV 00546 
ISH 0491 CTL=CTLSAV 00547 
C STORE FINAL VALUES OF XNOM IH GLOBAL ARRAY. 005(+8 
ISH 0492 tI3=NXNCM 00549 
ISN 0493 N4=NIDV 00550 
1St! 0494 DO SID I=I,HXAPRX 00551 
C DESIGH VARIABLE HUMBER. 00552 
ISH 0495 II=IA(H4) 00553 
1St! 0496 IF (II.EQ.O) GO TO 500 00554 
C DESIGN VARIABLE UPDATE. 0055S 
ISH 0498 til =LOCl( 1 ) 00556 
ISH 0499 H2=LCCH2 ) 00557 
ISH 0500 H5=LOCIHS) 00558 
ISH 0501 DO 490 J=l,NDVTOT 00559 
ISH 0502 IF (IAltI2).NE.III GO TO 480 00560 
C UPDATE VARIABLE J. 00561 
ISN 0504 JJ=IA(IH) 00562 
ISH 050S ARRAY(JJ)=RA(H3)*RA(HS) 00563 
ISll 0506 480 Hl=H1+1 00564 
ISIl 0507 H2=N2+l 0056S 
ISH 0508 NS=N5+1 00566 
ISH 0509 490 CONTINUE 00S67 
ISH 0510 SOO IB=H3+1 00568 
ISN OS11 S10 H4=N4+1 00569 
C STORE FIHAL VALUES OF FHOM IH GLOBAL ARRAY. 00S70 
ISH OS12 M6=LOCI(6 ) 00571 
ISH 0513 Hl=HFNON 00572 
ISN 0514 DO 520 I=l,HF 00573 
IStl 0515 II=IA(M61 00574 
ISH 0516 tI6=M6+1 00575 
IStl 0517 ARRAY(II)=RA(Hl) 00S76 
ISH 0518 S20 Hl=N1+1 00577 
IStl 0519 530 CONTINUE 00578 
ISH 0520 RETURH 00579 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00530 
C FORMATS 00531 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00582 
ISH OS21 540 FORMAT (115X,7IHT~0 CONSECUTIVE APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATIONS HAVE PROO0533 
IDUCED THE SAME DESIGtll 15X,23!lOPTIMIZATIOtl TERHIIlATED) 00584 





+VERSIO:~ 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE09 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.54.59 PAGE 11 
ISN 0523 560 FORMAT U5X,51HAPPROXItlATING FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH CONSTRAINTS00586 
1) 00587 
ISN 0524 570 FORMAT (5X,10I5) 00588 
ISN 0525 580 FORtlAT (//5X,63HDESIGN VARIABLE NUH6ERS ASSOCIATED WITH APPROXIHAT00589 
1ItlG VARIABLES) 00590 
ISN 0526 590 FORllAT (//5X,59:-i* * LEAST SQUARES FIT TO APPROXlllATION OATA IS SItl00591 
1GULAR * */5X,24HRESULTS MAY NOT BE VALlO) 00592 
ISN 0527 600 FORMAT U5X, 15HFUNCTION NUMBER, IS, 25H GLOBAL VARIABLE NUtlBER, 15/00593 
lSX,12HCOEFFICIEUTS) 00594 
ISN 0528 610 FORMAT (/5X,44HSIDE CONSTRAINTS ON APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION//5X,1200595 
1HLOWER BOUNDS) 00596 
ISN OS29 620 FORMAT (/SX,12HUPPER BOUNDS) 00597 
ISN 0530 630 FOR HAT (/ISX,76HOPTIMIZATIOI~ HAS PRODUCED AN X-VECTOR WHICH IS THE00598 
1 StJlE AS A PREVIOUS DESIGN) 00599 
ISN 0531 640 FORl1AT U5X,SlHTHE FOLLOlUNG DESIGN IS NOT THE APPROXIMATE OPTIMUtl00600 
11 00601 
ISN 0532 650 FORMAT (/5X,60HFOUR ATTEMPTS HAVE FAILED TO PRODUCE AN INDEPENDENT00602 
1 X-VECTOR/SX,S2HOPTIllIZATION WILL CONTINUE WITH MOST RECENT X-VECT00603 
20R) 00604 
ISN 0533 660 FORMAT ClHl,4X,40HFItlAL RESULT OF APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION) 00605 
ISN 0534 670 FORllAT (lHl,4X,42HAPPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATIOH ITEf<ATICN HISTORY! 00606 
ISll 0535 680 FORtlAT (///5X,22HBEGIN ITERATIOH NUrl3ER,I51 00607 
ISH 0536 690 FORMAT U5X,23HNOtlINAL DESIGN NUneER =,I5//5X,8HX-VECTOl;!) OC508 
ISH 0537 700 FO~MAT (5X,5E13.51 00609 
IStl 0!j38 710 FORI'1AT USX,15HFUNCTION VALUES) 00610 
ISN 0539 720 FCRtlAT (IISX,26HTAYLOR SERIES COEFFICIENTS I 00611 
ISH 0540 730 FOill'lAT (//SX,35HRESULTS OF APPflOXIIIATE OPTI/lIZATIONI 00612 
ISI~ 0541 740 FORHAT (/SX,14HDELTA-X VECTOR) 00613 
ISN 0542 750 FORMAT (/5X,8HX-VECTCRI 00614 
ISH 0543 760 FORMAT (/5X,27HAPPROXII1ATE FUNCTION VALUESI 0061S 
ISN 0544 770 FOR~IAT USX,23HPRECISE FUNCTION VALUESI 00616 
ISN 0545 END 00617 
l(OPTIotlS Itl EFFECT*NAME( MAIN I OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUIIT( 60 I SIZE01AX) AUTonau NOClE) 
*OPTIm1S HI EFFECT*SOURCE EBCOIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NC!1AP NOFGRI1AT GOSTi1T NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEI1EtlTS = 544, PROSRAM SIZE = ge68, St:3PROGRAM NAttE =COPE09 
l(STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GEI1ERATEO 
lI*lf*lI* END OF COtIPILATION ****** 2904K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIO:,S IH EFFECT: 
N C 
~ C 
























ISI~ 0015 30 
ISN 0016 








ISN 0023 50 
ISN 002(t 
ISH 0025 60 
ISII 0026 70 






ISH 0030 90 
ISN 0031 
ISN 0032 100 




MAY 80 I SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHAtlCED) 
SOURCE ,NOMAP ,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,tIODECK,OPT! 3) , AUTOD3L! NONE) ,NOAlC 
N:.tlE!llAItI) OPTIMIZE ( 3 I lItlECCUt~T(60) SIZE!l1AX I AUTOD[3L! Nml::: I 
SOURCE EBCOIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFonHAT GOSTtlT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE10 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02113/81 
DATE 82.141/10.55.08 PAGE 
NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
DATA SET 9188COPE10 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10lBO 00001 
SUBROUTINE COPE10 (XI, Y ,XNOM, FtlOll,NPTOT , KOUIIT ,BLU, IGFN, IOBJA, ISC,N00002 
1XAPRX,tlF ,NCO!IA,SGllOPT , CTMItI, CTLHItl, ISCR2 ,~;;HT, n!O~I,IlFIIAX,JIlOM I 00003 
DIMENSION XI(NXAPRX,l), YINF,ll, Xtlmll1l, FNOllll), BLU(4,l), IGFNl00004 
11), ISC(l), WGHT(1) 00005 
******************************************************************00006 
ROUTINE TO SET UP ARRAYS FO~ TAYLER SERIES EXPANSION. 00007 
**************************************************x***************00008 
00009 
BY G. N. VANDERPLAATS JAN., 1979. 00010 
NASA AIlES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00011 
00012 
RE~ItlD ISCR2 00013 
00 10 J=l,NPTOT 00014 
READ (ISCR2) (XI(I,J),I=l,NXAPRX) 00015 
READ (ISCR2) (Y(I,J)'I=l,NF) 00016 
------------------------------------------------------------------00017 
FIND BEST NotlINAL IF REQUIRED. 00018 
------------------------------------------------------------------00019 
IF (KOUNT.LE.1.AND.INOM.GT.0) GO TO 20 00020 
IF (KOUllT.GT.l.AND.KOUNT.LE.JNOMI GO TO 20 00021 




CREATE XNOM AND FNC:l. 00026 
------------------------------------------------------------------00027 
DO 30 I=I,NXAPRX 00028 
XNON( Il=Xl( I, INOH) 00029 
DO 40 I=l,NF 00030 
FNOMCI)=Y(I,INOM) 00031 
NP=NPTOT-1 00032 
IF !INotl.EQ.NPTOTl GO TO 80 00033 
------------------------------------------------------------------00034 
SHIFT XI AND Y. 00035 
------------------------------------------------------------------00036 
DO 70 J=INOM,NP 00037 
DO 50 I=l,NXAPRX 00033 
XICI,J)=XI(I,J+1) 00039 





REPLACE XI BY DELTA-XI AND Y BY DELTA-Y. 000~5 
------------------------------------------------------------------00046 
DO 110 J=l,NP 00047 
DO 90 I=l,NXAPRX 00048 
XI(I,J)=XI(I,JI-XNOM(II 00049 










+vmSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPEI0 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.08 PAGE 2 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00055 
ISN 0034 SMAX=1.0E-I0 00056 
ISH 0035 DO 130 J=I,NP 00057 
ISN 0036 SU~I=O. 00058 
ISH 0037 DO 120 I=I,NXAPRX 00059 
Istl 0038 120 Sut1=SUI1+XI( I ,J )**2 00060 
IStl 0039 IF (SUI1.GT.SI1AXI SI1AX=SUI1 00061 
IS!I 0041 130 WGHT!JI=SQRT!SUI1) 00062 
IS'" 0042 StIAX=SQRT( SIIAX) 00063 
ISN 0043 DO 140 I=I,NP 00064 
ISN 0044 140 IIGHT!II=2.-I~GHT!I)/SMAX 00065 
ISN 0045 IF (NP.lE.NPMAXI RETURN 00066 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00067 
C REDUCE THE NU~IBER OF DESIGNS TO IIPMAX. 00068 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00069 
ISN 0047 NPMX1=NPMAX+l 00070 
ISH 0048 NPSAV=NP 00071 
ISN 0049 DO 200 II=NPMXl,NPSAV 00072 
C FIND DESIGN ~ITH MINIMUM WEIGHTING FACTOR. 00073 
ISH 0050 WtlIH=IIGHT! 11 00074 
ISN 0051 11':11=1 00075 
ISH 0052 DO 150 I=2,NP 00076 
ISH 0053 IF WGHTlII.GE.WMIN) GO TO 150 00077 
ISN 0055 I-ltIIN=llGHTI I) 00078 
ISN 0056 IMN=I 00079 
ISH 0057 150 CONTINUE oooeo 
ISH 0058 IF (IMH.EQ.NPI GO TO 190 00081 
C SHIFT XI, Y AND WGHT. 00082 
1St! 0060 NPIU=NP-1 00083 
ISH 0061 DO 180 J=IMN,NPMl 00084 
ISN 0062 DO 160 I=l,NXAPRX 00085 
ISH 0063 160 XI(I,J)=XI(I,J+I) 00086 
ISII 0064 DO 170 I=I,IIF 00087 
ISN OC65 170 Y(I,J)=Y(I,J+l) 00088 
ISN 0066 180 WGHT(I)=WGHT(I+1) 00039 
ISN 0067 190 NP=NP-l 00090 
ISH 0068 200 C01HINUE 00091 
ISH 0069 RETURII 00092 
ISH 0070 END 00093 
*OPTIOHS IN EFFECT*NAME(MAIII) OPTIMIZE(3) lINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTOCBl(NONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTtIT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERtI IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 69, PROGRAM SIZE = 2038, SUBPROGRAM NAME =COPEI0 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAG~,OSTICS GEIIERATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 3000K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+V~RSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTICNS: 
OPTIOIIS III EFFECT: 
N C 



















































ISH 0035 20 
ISII 0037 
U 
MAY 80 I SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED I DATE 82.141/10.55.11 PAGE 
SOURCE .NOMAP.NOXREF .NOlIST .NOLlECK.OPT( 3 1 .AUTODBlOmHE I.NOAlC 
NAtlE( NAIN 1 OPTIMIZE( 31 LINECOl'llT( 60 I SIZE WAX I AUTODBU tlONE 1 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORNAT GOSTtlT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I1 
DATA SET U477COPE11 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188COPE11 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SUBROUTINE COPEll (NPTOT. Y .NYR. IND:1.BLU.NCONA. IGFN. IOBJA.SGNOPT .CT00002 
1 MIll ,CTLNlllo ISC 1 00003 
DIMEIlSION Y(NYR,1I, BLU(4.1 I, IGFN( 1 I, ISC( 11 00004 
******************************************************************00005 
ROUTINE TO DETERtlINE NotlINAl DESIGN FOR APPROXII1ATE OPTUIIZATION. 00006 
*****************************************************"************00007 
00008 
BY G. N. VAHDERPlAATS JAN., 1979. 00009 
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00010 
NOMINAL DESIGt! IS THE ONE WITH lO~IEST OBJECTIVE SATISFYING All 00011 
CONSTRAINTS. IF All DESIGNS VIOLATE CONSTRAINTS, THE DESIGN WITH 00012 
THE lEAST VIOLATION IS FOUND. 00013 
11 IS DESIGN WITH LO~~EST MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT VALUE. 00014 
12 IS THE DESIGN WITH THE LO:.lEST OBJECTIVE SATISFYING All 00015 
CONSTRAINTS. 00016 
CT1=ABS(CTNINI 00017 
IF (CT1.LT.0.0041 CT1=0.004 00018 
CTl1=ABS(CTlMINI 00019 
IF (CTL1.lT .0.001 I CTLl=O.OOl 00020 
------------------------------------------------------------------00021 
FIND MAXIIlut1 OBJECTIVE. 00022 
------------------------------------------------------------------00023 
OBJMAX=-YIIOBJA,ll*SGNOPT 00024 
DO 10 J=2,NPTOT 00025 
OBJ=-Y(IOBJA,JI*SGNOPT 00026 
IF (oBJ. GT. OBJMAX I OBJMAX=OBJ 00027 
CONTINUE 00028 
------------------------------------------------------------------00029 
NOW FIND DESIGN VARIABLE WITH lO:.lEST OBJECTIVE SATISFYING ALL 00030 











DO 30 I=l,NCONA 00042 
II=IGFN(II 00043 
GG=Y(II,JI 00044 
lOlIER BOUtlD. 00045 
IF (BLU(1,II.lT.-1.0E+151 GO TO 20 00046 
ICON=ICON+l 00047 
CT=CTI 00048 
IF (ISCIICONI.GT.OI CT=CTll 00049 
G=(BLU(1,II-GGI/BlU(2,II-CT 00050 
IF (6.GT.Gl1 Gl=G 00051 
U?PER eOUNO. 00052 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) COPEll SYSTEH/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
ISH 0038 CT=CTl 
ISH 0039 IF (ISC(ICON).GT.O) CT=CTLl 
ISN 0041 G=(GS-BlU(3.I))/BlU(4.I)-CT 
ISII 0042 IF (G.GT.Gl) Gl=G 
ISN 0044 30 COIHINUE 
ISN 0045 IF (Gl.LT.O •• OR.Gl.GT.GHAX) GO TO 40 
ISH 0047 Il=J 
ISN 0048 GtlAX=Gl 
IStl 0049 40 IF (OBJ.GT.OBJtlAX.OR.G1.GT.O.) GO TO 50 
ISN 0051 I2=J 
ISN 0052 03JHAX=OBJ 
ISN 0053 50 CDtlTINUE 
ISH 0054 INOH=I1 
ISN 0055 IF (I2.GT.0) INOH=I2 
ISN 0057 RETURN 
ISN 0058 EliO 


















*OPTIDtIS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NO~lAP NOFCRHAT GOSTI1T NOXREF NOAlC NOAtlSF TERM IBM 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 57. PROGRAI1 SIZE = 1134. SU3PROGRAM NAtlE =COPEll 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED . 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
























































MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE.NOMAP.NOXREF .NOLIST .NCDECK.OPH 3) , AUTODI3U NONE) .tlOALC 
NA~IE(tIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) LIHECOUtlTl 60) SIZE(MAX) AUTOD8U t;OtIE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OBJECT Not lAP NOFORI1AT GOSTMT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE12 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 918BCOPE12 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE COPE12 
DATE 82.141/10.55.15 PAGE 




ROUTINE TO PERFORM A LEAST SQUARES FIT OF AN ARBITRARY FUNCTION OF00004 
NV VARIABLES. 00005 
Y = F(Xl.X2 ••••• XNX) = B(I)*F(I) + B(2)*F(2) + ••• + B(M)*F(M) 00006 
******************************************************************00007 
BY G. N. VANDERPLAATS 
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER. MOFFETT FIELD. CALIF. 
ARGUEMENTS. 
X.Y - INPUT ARRAYS OF OBSERVATIONS OF NP POINTS 
X(NX.NP). Y(NF.NP) 




- NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF WHICH Y IS A FUNCTION. 
- NUllBER OF OBSERVATION POUlTS. 
- NUMBER OF SEPERATE CURVE FITS BEING DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY. 
THIS IS THE NUM3ER OF SETS OF Y VALUES. 
M - NUM3ER OF COMPONENTS OF THE FUNCTIONS TO BE FITTED. 
B - ARRAY OF M COEFFICIENTS OF FUNCTIONAL FIT TO DATE. 
A - MIM+l)/2 WORK VECTOR. 
F - WORK VECTOR - FIM). 
G - WORK VECTOR - G(NF). 
NXR - DIt1ENSIONEO ROIlS OF X. 
NYR - DIMENSIOllED RO~S OF Y. 
NaR - DIMENSIONED ROWS OF B. 
~GHT - ARRAY OF WEIGHTING FACTORS - ~GHT(NP). 
NER - ERROR FLAG. IF NER.GT.O. DIAGONAL ELEMENT NER OF A IS 
LESS THAN 1.0E-I0. 
USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE. COPEI3. 
USAGE 
CALL COPEI3(XI.F.NX.M) 
ROUTINE TO EVALUATE COMPONENTS F(I), •••• F(M) WHICH ARE TO BE 




























TO DATA. ROUTINE EVALUATES THE FUNCTIONS FOR A SINGLE VECTOR 
XI AND STORES THE RESULTWG VALUES IN VECTOR F. 
ARGUEMEHTS. 




TO BE EVALUATED. 







- tlUtlBER OF INDEPENDENT VAlUABLES OF WHICH Y IS A FUNCTION. 
- NUMBER OF FUNCTION COMPOlIENTS. ALSO REQUIRED DIMENSION OF 
SUBROUTINE COPE12 (X.Y.NX.NP.NF.M.B.A.F.G.NXR.NYR.N6R.~IGHT.NER) 
DIMENSION X(NXR.l). YINYR.l). BINaR.l). A(l). F(I). GIl) 
DIMENSION WGHH 1) 
IF (NX.LE.NP) GO TO 50 
SPECIAL CASE. FEWER OBSERVATIONS THAN DESIGN VARIABLES. USE 
AVERAGE FINITE DIFFERENCE FOR FIRST ORDER EXPANSION. 
NPI=NP+1 
AP=FLOAT( NP) 
DO 20 I=ltNX 
X(I.NPll=AP 
































































w ISII 0063 






101 MAY 80) COPE12 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) 




IF IXII,HP1).LT.I.) XII,NP1)=I. 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=l,NX 
DO 40 J=l,IIF 
BII,J)=O. 






C GENERAL CASE. DO LEAST SQUARES FIT. 
C A=B=O. 
DO 60 J=l,NF 
DO 60 I=l,M 
60 BII,J)=O. 
L=ltll!IM+1) )/2 
DO 70 J=l,L 
70 AIJ)=O. 
C LO~IER TRIANGLE OF A IN SYMMETRIC MODE. 
DO 100 K=l,NP 
I~GllTK=WGHTI K) 
CALL COPE13 IXI1,KI,F,NX,MI 
L=O 
DO 80 J=I,M 




DO 90 L=l,NF 
YLK=YI L,KIHIGHTK 
DO 90 I=l,M 
90 BII,LI=BII,LI+YLK*FIII 
100 CONTINUE 
C SOLVE FOR B. 
IF IM.LE.l) GO TO 200 
C LOU DECONPOSITIOH. 
Hm=M-l 
KK=O 
DO 110 K=l,NNI 
HER=K 
KK=KK+K 










































































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 MAY 801 COPE12 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED IENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.55.15 PAGE 3 
ISH 0069 AIIJI=AIIJI-AIKII*GG 00114 
ISH 0070 110 CONTI HUE 00115 
ISH 0071 KK=KK+M 00116 
w ISN 0072 HER=H 00117 
0 IStl 0073 IF IABSIAIKKII.LT.I.0E-201 GO TO 220 00118 
N IStl 0075 A(KKI=l./AIKKI 00119 
C FORWARD SUBSTITUTIOH 00120 
ISH 0076 HPl=M+1 00121 
ISH 0077 KK=O 00122 
ISH 0078 DO 130 K=l,HHI 00123 
ISH 0079 KP1=K+1 00124 
lSI! 0080 KK=KK+K 00125 
ISH 0081 AKK=AIKK) 00126 
ISH 0082 DO 120 L=l,HF 00127 
ISH 0083 120 BIK,LI=BIK,L)*AKK 00128 
ISH 0084 KI=KK 00129 
lSI! 0085 DO 130 I=KP1,M 00130 
ISH 0086 KI=KI+I-1 00131 
ISH 0087 AKI=AIKII 00132 
ISH 0088 00 130 J=l,NF 00133 
1St! 0089 BII,JI=BII,JI-AKI*BIK,JI 00134 
ISH 0090 130 CONTIHUE 00135 
ISH 0091 KK=KK+M 00136 
ISH 0092 AKK=AIKK) 00137 
lSI! 0093 DO 140 J=l,NF 00138 
1St! 0094 140 BIM.JI=BIM,J)*AKK 00139 
C BACK SUBSTITUTIOH. 00140 
ISH 0095 DO 190 I=2.H 00141 
ISH 0096 J=HP1-I 00142 
lSI! 0097 JJ=J*(J+11/2 00143 
ISH 0098 JK=JJ 00144 
ISH 0099 JP1=J+l 00145 
ISH 0100 DO 150 L=I.HF 00146 
IStl 0101 150 GIL)=O. 00147 
ISH 0102 DO 170 K=JPl,M 00148 
1St! 0103 JK=JK+K-l 00149 
ISH 0104 AJK=AIJK) 00150 
ISH 0105 DO 160 L=I,HF 00151 
ISH 0106 160 GILI=GILI+AJK*BIK,L) 00152 
ISN 0107 170 CDtITINUE 00153 
IStl 0108 AJJ=AIJJ) 00154 
ISH 0109 DO 180 L=l,HF 00155 
ISH 0110 180 BIJ,L)=BIJ,LI-AJJ*GIL) 00156 
ISH 0111 190 CONTINUE 00157 
ISH 0112 NER=O 00158 
ISH 0113 RETURH 00159 
ISH 0114 200 CONTINUE 00160 
ISI~ 0115 AKK=All) 00161 
ISN 0116 NER=l 00162 
IStl 0117 IF IABSIAKKI.LT.1.0E-201 GO TO 220 00163 
ISH 0119 AKK=l./AKK 00164 
ISH 0120 DO 210 J=l.NF 00165 
ISH 0121 210 Bl1.J)=Bll,JI*AKK 00166 
lSI! 0122 NER=O 00167 
ISH 0123 RETURH 00168 
ISH 0124 220 CONTINUE 00169 
1St! 0125 RETURH 00170 . 
lSI! 0126 END 00171 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE12 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (E~HANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.15 PAGE 4 
*OPTIOHS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC HOlIST NODECK OBJECT NOltAP NOFORltAT GOSTttT NOXREF NOAlC NO.6-NSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 125, PROGRAM SIZE = 2844, SUBPROGRAM NAltE =COPEI2 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 





























MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.22' PAGE 
SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NODECK,OPT( 3) ,AUTCDBl( NOllE) ,NOAlC 
NAtlEHIAIH) OPTIMIZE( 3) lIHECOUNTI 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODBlWOIIE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOt1AP NOFORNAT GOSTMT IIOXREF NOAlC HOANSF TERti IBN FLAG!!) 
DATA SET U477COPE13 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188COPE13 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE COPE13 (X,F,NX,N) 





ROUTINE TO CALCULATE F VALUES FOR lEAST SQUARES FIT TO QUADRATIC 00005 
Y-YO = DY-TRAHSPOSE TIMES X + (112 X-TRANSPOSE TINES H TItlES X. 00006 
lIlIlilIlIlilIlIlIlIlIlIlIlilIlilIlIlilIlIlilIlililllllilllllllfllllllllllllll**lIl1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1lIlill**lIl1l1l1l1l1I100007 
ooooa 
BY G. H. VAtlOERPLAATS JAH •• 1979. 00009 
X COHTAINS x-xo. 00010 
N = NAXItIUM /-M~BER OF COEFFICIEIlTS TO BE CALCULATED. oe011 
M .LE. HX + CHX+l)l2. 00012 
DY COEF. 00013 
DO 10 I=l.1-lX 00014 
F(I)=X(I) 00015 
H COEF. = X1*X1. X2l1X2 •••• XHlIXN, X1I1X2 ••• X1I1XH... 00016 
II=NX 00017 
------------------------------------------------------------------00018 
DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. 00019 
------------------------------------------------------------------00020 
DO 20 I=l,1-lX 00021 
11=11+1 00022 
IF (II.GT.M) GO TO 40 00023 
F(II)=.511(X(IllIlI2) 00024 
IF !/lX.LT.2) RETURH 00025 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00026 
C OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. 00027 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00028 
ISH 0014 Nxm=NX-l 00029 
ISH 0015 DO 30 I=I,NXM1 00030 
ISN 0016 IPl=I+1 00031 
ISN 0017 DO 30 J=IP1,NX 00032 
ISN 0018 11=11+1 00033 
ISH 0019 IF (II.GT.N) GO TO 40 00034 
ISH 0021 30 F(II)=X(I)*X(J) 00035 
ISH 0022 40 CONTINUE 00036 
ISH 0023 RETURN 00037 
ISH 0024 END 00038 
1I0PTICNS IN EFFECTlINAME(NAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) lINECOUNT(60) SIZE(NAX) AUTCDBL(NONE) 
*OPTlONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST HODECK OBJECT NotlAP HOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERN IBM FLAG(I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 23, PROGRAM SIZE = 566. SUBPROSRAN NAME =COPE13 
IISTATISTICS* NO DIAGtlOSTICS GEtlERATED 
IIlflflOfll END OF COMPILATIO:~ IIl1*lfllll 3016K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 

















































W ISN 0024 0 






MAY 80) SYSTEN/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE ,HOMAP,NOXREF ,1'lOLlST ,NODECK,OPTC 3) ,AUTODOU ::m:E) ,NOALC 
NAMEI tlAIH) OPTIIIIZE( 3) LUl:::COUNT(60) SIZEltlAX) AUTCDBU tlotlE) 
DATE 82.141/10.55.24 PAGE 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST HCDECK OBJECT NOliAP HCfORMAT GOST!1T NOXREF NOALC NOAI1SF TERM Imt FLAGI I) 
DATA SET U477COPE14 AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 03/16/81 
DATA SET U477COPE14 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 00001 
DATA SET 91SSCOPE14 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/S0 00002 
SUBROUTINE COPE14 (NXAPRX,HF,NPTOT,RA,IA,LOCP.,LOCI,TITLE,INOM,NDV,00003 
lIPAPRX,ISCR2,tlAXTRM) 00004 
COM110N IUIOSI 151, 161 00005 
DIMENSION RA( 1), IA( 1), LOCtH 1), LOCI! 1), TITLE ( 1) 00006 
***If**lf*lf**lfl!******lf*lf*****lflflf******lflflf******X****lf**If**lf********lf00007 
ROUTINE TO PRINT RESULTS OF APPROXII1ATE ANALYSIS/OPTItIIZATION. 00003 
**lflf* ********If*****lf* ******************1( **************************0 0 0 0 9 
00010 
BY G. H. VANDERPLAATS JAN., 1979. 00011 





WRITE tI6I,90) (TITLEtI),I=I,20) 00017 
------------------------------------------------------------------00018 
GLOBAL LOCATION OF X AND FIX) 00019 
------------------------------------------------------------------00020 
GLOBAL LOCATIONS OF X. 00021 
tI5=LOCI(5) 00022 
t:M5=tI5+NXAPRX-1 00023 
~1~ITE 1161,100) 00024 
I-lRITE 1161,110) (IAtI)'I=M5,Mt15) 00025 
GLOBAL LOCATIONS OF F(X). 00026 
H6=LOCI(6) 00027 
tlH6=M6+HF-1 00028 
WRITE 1161,140) 00029 
~!RITE tI6I,1l0) tIA(Il,I=M6,MM6) 00030 
------------------------------------------------------------------00031 





WRITE tI6I, 120) NPTOT ,INOH 00037 
WRITE (161,130) (RAtI)'I=H1,H2) 00038 
F(X) VALUES. 00039 
H1=N1+NXAPRX+NDV 00040 
N2=N1+NF-1 00041 
WRITE (161,150) 00042 
W!'!ITE tI6I,130) (RA(I).I=N1,N2) 00043 
------------------------------------------------------------------00044 
TAYLER SERIES COEFFICIEtlTS. 00045 
------------------------------------------------------------------00046 
WRITE (161,170) 00047 
NP=NPTOT-l 00048 
NBTAY=Hl+2*NF 00049 
NBR=UXAPRX+( NXAPRX*( NXAPRX+1) )/2 00050 
IF (MAXTRtl.LT.3) N3R=I'IAXTRH*NXAPRX 00C51 
DO 30 JJ=l,NF 00052 
H6=LOCI(6)+JJ-l 00053 
M6=IA!t16) 00054 
+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY BO) COPE14 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTEN:JEO (EtlHANCED) DATE B2.141/10.55.24 PAGE 2 
ISN 0031 ~RITE (161.80) JJ.M6 00055 
C LINEAR TERtlS. 00056 
ISH 0032 N2=NXAFRX 00057 
ISII 0033 IF (tIP. L T. 1'12) N2=NP 00058 
ISN 0035 N2=N2+IlBTAY-1 00059 
w ISH 0036 I~RITE (l6I .160) 00060 
0 ISH 0037 WRITE (161.130) (RA(I).I=NBTAY.N2) 00C61 0\ ISH 0038 IF (NP.LE.NXAFRX) GO TO 20 00062 
ISH 0040 IF ItIAXTRM.LT.2) GO TO 20; 00063 
C tlON- LINEAR TERNS. 00064 
C I'll = LOCATION OF FIRST DIAGONAL ELEMENT. 00065 
ISN 0042 IU=N2+1 00066 
C H2 = LOCATIOU OF LAST DIAGOtlAL ELEMENT. oe067 
ISU 0043 N2=HXAPRX 00068 
ISH 0044 IF (H2.GT.HP) H2=NP 00069 
ISH 0046 H2=N2+N1-1 00070 
C H3=LOCATIOH OF FIRST OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMEHT. 00071 
ISH 0047 H3=H2+1 00072 
C U4=LOCATION OF LAST OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMEHT. 00073 
ISN 0048 N4=NBR 00074 
ISN 0049 IF (N4.GT.HP) H4=HP 00075 
ISH 0051 N4=tl4-2*HXAPRX+H3-1 00076 
C LL = LOCATION OF LAST OFF-DIAGOHAL ELEMENT - THIS ROI~. 00077 
ISH 0052 WRITE (161.190) 00078 
ISH 0053 11=1 00079 
IStl 0054 DO 10 I=H1.H2 00080 
ISH 0055 WRITE (I6I.1BO) II 00081 
ISH 0056 II=II+l 00082 
IStl 0057 LL=N3+NXAPRX-II 00083 
ISII 0058 IF (LL.GT.H4) LL=H4 00084 
IStl 0060 IF (LL.LT.H3) WRITE (161.130) RA(I) 000B5 
ISU 0062 IF (LL.GE.H3) WRITE (161,130) RA(I),(RA(J).J=H3.LL) 00086 
IStl 0064 10 H3=LL+l 00087 
ISN 0065 20 CONTINUE 000~8 
ISN 0066 NBTAY=NBTAY+NElR 00089 
ISH 0067 30 CONTINUE 00090 
ISN 0068 IF (IPAPRX.LT.3) RETURH 00091 
IStl 0070 REWIND ISCR2 00092 
ISN 0071 I-lRITE (161.50) 00093 
ISN 0072 00 40 I=I.NPTOT 00094 
C X-VECTOR. 00095 
ISH 0073 READ (ISCR2) (RA(J),J=l,~APRX) 00096 
ISN 0074 ~RITE (161.60) I 00097 
ISN 0075 ~RITE (161.130) (RA(J),J=l.HXAPRX) 00098 
C FUNCTIOH VALUES. 00099 
ISN 0076 READ (ISCR2) (RA(J).J=l.HF) 00100 
IStl 0077 WRITE (161.70) 00101 
ISH 0078 ~!RITE (161.130) (RA(J).J=I,HF) 00102 
ISH 0079 40 COIHItlUE 00103 
ISH 0080 RETURN 00104 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00105 
C FORMATS 00106 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00107 
ISN 0081 50 FORMAT (1115X,IBI!SUMMARY OF DESIGNS) 00108 
ISH 0082 60 FORMAT (/5X.13HDESIGH NUM8ER.I5/SX.8HX-VECTOR) 00109 
ISII 0083 70 FORIIAT (/SX.15HFUUCTION VALUES) 00110 
ISN OOD'~ 80 Fom1AT (//5X.9I1PARAMETER.IS,18H = GL08AL VARIABLE.I5) 00111 







+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE14 SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.SS.24 PAGE 3 
ISN 0086 100 FORMAT (///SX,31HGLOBAL LOCATIONS OF X-VARIABLES) 00114 
ISII 0087 110 FORtlAT (SX,lOIS) 00115 
1St! 0088 120 FO:-lMAT (//5X,25HAPPROXIMATION IS BASED ON,IS,8H DESIGNS//5X,31HNOM00116 
lINAL DESIGN IS DESIGt~ NUIlBER,IS//5X,21HVALUES OF X-Vt-RIABLES) 00117 
ISH 0089 130 FORMAT (5X,5E13.4) 00118 
lSI! 0090 140 FORtlAT (//5X,35IlGLOBAL LOCATIONS OF FUt~CTIONS, F(X» 00119 
ISH 0091 ISO FeRMAT (//5X,25HVALUES OF FUNCTIotIS, F(X» 00120 
1St! 0092 160 FORfiAT (/5X,l<;HLlNEAR TERI'IS, DEL F) 00121 
ISt~ 0093 170 FORMAT (///5X,39HCDEFFICIEHTS OF TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION) 00122 
ISN 0094 180 FORMAT (/5X,3HRO~,I5) 00123 
ISH 0095 190 FomlAT (//5X.51HNON-LINEAR TERMS, H. BEGIIlING WITH DIAGONAL ELEMEN00124 
IT) 00125 
ISN 0096 END 00126 
*OPTIONS Itl EFFECT*NAtlE( MAIN) OPTIMIZE( 3) LINECOUNTI 60) SIZEr MAX) AUTODBLI NONE) 
*OPTIOllS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC l'IOLlST NODECK OBJECT NorlAP NOFORMAT GOSHIT NOXREF NOALC NOAIISF TERM IBM FLAG( Il 
*STAT1STICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS = 95, PROGRAM SIZE = 2632, SUBPRO~RAM NAME =COPE14 
*STATISTICS* 110 DIAGNOSTICS GEtlERATED 
****** EIlD OF CO:1PILATION ****** 2996K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIONS IH EFFECT: 


















ISH 0010 10 



























IStl 0039 30 






MAY 80 I SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED I 
SOURCE, NOMAP, NOXREF ,NOLIST, NODECK, OPT( 3 I ,AUTOCBU NO~:O I ,NOALC 
tlA~IE(tIAIH I OPTIMIZE( 3 I LIHECOUtlTl 60 I SIZE( MAXI AUTCCBlWDtIE I 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST HOCECK OBJECT NOtlAP tIOFOt<MAT GOSTMT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE15 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATE 82.141/10.55.28 PAGE 
NOAlC NOAHSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
DATA SET 9188COPE15 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 00001 
SUBROUTINE COPE15 (XV,G,DF,A,ISC,IC,NNl,BLU,NXl,IOaJA,M,FNOM,FHEW,00002 
1BTAY ,NSR, IGFN,CT ,CTL,INFO,NAC,IlCONA,NDV ,UF ,OBJ ,SC~OPT) 00003 
DIMEtlSIotl XVI 11, FNOM( II, FNEW( II, ACNtll,1), BTAY! HSR ,1), DF( 11, 100004 
1GFtH 1 I, ISC( 1)' ICn), G( 11, BLU(4,l1 00005 
****************************************l(-*************************00006 
FUt~CTIOH EVALUATIOH FOR APPROXIMATE D?TIMIZATION. 00007 
****If**********-:t************lf*********lf**~ ************* ***********0 0 0 0 8 
BY G. H. VANDERPLAATS JAH., 1979.00009 





CALL CDPE16 (NX1,XV,NF,FNO~I,FIIEW,BTAY,NSR,MI 00015 
OBJ=-FHEW(IOBJAI*SG~OPT 00016 
IF (IHFO.EQ.1) GO TO 20 00017 
GRADIEHT OF OBJECTIVE. 00018 
CALL COPE17 (NX1,XV,IOBJA,BTAY,NBR,M,DFI 00019 
DO 10 I=l,H~V 00020 
DF(IJ=-DF(II*SGHOPT 00021 
CONTINUE 00022 




IF (INFO.EQ.2) HAC=O 00027 
ICOH=O 00028 
DO 70 I=l,NCONA 00029 
J=IGFH(I) 00030 
GG=FtlEW( J J 00031 
LaUER SOUND. 00032 
IF (BLU(I,II.LT.-1.0E+15) GO TO 40 00033 
ICON=ICotl+l 00034 
G(ICOHI=(BLU(I,I'-GG)/BLU(2,IJ 00035 
IF (INFO.EQ.IJ GO TO 40 00036 
IS THIS CONSTRAINT ACTIVE OR VIOLATED. 00037 
CTI=CT 00038 
IF (ISC(!COtIl.GT.OJ CTI=CTL 00039 
IF (G(ICONI.LT.CTII GO TO 40 00040 




IF (ISC(ICONJ.GT.O) MM=~V 00045 
CALL COPE17 (NXl,XV,J,BTAY,NBR,HH,A(l,NACII 00046 
FF=1./BLU(2,IJ 00047 
DO 30 K=I,NDV 00048 
A(K,HAC)=-A(K,HACI*FF 00049 
IF (BLU(3,II.GT.l.0E+15) GO TO 60 00050 
ICOH=ICOH+l 00051 
GIICotH=(GG-BLU( 3,1) I/BLU(4, II 00052 
IF (INFO.EQ.l) GO TO 60 00053 






+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPE1S SYSTEI1I370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.28 PAGE 2 
ISN 0046 CTI=CT 00055 
ISH 0047 IF IISCIICON).GT.O) CTI=CTL 00056 
ISH 0049 IF (GIICOH l. L T.CTI) GO TO 60 00057 
C ACTIVE CONSTRAINT. CALCULATE GRADIENT. 00058 
ISH 0051 NAC=NAC+1 00059 
ISN 0052 IC(NAC)=ICON 00060 
ISH 0053 NI1=M 00061 
ISN 0054 IF (ISC(ICONI.GT.O) M~I=NDV 00062 
ISN 0056 CALL COPEl7 (HX1,XV,J,BTAY,NBR,HH,AIl,NACll 00063 
ISN 0057 FF=1./BLU(4,I) 00064 
1St! 0058 DO 50 K=l,NDV 00065 
ISH 0059 50 A(K,NAC)=A(K,NAC)*FF 00066 
ISN 0060 60 CONTINUE 00067 
ISN 0061 70 CONTINUE 00068 
ISN 0062 80 CONTINUE 00069 
ISN 0063 RETURN 00070 
ISN 0064 EIlD 00071 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAME(~IAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBL(NONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NOMAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 63, PROGRAM SIZE = 1728, SUOPROGRAM NAI1E =COPEl5 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 3004K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
+VERSION 1.3.0 101 
REQUESTED OPTIotIS: 
OPTIOIIS IN EFFECT: 
C 
(,oJ C ~ 






















































MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED I EHHANCED) 
SOURCE ,NotlAP,NOXREF ,NOLIST ,NODECK,OPT(3) ,AUTODBLI NONE-) ,NOALe 
NAMEIIIAItIl OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUtlTl 60 I SIZEIMAX I AUTOOBUNClIE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLlST NODECK OBJECT NatlAP NOFORtlAT GOSTliT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE16 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188CDPE16 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE CDPE16 (tlX,X,NF,FNO:1,FtlEl~,B,N8R,MI 
DATE 82.141/10.55.31 PAGE 




ROUTINE TO EVALUATE FUHCTIONS APPROXIHATED BY TAYLER SERIES 00004 
EXPANSION UP TO SECOND ORDER. 00005 
**************************1I***************************************00006 
BY G. N. VAIIOERPLAATS MAR., 1978. 00007 
NAVAL SHIP RAND D CENTER. 00003 
00009 
F = FO + DELF TIMES X + X-TRANSPOSE TIMES DEL2F TIMES X. 00010 
ARGUEMENTS. 00011 
NX - NUtlBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES CONTAINED IN X. 00012 
X - VECTOR OF DELTA VARIABLES X-XtlOM. DIMENSIONED XINX) 00013 
NF - NUlt3ER OF FUNCTIONS TO DE EVALUATED. 00014 
FNOM - NOtIItIAL FUNCTION VALUES ABOUT WHICH TAYLER SERIES EXPANSION00015 
WAS DONE. 00016 
FNEW - NEU APPROXIMATED VALUES. - OUTPUT. DI:1ENSIOflED FNEWINF) 00017 
B - MATRIX OF TAYLER SERIES COEFFICIE~rrS. 00018 
BII,J) CONTAINS DEL F, I=l,NX. 00019 
BII1X+I,J) COIlTAltlS DEL2 TERlIS, I = I,NX*INX+lll2. 00020 
MINIMUM DIMENSIONS - BIM,NFI. 00021 
NaR - DIIIENSIONED ROWS OF B. 00022 
H - TOTAL 11U11E:ER OF COEFFICIENTS CURRENTLY USED. 00023 
00024 
DIMENSION XI 1), FNOMI 1), FNEW( ll, BINBR, 1) 00025 
DO 50 J=l,NF 00026 
------------------------------------------------------------------00027 
CONSTANT TERM. 00028 
------------------------------------------------------------------00029 
F=FNOH( J I 00030 
------------------------------------------------------------------00031 
FIRST ORDER TERtlS. 00032 
------------------------------------------------------------------00033 
DO 10 I=l,NX 00034 
IF (I.GT.H) GO TO 40 00035 
F=F+B(I,J)*XIII 00036 
------------------------------------------------------------------00037 




DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. 00042 
------------------------------------------------------------------00043 
II=tIX 00044 
DO 20 I=l,NX 00045 
11=11+1 00046 
IF (II.GT.M) GO TO 40 00047 
F=F+.5*B(II,JI*(X(II**2) 00043 
------------------------------------------------------------------00049 
OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. 00050 
------------------------------------------------------------------00051 
IF (NX.LT.21 GO TO 40 00052 
NXMl=NX-1 00053 
DO 30 I=1,NXM1 00054 
1 
+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 MAY 801 COPE16 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTWDED (Et~HANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.55.31 PAGE 2 
1511 0020 IP1=I+1 00055 
ISH 0021 XX=X(II 00056 
ISH 0022 DO 30 K=IPl.HX 00057 
ISII 0023 II=II+l 00058 
ISH 0024 IF (II.GT.MI GO TO 40 00059 
ISH 0026 30 F=F+B(II.JI*XX*X(KI 00060 
ISH 0027 40 CDtlTItlUE 00061 
ISH 0028 50 FHE~(JI=F 00062 
ISH 0029 RETURN 00063 
ISH 0030 END 00064 
*OPTIotIS IH EFFECTliNAtlE!t1AIH I OPTIMIZE( 31 LINECOUNT( 60 I SIZE( MAX I AUTODBU NONE I 
*OPTIDtIS m EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST tlODECK OBJECT NO~l"P NOFORMAT GOSTMT tlOXREF NOALC rmANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEtlENTS = 29. PROGRAM SIZE = 878. SUBPROGRAM NAI1E =COPE16 
*STATISTICS* HO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: 
e 
e 
eN IStl 0002 

















































ISH 0024 30 
ISII e025 40 
ISH 0026 
~ R 
MAY 801 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE ,HOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NODECK,OPT( 3 I ,AUTODBUNotlE I,NOAle 
tlAI1E (MAIN I OPTIMIZE (3 I lIllECOUtm 60) SIZE( MAX) AUTODS U NotlE I 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK 03JECT NOl1AP NOFO:<t-:AT GOSTMT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE17 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188COPE17 AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTINE COPEl7 OIX,X,J,B,NBR,M,GRAD) 
DATE 82.141/10.55.33 PAGE 




ROUTINE TO CALCULATE GRADIENT OF THE J-TH FUNCTIOH APPROXIMATED 0000 .. 
BY TAYLER SERIES EXPANSION UP TO SECOND ORDER. 00005 
********************************11*********************************00006 
BY G. N. VANOERPLAATS APRIL, 1978. 00007 
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 00008 









- NUII8ER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES CONTAINED IN X. 
- VECTOR OF DELTA VARIABLES X-XIW:1. DItiENSICtlED XINXI. 
- FUNCTION FCR WHICH GRADIENT INFORI1ATIOIl IS CALCULATED. 
- MATRIX OF TAYLER SERIES COEFFICIENTS. 
SH,J) CONTAINS DELF, I = l,NX. 
BHlX+I,JI COllTAIIlS DEL2 TERIlS, I = l,NS*INX+1l/2. 
MINUIUM DII1ENSIONS - SIM,NFI. 
- DINENSIONEO ROWS OF B. 
- TOTAL NUM8ER OF COEFFICIENTS CURRENTlY USED. 















DIMEtlSIOH X(l), B(NBR,ll, GRADO) 00023 
------------------------------------------------------------------00024 
FIRST ORDER TERMS. 00025 
------------------------------------------------------------------00026 
DO 10 I=l,NX 00027 
IF (I.GT.M) GO TO 40 00028 
GRAD(II=B(I,JI 00029 
------------------------------------------------------------------00030 




DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. 00035 
------------------------------------------------------------------00035 
DO 20 I=l,NX 00037 
11=11+1 00038 
IF III.GT.MI GO TO 40 00039 
GRADII)=GRAD(I)+BIII,J)*X(II 00040 
------------------------------------------------------------------00041 
OFF-DIAGONAL ELENENTS. 00042 
------------------------------------------------------------------00043 
IF INX.LT.21 GO TO 40 00044 
NXMl=NX-1 00045 
DO 30 I=l,NXMl 000;6 
IP1=I+1 000;7 
DO 30 K=IPl,NX 00048 
11=11+1 00049 






+VERSION 1. 3. 0 (01 tlAY 80) COPE17 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAI~ H EXTENDED (EllHAtlCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.33 PAGE 2 
IStl 0027 EI~D 00055 
*OPTICtlS It! EFFECT*NAtlEINAIH) OPTIMIZE! 3) lINECCUtlTl 60) SIZEINAX) AUTODBU NOlIE) 
*OPTI0I1S IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NOOECK 03JECT NOMAP tlOFORNAT GOSTHT IIOXREF NOAlC NOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAG ( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE sTATEMEtlTS = 26, PROGRAM SIZE = 680, SlJ3PRO:JRAM NAt1E =COPE17 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 









+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIDtlS: 

























































NAY 80 I SYSTEM/370 FOllTRAN H EXTE~DED (Et.'HANCED I 
SOURCE .NOMAP.HOXREF .HOLIST .NODECK • OPT( 3 I .AUTCDBUNotlE) • HOAlC 
HAI1E(MAIHI OPTIMIZE(31 lWECOUtm601 SIZE(HAXI WTCD3lH:CNEI 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NerlAP NOFO:lMAT GOSTMT tlOXREF 
DATA SET U477COPE18 AT lEVEL 002 AS OF 03/16/81 
DATA SET U477COPE18 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9183COPE18 AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
SUBROUTIHE COPE18 (IOBJ.NDVTOT.NCOHA.RA,IA.LOCR.lOCI,ARRAYI 
DATE 82.141/10.5S.36 PAGE 





ROUTINE TO PRIHT OPTII1IZATIOH RESULTS 00005 
***************************************1(**************************00006 
BY G. H. VAt:DERPLAATS Mt.R., 1979 
NASA AtlES RESEARCH CEHTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
CCIl!10N /UIOS/ 151, 161 
DItlENSIOH RA(l), IA(ll, lOCR(l), lOCI(II, ARRAY(11 
03JECTIVE FUNCTION AHD DESIGH VARIABLES. 





DO 10 I=I,NDVTOT 















EU=AtIULT*RA( 1'13 I 
l~llITE (161,401 I,IDV,IG,Bl,XX.BU 
CONTINUE 






IF (RA(N61.lT.-1.0E+15.AHD.RA(N6+21.GT.l.OE+15) 10=0 
































































+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) COPEl8 SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENOED (EtlllANCED) DATE 82.141/10.5S.36 PAGE 2 
ISH 0038 JD=ID OOOSS 
IStl 0039 IF (BL.GT.-1.0E+1S) ID=ID+1 00056 
ISN 0041 IF (BU.LT.l.OE+1S) IO=ID+l 00057 
ISt~ 0043 ~IUTE (161,60) JD,IG,BL,XX,BU 00053 
lSI! 0044 20 CONTINUE 00059 
ISN 004S RETURN 00060 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00061 
C • FORMATS 00062 
C ------------------------~~----------------------------------------00063 
1St! 0046 30 FORMAT (lHl,4X,20HOPTIHIZATIDtl RESULTS//ISX,lCHC3JECTIVE FUNCTION/00064 
ISX,15HGLOBAL LOCATION, 15,SX, 14HFW:CTION VALUE ,E12 .SII15X, 16HDESIGH00065 
2 VARIABLES/114X,SliD. V. ,SX,6HGLCi3AL, 7X,5HLD:IER ,23X,5I1UPPER/8X. 2HID00066 
3,5X,3HllO. ,SX,8HVAR. NO. ,6X,5~:BOUllD,9X,5HVALUE,9X,5HBOUt·:D) 00067 
ISH 0047 40 FORMAT (IlO,I7,Ill,3X,3EI4.S) 00068 
ISN 0048 50 FORMAT (/115X,18HDESIGH CONSTRAINTSII15X,6HGLOSAL,7X,5HLm:ER,23X,S00069 
1HUPPER/9X,2HID ,4X,8HVAR. NO. ,6X,5I:BOUllD, 9X,5HVALUE, 9X,5HBOUND) 00070 
ISN 0049 60 FORIIAT (IlO,I9,3X,3EI4.S) 00071 
1511 0050 END 00072 
*O?TIOllS IN EFFECT*NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(31 LINECOUNT(601 SIZEHIAXI AUTODBUNONEI 
*OPTIOllS m EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC ~OLIST NODECK OBJECT Not1AP NOFORMAT GOSHIT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG( I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEttENTS = 49, PROGRAII SIZE = 1408, SUDPROGRAM NAME =COPEl8 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 




+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.40 PAGE 
REQUESTED OPTImIS: SOURCE ,NOMAP,NOXREF ,NOlIST ,NODECK,OPT( '3) , AUTODBLI NOllE) ,NOAlC 












SOU~CE EBCDIC NO lIST NOOECK OBJECT NC:IAP NOFo:mAT GOSHIT 1l0;{REF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBI1 FLAG( I) 
DATA SET U477SIMCON AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
DATA SET 9188SII'ICON AT lEVEL 001 AS OF 07110/80 00001 
SUBROUTINE SIMCON (NOV ,X, VlB, VUB,NCCN,ITMAX,IPRIIIT, ISCAl,DElFUN,QA00002 
IBFUN,FUN,I~K,IU~K, IWK,UWK,03J,G, IER) 00003 
------------------------------------------------------------------00004 
SIMCON 00005 
ROUTINE FOR SIMPLIFIED CONMIN USAGE 00006 
------------------------------------------------------------------00007 
00008 
BY G. N. VANDERPLAATS 
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
C --- PURPOSE 

















MINUlIZE OBJ AS A FUNCTION OF X(I),I=l,NOV 
SUBJECT TO 
G(J).lE.O, J=l,NCON 
VlB(I).lE.X(I).lE.VUB(I), I = 1,NDV 
NOTES 
NeON MAY BE ZERO. 
VlB(I) IS IGNORED IF VlB(I).lT.-l.0E+15. 
VU8(I) IS IGNORED IF VUB(I).GT.1.0E+15. 
IF NCON = 0 AND IT IS NOT ESSENTIAL TO lII1IT THE VARIABLES, X( I) 
THEN SET VlBII)=-1.0E+16 AND VU3II)=1.0E+16. THIS UILL I~;P~OVE 
THE EFFICIENCY OF THE UNeONSTRAWED OPTIMIZATION. 
C --- REFERENCE 
C G. N. VANDERPlAATS 
C Co/lNItl - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CDNSTRAIHED FU:ICTION MIIlIIlIZATION 
C USERS MANUAL, NASA TM X-62,282, AUG. 1973. 
C 
C *** ARGUMENTS 
C 
C --- INPUT 
C NOV - NUt13ER OF INDEPENDENT DESIGN VARIABLES. 






















REQUIRED DIMENSION = NOV + 2. 
- ARRAY OF lOWER BOUNDS ON X. 
IF VlB(I).LT.-1.0E+15 THE ITH VARIABLE IS NOT BOUNDED. 
REQUIRED DUlEIISION = NDV +2. 
- ARRAY OF UPPER BOUNDS ON X. 
IF VUBII).GT.1.0E+15 THE ITH VARIABLE IS NOT BOUNDED. 
REQUIRED DII'IEtlSION = NDV +2. 
NCON - NUI13ER OF CONSTRAINT VALUES STORED IN ARRAY G. 
NCON IIAY BE ZERO. 
ITHAX - MAXIMUtl PERtlISSABLE ITERATIONS IN Co/iMIN. 
DEFAULT = 20. 
IPRINT - CO/;M!N PRINT CONTROL. IPRINT = 0, NO PRINT. 
IPRINT = 5, NAXIMUM PRINT. 
SUGGESTED VALUE IS IPRItlT = 3. 
ISCAL - SCALII1G PARAMETER. IF ISCAL = 0 NO SCALING IS DCNE. 
IF ISCAl = 1 THE DESIGN VARIABLES ARE SCALED DURING 
OPTItlIZATION. RECO:1EllOED ISCAl = 1. 
DElFUN - COIlVERGEIlCE TO LORANCE otl FRACTImlAl CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE 



















































(01 MAY 80) 
C 
SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED) 







IF DELFUN = 0 IS INPUT, DELFUH = 0.0001 IS USED. 
DABFUH - CONVERGENCE TOLORAIlCE ON ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE 
FUrICTIOII. IF OBJ DOES NOT CHA~!GE BY t:OilE THt-tl DABFUN 
IN MAGNITUDE FOR THREE CONSECUTIVE ITERATIOlIS, 


































- NAME OF EXTERNAL SU8ROUTINE WHICH EVALUATES OBJECTIVE 
AND C0I1STRAINT FUIICTIONS. 
- REAL WCRK ARRAY. 
- DItlENSION OF WI< ARRAY. 
MIIUtIUM PERHISSABLE DIMENSION. 
N!l:< = 16*NDV + 2*( NDV**2) + 2*NCON + 16 
SPECIAL CASE - NCON = 0, VLBII).LT.-1.0E+lS AND 
AIID VUBIIl.GT.l.0E+lS FOR I = l,NDV. 
NWK = 5*lmv + 11 
- INTEGER WORK ARRAY. 
- DIMEIISION OF nlK ARRAY. 
MIIIIMUM PERMISSABLE DIIlENSION. 
NUIK = 5*NDV + NCON + 6 
SPECIAL CASE - NCON = 0, VLB(I).LT.-l.0E+lS AND 
AND VUBII).GT.l.OE+1S FOR I = l,NDV. 
NIWK = 3 
C --- OUTPUT 
C X - ARRAY OF DESIGN VARIABLES DEFINING THE OPTItlUi1. 
C OBJ - OPTItIUM OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE. 




















REQUIRED DIMENSION = NCClI + 2lfNDV. 
SPECIAL CASE - NCON = 0, VLBtIl.LT.-1.0E+1S AND 
AND VU3IIl.GT.1.0E+1S FOR I = l,NDV. 
IER 
OIMENSION = 1. 
- ERROR CODE. 
IER = 0, NO STORAGE ERROR. 




USER-SUPPLIED ROUTINE TO EVALUATE OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRAINT 
FUIlCTIONS. 







- NUMBER OF INDEPENDEIIT DESIGN VARIABLES. 
- ARRAY CONTAINING CURRENT VALUES OF THE NDV DESIGN 
VARIJ,BLES. 
DIMEIISIGN = NOV + 2. 
- NUMBER OF CONSTRAINT VALUES STORED IN G. 
tiC ON NAY BE ZERO. 


















































WITtI X. IF NCON = 0, G IS IIOT CALCULATED. 
DIMENSION = NCON + 2*NDV IF NCON.GT.O. 





EXTERNAL FUN 00110 
DItIEtlSION XI 1), VLBI 1), VUB(l), GI 1), WKI 1)' HW1) 00 III 
cm1!lOr~ /CNl'INl/ DLFUtI,DBFUN, FDCH, FDCHtl,CT ,CTMIN,CTL,CTLMIN,ALPHAX,A00112 
U~OnJl, THETA,OBJ1,NDVl,NCONl,NSIDE, IPRNTl,NFDG,NSCAL, LINOBJ, IntAX1, 00113 
PAGE 2 




C . INITIALIZE COI:llIH PARAMETEflS 00117 
w C ------------------------------------------------------------------00118 
..... ISH 0006 ex> ISN 0007 
NDV1=NDV 00119 
NCONl=NCOH 00120 
ISI~ 0008 IPRtU1=IPRINT 00121 
1St-! 0009 ITHAX1=ITHAX 00122 
ISH 0010 DlFUN=DElFUN 00123 
ISII 0011 DBFUtl=DABFUN 00124 
ISH 0012 CT=O. 00125 
1St-! 0013 CTtlIN=O. 00126 
1St-! 0014 CTl=O. 00127 
ISH 0015 CTlHIN=O. 00128 
ISN 0016 AlPHAX=O. 00129 
ISN 0017 ABOaJ1=0. 00130 
IStl 0018 THETA=O. 00131 
ISH 0019 NFDG=O 00132 
ISN 0020 lINOBJ=O 00133 
ISN 0021 ITRM=O 00134 
ISH 0022 ICNDIR=O 00135 
ISI/ 0023 NSCAl=IIDV+1 00136 
ISN 0024 IF (ISCAl.EQ.O) NSCAl=O 00137 
ISH 0026 NSIOE=O . 00138 
ISII 0027 DO 10 I=I,NDV 00139 
ISH 0028 IF (VlB(I).GT.-1.0E+15.0R.VUB(I).lT.1.0E+15) NSIDE=l 00140 
IStl 0030 10 CONTINUE 00141 
ISH 0031 FOCH=.OOl 00142 
1St-! 0032 FDCHN=.OOOI 00143 
ISH 0033 IF (IPRINT .IT.Il GO TO 30 00144 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00145 
C PRINT INPUT INFORMATION 00146 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00147 
1St-! 0035 ~RITE (6,170) 00148 
ISH 0036 WRITE 16,180) NDV,NCOH,ITMAX,IPRINT,ISCAl.OElFUN,DABFUH 00149 
1St-! 0037 WRITE 16,190) 00150 
ISII 0038 DO 20 I=l,NOV 00151 
ISII 0039 20 W:UTE (6,200) I,VlBII),X(I),VUB(!) 00152 
1St-! 0040 30 CONTINUE 00153 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00154 
C CONI1IN ARRAY DIMENSIONS 00155 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00156 
ISH 0041 IER=l 00157 
ISI~ 00(;2 Nl=NDV+2 00158 
ISH 0043 IF INCON.EQ.O.ANO.NSIOE.EQ.O) GO TO 40 00159 
ISH 0045 N2=NcoN+2*NDV 00160 
ISH 0046 N3=N1 00161 
ISII 0047 N4=Nl 00162 
ISI~ 0048 N5=2*N1 00163 
ISH 0049 GO TO 50 00164 
ISH 0050 40 CONTINUE 00165 
C SPECIAL CASE. NCoN = NSIOE = O. 00166 
ISH 0051 N2=1 00167 
ISN 0052 N3=1 00168 
ISH 0053 N4=IIDV 00169 
ISH 0054 N5=1 00170 
ISN 0055 50 CONTINUE 00171 
lSI! 0056 NREQR=3*H1+2*N2+N3*(N1+N3)+N4 00172 
"'" 
~ ;:. 
+VERSIot~ 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SHICON SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.40 PAGE 4 
ISN 0057 NREQI=N2+N3+N5 00173 
1St! 0058 tlRE~Rl=NREQR 00174 
ISN 0:)59 NREQIl=NREQI 00175 
ISN 0060 IF (NREQR .GT • t.'WK. OR .NREQI.GT.NUlK) GO TO 130 00176 
ISN 0062 IF (NCot!.EQ.O.ANO.NSIDE.EQ.O) GO TO 80 00177 
C FIND MAXIMUM POSSIBLE N3. 00178 
ISN 0064 II=tl3 00179 
1St! 0065 N3SAV=N3 00180 
1St! 0066 N21=N2+1 00181 
1St! 0067 DO 60 I=II,N21 00182 
ISN 0068 113=1 00183 
ISN 0069 N4=N3 00184 
1St! 0070 IF (N4.LT.NDV) N4=NDV 00185 
ISN 0072 N5=2*N4 00186 
ISN 0073 Nr!EQR=3*Nl+2*N2+N3*INI+N3 )+N4 00187 
1St! 0074 NREQI=N2tN3tN5 00188 
lSI! 0075 IF INREQR.GT.NWK.OR.NREQI.GT.NIWK) GO TO 70 00189 
ISN 0077 N3SAV=I 00190 
ISN 0078 60 CONTINUE 00191 
ISN 0079 70 N3=N3SAV 00192 
ISN 0080 N4=N3 00193 
ISN 0081 IF Itl4.lT.NDV) N4=NDV 00194 
ISH 0083 N5=2*N4 001<:'5 
ISN 0084 80 CDtlTINUE 001% 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00197 
C STORAGE ALLOCATION 00193 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00199 
ISN 0085 NNSCAl=l 00200 
ISH 0086 NDF=tlHSCALtNl 00201 
ISH 0087 NA=NDFtNI 00202 
ISN 0033 NS=NAtNl*N3 00203 
ISN 0089 NGl=IIS+Nl 00204 
ISN 0090 NG2=NGltN2 00205 
ISN 0091 NB=NG2+H2 00206 
ISH 0092 NC=NB+N3*N3 00207 
ISI~ 0093 NISC=l 00208 
lSI! 0094 NIC=N2+l 00209 
ISN 0095 NHSl=IUC+N3 00210 
C REQUIRED STORAGE. 00211 
ISN 0096 NREQR=NC+t~4-1 00212 
ISH 0097 NREQI=Nl1S1+N5-1 00213 
ISN 0098 IF INREQR.GT.NWK.OR.NREQI.GT.NIWK) GO TO 130 00214 
ISN 01CO IF INCOH.lE.O) GO TO 100 00215 
C DEFINE ISC ARRAY SO ALL CONSTRAINTS ARE NONLINEAR. 00216 
ISN 0102 N=NISC 00217 
ISN 0103 DO 90 I=l,NCON 00218 
ISN 0104 IWKINI=O 00219 
ISH 0105 90 N=N+l 00220 
ISN 0106 100 CONTINUE 00221 
ISN 0107 IF (IPRINT.lT.l) GO TO 110 00222 
ISN 0109 I<:RITE 16,210) 00223 
ISH 0110 I-lRITE 16,2301 NWK,NREQRl,NREQR,NIWK,NREQIl,NREQI 00224 
ISH 0111 110 CONTINUE 00225 
w C ------------------------------------------------------------------00226 
-' 
\0 C OPTIMIZATION 00227 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00228 
ISH 0112 IGOTO=O 00229 
ISN 0113 120 CONTINUE 00230 









































110lKI tlG2I,~K(N[3I,WKI tiC I, UlKI NISC I, WKI HIC I ,WKI NltSll,tIl ,N2 ,N3,H4,N5 100232 
C HAS STORAGE BEW EXCEEDED. 00233 
IF ItlAC.GE.H31 GO TO 140 00234 
C EVALUATE OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRAIHTS. 00235 
CALL FUH ItlDV,X,NCCN,OBJ,GI 00236 
OBJ1=03J 00237 
IF IIGOTO.GT.OI GO TO 120 00238 




C REQUIRED STORAGE EXCEEDS AVAILABLE STORAGE 00243 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00244 
130 CONTINUE 00245 
C INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO START OPTItIIZATION. 00246 
WRITE (6,2201 00247 
WRITE (6,2301 NWK,NREQR,NREQR,HIWK,NREQI,NREQI 00248 
WRITE 16,2401 00249 
RETURN 00250 
140 CONTINUE 00251 
C INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR GRADIENTS DURING OPTItIIZATIOH. 00252 
WRITE (6,220) 00253 
N3SAV=N3 00254 
N3=1 00255 
IF ItICON.EQ.OI GO TO 160 00256 
DO 150 I=l,NCON 00257 
IF IGIII.GT.-.21 N3=t!3+1 00258 
150 CmlTIt:UE 00259 
160 IF (NSIDE.GT.O) H3=H3+NDV 00260 
IF 1t13.LT.H3SAV) N3=H3SAV+NDV 00261 
N4=tl3 00262 
IF (N4.LT.NDVI N4=NDV 00263 
NREQR=3*H1+2*N2+H3*IHl+H31+H4 00264 
N~EQI=tl2+H3+2*N4 00265 
~RITE (6,250) NWK,NIWK,NREQR,NREQI 00266 
RETURN 00267 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00268 




170 FORMAT (lH1,///////12X,29(2H* 1/12X,lH*,55X,lH*/12X,lH*,22X,11HS .100273 
1 H C 0 N,22X,lH*/12X,lH*,55X,IHlf/12X,lH*,18X,1911FORTRAN PROGRA~I FOC0274 
2R, 18X, IH*l12X, 1H*,55X, IH*/12X, 1H*, 16X,23HSIHPLIFIED CO~ltlIN USAGE,100275 
36X,IH*/12X,lH*,55X,lH*/12X,29(2H* I) 00276 
180 FORHAT 1////17X,l6HINPUT Pt.RAMETERS/117X,36HNU~j8ER OF DESIGN VARIA00277 
IBLES, NOV =,I5/17X,36IltlU:1BER OF CONSTRAINTS, !lCON =,15/100278 
27X,36HI1AXIMUN ITERATIONS, ITtIAX =,I5/17X,36HPRINT CONTRCL00279 
3, IPRINT = ,I5/17X,36HSCALING Pf.RAII::TER, ISCAQQ280 






SONVERGENCE CRITERIA, DABFUN =,E12.51 00282 
FORIIAT 11/30X,16HDESIGN VARIABLES/24X,5IiLOllER, 7X, 7HINITIAL,5X,5HUP00283 
1PER/24X,5fJBOUND,8X,5HVALUE,6X,5f1BOUNO/19X,lHI,4X,6HVLB(II,8X,4HX(I002&4 
21,6X,6HVUB(Ill 00Z85 
FORIIAT (15X.I5,3E1Z.51 00286 
FORHAT (//19X,36HSTO~AGE REQUIREMENTS FO~ WORK ARRAYSI 00287 
FomfAT (/1/11ZX,47( 1H* 1/ /16X,25HSn:CON OPTIIIIZATIOtl ERROR//12X,47Hooze8 ' 
1STCRAGE IN ~:ORK ARRAY I~K OR m< IS IIlSUFFICIEIlTl 00289 






+vmSIot~ 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SnlCON SYSTHI/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.55.40 PAGE 6 
I1-:K( NIJK), I8,2I10/19X, 9HU:K( tlIWK), 17, 2I10) 00291 
ISH 0156 240 FORl1AT (//22X,27HOPTIHIZATION CANNOT PROCEEDI122X,28HRETURNUIG TO 00292 
lCALLING PRO:;RAI1I/12X,47( IH*)) 00293 
ISN 0157 250 FORtlAT 1112X,68HREG;UIREO STCRAGE FOR GRADIENT INFORMATION EXCEEOS 00294 
lAVAILABLE STORAGEI /12X,5HARRAY, 14X, 7HI:K(Nl~K) ,5X, 9:-tU!K( NI"K )/12X, 9H00295 
2DII1ENSION, 15X,I6 ,8X,I6/12X, 19H5UGGESTED DIMENSIOtI,5X, 16 ,ax, 16) 00296 
ISN 0156 END 00297 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAHE(NAIN) OPTIMIZE(3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZECMAX) AUTODSL(NONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECn,SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NOIIAP NOFCRt:AT GOSTHT NOXREF NOAlC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAGC I) 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEllEtHS = 157, PROGRAM SIZE = 3780, SUBPROGRAM NAME =Sn:CON 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAG:~OSTICS GENERATED 




.VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 
REQUESTED OPTIOHS: 

































MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
SOURCE.NOMAP.NOXREF.NOlIST.NODECK.OPT(3).AUTCDBl(NONE).NOAlC 
NAtIEHIAIH) OPTIMIZE ( 3) lINECOU!H(60) SIZE(MAX) AUTOD!3L1NONE) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NO lIST NODECK OBJECT NO~IAP NOFORI1AT GOSTMT NOXREF 
DATA SET U477MAIN 
DATA SET U477MAIN 
DATA SET U':'77/1AItI 
DATA SET U477t1AIN 
DATA SET 9188HAIN 
DATA SET 9188HAIN 
AT lEVEL 004 AS OF 09/16/81 
AT LEVEL 003 AS OF 03/16/81 
AT LEVEL 002 AS OF 03/13/81 
AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 02/13/81 
AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 09/12/80 
AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 07/10/80 
DATE 82.141/10.55.45 PAGE 







COPES - CONTROL PROGRAM FOR ENGINEERnlG SYUTHESIS. 00007 
*****li***)ilf*~(-ll**lt*************lt**********li************;<*It*********00008 
COMtl0~ /ClI/iNI/ DElFUN.DABFUN .FDCH. FOCHtl. CT .CHIIN .CTl. CTLMIN .AlPHAX00009 
I.AB03JI.THETA.03J,NOV,NCON.NSIDE,IPRINT.NFDG.NSCAl.LIN03J.ITMAX.ITOOOIO 
2RH.ICNDIR.IGOTO,NAC.INFO,INFOG.ITER 00011 
COMMeN /COPESI/ TITlE(20) 00012 
COMMON /COPES2/ RA(5000J.IA(1000) 00013 
COtl:1ON /COPES3/ SGNOPT .tlCAlC. I03J.NSV .NSCBJ.NCCNA,N2VX.M2VX.N2VY .ttOOOI4 
12VY .N2VAR. IPSENS. IP2VAR .IPDBG.tl:'CMXl.NDVTOT. lOCr!( 25 J, lOCI( 25) .ISCR00015 
21.ISCR2 .NXAPRX.NPS.NPFS.tIPA,NF .WOtt. IPAPRX,IGIIN,Ki1:\X ,XFACTl.XFACT2COOI6 
3 ,NAN2 ,NAH3 .NPilAX.NPTOT ,JNctl.MAXTRl1 00017 
COtl:"lON /Gl03C/t/ ARRAY( 1500) COOl8 
COiif:ON /UIOS/ 151, 161 000 19 
BY G. N. VANiJERPlAATS OCT .• 1974. 00020 
tlASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER •. J10FFETT FIELD. CALIF. 00021 
NCAlC OPTIOIIS: 00022 
O. REAO ALL INPUT AND STOP. 00023 
1. SINGLE PASS ANALYSIS. 00024 
2. OPTIMIZATION. 00025 
3. SENSITIVITY - Z = F(X). 00026 
4. TI-lO VARIABLE FUNCTION SPACE - Z = FlX.Yl. 00027 
5. OPTItlUl1 SEHSITIVITY. 00028 
6. ANAlYSIS/OPTIMIZATICN USING APPf!O;{IMATICN TECHNIQUES. 00029 
------------------------------------------------------------------00030 
********** INPUT *********00031 
------------------------------------------------------------------00032 
DII1ENSIO:IS OF ARRAYS ARRAY. RA AND IA. 00033 
CAll MYTIME (ITII1E) 00034 
ITIMEC = 1 00035 
WRITE (26.3000) ITIMEC • ITIME 00036 
ISH 0011 3000 FORMAT (100X,2IlO) 00037 
ISll 0012 151 = 25 00038 
ISt~ 0013 161 = 26 00039 
IS~~ 0014 NARRAY=1500 00040 
ISH 0015 NiJRA=5000 00041 
ISH 0016 NJIA=1000 00042 
C READ GEilERAL SYNTHESIS CONTROL INPUT. 00043 
C SCRATCH TAPE NUMBERS. 00044 
ISH 0017 ISCRl=ll 00045 
ISH 0018 ISCR2=l2 00046 
ISH 0019 CAll COPEOI (RA.IA.NDRA.NOIAJ 00047 
ISH 0020 IlAtl2=0 00048 
ISH 0021 NAN3=O 00049 
ISH 0022 IF (NCAlC.lT.0.0i~.NCALC.GT.6) GO TO 340 00050 
C CHECK TO nlSURE STORAGE REqUIRE/IENTS DO NOT EXCEED 00051 
C DIlia!SIGNEO SIZES OF ARRAYS RA At/O IA. 00052 
1St! 0024 N~RAl=lOCR(25) 00053 
I~N OC25 tlDIAl=lOCI(25) 00054 
1 































1511 0052 20 
ISH 0053 
15;'1 0054 30 









1511 0063 50 










w ISH 0072 
N ISH 0073 
w ISH 0074 
I!:N 0075 70 
1511 0076 80 
ISH 0077 
n 
HAY 801 HAIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENJED (ENHANCEDI DATE 82.141/10.55.45 
IF (NORAl.LE.NDRA.AND.NOIAl.LE.NOIAI GO TO 10 00055 
WRITE tI61 .360 I NORA .tIDRA1.tlOIA.tIDIAI 00056 
GO TO 340 00057 
COtlTIHUE 00058 
RE~O USER INPUT. 00059 
ICALC=l 00060 
CALL AHALIZ (ICALC) 00061 
IF (NCALC.LT.l.OR.NCALC.GT.6) GO TO 340 00062 
------------------------------------------------------------------00063 




IF (NCALC.NE.2.AIID.NCALC.LT.51 GO TO 60 00068 
------------------------------------------------------------------00069 
IF ABS( X( I II. GT. 0 OVER-RIDE USER IHPUT OF DECISION VARIABLES FOR 00070 
OPTItlIZATION. 00071 
------------------------------------------------------------------00072 
DO 40 I=l,NDV 00073 
XX=ABS(RA(I)I 00074 
OVER-RIDE AHA LIZ INPUT. 00075 
N5=LOCR(5) 00076 
H2=LOCII 2 I 00077 
DO 20 J=I.NDVTOT 00078 
NHl=IA(H2) 00079 
H2=N2+1 oooeo 
IF (NNl.HE.II GO TO 20 00081 
HNl=IA(J) 00082 
IF (XX.LT.l.0E-101 GO TO 30 00083 
ARRAY(IINll=RA(I)*RAtN51 00084 
N5=N5+1 00085 
GO TO 40 00086 
RA(I I=ARRAYtNIH I/RAtN5 I 00087 
CONTINUE 000e8 
TRANSFER DESIGN VARIABLES TO ARRAY. 00089 
M2=LOCI(21 oe090 
N5=LOCR(51 00091 







IF tNCALC.NE.3.AND.NCALC.NE.51 GO TO 80 00099 
------------------------------------------------------------------00100 















































































IF (NPA.EQ.O) GO TO 130 
ANA LIZ INPUT DEFINES AU X-VECTOR. 
tlS= LOCI( 5) 
N23=LOCR(23) 
00 120 I=I,NXAPRX 
J=IA(MS) 
IS THIS A DESIGH VARIABLE. 
00 90 K=I.UDVTOT 
KK=K 












IF (tlPS.GT.O.OR.tlPFS.GT.O) GO TO 190 
OHLY otlE DESIGN VECTOR IS AVAILABLE. CREATE A SECOND X-VECTOR 
SO OPTIMIZATION CAH PROCEED. 
II23=LOCR(231 
N24=N23+NXAPRX 
ti5= LOCI( 5 ) 
00 180 I=I,~APRX 
C GLOBAL LOCATION. 
IG=IA!t151 
N5=M5+1 
C PROPOSED X-VALUE. 
XX=I.1*RA(U23 I 
IF (ABS(XX).LT.l.0E-10) XX=.1 
C IS TllIS A DESIGN VARIABLE. 
U5= LoeR (5 I 
00 140 J=I,tlDVTOT 
JJ=J 
AtIJ=RA( tiS I 




GO TO 170 
ISO CONTINUE 
C YES. IlHICH DESIGN VARIABLE IS IT. 
IO=LOCI( 2 I+JJ-l 
ID=IA(IO) 

































































+VERSION 1.3.0 COl MAY 80) MAIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.S5.45 PAGE 4 
ISI~ 0129 BU=SAV 00173 
ISN 0130 160 IF (XX.LT.BL) XX=BL 00174 
ISN 0132 IF (XX.GT.BU) XX=BU OC175 
ISI~ 0134 DX=RActl23 I-XX 00176 
ISH 0135 IF (ABS(DX).LT.1.0E-6) XX=I.001*RA(N23) 00177 
1St! 0137 IF (ABS(XX).LT.1.0E-6) XX=.OOl 00178 
ISN 0139 170 IlAIN24J=XX 00179 
ISN 0140 N23=1123+1 C0180 
ISH 0141 180 N24=1~24+1 00181 
ISN 0142 190 COlITINUE 00182 
1St! 0143 REIUND ISCR2 00183 
ISN 0144 tlPSA=NPS+NPA 00184 
ISII 0145 IF (UPSA.EQ.O) GO TO 250 00185 
ISH 0147 IF (NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 210 00186 
C READ X-VECTORS. 00187 
ISH 0149 NXI=LOCR(23)+NPA*NXAPRX 00188 
ISN 01S0 DO 200 J=l,NPS 00189 
ISH 0151 HXIJ=NXI+NXAPRX-1 00190 
ISN 0152 READ (ISCR2J CRACI),I=NXI,HXIJ) 00191 
ISN 0153 200 NXI=I~X!fNXAPRX 00192 
ISH 0154 210 CCNTINUE 00193 
ISN 01S5 IF (NPFS.LE.OJ NPSA=HPTOT 00194 
ISN 0157 UXI=LOCRC 23) 00195 
1St! 0153 NY=HXI+NXAPRX*NPTOT 00196 
ISH 0~S9 DO 240 J=l,HPSA 00197 
C TRANSFER X-VALUES. 00198 
ISH 0160 tI5=LOCHS) 00199 
1St! 0161 I1=tlXI 00200 
ISH 0162 DO 220 I=I,NXAPRX 00201 
ISH 0163 II=IA( ~15) 00202 
ISH 0164 ARRAYCII)=RA(I1) 00203 
ISN 0165 MS=M5+1 00204 
ISN 0166 220 I1=I1+l 00205 
C ANALIZE. 00206 
ISN 0167 NAN2=NAH2+1 00207 
1St! 0168 CALL AHALIZ C ICALe) 00208 
C PUT FUNCTION VALUES IH Y-ARRAY. 00209 
IStI 0169 M6=LOCH6) 00210 
ISN 0170 Il=HY 00211 
ISII 0171 DO 230 I=l,NF 00212 
ISII 0172 II=IA(M6 ) 00213 
ISN 0173 RA(I1J=ARRAY(II) 00214 
ISN 0174 Il=Il+1 00215 
IS!I 0175 230 M6=M6+1 00216 
ISII 0176 NXI=I~XI+NXAPRX 00217 
ISH 0177 tlY=NY+NF 00218 
ISN 0178 240 CONTINUE 00219 
ISI~ 0179 250 CDtHItlUE 00220 
ISN 0180 IF (tlPFS.LE.OJ GO TO 270 00221 
ISN 0182 tlXI=LOCR(23J+NPSA*NXAPRX 00222 
ISN 0183 NY=LOCR(23J+NXAPRX*NPTOT+NF*NPSA 00223 
C READ X AND Y VECTORS. 00224 
ISII 0184 DO 260 J=l,NPFS 00225 
w IStl 0185 NXIJ=NXI+IIXAPRX-1 00226 N 
01 ISN 0186 NYJ=NY+NF-1 00227 
C X-VECTOR. 00228 
ISN 0187 READ CISCIl21 (RA(I),I=NXI,HXIJ) 00229 
C V-VECTOR. 00230 












































(01 MAY 80) MAItI SYSTEM/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.l£,1/10.55.45 PAGE 5 
NXI=HXI+NXAPRX 00232 
260 NY=NY+NF 00233 
270 CONTINUE 00234 
C PUT X-F PAIRS BACK OH ISCR2. 00235 
REWDID ISCR2 00236 
NXI=LOCR(23) 00237 
NY=NXI+NXAPRX*NPTOT 00238 
DO 280 I=l,NPTOT 00239 
NXIJ=NXI+NXAPRX-1 00240 
NYJ=NY+IIF-1 00241 
C X-VECTOR. 00242 
~IRITE (ISCR2) (RA(J),J=HXI,NXIJ) 00243 
C V-VECTOR. 00244 
W~ITE (lSCR2) (RA(JJ,J=NY,HYJI 002{i5 
NXI=IlXIJ+1 002'16 
280 HY=NYJ+1 00247 
290 COHTINUE 00248 
GO TO (300,300,310,320,310,3301,NCALC 00249 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00,50 
C otlE ANALYSIS 00251 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00252 
300 NAN2=NAN2+1 00253 
CALL AHALIZ (ICALC) 00254 
NAN3=NAH3+1 OC255 
CALL ANA LIZ (JCALC) 00256 
IF INCALC.EQ.1) GO TO 340 00257 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00258 
C OPTIllIZATION 00259 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00260 
C OPTIMIZATIOH. 00261 
CALL COPE02 (ARRAY,RA,IA,NARRAY,NDRA,NDIA) 00262 
C OUTPUT RESULTS. 00263 
CALL COPE18 (lOBJ,t:OVTOT,NCONA,RA,IA,LOCR,lOCI,ARRAY) 00264 
NAN3=tlAN3+1 00265 
CALL AliA LIZ (JCALC) 00266 
GO TO 340 00267 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00268 
C SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 00269 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00270 
310 CONTI~UE 00271 
C ARRAY STARTING LOCATIONS. 00272 
C SEilS. 00273 
N1=LOCR(15) 00274 
N~3=LOCR(16)-N1 00275 
C NSENSZ. 00276 
N2=LOCI(15) 00277 
NN9=NSOBJ 00278 
C ISENS. 00279 
N3=LOCI(16) 00280 
NN10=NSV 00281 
C NSENS. 00::82 
N4=LOCIIl7) 00283 
C TEMP. 00284 
N5=lOCR(23) 00285 
CALL COPE04 (AI'mAY ,NARRAY ,RAI N1) ,IAIN2) ,IAI H3) ,IAII!4) ,RA1I15) ,NN8,N00286 
1N9,NIHO,RA,IA,NDRA,NDIA) 00287 
C OUTPUT RESULTS. 00288 
CALL COPEOS (RA,IA,NDRA,NOIA,ISCR1) 00289 .. 





+VERSION 1.3.0 101 HAY 80) MAIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHAI:C::D) DATE 82.141/10.55.45 PAGE 6 
1St! 0227 320 CONTINUE 00291 
C ---~--------------------------------------------------------------00292 
C nm VARIABLE FU1:CTIOU SP,~CE 00293 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00294 
ISN 0228 CALL COPE06 IARRAY,RA,IA,NARRAY,llDRA,H.I.'d 00295 
C OUTPUT RESULTS. 00296 
ISH 0229 CALL COPE07 IRA,IA,NDRA,NDIA,ISCR1) 00297 
ISN 0230 GO TO 340 00298 
ISN 0231 330 CONTINUE 00299 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00300 
C APPROXIMATE ANAL YSIS/OPTItlIZA TIOH. 00301 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00302 
ISH 0232 CALL COPE09 00303 
C OUTPUT RESULTS. 00304 
ISN 0233 CALL COPE14 I NXAPRX,NF ,NPTOT ,RA,IA, LOCR, LOCI, TITLE ,INcri,NOV, IPAPRX0030S 
l,ISCR2,MAXTRM) 00306 
ISH 0234 IF IKMAX.LT.O) GO TO 340 00307 
ISN 0236 CALL COPE IS IIOBJ,NDVTOT,NCONA,RA,IA,LOCR,LOCI,ARRAY) 00308 
ISN 0237 NAH3=NAN3+1 00309 
ISN 0238 CALL AHALIZ IJCALC) 00310 
1St! 0239 340 CONTINUE 003ll 
1St! 0240 ~RITE 1161,350) NAN2,NAH3 00312 
ISN 0241 RE1UND ISCR1 00313 
ISH 0242 REWIND ISCR2 00314 
ISN 0243 CALL MYTItlE I ITIME) 00315 
ISN 0244 ITIMEC = 9 00316 
ISN 0245 I-:RITE 126,3000) !TIMEC • ITIME 00317 
ISH 0246 STOP 0031S 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00319 
C FORMATS 00320 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------00321 
ISI~ 0247 350 FORHAT I IH1,4X,23HPROGRAI1 CALLS TO AUALIZ//eX,5HICALC,3X,5HCALLS/100322 
10X,lHl.7X,lH1/10X,lH2,IS/10X,lH3,I8) 00323 
ISN 024S 360 FC!UlAT 1//5X,60HREQUIRED STORAGE FOR ARRAY RA O!? H. EXCEEDS DItlENS00324 
lIONED SIZE/5X ,5HARRAY, 2X. 9HDII1ENSION, 2X, 8HREQUIRED17X, 2HRA, IS,6X, 100325 
2S/7X,2HIA,IS,6X,I51/5X.22H* * PROGRAM TERMINATED) 00326 
ISN 0249 END 00327 
*OPTIDtlS IN EFFECT*NANEI MAIN) OPTIMIZE I 3) LINECOUNT(60) SIZEIMAX) AUTOD3U NONE) 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT NOIIAP NOFCRI1AT GOSTI1T NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAGC II 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 248, PROGRAt1 SIZE = 3980, S:JSPROGRAH NAME = MAIN 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF CotIPIlATIOt! ****** 2968K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS THIS STEP 
This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
APPENDIX C 
REVISED FORTRAN FOR SUPERHYBRID 





+VERSIOH 1.3.0 101 
REQUESTED OPTICtI5: 
HAY 801 SYSTEN/370 FORTRAH H EXTENDED IEt:HANCED) 
AUTODBlIDBl41,SOURCE 
DATE 82.141/10.58.59 PAGE 
OPTIOllS IN EFFECT: HAI'tEI HAItU OPTItlIZEI 3) LIHECOUHTI 60) SIZE I NAX) AUTODBLlOBl4 I 


































NOALe NOANSF TERN IBM FLAGII) 
C DATA SET U493DSTAEB AT LEVEL TtlP AS OF 05121/82 
C DATA SET U~98DSTAEB AT LEVEL 018 AS Of 01/20/e2 00001 
C DATA SET U498STAEBL AT LEVEL 015 AS OF 10/06/81 00002 
C DATA SET U498STAE8L AT LEVEL 013 AS OF 08124/81 00003 
C DATA SET U498STAEBL AT LEVEL 012 AS OF 08/14/81 OOCO~ 
SUSROUTINE STAEBL 00005 
cmn:OH /BLKCI-II XPI3,53,211 , t1P121l , IND(Z1l , INP 00006 
cmlMON /8LK 21 NOACR , NOACR1 , NSTA , NSTAI , POISSN,HST2,HST3 00007 
COMtIOt! IBLK 41 "PM , XNOACR , BR , PI , TERN , N8S OOOOS 
CottMCN IBlK 71 AREAIZll , CFIZlI , AA(Zll , AKG(Zll , IT17,211 00009 
COlIIlON IBlKI21 XBARXI 21) , XIMAX( 21) , XII1IN! 211 , YBARYI 211, 00010 
1 TLTAIZlI 00011 
CatUION IBlKAAI ALPtlINI21 I , XSCI21l , YSCIZII , XX(21l , YV(ZII 00012 
COMMON IBLK81 Stla( Zl I ,ITTLEIl8 I, VARIIZ35 I, TltAXI Zll ,HALPHAI 211 00013 
C0I1tlON IBlK AI AlPHAI21l , HAI211 , Httt!TlZll , HAltlItHZll , 00014 
1 HINERTIZI) 00015 
COmIO!1 IBlK 91 OElTACI21 I ,DELTAZIZll, PIZII, RIZll, SH~Tl211 00016 
COWfON /INPUTTI XSAVE(1000), YSAVE( 1000), ZS:'VEII0';)01, TSAVE( 1000)00017 
CotmaN ISC/ XSCSV(21) , YSCSVI ZI I , lSCSV( ZI I , 00018 
1 ALSAVEI211 , FOLARIIZ11 , ASAVE(ZI1 00019 
COtt:ION IANAl331 OLEO , OTED , OROOro , DTIPO , TTID , TLTD ,NCO 00020 
1 , NCK , TSKIN , TCENTR , PBT , PGE 00021 
DIttEtlSION Y11I53,211 , XM(53,211 , TI~CI53,211 , Tl1201 , TXlI53,Z1100022 
1 , XNF(50,21 I , YtIFISO,Z11 , TltLF(50,Zl) • >:t:G!SO.U) , YCC(SO,21100023 
2 , XSCCGIZ11 , YSCCG(211 , XSCGI211 , YSCG(21) , lSCG(21) , 00024 
3 XGISO,211 , YGISO,211 , lG150,21l 00025 
4 , XSCR( 211 , YSCRI Z1 I , lSCFH 211 00026 
S , X(50,21 I , YISO,21 I , l(SO,21) 00C27 
REAL*4 A(511,B(511,CIS11,DI511,A1(511,BI1511,C11511,D1(51', 00028 
1 A2IS11,B21511,C2(Sll,D2(Sll,A3151),83IS1),C3!51', 00Q29 
Z 03(51)'S1ISlI,S21511 OC030 
REAL*4 XI111151 I, YI1MI 511, TNHI 51 ),XXMF( 25 I, VYhFI 2S I, TTHLFI 25) 00031 
REAL*4 smlE ,sn!o 0003Z 
C 00033 
C CALCULATE MEAN Y VALUE AND THICKNESS NORtlAL TO THE CHORD 00034 
C 00035 
NBR = 1 00~36 
NPS = tlPll1 *20 
DO 5 N = I,NPS *20 
XPll,N,11 = XPI1,tI,ZI *20 
XP(2,N,11 = XPI2,H,ZI *20 
XP(3,N,11 = XPI3,N,2) *20 
5 CONTINUE *20 
DO 20 I = NBR,tlSTA 00037 
tiPS = NPII) 00038 
DO 10 N = 1,NPS 00039 
YHltI,II =(XP(2,N,II + XPI3,N,III / 2.0 00040 
XMIN,II = XP(l,tI,II 00041 
TItCIN,II = XPI2,N,II - XPI3,N,II 00042 
10 COllTIIlUE 000~3 
20 CONTINUE 0004(, 
C 00045 
C CALCULATE THICKNESS NORMAL TO HEAtllINE OOG46 
C 00047 

































































NPS = NP(I)-l 
TtIU1,I) = 0.0 
TIIL!tIPS+1,I) = 0.0 
DO 30 H =2,tIPS 
THTl =ATMI21 !YI'I( H,I) - YHIH-1, I)) ,I XI11 tl,I) - XMI N-1, I)) 
THT2 =ATAN21 I YHI 11+1, I) - YllI H, I)) , I XMI N+1 ,I) - XII( N, I))) 
THT = I THT1 + THT2 I 1 2.0 
THUN,1) = TtICIN,1) * COS!THTl 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CO~HINUE 
NSTN3 = NSTA - NER 
DO 45 I = N5R,NSTA,tlSTNB 
NPS = NPI I I 
WRITE 16,900) IYNIH,1I,H=l,HPS) 
WRITE (6,900) IXNIH,II,H=l,NPSI 
~:RITE 16.900) ITt:CIN,I),N=l,IIPS) 






SAVE NEAN Y VALVES AND X VALVES IN AH ARRAY AND INTERPOLATE 
FOR EQUAL INCREtlENT X VALVES • REPEAT FOR TIIICt:t:ESSES 
DO 1101 = HBR,NSTA 
NPF = 15 
tiPS = NPlI) 
FILL IN DU:1MY ARRAYS XH11, Ylltl. TrIM FROM XII, YH, TrIL VECTO!<S 
DO 201 K = 1,IIPS 
TtlNIK) = TtIUK,I) 
XNrIIK) = XHIK,1) 
YHtl( K) = YN I K , I ) 
CALL paHFIT FOR CURVE FIT 
CALL PBtlFITI Xt!!!, YI1H, 1. .1. ,NPS.O ,A,B,C,D ,AI ,Bl ,Cl ,01 ,51 ) 
CALL pm:FITI XHI1, Tr111, 1.,1. ,IIPS,O ,A2 ,B2 ,C2 ,02 ,A3,B3,C3,D3,S2) 
EQUAL BREAKUP ARC-LENGTH 
5ARC = 511NP5) 1 NPF 
NOW SEARCH 51 ARRAY FOR INTERVAL VALUE 
NODE = 1 
ARC1 = SARC 1 2. 
II = 1 
1FIARCl .LE. SlIN)) GO TO 220 
N = N + 1 
GO TO 210 
DIST = (ARCI - 51IH-1)) 1 (51(H) - Sl(H-ll) 
SaNE = IS1IN) 51IN-1) * DIST 
STWO = IS2IH) - S2IN-1)) * DIST 
CALL CU3ICI AI 11-1) ,BI N-1) ,CIN-l )'01 N-1) ,SaNE ,XXI1F( II:JDE») 
CALL CUBIC I All N-l) ,BU N-1 ) ,ClI N-l) ,011 N-1) ,SG:lE, YYllFI N:JDE») 


































































+VERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) 
C 
STAEBL 
HODE = I-:ODE + 1 
ARC1 = ARCI + SARC 
SYSTEtV370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) 
ISN 0072 
ISH C073 
















































DO 230 K = 1,NPF 
XI1F(K,I) = XXMF(K) 





WRITE( 6,902) I ,K,XI1F(K,I), YtlF( K,I) 
FORMAT! 5X, • I ,K,XllF, YHF' ,215, 2E12.5) 

















TRANSLATE COORDIHATES TO AN ENGINE AXIS SYSTEM 
DO 130 I = NBR,NSTA 
XCHORD = 5MBI II 
XSCLE = XCHORD - XSCII) 
XSCCGII) = XSCLE - (XCHCRD - XBARXII)) 
YSCCGII) = YSCII) - YBARYII) 
DO 120 N = 1,NPF 
XCGIN,I) = XMFIN,I) IXCHORD - XBARX(I)) 
YCGIN,I) = YMF(N,I) YBARYlIl 
120 CCIITINUE 
130 CONTIIlUE 
SHIFT XY PLANE TO ENGINE AXIS YZ 
DO 150 I = N8R,HSTA 
X5CGII) = RII) 
YSCGII) = YSCCGII) 
ZSCGII) = XSCCGII) 
DO 140 H = 1,HPF 
XGIH,I) = RII) 
YGIH,I) = YCGIN,I) 
ZGIN,I) = XCGIH,I) 
140 CO~HItlUE 
150 COHTINUE 
ROTATE THRU ALPHA CHORD - 90.0 
DO 170 I = NBR,NSTA 
ALPHAII) = 90. * .0174533 
AI1G =-ALPHAII) + 90.0 ,. .0174533 
Ell = COSIANG) 
EH = SINIAIlG) 
XSCR(I) = XSCOII) 
YSCRII) = YSCGII) * EM + EH * ZSCGII) 
ZSCRII) = EN * ZSCGII) - EH * YSCGII) 
r~ITE 16,900) AilS, EN , EM , XSCRII) , YSCRII) , ZSCRII) , 
DO 160 H = 1,NPF 


































































































STAEBL SYSTEH/370 FORTRAH H EXTE~DED (ENHANCED) 
YG(H,I)* EM + EN * ZG(N,I) 
EH * ZG(N.I) - EN * YG(N.I) 
C DO 175 I = NGR,t!STA.NSTNB 
C IlRITE (6,900) (XCG(H.I),!l=I.NPF) 
C I!RITE (6.900) (yCGCN.I)'N=l,NPF) 
C WUTE (6.900) (XG(N,I)'N=I,NPFI 
C WRITE (6,900) (YG(N,I),H=l.NFF) 
C WRITE (6,900) (ZG(N.I},H=l,NPF) 
C ~lRITE (6,900) (XIN.I}.N=l,NPF) 
C WRITE 16,900) (YIN.II.N=l,NPF) 
C I:RITE (6,900) (Z(N.I),N=l.NPF) 
C WflITE (6.900) (TtILF(N.Il.N=l,tlPF) 
C 175 CDtlTINUE 
IJ = 1 
IF(IJ .EQ. 1) GO TO 311 
C 




DO 300 I = NSR,NSTA 
00 301 J = 1,NPF 
801 READ(5,802) Y(J.II,Z(J,II 
302 FORtIAT(/,32X,2F3.0) 
00 805 J = 1.NPF 
REAO(5,803) P1.P2 
803 FORiIAT( 24X, F8. 0 .11, 24X,F8.0} 
805 THLF(J,I) = (PI + PZ) I 2. 
C WRITE(6,810} I 
C810 FORHAT( 5X. 'T039 NODES AND THICKNESSES FOR SECTION " IS} 
C WRITE( 6,900) 1 X(N. I) ,N=l ,NPF) 
C I.:IUTE(6,900) (Y(N,Il ,N=1 ,NFF I 
C ~RITE(6,900) IZIN,I),N=l,NPF) 





J = 0 
K = 0 
DO 190 I = NBR,NSTA 
K = K + 1 
XSCSV(K) = XSCR(I) 
YSCSVIKI = YSCRII) 
ZSCSVIK) = ZS:RII) 
ALSAVEI K) = ALPiiAII) 
POLARHK} = XIt1ItHIl + XIHAXIIl 
ASAVEIK) = AREA(I} 
00 180 1'1 = 1,NPF 
J = J +1 
XSAVE(J) = X(N,I} 
YSAVE(J} = Y(N,I) 
ZSAVE(J) = Z(tI,I) 
TSAVEIJ) = T~ILFIN,I) 





































































+',(;1<5IOH 1.3.0 101 NAY 80) STAEBL SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IEHHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.58.59 PAGE 5 
ISH 0146 K = 0 00226 
ISH 0147 DO 200 I = N3R,NSTA 00227 
ISH 0148 K = K .. 1 00228 
C WRITE 17,901) XSCSVIK) • YSCSVIK) • ZSCSVIKI I ALSAVEIKI 00229 
C 1 I POLARIIK) I ASAVEIK) 00230 
ISH 0149 200 CONTINUE 00231 
ISH 0150 NTtltlR = NSTA - NSR + 1 00232 
ISH 0151 IF INCO .EQ. 1) 00233 
lCALL HOLLO~ IDLED , DTED I OROOTO I DTIPO • 00234 
2 nIO I HTO • HPF • NTtINR) 00235 
ISH 0153 IF IHCO .EQ. 2) 00236 
1 CALL LAMINI ITSKIN • TCEHTR • PBT • PGE • HPF • NTNNRI 00237 
ISH 0155 901 FORHAT 16E12.51 002!8 
ISH 0156 900 FORtlAT I1X,9F8.51 00239 
ISH 0157 RETURN 00240 
ISH 0158 EIID 00241 
*OPTIONS III EFFECT*IlAMEI MAIII) OPTIMIZE I 3 I LIIIECOUHTI 60) SIZEIMAXI AUTOOBUDBL4) 
*OPTICNS IN EFFECT*SOl.:RCE EBCDIC HOLIST NOOECK OBJECT NCl1AP NOFCRMAT GOSTtlT NO::REF NOALC HOI-NSF TERM IBM FLAGI II 
*STATISTICS* SOU:<CE STATEI1EHTS = 157. PROGRAM SIZE = 141976, SU3FROGRAN NAtlE =STAEBL 
*STATISTICS!+ NO DIAGNOSTICS GEI1ERATED 





+VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.59.56 PAGE 
R!~UESTED OPTIONS: AUTODBL(DBL4),SOURCE 
OPTIotlS IN EFFECT: NMlE( tIAIN) OPTIttIZE( 3) LINECOUHTI 60) SIZE(HAX) AUTODDU DBL4) 
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST tlODECK OBJECT HOMAP NOFORMAT GOSThT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(l) 
C 00370 
ISll 0002 SUBROUTINE INPUT (NR,NC) 00871 
C 00672 
C tlATERIAL PROERTIES AND GEOMETRY INPUT 00873 
C 00874 
IStl 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 00375 
ISH 0004 COMilOH /ZCOEF/ E11(7),E22(7),E33(7l.G12(7),G23(7),G13(7), 00876 
1 V12(7)'V13(7),V23(7) 00877 
ISH 0005 COMtlON /PL Yl/ PLY( 21 ,25,71, TH ETA ( 7) ,RHO( 7) 00878 
ISN 0006 CotmON /FAIL/ XlT( 7) ,X1C( 7) ,X2T1 7) ,X2C( 7) ,S6P( 71 ,S6M( 7), TSAI( 6,25 )00379*35 
C 00880 
C ~RITE(8,1) 00BS1 
C1 FOR~IATI 5X, 'IS THIS AN ISOTROPIC BLADE, l=YES') 00382 
C READ(8,*) ISO 00863 
C IF(ISO .NE. 1) GO TO 2 00334 
C 00885 
C ISOTROPIC BLADE OCOe.6 
C 00887 
C WRITE(8,3) 0088S 
C3 FCflMATl5X, 'INPUT-E(PSI),V AND DEN5ITY(LB/IN3),FREE FeRMAT') 00389 
C READ(8,*) E,V,R 00090 
ISN 0007 E = 16100000. 00391 
1St! 0008 V = .33 00892 
ISN 0009 R = .16 00893 
ISll 0010 DPLY = 1. / 7. 00894 
ISN 0011 YIELD = 110000. 00895*35 
ISN 0012 SHEAR = 0.577 * YIELD 00896*36 
C *49 
C TI LAYffiS ~9 
C *49 
ISH 0013 I = 1 *49 
ISH 0014 DO 100 II = 1,3 *49 
C 00398~35 
ISH 0015 XIT(I) = YIELD 00899*35 
ISN 0016 X1C(I) = YIELD 00900*35 
ISN 0017 X2T(I) = YIELD 00901*35 
ISIl 001S X2C(I) = YIELD 00902*35 
IS~I 0019 S6P(I) = SHEAR 00903*35 
ISH 0020 56tH I) = SHEAR C0904*35 
ISN 0021 E11(I) = E 00905 
1St! 0022 E22(I) = E 00906 
ISH 0023 E33(I) = E 00907 
ISH 0024 G12(l) = E / 2. / (1. + V) 00908 
IS~I 0025 G13(I) = G12(I) 00909 
IS~I 0026 G23(I) = G12(I) 00910 
ISN 0027 V12(I) = V 00911 
ISH 0028 V13(I) = V 00912 
ISH 0029 V23(I) = V 00913 
I5~1 0030 RHO(I) = R / 386.4 *49 
IStl 0031 THETA(I) = O. *49 
IStl 0032 100 I = I + 3 *49 
C *49 
C B/A .AND G/E LAYERS *49 
C *49 
ISH 0033 12 = 2 *49 
+VERSIotl 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) INPUT SYSTEtl/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (EtlHANCED) DATE 82.141/10.59.56 PAGE 2 
ISN 0034 13 = 3 *49 
C *49 
1St! 0035 ElBA = 31. OE6 *49 
w IStl 0036 ElBA = 0.9 * ElBA *49 
w 1St! 0037 E2BA = 20.0E6 *49 C'\ lSi'! 0030 EZBA = 0.9 * E2BA *49 
ISN 0039 V12BA = 0.27 *49 
IS~I 0040 G3A = 8.5E6 *49 
1St! 0041 GaA = 0.9 * GBA *49 
ISI~ 00(2 RBA = 0.097 *49 
1St! 0043 R3A = 0.9 * RBA *49 
1St! 0044 XITBA = 140000.0 *49 
1St! 0045 X1TBA = 0.9 * XITBA *49 
Istl 0046 X1CBA = 200000.0 *49 
IS~I 0047 XlCBA = 0.9 * XlCBA *49 
IStl 0048 X2TBA = 14800.0 *49 
IStl 0049 X2TBA = 0.9 * X2TBA *49 
1St! 0050 X2C8A = 32200.0 *49 
IS~~ 0051 X2CBA = 0.9 * X2CBA *49 
IStl 0052 SBA = 14500.0 *49 
Istl 0053 seA = 0.9 * SBA 'lE49 
C *49 
1St! 0054 EIGE = 18.5E6 *49 
1511 0055 E2GE = 1.5(IE6 *49 
1St! 0056 V12GE = 0.3 *49 
IStl 0057 GGE = 0.85E6 *49 
ISN 0058 RGE = 0.056 *49 
ISN 0059 XlTGE = 160000.0 *49 
1St! 0060 XICGE = 160000.0 *49 
IStl 0061 X2TGE = 7500.0 *49 
IStl OC62 X2CGE = 25000.0 *49 
1St! 0063 SGE = 10000.0 *49 
C *49 
1St! 0064 DO 200 II = 1,2 *49 
ISt~ 0065 E1l(12) = ElBA *49 
1St! 0066 E221121 = E2BlI *49 
1St! 0067 E331121 = E221121 *49 
ISN 0068 G121121 = GSA ~49 
1St! 0069 G13II21 = G9A *49 
ISN C070 G231I21 = GSA *(19 
ISll 0071 V12(I21 = V12BA *49 
ISN 0072 V131121 = V128A *49 
1St! 0:173 V231121 = Vl2BA *49 
ISH 0074 RHOII21 = RBA I 386.4 *49 
IStl 0075 XlTII21 = XlTSA *49 
ISN 0076 XICII21 = XlCBA *49 
1St! 0077 X2T1 121 = X2TBA *49 
ISII 0078 X2CII21 = X2C8A *49 
1St! 0079 56PII21 = SOA +>49 
ISN 0080 56tH 121 = SOA *49 
C *49 
1St! 0031 Ell1131 = ElGE *49 
IS~I 0082 E221131 = E2GE *49 
ISN 0083 E331131 = E22(I3) *49 
ISU 0084 G121131 = GGE *49 
ISII COS5 G13( 131 = GGE *49 
ISN CC::!6 G231131 = GGE lfA9 
ISII 0037 V121I31 = V12GE *49 




















V23!I3) = V12GE 
RHO(I3) = RGE 1 386.4 
XIT( 13) = XlTGE 
X1C(13) = X1CGE 
X2T1 13) = X2TGE 
X2C(I3) = X2CGE 
S6P!I3) = S:;E 
S6N(13) = SGE 
12 = 12 + 4 
13 = 13 + 2 
RETURN 
EFD 

























EFFECT*SOURCE EBCDIC NO LIST NODECK OBJECT N0l1AP NOFORHAT G05TtlT NOXREF NOAle NOAtlSF TERM IBM FLAG ( I). 
SOURCE STATENHlTS = 99, PROGRAM SIZE = 1402, SUBPR02RAN N,\NE = INP~T 
NO DIAG:mSTICS GENERATED 
*HlC** ErID OF cmlPIlATION ****** 3004K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
This Page Intentionally left Blank 
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